REGULAR MEETING OF
CITY COUNCIL
In OPEN WORKSHOP SESSION
Notice is hereby given of the following Regular Meeting of Council:
April 25, 2016 at 11:00 a.m.
Council Chamber, City Hall

AGENDA
For On-Table additions, see items 1a and 1b
Call to order.
REPORTS
1. Official Community Plan Review – Summary of OUR CITY
Community Conservation on Housing Process, Director of Development
Services
a. Our City 2041: A Community Conversation on Housing
PowerPoint Presentation (On-Table)
b. Our City Housing Continuum, Housing Categories (On-Table)
ADJOURNMENT
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REPORT
Development Services
To:

Mayor Coté and Members of Council
in Open Council Workshop

Date:

4/25/2016

From:

Beverly Grieve
Director of Development Services

File:

13.2525.20

Item #:

52/2016

Subject:

Official Community Plan Review – Summary of OUR CITY
Community Conversation on Housing Process

RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council direct staff to begin an implementation strategy for laneway houses
and carriage houses, and for rowhouses and townhouses; and
THAT Council provide comment to staff regarding suitable locations for the range of
housing categories that can be used by staff to create the first draft of the Land Use
Designation Map.

PURPOSE
This report contains a summary of feedback received at OUR CITY Community
Conversation on Housing Process held between November 2015 and February 2016. This
report provides background information for the Council workshop at which staff will be
seeking input that will be used in the next steps of the Official Community Plan revie w. In
particular, staff will be seeking direction regarding which two infill housing forms staff
should pursue an implementation strategy for. Staff will also be seeking comments from
Council that will be used to inform the creation of first draft of the land use designation map.
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BACKGROUND
Process To Date
In January 2014, Council endorsed a general scope, work plan and budget for the Official
Community Plan (OCP) review process. The purpose of the revised OCP is to provide a
renewed vision for New Westminster to the year 2041 and a regulatory framework to guide
future growth of the city. Year one of the process focused on conducting background
research and community events to let people know about the OCP review and start the
community thinking about key ideas. Year two focused on exploring housing needs and
opportunities and creating the draft OCP framework: the vision, goals, policies. Year three
will focus on the drafting of the Official Community Plan, including the land use plan.
At their October 5, 2015 meeting, Council received a report that outlined a proposed
community consultation program for the Community Conversation on Housing. This round
of consultation is the second major milestone in the extensive public engagement program,
and is now complete.
Housing: The Focus of the OCP Update
While the OUR CITY process is an extensive review that will update all policy areas and
maps in the current OCP, a large focus of this review has been on identifying and achieving
the community’s housing needs to 2041.
The housing focus for the OCP update is meant to achieve two overarching goals: Goal 1)
accommodate expected growth; Goal 2) increase housing choice – both of which are
described below.
Goal 1: Accommodate expected growth.
To be in conformance with Metro Vancouver’s Regional Growth Strategy the City must
show how and where it can accommodate 102,000 residents, the population projected for
2041. The Regional Growth Strategy is, in part, about recognizing that people are coming to
live in Metro Vancouver because it is an attractive place to live, work, play and learn. The
Strategy is a shared commitment of member municipalities to make sure that growth goes in
the right places (e.g. in mixed use areas well serviced by transit) and not in the wrong places
(e.g. on agricultural land, conservation land or industrial land). New Westminster’s share is
3.4% of the total growth projected for Metro Vancouver.
The City’s own demographic forecast anticipates that the City could grow to close to
104,000 people by 2041. This means approximately 34,000 new residents (in approximately
16,500 new homes) and 700,000 square feet of new local-serving commercial businesses
over the next 25 years.
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Image 1: Anticipated Citywide Growth

Total Population
(City Forecast)

Total Housing Units
(City Forecast)

2013

2021

2031

2041

68,280

79,061

92,098

103,871

31,611

36,602

42,638

48,088

To guide the OCP work toward achieving this goal, staff is using the City’s draft City
Building Principles, which include:
 Locate the most number of residents within mixed-use, pedestrian oriented
nodes that are well served by transit.
 Locate the next highest number of residents along pedestrian-oriented transit
corridors.
 Locate some additional residents in single detached dwelling areas using form
and character that maintain neighbourhood character.
The existing OCP is largely aligned with these principles. A high level capacity analysis of
the land use designation map in the existing OCP indicates that the forecasted growth can be
accommodated in areas where growth is already anticipated (i.e. in nodes around SkyTrain
stations, along corridors, Downtown, Uptown). The updated OCP would continue to reflect
these expectations. This means that any new residential added outside those areas would
have a different focus: increasing housing choice.
The OUR CITY process still needs to explore whether any refinements should be made to
the expected growth areas. It is also an appropriate time to explore whether a revised plan for
the area around the 22 nd SkyTrain Station is needed.
Goal 2: Increase housing choice.
Single detached dwellings and apartment buildings make up more than 95% of the city’s
housing stock. This means there are limited housing options that are appropriate for people
of all abilities, ages and family types, which means that people have to look outside New
Westminster to meet their housing needs. Increasing housing choice will allow families to
meet their changing needs, enable empty nesters and seniors to downsize and remain in
familiar surroundings, facilitate settlement and integration by new immigrants and refugees,
and retain youth and young professionals who are getting started in the housing market,
which will contribute to intergenerational neighbourhoods.
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Image 2: Housing Mix

Dwelling Type (2011)
Units
Single Detached Dwellings (including suites) 8,450
Duplexes
115
Townhouse + Rowhouse
1,260
Apartments (less than 5 storeys)
11,365
Apartments (more than 5 storeys)
9,315
Other
75
TOTAL
30,580

(28 %)
(<1%)
(4%)
(37%)
(30%)
(<1%)

The draft City Building Principles, including the following, will guide work to achieve this
goal:
 Provide housing to meet the needs of different ages, incomes, family types and
abilities.
 Locate some additional residents in single detached dwelling areas using form
and character that maintain neighbourhood character.
Increasing housing choice would be achieved by encouraging more ground oriented housing
forms. Typically a ground oriented unit has a separate, exterior entrance directly accessible
(without passing through a common lobby or corridor) from a street or open space (e.g.
laneway/carriage house, townhouse, rowhouse, triplex). Often, these kinds of forms are
achieved through infill development in existing single detached dwelling neighbourhoods,
either in the core for lower intensity forms (e.g. laneway/carriage house) or at the edge for
higher intensity forms (e.g. townhouses, triplexes). Doing this in a way that maintains the
overall character of each neighbourhood will be a key to success.
Increasing housing choice will be challenging to achieve and has been the focus of staff
research. The preliminary findings of this work were summarized in a report presented to
Council on October 5, 2015.
PROCESS: COMMUNITY CONVERSATION ON HOUSING
Focus: Housing Choice
The goal of the Community Conversation on Housing public engagement process was to
obtain community feedback on the types and best locations for housing forms that could
increase housing choice in the city. As a result, the conversation about where these forms
could be located largely focused on the areas currently designated “RL – Residential Low
Density.”
Since the existing OCP already addresses the question of where to accommodate growth, this
public engagement process did not explore how to fulfill a target number of units or
population towards meeting our Regional Growth Strategy expectations. As a result, the
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engagement process did not focus on the majority of areas currently identified for medium or
high density forms of housing which will likely have a similar land use designation in the
new Official Community Plan (either because land use already matches, or it is an area
identified above as appropriate for accommodating growth). The exception was the area
around the 22 nd Street SkyTrain Station.
Consultation Questions and Materials
The Community Conversation explored two questions:
1) What Housing Fits? What is the level of community support for different ground
oriented housing forms, and what do people like and do not like about each of the
housing forms.
2) Where Housing Goes? Where in the city should (or should not) the different housing
forms be located.
To facilitate this conversation, staff created the following materials:
 Infill Housing Boards used illustrations and words to highlight the key features,
differences, pros and cons of each infill housing form. The infill forms were grouped
into the following categories: Low Infill (laneway/carriage house, small lot single
detached dwelling, small lot duplex), Moderate Infill (compact lot single detached
dwelling, cluster houses, triplex, quadraplex), High Infill (rowhouse, townhouse).
 Land Use Scenarios imagined really low infill, really high infill, and medium infill
approaches for each neighbourhood (based on residents' association boundaries). For
Connaught Heights, the scenarios also included three approaches to increasing density
around the 22 nd Street SkyTrain Station. The purpose of the scenarios was not to
select one preferred scenario, but to inform an engaged community conversation
about different options. The scenarios allowed participants to discuss which parts of
each scenario they liked and what ways they felt the scenarios should be modified.
The scenarios were intended to generate discussion so that staff and Council had a
good understanding to the community’s preferences before creating the first draft of
the land use plan. No scenarios were created for Queensborough or the Downtown,
since both have recently adopted community plans. The scenarios were created by
taking into account: the current Official Community Plan; outputs of the
Neighbourhood Visioning Process. (held in February 2015, and summarized in a
report to Council dated May 11, 2015); the draft City Building Principles; and, Metro
Vancouver’s Regional Growth Strategy.
 Things to Think About were boards intended to get people thinking about some of the
implementation questions that will need to be answered if the City chooses to support
any of the infill housing forms being discussed. For example, on-site parking, open
space and trees, and front yard setbacks compete for the outdoor areas of a parcel, and
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it is difficult for infill housing to achieve all three since they are competing for limited
space. Staff wanted to understand what the community felt should be the highest
priority. This question, and other questions related to implementation, will be further
explored in a future step of the Official Community Plan process.
All of the materials used for the Community Conversation on Housing are included in
Attachment 1.
Consultation Activities
The OUR CITY Community Conversation on Housing included a range of opportunities to
provide input between November 2015 and February 2016. A summary of these is included
below, with full details included in Attachment 2.
Workshop
This was a full day kick-off workshop at the Anvil Centre that was attended by over 160
people. The agenda included guest speakers (Gwyn Symmons, co-founder and Principle of
CitySpaces; Jake Fry, Principle and Founder of Smallworks; and Michael Epp, City Planner
with the City of North Vancouver). Staff facilitated small-group working sessions on the
questions and materials, and each group reported out on their key feedback. The raw notes
from the day are included in Attachment 3.
Image 3: A Community Conversation on Housing Workshop

Traveling Open House
This was a series of open houses over the
remainder of November, covering the same
questions and materials on boards arranged in
stations. Participants asked questions of staff, used
post-it notes to add comments to the boards, used
work stations to review individual sized copies of
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the material and write out their comments to submit in a feedback box. Six open houses were
held across the city at different times of day and on different days of the week. Overall,
approximately 175 people attended. The raw notes from these events are included in
Attachment 4.
Online Survey
After the completion of the traveling workshops an online survey, featuring the same
material, was launched. A paper copy of the materials was also available. A copy of the
survey and the raw notes from the survey are included in Attachment 5. The survey was
posted from December 1, 2015 to February 21, 2016. In total, 1,205 people pro vided
feedback through the survey. Demographic questions (designed to protect privacy) included
as part of the survey revealed:
 Respondents 19 years or younger and 66 or older were underrepresented;
 Respondents 20 to 65 years were generally well represented;
 Renters were underrepresented and owners were overrepresented;
 All neighbourhoods were generally well represented, except: Brow of the Hill
(underrepresented), and Queen’s Park (slightly overrepresented).
Drop-In Workshops
Given the strong interest in the community to be part of the Community Conversation on
Housing, an additional three workshop events were added in locations across the city, prior
to concluding this round of consultation. The events covered the questions and all the same
materials in short, facilitated group sessions. Participants rotated through as many topics as
they chose, asked questions of staff stationed at information boards, used post-it notes to add
comments to the boards, and used work stations to review individual sized copies of the
material and write out their comments to submit in a feedback box. A food truck was
available at each event with participants receiving a discount. Child minding was also
available. Overall approximately 410 people attended. The raw notes from the drop-in
workshops are included in Attachment 6.
Image 5: Your Future Neighbourhood Drop-In Workshop
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Invited Meetings
Staff received a number of invitations to present materials or host workshops for groups.
Many of these invitations came from Residents’ Associations, and staff presented to: Moody
Park (approximately 100 people in attendance); Queens Park (approx. 70 people), Brow of
the Hill (approx. 15 people); and Glenbrooke North (approx. 15 people). The Planning staff
representative on each Residents’ Association also promoted the process and upcoming
events, as appropriate. Staff was also invited to hold a workshop at the River Market.
Approximately 50 people attended. The raw notes from these events are included in
Attachment 7. Staff also made themselves available to meet with people at City Hall who
wanted to ask questions or talk about their concerns or ideas.
Letters and Email Feedback
A number of letters and emails with additional feedback were received throughout the
Community Conversation on Housing process. The additional feedback received is included
in Attachment 8. The comments from all letter and email feedback has been incorporated
into the overall feedback received through the process. This additional feedback included:
 A petition was received from 40 households in the area bounded by Blair Avenue,
East Eighth Avenue, East Columbia Street and Sherbrooke Street that express
concern for the density being allocated to their area but also to the neighbourhood at
large, especially given the amount of development taking place. They request that the
area remain Status Quo and retain its existing zoning.
 A petition from 242 households in Lower Sapperton (bounded by KellyStreet, Hume
Park, Rousseau Street and Sherbrooke Street) that requests the area retains its
existing Single Detached Dwelling Districts (RS-1) zoning.
 The outcomes from public engagement events held independently by the Moody Park
Residents’ Association.
Overall, the Community Conversation on Housing consultation activities are considered to
have been a success. In total, approximately 2,220 people participated in the City’s events,
survey (respondents), and meetings attended by staff. In addition, facilitated conversations
with staff generally seemed to provide community members with a good understanding of
the issues, and a greater level of comfort with future change. The facilitated events gathered
a large amount of detailed feedback, answered participants’ questions, and allowed
community members to hear what each other thought of the infill housing forms and
scenarios.
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Role of the Advisory Group
In addition to promoting all of the events during this round of consultation, the Advisory
Group played an active role in the initial workshop on November 7. There were Advisory
Group members at every table to help facilitate the discussion and help record the comments
made by participants. They were also asked to submit their thoughts on the key messages
from the workshop once they had reflected on the overall day.
Advertising
The City events and survey were generally advertised through:
 Advertisements in the local paper,
 Advertisements in City Page,
 Emails to the OUR CITY mail list, Residents’ Associations, and City committees,
 The City’s Facebook page and Twitter account,
 The City website (home page, project webpage)
 Posters at City Hall and other City facilities
 Advisory Group members
In addition:
 City billboard advertised the workshop and the survey,
 Ad in the Clarion for the Traveling Open House,
 Targeted Facebook ad for the survey,
 Postcards invitations to the Your Future Neighbourhood Drop-in Workshop delivered
to all New Westminster homes (via Canada Post and, in some cases, by hand by City
staff, and through elementary schools),
 Media coverage and blog posts also helped promote and draw more people to the
meetings and survey.
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ANALYSIS
The consultation activities gathered a large amount of detailed feedback, which will be used
to inform drafting of the OCP and the land use designation map. This section provides a
summary and general analysis of the feedback, organized as follows:
1. What We Heard: What Housing Fits?
1.1. Feedback On Goal (1) Increase Housing Choice
1.2. Summary of Feedback on Housing Forms
1.3. Low Infill Housing Forms (laneway/carriage house, small lot SDD, small lot duplex)
1.4. Moderate Infill Housing Forms (compact lot SDD, cluster house, triplex, quadraplex)
1.5. High Infill Housing Forms (rownhouse, townhouse)
2. What We Heard: Where Housing Goes?
2.1. Summary of Feedback on Neighbourhood Scenarios
2.2. Brow of the Hill
2.3. Connaught Heights
2.4. Glenbrooke North
2.5. Queens Park
2.6. Massey Victory Heights
2.7. McBride Sapperton
2.8. Moody Park
2.9. West End
3. What We Heard: Feedback On Goal (2) Accommodate Expected Growth
3.1. Need for Growth
3.2. Keeping Up With Growth
4. What We Heard: General Comments
4.1. Land Use Designation vs. Rezoning
4.2. Size and Use of Existing Homes
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1) What We Heard: What Housing Fits?
The event materials included in Attachment 1 provide a summary describing each housing
form.
1.1 Feedback On Goal (1) Increase Housing Choice
Participants provided feedback on the principle of Achieving Housing Choice, which is
summarized below:
Comments of Support
 Plans for the aging population by increasing senior friendly housing options : Many
residents thinking about selling their homes and downsizing want to stay in the
neighbourhood cannot find options that work for them (e.g. one level, ground oriented
unit with a garden).
 Provides family friendly housing options: Increasing options for families was a high
priority for young families, but also for parents who want their children (and
grandchildren) to live close by, although others questioned the suitability of infill
housing forms for families.

 Allows people to stay central: Many young couples and young families realize that
owning a single detached dwelling may never be an option, especially if they want to
live in a central location in Metro Vancouver. Expectations are changing and people
are willing to live in smaller houses in order to stay central.

 Increases affordability: The need for relatively more affordable housing was a
common reason for support of infill forms, e.g. forms that allow for strata ownership.
Others would like the City to do more to plan for low income households, such as
explore creative ideas for finding affordable housing sites, and create affordable rental
housing.

 Creates social interaction opportunities: Some participants preferred the infill
housing forms to high rises since there is a greater level of social interaction and a
stronger sense of community in lower density housing forms.

 Contributes to neighbourhood diversity: For some, allowing a variety of forms would
be more appealing and would avoid monotonous blocks.
Comments with Concerns
 Increases rental units: A large number of concerns were raised about the perceived
negative impact rental properties have on a neighbourhood. Many people feel that
people who rent are transient and that rental properties will not be maintained.

 Increases strata ownership: Many raised concerns about strata ownership, feeling that
it requires positive relationship between owners, there’s a lack of owners control over
maintenance costs, and that the units are likely to be rented.
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 Results in negative property value implications: Residents were concerned about the
impact the new OCP would make their property values. There is a wide mix of
concerns regarding value going down, staying the same, or going up. Related to this, a
number of people felt that affordable housing options exist elsewhere in Metro
Vancouver and that it is not the City’s duty to solve the affordability problem in New
Westminster where people have worked very hard to own their homes.

 Could cause reduction in single detached dwellings: Residents were concerned that
allowing infill housing forms would cause a significant reduction in the amount of
single detached dwellings available in the city. Many participants expressed the
importance of traditional single detached dwellings continuing to be a housing choice
in New Westminster as many people still want it.
 Could cause loss of heritage assets: There is a lot of value in the city’s existing
homes. If the City allows infill housing, infill forms that allow for existing homes to
be kept should be prioritized. This helps protect the City’s older homes and is
sustainable (e.g. continued use of an existing structure, less building waste). Many
people felt there should be incentives to enter into formal heritage protection.
Participants also wanted the City to look into the ability to convert existing homes
into multiple unit and to look at new home warranty triggers.
1.2

Summary of Feedback on Housing Forms

For each of the housing forms participants at the in person events were asked: Do You
Support This Form? People could indicate: “Yes”; “Maybe, in the right context”; “No, thank
you”. Some of the feedback received could also be quantified. For example, comments that
indicated clear support were considered a “Yes”.
Due to the structure of the program, the online survey asked a slightly different question. For
each of the housing forms participants where asked: Do You Support This Form? In this case
people could indicate: “strongly like”, “like”, “neutral”, “dislike”, “strongly dislike”. The
biggest difference was the option to pick “neutral” instead of “maybe, in the right context”.
A lower proportion of participants chose “neutral” than chose “maybe”.
For all of the infill housing forms the proportion of responses (i.e. the percentage of the
responses received regarding that individual form) in support (i.e. yes, like, strongly like)
was greater than the proportion of responses in opposition (e.g. no, dislike, strongly dislike).
Of all the housing forms the highest support was for the laneway/carriage house form. A
laneway house is a detached rental unit at the rear of an existing single detached lot with a
lane. A carriage house is a detached rental unit at the rear of a single detached dwelling, but
is on a lot which does not have a lane. A total of 66% of all those that provided feedback
were in support of laneway/carriage house. It is worth noting that far more comments were
received about this form that any other form. As a result, laneway/carriage house also
received the highest amount of support based on the total number of replies received.
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Townhouses (56.8%) and rowhouses (56.3%) received the second and third highest
proportion of support.
These three forms also had the lowest proportion of comments in opposition (8% opposition
for laneway/carriage house, 9% each for townhouses and rowhouses).
The form with the highest proportion of comments in opposition was triplexes (39%). The
forms with the second and third highest proportion of comments in opposition were
quadraplex (37%) and cluster house (33%). These three forms also had the lowest proportion
of comments in support; however, the proportion of replies in support was still greater than
the proportion of replies against (40% support for triplexes, 40% for quadraplexes, and 45%
for cluster house).
In addition to the housing forms identified, some participants also suggested that the City
should explore micro-homes and co-operatives (a form of not-for profit ownership, usually
subsidized).
Image 6: Level of Support Based on Total Replies Received For All Housing Forms (Online Survey)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Highest Support
Consult
Type
All
Events
Laneway /
65.2%
66.1%
Carriage house
Townhouse
55.1%
56.8%
Rowhouse
66.7%
56.3%
Small Lot SDD
59.4%
55.3%
Small lot Duplex
58.8%
51.2%
Compact lot SDD 49.6%
54.4%
Cluster House
56.3%
45.2%
Quadraplex
50.0%
40.6%
Triplex

40.2%
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58.7%

Least Support
Online
Survey
66.2%
56.9%
55.5%
54.9%
50.4%
49.1%
44.1%
39.8%
38.6%

Type
1
2
3
3
5
6
7
8

Triplex

Quadraplex
Cluster House
Small lot Duplex
Compact lot SDD
Small lot SDD
Rowhouse
Townhouse
Laneway /
9 Carriage house

All

Consult
Events

Online
Survey

39%

21%

40%

37%
33%
30%
28%
25%
25%
24%

14%
9%
15%
14%
13%
9%
9%

39%
35%
31%
29%
27%
26%
25%

20%

8%

22%
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NOTES: SDD = Single Detached Dwelling
Support = “Strongly Like” or “Like” on the online survey. “Yes!” at the in person even ts.
Maybe/Neutral = “Neutral” on the online survey. “Maybe, in the right context” at the in person events.
Do Not Support = “Strongly Dislike” or “Dislike” on the online survey. “No, thank you” at the in person events.

Attachment 9 includes the results separated by in person and online feedback.
In both cases, in person and online, there was also an open ended question that allowed
participants to provide extra detail regarding what they feel it takes to make the form work
(e.g. the number of parking stalls), and themes related to implementation emerged. This
feedback will be used when it comes time to implement infill housing forms since it
identifies what issues or opportunities need to be addressed by the regulations or design
guidelines established.
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1.3 Low Infill Housing Forms
1.3.a) Laneway and Carriage House

Image 7: Level of Support (Consultation Events
and Online Survey)

A laneway house is a detached rental unit at
the rear of an existing single detached lot with
a lane. A carriage house is a detached rental
unit at the rear of a single detached dwelling,
but is on a lot which does not have a lane.
There was strong support for laneway houses.
A total of 66.1% of participants that provided
feedback on this housing form either liked or
strongly liked it. Another 27% of event
participants said “Maybe, in the right context”.
More comments were received about laneway
and carriage houses than any other form.
In addition to the general comments summarized above, the most frequent comments
regarding laneway and carriage housing were:
 Explore how to implement this housing form in a way that allows, or incentivises, the
existing home to be kept, especially if the home has heritage merit.
 Design needs to be right. The dwelling should fit within the context of the
neighbourhood (building size and design) and not adversely impact the neighbouring
back yard (e.g. privacy, shading).
 The design, quality and width of the lane are important (e.g. some lanes may be too
narrow to be appropriate for laneway houses). Many felt this would be an opportunity
to improve the design of lanes. Some felt it would improve safety to have more people
using the lane others felt this would decrees safety. Concerns about user conflict (cars
and pedestrians).
 Allowing this form would increase the flexibility for how people use their property
and ensure there is more opportunity for them to use the property in a way that works
for them and their family (in some case, as an alternative to moving).
 There was a mix of opinions about whether secondary suites in addition to a
laneway/carriage house should be permitted. While most people did not comment on
this element, some people expressed support and others felt it should be one or the
other laneway/carriage house OR suite).
 A number of people felt that there should be more flexibility regarding tenure (e.g.
people should be able to sell the unit).
 Better alternative than other housing forms, including high rises.
 Concern about the total number of units that could be built. A few on a block may
work, but redeveloping the whole block would be too much of a change.
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 The reasons for not supporting these forms were: too much density, higher demand on
parks due to a lack of backyard, parking needs would be higher than can be
accommodated, site coverage would be too high (buildings and paving for driveway
etc.), inefficient way of accommodating density.
Staff Comments: Allowing both a laneway/carriage house and secondary suite is a pragmatic
approach that acknowledges the high number of secondary suites that already exist and the
challenges with enforcing the removal of suites. Appropriate design guidelines and
regulations (e.g. useable open space, parking) would be created with the assumption that
both units exist before this new form is permitted.
1.3.b) Small Lot Single Detached Dwellings

Image 8: Level of Support (Consultation Events
and Online Survey)

A small lot single detached dwelling is a
single building with a secondary suite on a
lot that is as small as 4,000 square feet.
There was support for Small Lot Single
Detached Dwellings. A total of 55.3% of all
participants were in favour of this housing
form. Another 28% of event participants said
“Maybe, in the right context”.
In addition to the general comments
summarized above, the most frequent
comments regarding small lot single
detached dwellings were:
 Like the fact that the use is still free-hold, single detached dwellings.
 Design guidelines should look at the building size and the space between houses.
 Only okay if this does not allow or incentivise demolitions, especially of older
buildings.
 Preferable to other forms, including current monster homes.
 Concern about the impact of this form on land price.
 Lanes should be required, especially for narrow lots.
 Permanently alters the lot.
 Does not accommodate enough new density, given the number of lots likely to be
eligible
 Allowing subdivision changes the streetscape and the pattern of buildings.
Staff Comments: This form, which is created by subdividing large existing properties,
preforms better economically than all other infill housing forms. As a result, allowing this
form could limit the overall housing diversity achieved. The limiting factor is the minimum
lot size required and the relatively small number of lots in the city that are large enough to be
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subdivided. Many of the larger lots are concentrated in specific areas (e.g. Quee ns Park) so
the opportunity and impact on different neighbourhoods would have to be taken into account.
Clear policy should be established regarding the context in which this housing form is
appropriate.
1.3.c) Small Lot Duplex
A small lot duplex is a single building
which is divided into two units on a smaller
lot than is currently permitted (6,000 square
feet).

Image 9: Level of Support (Consultation Events
and Online Survey)

There was support for Small Lot Duplexes.
A total of 51.2% of all participants were in
favour of this housing form. Another 26% of
even participants said “Maybe, in the right
context”.
In addition to the general comments
summarized above, the most frequent
comments regarding small lot duplexed
were:
 Good option because side yards are a waste of space.
 Design guidelines should be in place.
 Front/back and up/down options are more favourable than side by side option.
Up/down units would allow for a unit with no stairs, which is appealing for seniors or
people with mobility challenges.
 Consider whether suites should be allowed in duplexes. This would increase
affordability.
Staff Comment: This form of housing can be integrated into a single family neighbourhood
without significant impact on the character while still adding a new ownership option.
Purchasing a strata unit which is half of duplex would be relatively more affordable than a
single family house. The building size, and other existing duplex regulations in the Zoning
Bylaw, would need to be reviewed before allowing this form.
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1.4. Moderate Infill Housing Forms
1.4.a) Compact Lot Single Detached Dwelling
A compact lot single detached dwelling is
a single residential units developed on lots
ranging from 2,300 to 3,000 square feet.
Secondary suites are not permitted in these
buildings.

Image 10: Level of Support (Consultation Events and
Online Survey)

There was support for compact lot single
detached dwellings. A total of 49.6% of all
participants were in favour of this housing
form. Another 32% of event participants
said “Maybe, in the right context”.
In addition to the general comments
summarized above, the most frequent
comments regarding compact lot single
detached dwellings were:
 Like the fact that the use is still free-hold, single detached dwellings. The smaller size
makes it easier for families to buy.
 Design guidelines look at the building size, length, appropriate building width, the
space between houses, and how to make the two buildings unique.
 Allow suites, otherwise the subdivision does not result in an increase in the number of
units. Suites would help with affordability.
 Most people felt that a lane should be a requirement but others felt that a parking in
the front yard (or accessed from the front yard) would also be appropriate.
 Only support this form if it can be done as part of a Heritage Revitalization
Agreement.
 Skinny houses on small lots are not attractive and would make the neighbourhood feel
crowded and have too big of an impact on the streetscape.
Staff Comments: This form, which is created by subdividing large existing properties,
preforms better economically than all other infill housing forms. As a result, allowing this
form could limit the overall housing diversity achieved. The smaller minimum lot size would
mean a significantly higher number of properties could be eligible. Clear policy should be
established regarding the context in which this is appropriate. Suites are currently not
allowed in this form because the size of the principle unit is relatively small.
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Image 11: Level of Support (Consultation Events
and Online Survey)

Cluster houses are a group of houses which
has two homes at the front facing the street,
and two homes in behind using a panhandle
lot arrangement and a shared driveway. All
the houses are on their own freehold lot.
There was support for cluster houses. A total
of 45.2% of all participants were in favour of
this housing form. Another 35% of event
participants said “Maybe, in the right
context”.
In addition to the general comments
summarized above, the most frequent
comments regarding compact lot single detached dwellings were:
 Design of the driveway is especially important. Could have a car centric look or could
be designed as a flex space. The yards need to be usable.
 Like the fact that the use is still free-hold, single detached dwellings. The smaller size
makes it easier for families to buy.
 Could build community because of the opportunity to have a strong relationship with
neighbours. Could be very family friendly, which makes the form supportable.
 Maintenance could become an issue if neighbours do not get along.
 Like the independence from a strata.
 Only on large lots, if there are any in New Westminster.
 Too much density and too big of an impact on the streetscape, especially if the front
yard setback must be reduced or must be used as outdoor space.
1.4.c) Triplex
A triplex is three units either in a single
building or in two or three separate buildings.
It is likely that the units would be stratified.
There was some support for triplexes. A total
of 40.2% of all participants were in favour of
this housing form. Another 21% of event
participants said “Maybe, in the right context”.
However, this is also the form that received
the strongest opposition.
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In addition to the general comments summarized above, the most frequent comments
regarding triplexes were:
 Design guidelines should explore the appropriate building size and height. Keep in
line with the look of existing homes and neighbourhood character.
 Good option for families.
 Explore the opportunity of converting houses into three units.
 Concern that the units will be rented.
 Do not like strata ownership.
 Too crowded and adds too much density to neighbourhoods.
 Allowing the units to be detached (in three different buildings) is only appropriate if
there is a lane
1.4.d) Quadraplex

Image 13: Level of Support (Consultation Events
and Online Survey)

A quadraplex is four units either in a single
building or in separate buildings which is most
likely to be stratified to allow multiple
owners.
There was some support for quadraplexes. A
total of 40.6% of all participants were in
favour of this housing form. Another 36% of
event participants said “Maybe, in the right
context”. However, this was also the form that
received the second strongest proportion of
opposition.
In addition to the general comments
summarized above, the most frequent
comments regarding quadraplex were:
 Design guidelines should explore the appropriate building size, usable open space,
and how to blend with existing streetscape.
 Minimum lot size will be important.
 Concern the units would become rental.
 Might work best on corner lots.
 Do not like strata ownership.
 The four side by side units on a corner lot was the most popular scenario. Mixe d
opinions on the other options. The attached option (i.e. four units in one building)
means a bigger building but means more green space. The detached option (i.e. four
units in four buildings) is a less efficient use of space but could allow for more air and
light on the property.
 Too dense, too crowded and too much impact on character.
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Staff Comment: This housing form would require a large minimum lot size which limits the
number of properties that could be eligible. It is unlikely that two properties would be
assembled in order to build this form. It would not be economically feasible to replace four
units on two separate lots (two single detached dwellings and two secondary suites) with four
units on one lot.
1.5 High Infill Housing Forms
1.5a) Rowhouse

Image 14: Level of Support (Consultation Events
and Online Survey)

Rowhouses are residential units without side
yard setbacks and which share a common wall
with a unit on a least one side. They can be
developed as freehold lots, meaning that each
unit is on its own lot.
There was strong support for rowhouses. A
total of 56.3% of all participants were in favour
of this housing form. Another 25% of event
participants said “Maybe, in the right context”.
In addition to the general comments
summarized above, the most frequent
comments regarding rowhouses were:
 Like fee-simple ownership.
 Great option for families.
 Units are too narrow and have too many stairs which is bad for seniors and families.
 Could be a way to add density that is in keeping with neighbourhood character.
 Small projects, with a small number of units, would be preferable.
 Design guidelines should explore garage and storage space, front yard setback,
privacy, open space and light.
 Units in the centre would not be livable.
 Like that no one is living above you.
 Too much density and too much crowing for single detached dwelling
neighbourhoods. There may be some context specific areas where this works, such as
on vacant sites, on edges of neighbourhoods, near amenities, or when replacing low
rise apartments.
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Image 15: Level of Support (Consultation Events
and Online Survey)

Ground oriented dwelling units which include
individual exterior entrances, a private
outdoor space, usually consist of units which
are multiple levels and are typically larger
than the average apartment unit. The
development is likely to be stratified to allow
multiple owners.
There was strong support for townhouses. A
total of 56.3% of all participants were in
favour of this housing form. Another 36% of
event participants said “Maybe, in the right
context”.
In addition to the general comments summarized above, the most frequent comments
regarding townhouses were:
 This housing form is sorely lacking in Metro Vancouver. Consider incentives to make
sure this form gets built.
 Common space can encourage community building.
 Good option for people that do not what fee-simple ownership.
 Units are too narrow and have too many stairs which is bad for seniors and families.
 Design guidelines should explore how to match neighbourhood context, usable open
space,
 Units in the centre would not be livable.
 Too much density and too much crowing for single detached dwelling
neighbourhoods. There may be some context specific areas where this works, such as
on vacant sites, on edges of neighbourhoods, near amenities, or when replacing low
rise apartments.
 Small projects, with a small number of units, would be preferable.
 Great option for families, if the costs of units are reasonably affordable.
 Underground parking would look nicer and be more secure.
 Need this form without age restrictions.
 Stratas are not an attractive option. The units may be rented and these developments
may not be well maintained.
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2) What We Heard: Where Housing Goes
2.1 Summary of Feedback On Neighbourhood Scenarios
2.1.a) General Feedback
Staff heard many great stories about the neighbourhoods in New Westminster. People are
passionate about their neighbourhoods and love living here. Participants told stories about
block parties, caroling at Christmas, relationships that have lasted decades, and the care and
dedication put into renovating forever homes. Many participants were concerned that the
change being discussed could negatively impact these things, and commented that the City
should be careful about how infill housing is implemented. Themes that emerged were:
 Dislike of a scenario can mean different things: For example, people who indicated
dislike for scenario one could have very different reasons. Some disliked the scenario
because they wanted less change than it proposed. Others disliked it because they
wanted more change either due to the need for housing or because they felt the plan
should be more ambitions given its 25 year time horizon.
 Housing form support may not translate to scenario support : Some people wanted to
clarify that their support for a housing form (e.g. townhouses) should not be
interpreted to mean they were in favour of replacing the single detached dwellings in
their neighbourhood with these housing forms.
 Neighbourhood specific approach: Strong desire for a neighbourhood specific
approach that reflects and respects the neighbourhood character. Many also concerned
with equity and wanted to make sure the every neighbourhood was treated the same
(e.g. no neighbourhood is expected to take a larger proportion of infill relative to other
neighbourhoods).
 Slow pace of change: People like where they live and want the character of
established neighbourhoods to be respected and to slowly evolve over time. This
might still mean allowing some infill but the number and design of projects would
need to appropriate. Many people were concerned that by allowing infill housing in
single detached dwelling areas of neighbourhoods, developers will quickly begin to
build resulting in a fast change in the character of the neighbourhood and making
current owners feel like they have to sell.
 Implementation strategy will be key: The general themes listed in “What Housing
Fits” and the feedback related to implementation (Attachment 9) were also strong
messages in each of the neighbourhood specific discussions. For example, residents in
every neighbourhood were concerned about traffic, parking, greenspace,
infrastructure, and how they would be impacted by infill and change in their
neighbourhood.
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2.1.b) Summary of Scenario Support
Generally, the goal of reviewing the scenarios with the public was to determine which parts
of each scenario people felt would or would not work in their neighbourhood, not to “vote”
on which scenario should be chosen for each neighbourhood. The in person discussions and
online survey were designed to gather detailed feedback about the various parts of each of
the maps. This feedback will be used to create a refined land use designation map for
Council and the public to review that integrates the preferred parts of all three scenarios. An
analysis of which scenario was generally preferred by each neighbourhood will help staff
and Council determine what approach to take where the detailed in person and survey
feedback is strongly mixed.
To report the survey scenario feedback on a neighbourhood specific basis, the responses to
the question about level of support (using a rating scale of one to five stars) and the question
about in which neighbourhood the respondent lives were cross-analysed. The conversations
with the community were also structured to make it possible to analyse the fee dback by
neighbourhood. This analysis of the in person and online survey results may be summarised
as follows:
Scenario One
 Based on the survey, scenario one was in the middle in terms of preference (24 -47%
liked [four or five stars], 33-67% disliked [one or two stars]). Of all neighbourhoods,
West End had highest support for scenario one, followed by Queen’s Park and
Massey Victory Heights. Brow of the Hill and Moody Park had lowest support for
scenario one.
 Massey Victory Heights (based on in person and survey results) preferred scenario
one, but also leaned toward scenario two, not scenario three.
 Queen’s Park (based on in person and survey results) preferred scenario one, but
there was some willingness to move toward scenario two if there was also the ability
to protect heritage strongly.
 West End (based on in person and survey results) preferred scenario one, but also
leaned toward scenario two, and had split support/not support for scenario three.
Scenario Two
 Based on the survey, scenario two was the most liked. Between 30-55% of survey
responses for each neighbourhood were in support. Scenario two was also the least
disliked. Between 18-61% of responses from different neighbourhoods did not like
the scenario. Of all neighbourhoods, Brow of the Hill had the highest support for
scenario two, and Queen’s Park had lowest support.
 McBride Sapperton (based on in person and survey results) preferred scenario two,
but also leaned toward scenario one, not scenario three.
 Glenbrooke North (based on in person and survey results) preferred scenario two,
but also leaned toward scenario one, not scenario three.
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 Moody Park (based on in person and survey results) slightly preferred scenario two,
but also had split support/not support for scenarios one and three.
 Connaught Heights (based on in person and survey results) preferred scenario two,
but also had split support/not support for scenarios one and three. Scenario one was
considered not forward thinking enough, but there was concern about how ambitious
scenario three was.
 Brow of the Hill (based on in person and survey results) preferred scenario two, but
also leaned toward scenario three.
Scenario Three
 Scenario three was least liked (21-42%) and most disliked (42-70%) by
neighbourhoods.
 Of all the neighbourhoods, Glenbrooke North had the lowest support for scenario
three.
The following sections summarise the key themes and map specific feedback for each
neighbourhood which will be used to create the land use designation map. In cases where
any of the general feedback (section 2.1.a) was very prominent in a neighbourhood, it is
listed again below. The map specific feedback is also summarised on a map included in
Attachment 10.
Image 15: Level of Support for Scenarios (Online Survey)
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2.3. Brow of the Hill
Key Themes
 Some people were curious about the impact on the neighbourhood’s rental housing
stock and whether the result of this process will encourage redevelopment of older,
smaller, rental apartment complexes.
 Many people expressed the need for more parks, greenways and greenspaces in the
neighbourhood.
 Given the existing mix of land uses, new design guidelines should give specific
attention to transition between uses. Design guidelines should also require a well designed pedestrian streetscape.
Map Specific Feedback
 Willingness to explore a mix of new infill forms. Desire to see new infill not more
apartments. Single detached dwellings should still be part of the housing mix.
 Need to take a block by block approach to exploring what is appropriate and what
could work. Specific attention needs to be given to the pockets of single detached
dwellings.
 There were not strong messages regarding Sixth Street and Eighth Street. Instead,
these streets need the same block by block approach as the rest of the neighbourhood.
 There was a lot of conversation about the future of Lower Twelfth Street. There was a
relatively high level of support for mixed use, high density redevelopment of the area.
There was more interest in employment generating commercial (or ultra-light
industrial) rather than a significant increase in retail space. Change here needs to
address context including: the topography, connections to the rest of the
neighbourhood, the floodplain, Stewardson Way, and the trains.
 There was support for new infill housing forms in the area bounded by Twelfth Street,
Sixth Avenue and Stewardson Way, but the message about what new forms should be
permitted was less clear.
 There were a few comments in favour of protecting Bent Court and exploring a
density transfer program as a way to rectify the issue created by the existing high
density zoning on the properties.
 The feedback suggested that the Mid Rise apartments that create a transition to High
Rise could be six stories. The remainder of the apartments should be three or four
stories in order to create a better transition to adjacent single detached dwellings.
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2.4. Connaught Heights
Key Themes
 There were strong concerns about traffic. The impact of the Queensborough Bridge
and the resulting back up on Twentieth Street makes it hard for the residents of the
neighbourhood to come and go. There was willingness to discuss significant changes
around the SkyTrain station but with the caveat that a clear plan would need to be in
place to address the traffic issues.
Map Specific Feedback
 Many people want to see change around the 22 nd Street SkyTrain Station, including
allowing High Rises. They want this change to bring more amenities and services to
their neighbourhood. The area that people felt should be the core area of
redevelopment varied (e.g. some people supported a smaller area, others supported a
larger area). There was concern about the impact new towers would have on views,
access, and traffic.
 The highest buildings should be directly around the station. There should be transition
between towers and single detached dwellings. The height of the infill housing
allowed will be important for achieving a successful transition.
 There was support for commercial along Seventh Avenue between the SkyTrain
station and Twentieth Street.
 The support for Status Quo in the area north of Edinburgh Street was stronger than the
support for Low Infill. This may be the result of the scenarios presented, which
included more limited infill than other neighbourhoods. Comments indicated this
opinion may also have been due to the lack of lanes and the concern that building a
carriage house was more likely to encourage the demolition of existing houses than a
laneway house would. However, there was some interest in allowing laneway houses
on the north side of Ninth Ave where Tenth Ave acts as a lane.
2.5. Glenbrooke North
Key Themes
 The feedback received in this neighbourhood was in keeping with the general
feedback listed above.
Map Specific Feedback
 There was some support for allowing new infill housing forms on Eighth Avenue. The
support was stronger for the eastern portion of Eighth Avenue where there is already a
mix of housing forms and uses.
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 There was support for Moderate or High Infill for the section of Sixth Street north of
Eighth Avenue, which is designated for Medium Density in the existing OCP.
 There was some willingness to see infill housing on Fifth Street, which would act as a
transition from the uses on Sixth Street or to provide family friendly housing near the
high school.
 There was support for high density redevelopment of Royal Square Mall. A few
comments suggested that there should be a lower density edge along Colborne Street,
which would help transition the development into the rest of the neighbourhood.
 There was some discussion about appropriate infill forms on Tenth Avenue, but no
infill category of forms received strong support.
 There was support for Low Infill in the single detached dwelling area of the
neighbourhood. However, the support for Low Infill seemed to exclude support for
duplexes.
 There was a preference for Sixth Avenue to be treated the same as the rest of the
single detached dwelling area due to the existing character and heritage.
2.6. Queens Park
Key Themes
 Heritage preservation was the strongest theme in Queen’s Park. Change would only
be supported if it could be done in a way that protects old homes and does not create
any incentive to demolish existing dwellings.
 There was support for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Heritage Study, a process
that the community has also participated in. The preference was for the OCP to help
implement the results of the study which focused on finding creative ways to manage
change and to conserve that which makes the neighbourhood unique.
 A number of people who live in other neighbourhoods suggested that there should be
more infill in Queens Park. There was an interest of all new growth to be equitably
distributed throughout each neighbourhood.
Map Specific Feedback
 There was some interest in exploring what new infill housing forms could be
appropriate in the neighbourhood if these forms can be done in combination with
heritage preservation. In particular there was wiliness to explore laneway housing.
 The participants see the neighbourhood as homogeneous. Other than Sixth Street, the
whole neighbourhood wants to be treated the same, including Sixth Avenue.
 There was strong opposition to the community corner, an idea which came out of the
February Visioning Process. Community corners would be small neighbourhood
hearts that include a small commercial space (e.g. a coffee shop) where community
members could meet.
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2.7. Massey Victory Heights
Key Themes
 The feedback received in this neighbourhood was in keeping with the citywide themes
listed above.
Map Specific Feedback
 Overall, there was less feedback received regarding Massey Victory Heights so it is
harder to draw strong conclusions.
 Few comments were made about the community corner, but those received indicated
there was little support for allowing new housing forms across from the existing
commercial.
 There was some support for Moderate or High Infill on Tenth Avenue.
 Of the limited feedback received regarding the East Columbia Street there was
support for Moderate and High Infill.
 There was a large range in ideas regarding what should happen in the single detached
dwelling area nearest East Tenth Avenue and McBride Boulevard. While some
thought it should be considered part of the rest of the single detached dwelling
neighbourhood, others thought a higher density housing forms, that included noise
attenuation, would be appropriate.
 The preference for the remainder of the single detached dwelling area was mixed
between Status Quo and Low Infill. If Low Infill is considered it should explore the
ability to building new housing forms on a slope and their impact on views.
2.8. McBride Sapperton
Key Themes
 There was feeling amongst some residents there is already enough housing diversity
in the neighbourhood, which will be enhanced further by Sapperton Green. More does
not need to be done to achieve housing choice.
 Many residents feel there is a high amount of change about to happen in the
neighbourhood due to the completion of the Brewery District, the development of
Sapperton Green, and the expansion of the Royal Columbian Hospital. The
neighbourhood is already doing their part accommodating this growth. Many feel that
the City should not contemplate more growth for the area until after these projects are
complete and the impacts are better understood.
 There were a number of families who were really eager to see new housing forms be
added to this neighbourhood due to the quantity of amenities in the area, including
parks, grocery and other retail stores, and the SkyTrain.
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Map Specific Feedback
 There was a lot of discussion, and a range of opinions, about what land uses are most
appropriate in the area of Lower Sapperton that is within in the five minute walk area
from the Sapperton SkyTrain Station. Many people wanted to add new housing forms
in these areas because of the proximity to amenities, transit, and the hospital. The
majority of residents living in or adjacent to the walk area within Lower Sapperton
would prefer that the area remains Status Quo (further reflected by the petition
received). However, there were young families in the area that expressed their desire
for more flexibly for how they could use their property.
 There was also a lot of discussion, and a range of opinions, about what land uses are
most appropriate in the in the five minute walk area uphill from the hospital. Many
people wanted to add new housing forms in these areas because of the proximity to
amenities, transit, and the hospital. There not a consistent message regarding the
appropriate land use for this area.
 There was some support for High Infill along the south side of Rousseau Street others
felt that High Infill should be on both sides of Rousseau Street. There was also
support for High Infill along Wilson Street, as a transition to Sapperton Green.
 Residents living around Blair Avenue and Buchanan Avenue did not support any of
the scenarios proposed, all of which proposed Mid Rise. Instead their preference
where for the area to remain Status Quo (further reflected in the petition received),
though some were okay with either Low or Moderate Infill.
 In the adjacent area that is currently designated Residential - Medium Density, there
was a preference for any new apartments to be a maximum of three storeys (i.e. not
six storeys) (further reflected in the petitions received). People felt that limiting the
height would work better on the slope, block fewer views and create a better
transition to the single detached dwellings further up the hill. There was also a mix of
opinions about what should happen on the remaining properties in this area, which
have not yet been redeveloped.
 The block of Buchanan Avenue adjacent to Sapperton Park was shown as Mid Rise in
all three scenarios. The preference was for Moderate Infill, which would allow
increased choice in the area, but would not encourage land consolidation, which
could put pressure on homeowners to sell.
 There was some interest in seeing new housing forms around Richard McBride
School, which would allow families to live close by.
 There were mixed opinions about what should happened on the different segments of
Cumberland Street. A number of people felt that this street, or a portion of this street,
would be an appropriate location for a greater diversity of housing forms, while
others felt that it should remain status quo.
 The strongest support was for Low Infill in the remainder of the single detached
dwelling neighbourhood.
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 There were also a lot of comments that requested no change, Status Quo or to keep the
existing RS-1 zoning. However, many of these same comments said that allowing
laneway houses should be considered.
 There was interest in seeing more medical related land uses (e.g. doctor’s offices) on
the area around the hospital, to better support the hospital.
 Some people expressed a desire to see the Brunette River industrial area maintained
(due to jobs and tax base). Some felt that there should be a study area in the industrial
land surrounding the Sapperton Station.
2.9. Moody Park
Key Themes
 Concern that existing infrastructure cannot support the growth proposed.
Map Specific Feedback
 There is a strong relationship to Twelfth Street. There was some support for
increasing the depth of the mid-rise designation in order to make redeveloping
properties on Twelfth Street more feasible. There was discussion about whether the
designation needed to be extended by one or two properties. There is strong interest in
new design guidelines being created that would ensure an appropriate transition
between Mid Rise buildings and single detached dwellings.
 Though many people wanted to see commercial along all of Twelfth Street, there were
many others who felt the commercial should be focused in key nodes and that
residential should be allowed at grade along the remainder of the street. It was felt that
this would increase the viability of remaining commercial and would mean there was
less need for density to be added to the neighbourhood in order to support the
commercial.
 There was more interest in adding family friendly housing forms near to the school
and park rather than on the main transit routes (though sometimes these overlap).
Higher density forms of infill where supported on Eighth Street across from the high
school and on Tenth Street across from the park and adjacent to the elementary
school.
 There was less interest in allowing infill housing along Eighth Avenue and Sixth
Avenue. It was not felt that doing so would result in improved transit.
 There was some support for allowing increased density along Tenth Avenue since it is
a main traffic corridor.
 The preferences for the remaining single detached dwelling areas were mixed between
wanting the area to remain Status Quo and wanting Low Infill.
 There was a mix of opinions about Moderate Infill. Some felt that there were locations
within the neighbourhood where it would be appropriate (e.g. large lots, corner lots,
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adjacent to the park). Others felt strongly that this form is not appropriate for Moody
Park.
2.10. West End
Key Themes
 There is a strong desire for more greenways and park space in the neighbourhood.
There was a strong desire to see Grimston Park expended as well as for additional
park space to be added elsewhere in the neighbourhood. People suggested a land
acquisition strategy similar to the City of Burnaby.
 There was also a strong desire to see increased community facilities in the
neighbourhood, whether that be a small community meeting space on the school site
or a mid-sized community centre. Some saw increase density around the 22 nd
StyTrain Station as a way to achieve this. Others felt that this investment should be
made in the neighbourhood now, regardless of any new density being approved.
 The concerns about the size and bulk of single detached dwellings were the strongest
in this neighbourhood.
Map Specific Feedback
 There was strong opposition to the High Rise proposed in scenario three.
 Limited feedback was received regarding Twentieth Street. Of the feedback received,
High Infill had the most support.
 There was a preference for Status Quo in the area around Bowler Street and north of
Grimston Park.
 There was discussion about what should happen in the properties below Grimston
Park. People were generally supportive of some form of redevelopment. Many people
felt that this should be an extension of Grimston Park.
 People were supportive of either Moderate or High Infill housing along Sixth Avenue.
 There was support for continuing to allow Mid Rise on Twelfth Street.
 There was some support for new infill housing being permitted behind Twelfth Street.
Thirteenth Street was seen as a suitable transition between higher and lower density
forms since it is a wide street where a central green boulevard could be added.
 There was some interest in allowing Moderate Infill in the area around Lord
Tweedsmuir School.
 There was some support for allowing Low Infill throughout the remainder of the
single detached dwelling area.
 It was felt that Eighth Avenue should be treated the same as the rest of the core
neighbourhood.
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3) What We Heard: Feedback On Goal (2) Accommodate Expected Growth
As noted, the housing focus for the OCP update is meant to achieve two overarching goals:
Goal 1) accommodate expected growth; Goal 2) increase housing choice. Although the first
goal was not a direct topic of the consultation process, some feedback was rec eived, as
follows:
3.1 Need for Growth
A number of people questioned the need for the city to grow and the need for the City to
accommodate Metro Vancouver’s growth projection. Many people felt that the City has
already done its part in accommodating density and that the city is already dense enough.
Others felt that the single detached dwelling areas of the city are not appropriate areas to
accommodate growth. Some concerns about the increased growth were related to traffic or to
a perception that growth would result in an increase in crime (however, other participants felt
the opposite). Many people expressed their love for the existing character of New
Westminster’s single detached dwelling neighbourhoods and their desire for this character to
be maintained.
Some participants were open to a small amount of change if it was well planned and did not
result in New Westminster feeling overcrowded. Others felt that we need density and that the
new OCP needs to be appropriately ambitious for a 25year time horizon, otherwise this
process will need to be redone in the short-term.
3.2 Keeping Up with Growth
A large number of comments were received from people that felt that the city is not in a
position to grow since streets, parks, community facilities, and infrastructure (e.g. water,
sanitary sewer) are already at capacity. Many people encouraged the City to consider a land
acquisition strategy that would help increase parks and community facilities space in the
City.
By far the most frequent concern about growth was the resulting impact on traffic and
parking. People felt that these issues should be addressed before new development is
permitted. Many people had questions about how allowing each housing form would impact
traffic. Others wanted to make sure that improvements to pedestrian, cyclist and transit
infrastructure and routes keep up with growth to ensure that people have attractive and viable
alternatives to the car.
A large number of concerns were raised about each school’s capacity to accommodate the
increased number of children living in the city that would result from allowing more family
friendly housing. Staff will continue to consult with the School District at key milestones
throughout the OCP process.
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4) What We Heard: General Comments
4.1 Land Use Designation vs. Rezoning
Many people throughout this consultation process expressed concerned about the zoning of
their property changing. As much as possible staff reiterated the message that zoning, the
tool that regulates land use entitlements (what people can do today on their property), is not
what was being discussed. Instead the discussion is on the proposed land use designations,
which are higher level than zoning and give direction to what land uses and zoning districts
may be considered in the future. Even if changes to the OCP, including the land use
designations, are adopted people will maintain their existing zoning and related entitlements.
This means owners of single detached dwelling properties can stay in their house for as long
as they want. They can also renovate and rebuild their home if and when they want to.
The OCP is the guiding document that sets the direction for the future by mapping where
different land uses are appropriate. Council cannot approve a rezoning application that does
not conform to the OCP land use designation. Therefore, what could change, as a result of
the OCP being adopted, is the opportunity to apply for a rezoning to change the permitted
land use. For example, if a land use designation that allows triplexes is created, property
owners will be able to apply for a rezoning that would allow them to build a triplex.
4.2 Size and Use of Existing Homes
There were also a number of complaints about the design and size of existing homes,
especially in neighbourhoods where small homes are being demolished and replaced with a
large home (even when the demolished home was in good condition). People felt that the city
should review the existing regulations for single detached dwellings.
Others felt they could not fully utilize their home due to existing restrictions. For example,
people want to develop their attic or a basement. It was felt that this should be permitted
since there would be little viable change in the massing of the building.
There were also a lot of concerns about the willingness or ability for the City to enforce
against existing illegal units. These units may not be safe and demand additional utilities and
services (e.g. garbage pickup). There was some hesitation to be supportive of allowing
additional units if these existing illegal units are not being addressed.
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STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS: WHAT HOUSING FITS
The Community Conversation on Housing has focused on infill options that would be
reasonable in New Westminster. Examples of most forms already exist in the city. The
consultation indicates that all of the forms would be acceptable to the community if they are
well designed and are in the right location. Staff recommends that an implementation
strategy be developed for each housing form. The implementation strategy would explore
what regulations (e.g. minimum lot size and frontage) and design guidelines should be put in
place to ensure that each form works in New Westminster. Work on the implementation
strategies would explore the questions raised by the community during the Community
Conversation on Housing. The process will include public consultation and regular reporting
back to Council.
Staff has prioritized the housing forms and recommends that the implementation strategy for
the two highest priority forms be done concurrent to the OCP process. The purpose of
developing the implementation strategy for two forms in the short term is to create the
opportunity for owners to apply to build these forms at the conclusion of the OCP. For mal
approval of these housing forms would not happen until the OCP is adopted. As such,
Council can still decide not to support the housing form based on the results of the
implementation strategy.
An implementation strategy could be developed for other priority forms in the medium term
(i.e. after the completion of the OCP). The lower priority forms could be looked at in the
long term (i.e. as part of a future year’s work plan).
Short Term:
 Laneway/Carriage House
 Rowhouse and Townhouse (Given the similarity in these forms it is recommended
that they be combined for the purpose of the implementation strategy).
These forms received strong support from the community and can help increase the housing
choice in the city.
Medium Term:
 Small lot duplex
 Small lot single detached
 Compact lot single detached
After the conclusion of the OCP process staff will explore the implementation of these
forms.
In addition to looking at design guidelines, staff will also explore what principles need to be
met in order for the City to consider a subdivision (and association rezoning). The intent of
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these principles would be to provide more clarity about when and where subdivisions would
be considered.
Long Term:
 Triplex
 Quadraplex
 Cluster House
The level of support for these forms was not as strong as the other housing forms. It is also
anticipated that if they are permitted it will be in relatively limited locations. Within these
locations it is also likely that not all properties will be eligible (e.g. due to lot size). The
limited application is further reason to explore implementation in the long term.

COUNCIL WORKSHOP: WHERE HOUSING GOES
Where housing goes is the focus of the Council Workshop. The maps included in
Attachment 10 (the last attachment in the document) will be the main material used for the
workshop. The purpose of the workshop will be to come to a consensus about how the maps
should be completed. This feedback will be used by staff to create the first draft of the land
use designation map.
In advance of the workshop, staff recommends that each Council member review the
maps and use the pencil crayons provided to complete the uncoloured areas (i.e. assign
colours/land use categories to all the properties that are white). The pencil crayon
colours provided for Council’s use match the legend colours.
Staff have added notations to the map that provide a summary of the key location based
comments heard during the consultation. The comments have been categorized in the
following way:
 Blue Comments: areas with clear direction from the community, or a mix of opinions
in the community but technical reasons (e.g. topography) give a clear
 Red Comments: areas where there is not clear direction. These are the areas where
staff wants to focus discussion and get direction from Council.
 NOTE: The properties on the maps that are shown in colour are those areas that
remained consistent in every scenario presented during the Community Conversation
on Housing. These properties are currently identified for institutio nal, industrial,
parks, or medium or high density forms of housing. It is likely that they will have a
similar land use designation in the new Official Community Plan (either because land
use already matches, or it is an area identified above as appropriate for
accommodating growth).
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Workshop Agenda
 Introduction
 What Housing Fits
o Summary of feedback
o Confirmation of priority housing forms
 Where Housing Goes
o Summary of City building principles
o Briefly review the areas already shown in colour. Are there any that should
change?
o Briefly review areas where there is clear consensus or staff recommendation
(see comments in blue text on the maps). Are there any changes that should be
made?
o Explore and come to consensus on the appropriate land use categories for areas
where there is a mix of opinions and no clear direction (see comments in red
text on the maps).
 Wrap Up
o Summary of next steps

NEXT STEPS
Based on the direction received at the upcoming Council workshop staff will create the first
draft of the land use designation map. Staff will present this map to Council before doing
public consultation. At the same time as consulting on the land use designation map, staff
will also be consulting on the rest of the Official Community Plan framework which will
also include the revised vision, revised goals and draft policies. The results of this
consultation will be presented to Council.
OCP Framework:
 Create draft land use designation map based on Council direction (May)
 Present first draft land use designation map to Council (May)
 Present revised vision, revised goals, revised policies to Council (May)
 Community, committee, stakeholder consultation on vision, goals, policies, land use
designation map (OCP Framework) (June)
 Report back to Council on feedback/proposed revisions (July)
In addition, staff would begin two develop an implementation strategy for two infill housing
forms after further discussion with Council at the upcoming workshop.
Infill Housing Design and Implementation:
 Image preference survey (June)
 Develop Draft Design Guidelines (Summer)
 Consultation of Draft Design Guidelines (Fall)
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 Revisions to design guidelines/incorporation into OCP (Fall)
After the OCP Framework has been completed the next step will be to develop the first draft
of the OCP.
Creation of Draft Document
 Preparation of draft document (Summer)
 Present draft document to Council (Fall)
 Public Consultation on draft OCP (Fall/Winter)
 Present revised draft OCP to Council for 1st and 2nd Reading (Early 2017)
 Public Hearing (Early 2017)
 Adoption of the Official Community Plan (Early 2017)
INTERDEPARTMENTAL LIAISON
The OCP is being developed as a coordinated interdepartmental process, focused on creating
a single, commonly-held vision that is supported by the community and understood by all
potential audiences. An interdepartmental team is involved with researching components of
the OCP and meets on a regular basis to discuss process strategy and policy issues. Other
related staff are updated regularly on the process at the inter-departmental Development
Review Committee. Staff will continue to be invited to contribute their insights and feedback
and ultimately will be presented the final documents with regard to applying them in their
areas of responsibility.
OPTIONS
The following options are presented for Council’s consideration:
1. That Council direct staff to begin an implementation strategy for laneway houses and
carriage houses, and for rowhouses and townhouses;
2. That Council provide comment to staff regarding suitable locations for the range of
housing categories that can be used by staff to create the first draft of the Land Use
Designation Map.
3. That Council provide staff with alternative direction.
Staff recommends Option 1 and 2.
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Attachment 1
OUR CITY Community Conversation on
Housing Materials

OUR CITY HOUSING WORKSHOP
OURCITY

WELCOME
NEW WESTMINSTER’S

OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN PROCESS
What is the future of OUR CITY?
It’s time to update our Official
Community Plan (OCP) and
we need your help! The OCP
is the policy document that
sets out the vision, goals and
objectives for the future of New
Westminster.
New Westminster’s current
OCP was created in 1998.
The local, regional, provincial,
national and international
contexts influencing the city
have changed significantly since
that time. The updated OCP
will provide a renewed vision
for New Westminster, and the
regulatory framework to guide
growth toward that vision.

The OCP will contain policies on
housing, parks & open space,
arts & culture, heritage, energy,
utility services, transportation,
well-being, hazards, economy and
environment.
The OCP will also include a land
use designation map, which will
indicate the future land uses that
would be supported by Council.
The land use designations will
guide future development and
redevelopment of property within
the city. The policies and map,
together with tools and actions
for implementation, will help to
shape the future growth of OUR
CITY.

OUR CITY

Photo Contest

WINNER Roger Hur

A total of 172 photos
were submitted and
captured a variety of city
scenes including retail
and industrial activity,
local parks, city activities,
and transportation in
the city. The top three
photos, as voted on by
the community, were
printed on canvas
and were awarded to
the photographers by
Council.

RUNNER UP Steven Vanden Eykel
RUNNER UP Kathy Gilstead

/NewWestminster

@newwestplanning

newwestcity.ca/ourcity

ourcity@newwestcity.ca

November 2015

OUR CITY HOUSING WORKSHOP
OURCITY

HOW DID WE GET HERE + NEXT STEPS
Completed

Where We Are Now

Step One:
Background Research

Next Steps

Report to Council – Work plan for the OCP review (January 2014)
Launch of the Official Community Plan Review: OUR CITY 2041
Review of local, regional, provincial, federal initiatives
Statistical analysis (population data, growth trends, housing stock)
Analysis of innovative polices used in other Cities

Step Two:
OUR CITY
Public Launch

Report to Council – Community Consultation program (May 2014)
Launch OUR CITY Webpage and email (April 2014)
Release Newsletter #1 (May 2014)
Traveling Community Workshops (June 2014)
Pop Up Planning “In 25 years, OUR CITY will be…” (Summer 2014)
Our City photo contest (August 2014)

Step Three:
Vision and Goal
Development

Report to Council – Summary of Community Consultation (October 2014)
Report to Council – Neighbourhood Visioning Process (January 2015)
Release Newsletter #2 (February 2015)
Neighbourhood Visioning: LOVE OUR CITY Workshop (February 2015)
Neighbourhood Visioning: What We Heard Open House (February 2015)
Report to Council – Summary of Neighbourhood Visioning Process (May 2015)
Release Newsletter #3 (June 2015)
Pop Up Planning (Summer 2015)
Vision and Goals Survey (Summer 2015)

Step Four:
Policies and Land Use
Scenarios

Create revised Vision and Goals based on feedback
Create Land Use Scenarios (Fall 2015)
Report to Council – Announcement of Housing Workshop (October 2015)
OUR CITY Community Conversation on Housing Workshop (November 2015)
OUR CITY Travelling Workshops (November 2015)

We Are Here!

Present compilation of feedback to Council (Winter 2015 / 2016)
Create a refined land use plan (Winter 2015 / 2016)
Explore design criteria and implementation options for supported infill
housing options (Winter 2015 /2016)

Step Five:
Plan Development

Present revised land use plan, housing design criteria, vision, goals and draft
polices to the community for feedback.
Preparation of draft documents (Winter 2015 / 2016)
Report to Council - Draft OCP (Spring 2016)
Public Consultation on draft OCP (Spring / Summer 2016)
Adoption of the Official Community Plan (Fall 2016)
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OUR CITY HOUSING WORKSHOP
OURCITY

WORKSHOP PURPOSE
WHY

WHO

Including housing choice,
development brings many benefits
to our city. More people near transit
increases ridership, which reduces
cars on roads and may mean more
frequent busses. More people near
commercial/office areas means
more customers for our local
businesses, and encourages more
number and types of businesses to
locate here. In areas with a lot of
growth, development may fund a
new community centre, library, park
expansion or more trees/benches on
our streets.

Housing for you, your friends, your
family – grandparents, parents, and
children. Housing needs change
as we move through life. We start
in our family home (often a single
detached house), leave to rent on
our own (small apartment, condo
or suite) or with friends (bigger
rental units). We become a family
needing a starter home (townhouse,
duplex, bigger condo/apartment)
and if we have kids, something even
bigger (single detached house, three
bedroom condo). Our kids move out,
we downsize. A complete city has all
the housing types we need through
life.

WHERE

WHEN

Growth needs to be in the right
places: near our city’s transit,
jobs, shops and services, schools
and parks. Since the last OCP was
created, a lot has changed in New
Westminster, and we need to make
sure we’re still targeting growth in
the right areas. Downtown, Brewery
District and Sapperton Green in
Sapperton, and Uptown are current
areas for highest density. We need
to explore what kind of growth
fits around Twenty-Second Street
SkyTrain Station in Connaught
Heights, and what kind of growth
fits near our frequent bus routes/
commercial areas, schools and
parks.
Choice for housing needs to fit
into the character of our single
detached neighbourhoods, and
a
allow preservation of heritage
buildings. We need to explor
explore what
d-oriented multitypes of ground-oriented
using is desirable to the
th
family housing
mmunity, and where in our city
community,
se forms
form fit.
these

TODAY’S
QUESTION #2

Change will appear gradually over
time. Infill housing would occur
slowly as individual home owners
evaluate the options for their
houses as they age. Renovation, a
new single detached house, add a
laneway house, or sell to someone
consolidating for another type of
infill are some options. Not all lots
will be able to do all infill options,
due to the physical constraints of the
parcel (see the Things to Think About
board). In other cities allowing infill,
since the late 1980s to 1990s, there
is still a good mix of old and new
single detached houses, and new
infill forms.
Growth areas will also change over
time. Our city has very few parcels
large enough for redevelopment into
more dense housing forms, which
means developers and builders
wishing to do a project will need
to consolidate lots. They’ll also only
build where and when the market
conditions make it financially viable.
If we want to get some forms of
housing sooner rather than later
(e.g. townhouses and rowhouses),
we might need to look at ways to
encourage that growth.

WHAT
Choice for All Times of Life:
New Westminster has plenty of
single detached houses, condos
apartments. The City’s Secured
Market Rental Housing Policy,
and Family Friendly Housing and
Adaptable Housing requirements are
already working for more types of
units in new multi-family buildings
that meet everyone’s needs. But
only 5% of the city’s housing fits
the category of ground-oriented
multi-family (laneway, 2/3/4-plex,
rowhouse, townhouse). This means
leaving the city when you want
these types of housing.
Growth in the Right Place: Metro
Vancouver’s Regional Growth
Strategy sets a target for growth
in each city, and we must
accommodate our share to help
make our region socially, culturally,
economically and environmentally
healthy. The housing forms that
allow growth are high rise (7+
storeys), mid rise (4-6 storeys), and
in some cases townhouses and
n
rowhouses. These
se forms have a good
fit around transit,
t, jobs, shops and
services, with
rowhouses
th town- and rowhous
nearr schools and parks.
p

TODAY’S
QUESTION #1

HOW
Good design is key to doing infill
and growth in a way that makes
the city an even better place to live.
Determining design requirements
for infill housing is something
the City will need to do before
anything can be added to your
neighbourhood. (see the Things to
Think About board for some ideas).
Design requirements for areas of
new growth will also be looked at to
make sure these areas end up great
places to live, work, learn and play.
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OUR CITY HOUSING WORKSHOP
OURCITY

THINGS TO THINK ABOUT
DESIGN IS IMPORTANT

The design of infill housing is crucial to ensuring it is done in a way that fits well with the neighbourhood. Once we
have an idea about what infill housing forms the community likes, we can start developing design guidelines and
requirements. Buildings would be required to meet the design guidelines before they are approved. Here are some
things that would be considered.

THREE THINGS TO CONSIDER TOGETHER

Three things that have to be considered together are open space and trees, front yard size, and parking. All three of
these compete for the same space so if you have more of one, you have less of the others.

1

Open Space + Trees

2

Front Yard Size

3

Parking

Open space provides a place to play and be outside at home, space
for trees, and stormwater infiltration. Reduce front yard setbacks
and parking requirements would allow more back yard open space.

Front yards provide a visual amenity and are also becoming more
commonly used as open space for dwelling units. A reduced front
yard setback could impact that, but also would allow more room in
the back yard for parking and outdoor space.

Parking is currently required on each lot. Often people prefer to
park on the street and use their garage for other things like storage.
Reducing parking requirements would allow more usable open
space in the back yard without impacting the front yard. Another
way to do this is by requiring parking pads instead of garages, which
can be used as patios for basketball when no one is parked there.

Tell us what
you think the
priority is!

THREE OTHER THINGS TO THINK ABOUT
The shape of lot, its size, width, and whether it has a lane must also be considered. Together these factors determine
what type of infill, if any, can fit on a parcel.

1

Lot Size

2

Lot Width

3

Lanes

Larger lot size is needed for larger infill forms (e.g. quadraplex). More
space on the lot is required to fit the extra units, parking, front yard
and open space. New Westminster only has a limited number of
larger lots.

Lot width determines how wide a building can be, how much
parking can fit in the backyard. For lots without lanes, it also
determines whether there’s room for access from the street to the
back yard for emergency services or parking.
Lanes are the preferred way to access parking as this limits the
number of driveways crossing sidewalks and bike paths. Many of
New Westminster’s lots have a lane, but many do not or have an
incomplete lane.

BUILDING BULK AND PRIVACY
Buildings that are tall, wide, and long cover a lot of the yard and can feel
big, even out of place in a neighbourhood. The way a building is designed
can reduce how bulky it feels, and improve how it fits into the streetscape.
Careful design can also help ensure that new and bigger buildings don’t
impact privacy by considering window and open space location.
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THINGS TO THINK ABOUT
WHAT IS THE HIGHEST PRIORITY?
PARKING
If the current parking standard is applied to all new infill housing
forms there will be one parking stall per unit. For example, a
house with a secondary suite and a laneway house would be
required to provide three parking spaces. Fitting a laneway house
and three parking spaces means little open space.
If you think parking is the priority, you might choose options one,
two or five.

All these factors are competing for the same space. What should the
priority be? Use a dot to tell us which option you prefer.
OPTION ONE:

Is this your preferred option?
Reduced

Current Improved

Reduced

Current Improved

Reduced

Current Improved

Reduced

Current Improved

Reduced

Current Improved

Stick a dot here if it’s your top choice.

Open Space
Parking
Front Yard

OPEN SPACE + TREES
We want all units to have usable open space. Adding an extra unit
(or two) to a lot means that usable open space becomes more
modest in size. More open space can be accommodated if we
reduce the number of parking spaces required or reduce the size
of the required front yard.
If you think open space is the priority, you might choose option
two, three or four.

FRONT YARD SETBACK
Single detached dwelling neighbourhoods have large front yards
because houses are required to be set back 25 feet from the front
property line. Since these spaces are often underutilized, allowing
smaller front yards in order to increase the open space behind the
building could be considered.
Infill could also see more front yards used as open space.
If having a deep front yards like those you see now is a priority, you
might choose options one or three.

Is this your preferred option?

OPTION TWO:

Stick a dot here if it’s your top choice.

Open Space
Parking
Front Yard

OPTION THREE:

Is this your preferred option?
Stick a dot here if it’s your top choice.

Open Space
Parking
Front Yard

OPTION FOUR:

Is this your preferred option?
Stick a dot here if it’s your top choice.

Open Space
Parking
Front Yard

OPTION FIVE:
Open Space
Parking
Front Yard

Is this your preferred option?
Stick a dot here if it’s your top choice.

LOW INFILL
LANEWAY HOUSE & CARRIAGE HOUSE
A laneway house is a detached rental unit
at the rear of an existing single detached
lot with a lane. A carriage house is a
detached rental unit at the rear of a single
detached dwelling, but is on a lot which
does not have a lane.
The detached rental unit would not be
permitted to be subdivided or stratified.
A secondary suite would also be permitted
within the principal building.
This housing form would be new to New
Westminster.

Principle Unit

Do you support this housing form?

Laneway House

Separate private outdoor
space provided for each
unit.

There may be a
slightly higher site
coverage due to
the new unit and
required parking.

Current standards would
require three parking stalls
(one per unit). A wider lot
width would make it easier
to accommodate parking
and the laneway/carriage.

Secondary Suite

Building two detached
units could result in a
more noticeable change
to the existing streetscape
than attached options
(e.g. duplex).

SMALL LOT DUPLEX
A single building which is divided
into two units on a smaller lot than is
currently permitted (6,000 square feet).
The building could be either in single
ownership or stratified to allow multiple
owners. Unit arrangement can be side
by side, front to back, or up and down.
Secondary suites would not be permitted.

Maybe, in the
right context

Yes!

How should we implement this housing form?
Laneway House

Require
rezoning

Only with
design control

Make it a
permitted use

Share your comments about this type of housing!
Add a post-it note here.

Do you support this housing form?
Use a dot to show us your level of support.
No,
thank you

Principle Unit

Maybe, in the
right context

Yes!

Secondary Suite
The suite must have its own
private outdoor space.

Providing parking
pads and carports
instead of garages
could reduce the
amount of building
bulk on the site and
let more light into
backyards.

No,
thank you

Laneway House

SMALL LOT SINGLE DETACHED DWELLING
A single building with a rental suite on a
lot that is as small as 4,000 square feet.
New Westminster currently permits these
types of homes but a rezoning is required.
As these lots have a narrow width, lane
access is generally preferred.

Use a dot to show us your level of support.

The opportunity to keep the
existing single detached
dwelling means there is less
pressure to demolish the
existing house and there is
little impact to the streetscape.

How should we implement this housing form?
Two Small Lot Single
Detached Dwellings

The smaller lot size results
in smaller outdoor space.

Require
rezoning

Only with
design control

Make it a
permitted use

Share your comments about this type of housing!
Add a post-it note here.

Current standards would
require four parking stalls
(two per lot, one per unit).
Small Lot Single Detached
Dwelling

Utilizing the front
yard for open space
increases livability and
social interaction
Back to front units may
have a more usable
layout. Rear unit should
still be visible from the
street.
An up and down duplex
would allow a one level
unit on the main floor
that may work well for
seniors or people who
prefer not to have stairs.
Current standards would
require two parking stalls
(one per unit).

Do you support this housing form?
Use a dot to show us your level of support.

Units can have private and
shared open space.

No,
thank you

Each duplex half could be
designed to be somewhat
distinct.
Side by side duplex means
both units have a front
door easily visible from
the street but the units are
narrow.
Providing parking pads and
carports instead of garages
could reduce the amount of
building bulk on the site and
let more light into backyards.

Maybe, in the
right context

Yes!

How should we implement this housing form?
Small Lot Side by Side
Duplex

Require
rezoning

Only with
design control

Make it a
permitted use

Share your comments about this type of housing!
Add a post-it note here.

Front and Back Duplex

MODERATE INFILL
COMPACT LOT SINGLE DETACHED DWELLING
Single residential units developed on lots
ranging from 2,300 to 3,000 square feet.
The lot width tends to range from 25 to 30
feet. Secondary suites are not permitted in
these buildings.
New Westminster currently permits these
types of houses in some areas such as in
the Port Royal and Thompson’s Landing
areas of Queensborough as well as
adjacent to Terry Hughes Park.

Do you support this housing form?
Use a dot to show us your level of support.
Maybe, in the
right context

No,
thank you

The smaller lot size
results in more moderate
outdoor space.
Providing parking pads
and carports instead of
garages could reduce the
amount of building bulk
on the site and let more
light into backyards.

Yes!

How should we implement this housing form?
Compact Lot Single Detached
Dwellings in Queensborough

Given the narrow lot
width locating parking off
a rear lane is preferred.
Otherwise the streetscape
is dominated by
driveways.

Only with
design control

Require
rezoning

Make it a
permitted use

Share your comments about this type of housing!
Add a post-it note here.

Compact Lot Single Detached
Dwelling in Glenbrooke North

CLUSTER HOUSES
A group of houses which has two homes
at the front facing the street, and two
homes in behind using a panhandle lot
arrangement and a shared driveway. All
the houses are on their own freehold
lot. There are examples of these types
of housing within the Port Royal
development in New Westminster.

Each building is on
its own property, but
there is an agreement
in place to share the
driveway.
Paving materials
could help the
shared driveway
be a pedestrian
friendly place.
Rear unit entry is
visible from the
sidewalk.

Do you support this housing form?
Use a dot to show us your level of support.

Front yards provide
private outdoor space
for front units.
Street elevations
for the front units
should be distinct.

No,
thank you

Maybe, in the
right context

Yes!

How should we implement this housing form?
Cluster Houses in
Queensborough

Require
rezoning

Only with
design control

Make it a
permitted use

Share your comments about this type of housing!

Providing parking pads
and carports instead of
garages could reduce the
amount of building bulk
on the site and let more
light into backyards.

Add a post-it note here.

Cluster Houses in
Queensborough

MODERATE INFILL
TRIPLEX
Three units either in a single building or in
two or three separate buildings. It is likely
that the units would be stratified. A Triplex
could include a Duplex facing the street
and a detached unit facing a rear lane for
example.
Triplexes could be developed with or
without lanes.

Building detached units is also
possible but could result in a
more noticeable change to the
existing streetscape than attached
options.
Utilizing the front yard for
open space increase livability
and social interaction
Attached units makes it easier
to provide open space.
Shared garage could be
replaced with parking
pads that is combined
with landscaping and
permeable paving to create
a multipurpose courtyard.

Do you support this housing form?

A driveway to rear
parking can be used when
there is no lane but will
add to the amount of
impervious surfaces and
reduces space for trees.
Moderate sized private
outdoor space can be
provided for each unit.

Use a dot to show us your level of support.
No,
thank you

Maybe, in the
right context

Yes!

How should we implement this housing form?
Attached Triplex

Current standards would
required three parking
stalls (one per unit).

Require
rezoning

Only with
design control

Make it a
permitted use

Share your comments about this type of housing!
Add a post-it note here.

Queensborough Attached
Triplex

QUADRAPLEX
Four units either in a single building or in
separate buildings which is most likely to
be stratified to allow multiple owners.
A quadraplex, for example, could include
two duplexes, one facing the street
and the other behind facing a lane. A
quadraplex could also be the conversion of
an existing large home into four units.

It would be easier to fit four
units (and the parking) on a
large lot (e.g. over 8,000 sq ft),
but there is a very small number
of these lots in the city.

Allowing a smaller front
yard increases the usable
space behind the front
buildings.
Central courtyard
could increase social
interaction between
owners.

Use a dot to show us your level of support.
No, thank
you

Each unit has a private
entrance and access to
off-street parking.

Require
rezoning

Add a post-it note here.

Quadraplex (attached)
Each unit has a private
entrance and access to
off-street parking.
On a corner lot units can
face the main street or
the side street.

Open space on the side
of the lot is small and can
have a bigger impact on
the neighbouring house.

Yes!

Only with
design control

Make it a
permitted use

Share your comments about this type of housing!

Providing parking pads and
carports instead of garages
could reduce the amount of
building bulk on the site and
let more light into backyards.

Rear unit entry is visable
from the sidewalk.

Maybe, in the
right context

How should we implement this housing form?
Quadraplex (two frontback duplexes)

There is a high site coverage
due to the new units and
required parking.

Current standards would
required four parking stalls
(one per unit). Lane access
and a wider lot width
would make it easier to
accommodate parking.
Building detached units
could result in a more
noticeable change to the
existing streetscape than
attached options.

Do you support this housing form?

Small sized private
outdoor space should be
provided for each unit.

Side by side units on a
corner lot are just like
a small townhouse
development.
Lane access and a wider
lot width are required to
accommodate parking.
It is unlikely that
underground parking
would be feasible on a
small lot project.

HIGH INFILL
ROWHOUSE
Residential units without side yard
setbacks and which share a common wall
with a unit on a least one side. They can be
developed as freehold lots, meaning that
each unit is on its own lot.
Lanes are required in a freehold
arrangement because of the narrow lot
width, in order to accommodate parking
on each individual lot.

Do you support this housing form?

This housing form would only
work on a limited number of
existing lots in New Westminster.
It is more likely that consolidation
of lots would be required.

Use a dot to show us your level of support.
No, thank
you

Maybe, in the
right context

Yes!

How should we implement this housing form?

Each unit is on its own
property, but there is
an agreement in place
to share the common
wall.

Providing parking pads and
carports instead of garages
could reduce the amount of
building bulk on the site and
let more light into backyards.

Each unit would have
open space in the front
and back yard.

One parking stall would
be provided for each
unit.

Rowhouses in
Queensborough

Require
rezoning

Only with
design control

Make it a
permitted use

Share your comments about this type of housing!
Add a post-it note here.

Rowhouses

TOWNHOUSE
Ground oriented dwelling units which
include individual exterior entrances, a
private outdoor space, usually consist
units which are multiple level and
are typically larger than the average
apartment unit.
The development is likely to be stratified
to allow multiple owners.
The number of units in a development
can range in number. For example a
development on a larger site is likely to
include more depending on the size of the
site. Give the small number of large lots in
New Westminster lot consolidation will be
required.

Do you support this housing form?

FOUR UNIT
DEVELOPMENT

Use a dot to show us your level of support.

On a corner lot units can
face the main street or
the side street.
Four side by side units on
a corner lot are just like a
Quadraplex.

Open space on the side
of the lot is small and can
have a bigger impact on
the neighbouring house.

Small sized private
outdoor space should be
provided for each unit.
Each unit has a private
entrance and access to
off-street parking.
Providing parking pads
and carports instead of
garages could reduce the
amount of building bulk
on the site and let more
light into backyards.

Yes!

Maybe, in the
right context

Make it a
How should we implement this housing form?
Townhouses.

Require
rezoning

Only with
design control

permitted use

Share your comments about this type of housing!
Lane access and a wider
lot width are required to
accommodate parking.
It is unlikely that
underground parking
would be feasible on a
small lot project.

FIFTEEN UNIT
DEVELOPMENT

EIGHT UNIT
DEVELOPMENT

No,
thank you

Common outdoor
space should be
provided in larger
projects.

Underground
parking might be
possible for larger
developments.

Add a post-it note here.

Townhouses.

Small sized private
outdoor space should be
provided for each unit.
Each unit should have
a distinct entrance and
design features.

OUR CITY HOUSING WORKSHOP

HOUSING CATEGORIES

OURCITY

GENERAL
CHARACTERISTICS
HOUSING
TYPES
OVER 6 STOREY APARTMENT

UP TO 6 STOREY APARTMENT

STACKED TOWNHOUSE

These housing categories will play a
role in accommodating growth and
should be located near important
transit routes and Great Streets.
They can also be used to transition
between high rises and lower
density forms of housing.

TOWNHOUSE

ROWHOUSE
These housing categories will
play a role in increasing housing
choice. Because they would be
implemented very gradually on
individual lots, they would play a
very limited role in accommodating
growth. These land uses would be
located in existing single detached
dwelling neighbourhoods.

QUADRAPLEX

CLUSTER HOUSE

COMPACT LOT

TRIPLEX

SMALL LOT DUPLEX

SMALL LOT SINGLE DETACHED

This housing category will play a
role in increasing housing choice
and no role in accommodating
growth. These land uses would be
located in existing single detached
dwelling neighbourhoods.

LANEWAY HOUSE

STATUS
QUO

LOW
INFILL

ACCOMMODATING GROWTH
HIGH
RISE
LOW
RISE
HIGH
MODERATE INFILL
INFILL

HOUSING CHOICE

HOUSING
CATEGORIES

This housing category will play
a strong role in accommodating
growth. This housing type should be
located Downtown, Uptown, near
SkyTrain stations and in limited
context specific locations (e.g. at
Eighth and McBride).

DUPLEX
SINGLE DETACHED
DWELLING

This housing category will apply
to existing single detached
dwelling neighbourhoods that the
community wants to stay the same.
This category does not play a role
in increasing housing choice or
accommodating growth.
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BROW OF THE HILL: Scenario One

Legend
400m from SkyTrain (5 minute walk)
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Moderate infill puts more people close to
transit on Eighth Street.
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Low infill puts a few more people close to
transit on Sixth Street.
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for details
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Status
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RM Residential-Medium Density
RBH Residential-Brow of the Hill
Parks / Community Facilities
School/Institution
Major Institutional
Residential-High Density
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ELEVENTH ST.
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What are the benefits?

SIXTH
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Current OCP Land Use
Designations
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Use a dot to show us your level of support.

Merce r St

Moderate infill on Bent Court- which
is lower that the current land use plan
and existing zoning - to protect heritage
buildings.

Blackford St

Oxford St

Shaw St

Ri

Ash St

Gilley St

Cornwall St

ve

an

Existing use - which matches the current
land use plan.

Augusta St

Eleventh St

Twelfth St

Levi St

Louellen St

McPhaden St

Belleville St

Third Ave

er

Industrial

Brantford St

St. Andrews St

as

Do you support this land use scenario?

Parks, Open Space and Community
Facilities

Howay St

Napanee St

Pockets of single detached dwellings
mostly remain as they are today.

Fr

Institutional

Belmont St

Kamloops St

Existing auto-oriented commercial could
remain.

Low Infill

Bole St

Cariboo St

ay
W

Low infill would be permitted on single
detached dwelling properties that are
surrounded by apartments.

th

Moderate Infill

Fifth Ave

ar

on
ds

Existing commercial has been identified.

McMartin St

Holland St

Sharpe St

St
ew

or

High Infill

Sixth Ave

Existing industrial use.

Existing high rise sites have been identified these are an increase from the current land
use plan.

Mid Rise

Sixth St

Thirteenth

Nanaimo St

Existing mid rise sites have been identified these match the current land use plan.

Maybe, with some
modifications.

SkyTrain Line

High Rise

Sixth Ave

No,
thank you

Neighbourhood Boundary

800m from SkyTrain (10 minute walk)
Fou

h Ave

Moderate infill puts more people close to
transit on Sixth Avenue. This is lower than
the current plan.

Continue to allow commercial in
the Uptown but require less than is
required in the current land use plan
(e.g. on Belmont Street).

Be

Fu

Curnew

The lowest density scenario keeps the neighbourhood more like it
is today, but doesn’t offer a lot of housing choice or many improved
neighbourhood services and amenities. What do you like about this
scenario? Use post-it notes to add your comments.
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BROW OF THE HILL: Scenario Two
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Do you support this land use scenario?
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Parks, Open Space and Community
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Napanee St

Low Infill would be permitted in pockets of
single detached dwellings.

Study Area which requires a detailed
Master Plan that explores how to achieve a
creative district.

Status Quo
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Kamloops St
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Low Infill
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ay
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Moderate infill would be permitted on
single detached dwelling properties that
are surrounded by apartments.
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Existing commercial has been identified.
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High infill puts more people close to transit
on Twelfth Street.

Existing high rise sites have been identified
- these are an increase from the land use
current plan.
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Sixth Ave
McMartin St

Sixth Ave

Industrial converted to mid rise.

Maybe, with some
modifications.

400m from SkyTrain (5 minute walk)

Nanaimo St

Existing mid rise sites have been identified these match the current land use plan.
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thank you

SkyTrain Line

Tenth
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High infill puts more people close to transit
on Sixth Avenue.

Neighbourhood Boundary

Continue to allow commercial in
the Uptown but require less than is
required in the current land use plan
(e.g. on Belmont Street).
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The middle density scenario explores one option within the
high-to-low range. It blends growth, choice, and some improved
neighbourhood services and amenities. What other ways could you
see doing this? Use post-it notes to add your comments.
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BROW OF THE HILL: Scenario Three
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Expand high rise in Uptown, including
Bent Court, which would eliminate the
heritage buildings.
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Moderate Infill would be permitted in
pockets of single detached dwellings.

Do you support this land use scenario?
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High infill would be permitted on single
detached dwelling properties that are
surrounded by apartments.
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Study Area which requires a detailed
Master Plan that explores how to achieve
a creative district. This could include high
rise south of Queens Avenue and mid rise
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High infill puts more people close to transit
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Existing high rise sites have been identified these are an increase from the current land
use plan.
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Mid rise puts more people close to transit
on Sixth Avenue.

Neighbourhood Boundary

Continue to allow commercial in
the Uptown but require less than is
required in the current land use plan
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The highest density scenario explores how to maximize choice and
the benefits of growth which are improved neighbourhood services
and amenities. You may not like it all, but are there parts you could
see blending with other scenarios? Use post-it notes to add your
comments.
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BROW OF THE HILL: Create Your Own Scenario

Legend

We’ve showed you three possible scenarios. Now take
the parts you liked, add your own new ideas, and create
another scenario.
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CONNAUGHT HEIGHTS: Scenario One
The lowest density scenario keeps the
neighbourhood more like it is today, but
doesn’t offer a lot of housing choice or
many improved neighbourhood services
and amenities. What do you like about this
scenario? Use post-it notes to add your
comments.
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CONNAUGHT HEIGHTS: Scenario Two

Legend
Neighbourhood Boundary

The middle density scenario explores
one option within the high-to-low range.
It blends growth, choice, and some
improved neighbourhood services and
amenities. What other ways could you see
doing this? Use post-it notes to add your
comments.
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CONNAUGHT HEIGHTS: Scenario Three
The highest density scenario explores how
to maximize choice and the benefits of
growth which are improved neighbourhood
services and amenities. You may not like
it all, but are there parts you could see
blending with other scenarios? Use post-it
notes to add your comments.
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CONNAUGHT HEIGHTS: Create Your Own Scenario
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GLENBROOKE NORTH: Scenario One

Legend

The lowest density scenario keeps the neighbourhood more like it
is today, but doesn’t offer a lot of housing choice or many improved
neighbourhood services and amenities. What do you like about this
scenario? Use post-it notes to add your comments.
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GLENBROOKE NORTH: Scenario Two

Legend

The middle density scenario explores one option within the
high-to-low range. It blends growth, choice, and some improved
neighbourhood services and amenities. What other ways could you
see doing this? Use post-it notes to add your comments.
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GLENBROOKE NORTH: Scenario Three
The highest density scenario explores how to maximize choice and
the benefits of growth which are improved neighbourhood services
and amenities. You may not like it all, but are there parts you could
see blending with other scenarios? Use post-it notes to add your
comments.
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INDUSTRIAL BRUNETTE CREEK
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MIXED USE

MRCH

MIXED USE RESIDENTIAL, COMMERICAL, & HEALTH CARE

GLENBROOKE NORTH: Create Your Own Scenario

Legend

We’ve showed you three possible scenarios. Now take
the parts you liked, add your own new ideas, and create
another scenario.

Neighbourhood Boundary
SkyTrain Line
400m from SkyTrain (5 minute walk)
800m from SkyTrain (10 minute walk)
High Rise
Mid Rise
High Infill
Moderate Infill

E Tenth Ave

Tenth Ave

Low Infill
Status Quo
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Blackman St
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Current OCP Land Use
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COMMERCIAL MAIN STREET
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RESIDENTIAL - LOW DENSITY
RESIDENTIAL - MEDIUM DENSITY
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CD

COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT

RESIDENTIAL - MIXED DENSITY

WR

WATERFRONT RESIDENTIAL
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P

MAJOR INSTITUTIONAL

S
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COMMERCIAL HISTORIC AREA
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RESIDENTIAL - BROW OF THE HILL

I
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R-LT

RESIDENTIAL - LOWER TWELFTH

U
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UPTOWN COMMERCIAL

CEM

CEMETERIES/OPEN SPACE

H/N

HABITAT / NATURAL
PARKS/COMMUNITY FACILITIES

IBC

INDUSTRIAL BRUNETTE CREEK

MU

MIXED USE

MRCH

MIXED USE RESIDENTIAL, COMMERICAL, & HEALTH CARE

MASSEY VICTORY HEIGHTS: Scenario One
The lowest density scenario keeps
the neighbourhood more like it
is today, but doesn’t offer a lot of
housing choice or many improved
neighbourhood services and
amenities. What do you like about
this scenario? Use post-it notes to
add your comments.

Legend
Neighbourhood Boundary
SkyTrain Line

High infill puts more people close to transit
on East Columbia Street. This is a reduction
from the current land use plan.

Moderate infill creates
transition between
higher and lower
density..
Mostly remains as it is
today.

400m from SkyTrain (5 minute walk)
800m from SkyTrain (10 minute walk)
High Rise

Low infill puts a few more people
close to transit on Eighth Avenue.

Mid Rise
High Infill
Moderate Infill
Low Infill

Powerline Access
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Sangster

York St

tt
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Clute St

Jackson Cr

Rickman Pl

William St

Courtney Cr

McKay St

E Tenth Ave

Tenth Ave

Colborne St

Westburnco Access

Status Quo

W

Continue to allow commercial at
Eighth and McBride but reduce the
amount required.
High rise - which matches the
current land use plan.

Current OCP Land Use Designations
Proposed
Stormont Connector

Social Interaction Opportunities

No,
thank you

Maybe, with some
modifications.

S
Yes!

CIVIC ART

CTO

WALKWAY SYSTEM

CMD

SKYTRAIN
SKYTRAIN STATIONS

Status
Quo

Small
Increase

Modest
Increase

Large
Increase

PEDESTRIAN CONNECTORS

CM
C
CH

S

/R
M

RL

S

BP

CM

RL

M

Use a dot to show us your level of support.

P

RL/RM
RH

ON
D

Do you support this land use scenario?

Supporting Transit

HUME
PARK

RL

S

Community Services and Amenities

RM

RL

RH

C

L

Housing Choice

Reduced

U

S
P

P
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ST
.

What are the benefits?
Accommodating Growth

RL

COMMERCIAL TRANSIT ORIENTED
COMMERCIAL MARINE DISTRICT

RM

RESIDENTIAL - LOW DENSITY
RESIDENTIAL - MEDIUM DENSITY

COMMERCIAL MAIN STREET

RH

RESIDENTIAL - HIGH DENSITY

CD

COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT

RESIDENTIAL - MIXED DENSITY

WR

WATERFRONT RESIDENTIAL

COMMERCIAL

RL/RM/RH

P

MAJOR INSTITUTIONAL

S

SCHOOLS

COMMERCIAL HISTORIC AREA
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RESIDENTIAL - BROW OF THE HILL
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INDUSTRIAL
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COMMERCIAL LOWER TWELFTH
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U
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UPTOWN COMMERCIAL
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CEMETERIES/OPEN SPACE
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HABITAT / NATURAL
PARKS/COMMUNITY FACILITIES

IBC

INDUSTRIAL BRUNETTE CREEK

MU

MIXED USE

MRCH

MIXED USE RESIDENTIAL, COMMERICAL, & HEALTH CARE

MASSEY VICTORY HEIGHTS: Scenario Two
The middle density scenario explores one option within the
high-to-low range. It blends growth, choice, and some improved
neighbourhood services and amenities. What other ways could you
see doing this? Use post-it notes to add your comments.

Neighbourhood Boundary
SkyTrain Line
400m from SkyTrain (5 minute walk)

Put high infill across from the existing
commercial plaza in Burnaby to create
a community corner.

High infill creates transition between
higher and lower density.

Townhouses can be
designed to protect
residents from noise.

Legend

800m from SkyTrain (10 minute walk)
High Rise

Moderate infill puts more people
close to transit on Eighth Avenue.

Moderate infill creates transition
between higher and lower density.

Low infill throughout the
neighbourhood.

Mid Rise
High Infill
Moderate Infill
Low Infill

Powerline Access
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an area that is within a 10 minute walk to
a SkyTrain station.
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Eighth and McBride but reduce the
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Jackson Cr

Rickman Pl

William St

Courtney Cr

McKay St

E Tenth Ave

Tenth Ave

Colborne St

Westburnco Access

Status Quo

Mid rise puts more people close to transit
on East Columbia Street. This matches the
current land use plan.

High rise - which matches the current Plan.

Current OCP Land Use Designations
Proposed
Stormont Connector

Social Interaction Opportunities

No,
thank you

Maybe, with some
modifications.

S
Yes!

CIVIC ART

CTO

WALKWAY SYSTEM

CMD

SKYTRAIN
SKYTRAIN STATIONS

Reduced

Status
Quo

Small
Increase

Modest
Increase

Large
Increase

PEDESTRIAN CONNECTORS
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C
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COMMERCIAL TRANSIT ORIENTED
COMMERCIAL MARINE DISTRICT
COMMERCIAL MAIN STREET
COMMERCIAL

S
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Use a dot to show us your level of support.
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D

Do you support this land use scenario?
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S
Support Local Commercial + Community Corner
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What are the benefits?
Accommodating Growth
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MIXED USE

MRCH

MIXED USE RESIDENTIAL, COMMERICAL, & HEALTH CARE

MASSEY VICTORY HEIGHTS: Scenario Three
The highest density scenario explores how to maximize choice and
the benefits of growth which are improved neighbourhood services
and amenities. You may not like it all, but are there parts you could
see blending with other scenarios? Use post-it notes to add your
comments.
High infill creates transition

Neighbourhood Boundary
SkyTrain Line
400m from SkyTrain (5 minute walk)
Put mid rise across from the existing
commercial plaza in Burnaby to create
a community corner.

between higher to lower density.

Mid rise can be designed
to protect residents from
noise.

Legend

800m from SkyTrain (10 minute walk)
High Rise

Moderate infill throughout
the neighbourhood.

High infill puts more people close
to transit on Eighth Avenue.

Medium density creates transition
between higher to lower density.

Mid Rise
High Infill
Moderate Infill
Low Infill

Powerline Access
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High infill increases housing choice in an
area that is within a 10 minute walk to a
SkyTrain station.

High rise - which matches the
current land use plan.
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Mid rise puts more people close to transit
on East Columbia Street. This matches the
current land use plan.

Current OCP Land Use Designations
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MASSEY VICTORY HEIGHTS: Create Your Own Scenario

Legend

We’ve showed you three possible scenarios. Now take
the parts you liked, add your own new ideas, and create
another scenario.

Neighbourhood Boundary
SkyTrain Line
400m from SkyTrain (5 minute walk)
800m from SkyTrain (10 minute walk)
High Rise
Mid Rise
High Infill
Moderate Infill
Low Infill

Powerline Access
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MOODY PARK: Scenario One

Legend

The lowest density scenario keeps the neighbourhood more like it
is today, but doesn’t offer a lot of housing choice or many improved
neighbourhood services and amenities. What do you like about this
scenario? Use post-it notes to add your comments.

Neighbourhood Boundary
SkyTrain Line
400m from SkyTrain (5 minute walk)
800m from SkyTrain (10 minute walk)

Mostly remains as it is today.

Low infill puts some people close
to transit on Eighth Street.

High Rise
Mid Rise

Continue to allow commercial along
Twelfth Street.

High Infill
Tenth Ave

Moderate Infill
Low Infill

Downie St

Increase the depth of the existing mid
rise land use category to increase viability
of redeveloping properties along Twelfth
Street - a Great Street.

Hill St

Henley St

Commercial
Sand
Fifth St

O

Existing use - a decrease from the current
land use plan.

High infill at Sixth Avenue and Tenth Street
where there is an existing mix of housing
types.

Eighth Ave

Sixth St

Continue to allow commercial along Sixth
Street and Sixth Avenue.
P

Yes!

Fourth St

Use a dot to show us your level of support.
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Martin St

Sixth Ave

Current OCP Land Use
Designations

Sydney St
CEM

Belmont St
RM

What are the benefits?

P
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CH
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S

RL/RM

Do you support this land use scenario?

and St

Existing use - which matches the current
land use plan.

D

Tenth St

Kelvin St

Thirteenth St

Fourteenth St

Eighth St

Kingston St

Low infill puts a few more people close to
transit on Sixth Avenue.

Maybe, with some
modifications.

Institutional
Parks, Open Space and Community
Facilities

Low infill puts a few more people close to
transit on Eighth Avenue.

No,
thank you

Status Quo
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Housing Choice
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Social Interaction Opportunities
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Small
Increase

Modest
Increase

Large
Increase

PEDESTRIAN CONNECTORS
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COMMERCIAL MARINE DISTRICT
COMMERCIAL MAIN STREET
COMMERCIAL
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RESIDENTIAL - MEDIUM DENSITY
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CD
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MOODY PARK: Scenario Two

Legend

The middle density scenario explores one option within the
high-to-low range. It blends growth, choice, and some improved
neighbourhood services and amenities. What other ways could you
see doing this? Use post-it notes to add your comments.

Neighbourhood Boundary
SkyTrain Line
400m from SkyTrain (5 minute walk)
Townhouses along Tenth
Avenue can be designed to
protect residents from noise.

Low infill would be
permitted throughout
the neighbourhood.

800m from SkyTrain (10 minute walk)
High Rise

Continue to allow commercial along
Twelfth Street.

Mid Rise
High Infill
Tenth Ave

Increase the depth of the existing mid rise
land use category to increase viability of
redeveloping properties on Twelfth Street a Great Street.

Moderate Infill
Low Infill

Downie St

Institutional
Parks, Open Space and Community
Facilities

Henley St

Commercial

Fifth St

Sand

Surround the existing commercial parcel
with moderate infill to create a community
corner.

O

Eighth Ave

Moderate infill puts more people close to
transit on Eighth Avenue.

Kelvin St

D

High rise - which matches the current land
use plan.

Tenth St

Continue to allow commercial along Sixth
Street and Sixth Avenue.
Sixth St

Moderate infill puts a more people close to
transit on Sixth Avenue.

Thirteenth St

Fourteenth St

High infill at Sixth Avenue and Tenth Street
where there is an existing mix of housing
types.

High infill puts more people close to transit
on Eighth Street.

Eighth St

Kingston St

Do you support this land use scenario?

P

Maybe, with some
modifications.

Yes!

Fourth St

Use a dot to show us your level of support.

Bole St
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and St

Martin St

Sixth Ave

Current OCP Land Use
Designations

Sydney St
CEM

Belmont St
RM

What are the benefits?

P
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CH

Accommodating Growth

S

RL/RM

Hill St

High infill creates transition between higher
and lower density, and supports commercial
and transit along Twelfth Street. This land
use category could continue below Eighth
Avenue but some of the lots are smaller and
lanes are less consistent.

No,
thank you

Status Quo
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Support Local Commercial + Community Corner

RL/RM

UC

Supporting Transit
Social Interaction Opportunities

CIVIC ART

CTO

WALKWAY SYSTEM

CMD

SKYTRAIN
SKYTRAIN STATIONS

Reduced

Status
Quo

Small
Increase

Modest
Increase

Large
Increase

PEDESTRIAN CONNECTORS

CM
C
CH

COMMERCIAL TRANSIT ORIENTED
COMMERCIAL MARINE DISTRICT
COMMERCIAL MAIN STREET
COMMERCIAL

RL
RM

RESIDENTIAL - LOW DENSITY
RESIDENTIAL - MEDIUM DENSITY

RH

RESIDENTIAL - HIGH DENSITY

CD

COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT

RESIDENTIAL - MIXED DENSITY

WR

WATERFRONT RESIDENTIAL

RL/RM/RH

P

MAJOR INSTITUTIONAL

S

SCHOOLS

COMMERCIAL HISTORIC AREA

RBH

RESIDENTIAL - BROW OF THE HILL

I

INDUSTRIAL

C-LT

COMMERCIAL LOWER TWELFTH

R-LT

RESIDENTIAL - LOWER TWELFTH

U

UTILITIES

UC

UPTOWN COMMERCIAL

CEM

CEMETERIES/OPEN SPACE

H/N

HABITAT / NATURAL
PARKS/COMMUNITY FACILITIES

IBC

INDUSTRIAL BRUNETTE CREEK

MU

MIXED USE

MRCH

MIXED USE RESIDENTIAL, COMMERICAL, & HEALTH CARE

MOODY PARK: Scenario Three

Legend

The highest density scenario explores how to maximize choice and
the benefits of growth which are improved neighbourhood services
and amenities. You may not like it all, but are there parts you could
see blending with other scenarios? Use post-it notes to add your
comments.

Neighbourhood Boundary
SkyTrain Line
400m from SkyTrain (5 minute walk)
Allow moderate infill throughout the
neighbourhood.

Townhouses along Tenth Avenue can be
designed to protect residents from noise.

800m from SkyTrain (10 minute walk)
High Rise

Continue to allow commercial along
Twelfth Street.

Mid Rise
High Infill
Tenth Ave

Increase the depth of the existing mid
rise land use category to increase viability
of redeveloping properties along Twelfth
Street - a Great Street.

Moderate Infill
Low Infill

Downie St

Commercial

Fifth St

Sand

High infill puts a more people close to
transit on Eighth Avenue.

O

Eighth Ave

D

High rise - which matches the current land
use plan.

Tenth St

Kelvin St

Continue to allow commercial along Sixth
Street and Sixth Avenue.
Sixth St

Thirteenth St

Fourteenth St

High infill puts more people close to transit
on Sixth Avenue.

Mid rise puts more people close to transit
on Eighth Street.

Eighth St

Kingston St

Do you support this land use scenario?

P

Yes!

Fourth St

Use a dot to show us your level of support.

Bole St
e St

and St

Martin St

Sixth Ave

Current OCP Land Use
Designations

Sydney St
CEM

Belmont St
RM

What are the benefits?

P

RL

CH

Accommodating Growth

S

RL/RM

Mid rise at Sixth Avenue and Tenth Street
where there is an existing mix of housing
types.

Maybe, with some
modifications.

Institutional
Parks, Open Space and Community
Facilities

Henley St

Hill St

Surround the existing commercial parcel
with high infill to create a community
corner.

No,
thank you

Status Quo

B

S/I

P
RH

S

Housing Choice
Community Services and Amenities

P

Support Local Commercial + Community Corner

RL/RM

UC

Supporting Transit
Social Interaction Opportunities

CIVIC ART

CTO

WALKWAY SYSTEM

CMD

SKYTRAIN
SKYTRAIN STATIONS

Reduced

Status
Quo

Small
Increase

Modest
Increase

Large
Increase

PEDESTRIAN CONNECTORS

CM
C
CH

COMMERCIAL TRANSIT ORIENTED
COMMERCIAL MARINE DISTRICT
COMMERCIAL MAIN STREET
COMMERCIAL

RL
RM

RESIDENTIAL - LOW DENSITY
RESIDENTIAL - MEDIUM DENSITY

RH

RESIDENTIAL - HIGH DENSITY

CD

COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT

RESIDENTIAL - MIXED DENSITY

WR

WATERFRONT RESIDENTIAL

RL/RM/RH

P

MAJOR INSTITUTIONAL

S

SCHOOLS

COMMERCIAL HISTORIC AREA

RBH

RESIDENTIAL - BROW OF THE HILL

I

INDUSTRIAL

C-LT

COMMERCIAL LOWER TWELFTH

R-LT

RESIDENTIAL - LOWER TWELFTH

U

UTILITIES

UC

UPTOWN COMMERCIAL

CEM

CEMETERIES/OPEN SPACE

H/N

HABITAT / NATURAL
PARKS/COMMUNITY FACILITIES

IBC

INDUSTRIAL BRUNETTE CREEK

MU

MIXED USE

MRCH

MIXED USE RESIDENTIAL, COMMERICAL, & HEALTH CARE

MOODY PARK: Create Your Own Scenario

Legend

We’ve showed you three possible scenarios. Now take
the parts you liked, add your own new ideas, and create
another scenario.

Neighbourhood Boundary
SkyTrain Line
400m from SkyTrain (5 minute walk)
800m from SkyTrain (10 minute walk)
High Rise
Mid Rise
High Infill
Tenth Ave

Moderate Infill
Low Infill

Downie St

Status Quo
Institutional
Parks, Open Space and Community
Facilities

Henley St

Hill St

B

Commercial

Fifth St

Sand

O

Eighth Ave

D

Sixth St

Tenth St

Kelvin St

Fourth St

P

Bole St
e St

Martin St

and St

Sixth Ave

Current OCP Land Use
Designations

Sydney St
CEM

Belmont St
RM
P

RL

CH

S

RL/RM

Thirteenth St

Fourteenth St

Eighth St

Kingston St

S/I

P
RH

S

P

RL/RM
CIVIC ART

CTO

WALKWAY SYSTEM

CMD

SKYTRAIN
SKYTRAIN STATIONS
PEDESTRIAN CONNECTORS

CM
C
CH

COMMERCIAL TRANSIT ORIENTED
COMMERCIAL MARINE DISTRICT
COMMERCIAL MAIN STREET
COMMERCIAL

RL
RM

RESIDENTIAL - LOW DENSITY
RESIDENTIAL - MEDIUM DENSITY

RH

RESIDENTIAL - HIGH DENSITY

CD

COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT

RESIDENTIAL - MIXED DENSITY

WR

WATERFRONT RESIDENTIAL

RL/RM/RH

P

MAJOR INSTITUTIONAL

S

SCHOOLS

COMMERCIAL HISTORIC AREA

RBH

RESIDENTIAL - BROW OF THE HILL

I

INDUSTRIAL

C-LT

COMMERCIAL LOWER TWELFTH

R-LT

RESIDENTIAL - LOWER TWELFTH

U

UTILITIES

UC

UPTOWN COMMERCIAL

CEM

CEMETERIES/OPEN SPACE

H/N

HABITAT / NATURAL
PARKS/COMMUNITY FACILITIES

IBC

INDUSTRIAL BRUNETTE CREEK

MU

MIXED USE

MRCH

UC

MIXED USE RESIDENTIAL, COMMERICAL, & HEALTH CARE

QUEENS PARK: Scenario One

Legend

The lowest density scenario keeps the neighbourhood more like it
is today, but doesn’t offer a lot of housing choice or many improved
neighbourhood services and amenities. What do you like about this
scenario? Use post-it notes to add your comments.

SkyTrain Line
Mostly remains as it is today.

Sixth Ave

Sydney St

c

High Rise
Mid Rise

E Sixth Ave

Di

High Infill

Dr

Moderate Infill

er

Fourth St

S

Canada

800m from SkyTrain (10 minute walk)

Sixth Ave

Belmont St

Low Infill

ing

Regina St

Continue to allow commercial along Sixth
Street, north of Fourth Avenue.

400m from SkyTrain (5 minute walk)

ess

High rise on Sixth Street, a Great Street which matches the current land use plan.

Neighbourhood Boundary
Infill only permitted through
a Heritage Revitalization
Agreement.

G

Brandon St

Status Quo
Institutional

Elgin St
Oak St

Brantford St

No longer require commercial on Sixth
Street south of Fourth Avenue. Existing
commercial uses could remain.

G
le
nb

St. Patrick St

Commercial

ro
o

Ross Dr

Av
e

ER

Roya l Ave

al
oy

Current OCP Land Use
Designations
RL/RM
RH

S
P

UC
RL/RM

McBride Blvd

g St

or St

Royal Ave

ld Pl

ow

kR

r
Pa

City Hall Access

y St

Manitoba St

Gloucester St

Reduce the amount of high rise on Royal
Avenue to reduce incentive to redevelop
properties with historic buildings.

Ja
Granville St

Yes!

Arbutus St

Second St

Liverpool St

Bonson St

Sixth St

St. George St

Me m orial Dr

ay

Maybe, with some
modifications.

Emory St

Anthony Ct

Lancaster St
Welsh St

Do you support this land use scenario?
Use a dot to show us your level of support.

Blackberry Dr

c is W
Fra n

Seventh St

Blackford St

Third St

Pine St

Ash St

Continuing to allow medium density along
Sixth Street puts people close to transit.

Queens Park Access

Oakland St
Fourth Ave

No,
thank you

Parks, Open Space and Community
Facilities

t

RL

CH

What are the benefits?

P

Accommodating Growth
2a

Housing Choice

R

P

RBH

Community Services and Amenities

P

S

RM/RH

RM/RH

C

RM/RH RM

RH P

Supporting Transit
Social Interaction Opportunities

CIVIC ART

CTO

WALKWAY SYSTEM

CMD

SKYTRAIN
SKYTRAIN STATIONS

Reduced

Status
Quo

Small
Increase

Modest
Increase

Large
Increase

PEDESTRIAN CONNECTORS

CM
C
CH

COMMERCIAL TRANSIT ORIENTED
COMMERCIAL MARINE DISTRICT
COMMERCIAL MAIN STREET
COMMERCIAL

RL
RM

RESIDENTIAL - LOW DENSITY
RESIDENTIAL - MEDIUM DENSITY

RH

RESIDENTIAL - HIGH DENSITY

CD

COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT

RESIDENTIAL - MIXED DENSITY

WR

WATERFRONT RESIDENTIAL

RL/RM/RH

P

MAJOR INSTITUTIONAL

S

SCHOOLS

COMMERCIAL HISTORIC AREA

RBH

RESIDENTIAL - BROW OF THE HILL

I

INDUSTRIAL

C-LT

COMMERCIAL LOWER TWELFTH

R-LT

RESIDENTIAL - LOWER TWELFTH

U

UTILITIES

UC

UPTOWN COMMERCIAL

CEM

CEMETERIES/OPEN SPACE

H/N

HABITAT / NATURAL
PARKS/COMMUNITY FACILITIES

IBC

INDUSTRIAL BRUNETTE CREEK

MU

MIXED USE

MRCH

MIXED USE RESIDENTIAL, COMMERICAL, & HEALTH CARE

QUEENS PARK: Scenario Two

Legend

The middle density scenario explores one option within the
high-to-low range. It blends growth, choice, and some improved
neighbourhood services and amenities. What other ways could you
see doing this? Use post-it notes to add your comments.

Neighbourhood Boundary
Low infill would be
permitted throughout the
neighbourhood.

Moderate infill puts more people close
to transit on Sixth Avenue. Extend
moderate infill to Regina Street to
allow for the completion of the lane.

Canada

800m from SkyTrain (10 minute walk)

S

Sixth Ave

Sixth Ave

Sydney St

c

High Rise
Mid Rise

E Sixth Ave

Di

High Infill

x

Dr

Belmont St

Moderate Infill

er

Fourth St

Regina St

Low Infill

ing

Continue to allow commercial along Sixth
Street, north of Fourth Avenue.

400m from SkyTrain (5 minute walk)

ess

High rise on Sixth Street, a Great Street which matches the current land use plan.

SkyTrain Line

G

Brandon St

Status Quo
Institutional

No longer require commercial on Sixth
Street south of Fourth Avenue. Existing
commercial uses could remain.

Elgin St
Oak St

Brantford St

G
le
nb

St. Patrick St

Parks, Open Space and Community
Facilities
Commercial

ro
ok

Ross Dr

g St

or St

Royal Ave

Current OCP Land Use
Designations

Av
e

ow
kR

r
Pa

City Hall Access

ER

Roya l Ave

al
oy

RL/RM
RH

S
P

UC

d Pl

Manitoba St

Gloucester St

RL

CH

What are the benefits?

RL/RM

McBride Blvd

High rise - which matches the current land
use plan, but doesn’t protect heritage..

Ja

y St

Yes!

Me m orial Dr

Liverpool St

Bonson St

Sixth St

St. George St

Granville St

Maybe, with some
modifications.

Emory St

ay
is W

No,
thank you

Arbutus St

Second St

Lancaster St
Welsh St

Do you support this land use scenario?
Use a dot to show us your level of support.

Surround the existing commercial parcel with
moderate infill to create a community corner.

c
Fra n

Seventh St

Moderate infill increases housing
choice in an area that is within a 10
minute walk to a SkyTrain station and
transit on Sixth Street.

Blackberry Dr

Anthony Ct

Blackford St

Third St

Pine St

Ash St

Extend mid rise west to Fifth Street to
increase feasibility of redevelopment.

Queens Park Access

Oakland St
Fourth Ave

P

Accommodating Growth
2a

R

Housing Choice

P

RBH

Community Services and Amenities

Support Local Commercial + Community Corner

P

S

RM/RH

RM/RH

C

RM/RH RM

RH P

Supporting Transit
Social Interaction Opportunities

CIVIC ART

CTO

WALKWAY SYSTEM

CMD

SKYTRAIN
SKYTRAIN STATIONS

Reduced

Status
Quo

Small
Increase

Modest
Increase

Large
Increase

PEDESTRIAN CONNECTORS

CM
C
CH

COMMERCIAL TRANSIT ORIENTED
COMMERCIAL MARINE DISTRICT
COMMERCIAL MAIN STREET
COMMERCIAL

RL
RM

RESIDENTIAL - LOW DENSITY
RESIDENTIAL - MEDIUM DENSITY

RH

RESIDENTIAL - HIGH DENSITY

CD

COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT

RESIDENTIAL - MIXED DENSITY

WR

WATERFRONT RESIDENTIAL

RL/RM/RH

P

MAJOR INSTITUTIONAL

S

SCHOOLS

COMMERCIAL HISTORIC AREA

RBH

RESIDENTIAL - BROW OF THE HILL

I

INDUSTRIAL

C-LT

COMMERCIAL LOWER TWELFTH

R-LT

RESIDENTIAL - LOWER TWELFTH

U

UTILITIES

UC

UPTOWN COMMERCIAL

CEM

CEMETERIES/OPEN SPACE

H/N

HABITAT / NATURAL
PARKS/COMMUNITY FACILITIES

IBC

INDUSTRIAL BRUNETTE CREEK

MU

MIXED USE

MRCH

MIXED USE RESIDENTIAL, COMMERICAL, & HEALTH CARE

QUEENS PARK: Scenario Three

Legend

The highest density scenario explores how to maximize choice and
the benefits of growth which are improved neighbourhood services
and amenities. You may not like it all, but are there parts you could
see blending with other scenarios? Use post-it notes to add your
comments.

Neighbourhood Boundary

Canada

S

Sixth Ave

Sydney St

800m from SkyTrain (10 minute walk)
c

High Rise
Mid Rise

E Sixth Ave

Di

High Infill

Dr

Belmont St

Moderate Infill

er

Fourth St

Regina St

Low Infill

ing

Continue to allow commercial along Sixth
Street, north of Fourth Avenue.

Sixth Ave

400m from SkyTrain (5 minute walk)

ess

High rise on Sixth Street, a Great Street which matches the current land use plan.

SkyTrain Line

Moderate infill would be
permitted throughout the
neighbourhood.

High infill puts more people close
to transit on Sixth Avenue. Extend
moderate infill to Regina Street to
allow for the completion of the lane.

G

Brandon St

Status Quo
Institutional

No longer require commercial on Sixth
Street south of Fourth Avenue. Existing
commercial uses could remain.

Elgin St
Oak St

Brantford St

G
le
nb

St. Patrick St

Parks, Open Space and Community
Facilities
Commercial

ro
o

Arbutus St

Blackberry Dr

Emory St

Ross Dr

g St

or St

Royal Ave

Av
e

ow

ER

Roya l Ave

al
oy

Current OCP Land Use
Designations
RL/RM
RH

S
P

ld Pl

kR

r
Pa

City Hall Access

y St

Manitoba St

Gloucester St

Ja
Granville St

Yes!

ay

Maybe, with some
modifications.

is W

No,
thank you

High rise - which matches the current land
use plan, but doesn’t protect heritage.

Liverpool St

Bonson St

Sixth St

St. George St

Do you support this land use scenario?
Use a dot to show us your level of support.

McBride Blvd

Anthony Ct

Lancaster St
Welsh St

Me m orial Dr

c
Fra n

Seventh St

Existing apartment buildings.

UC
RL/RM

Second St

Blackford St

Third St

Pine St

Ash St

Extend mid rise west to Fifth Street to
increase feasibility of redevelopment.

Queens Park Access

Oakland St
Fourth Ave

t

RL

CH

What are the benefits?

P

Accommodating Growth
2a

R

Housing Choice

P

RBH

Community Services and Amenities

P

Support Local Commercial + Community Corner

S

RM/RH

RM/RH

C

RM/RH RM

RH P

Supporting Transit
Social Interaction Opportunities

CIVIC ART

CTO

WALKWAY SYSTEM

CMD

SKYTRAIN
SKYTRAIN STATIONS

Reduced

Status
Quo

Small
Increase

Modest
Increase

Large
Increase

PEDESTRIAN CONNECTORS

CM
C
CH

COMMERCIAL TRANSIT ORIENTED
COMMERCIAL MARINE DISTRICT
COMMERCIAL MAIN STREET
COMMERCIAL

RL
RM

RESIDENTIAL - LOW DENSITY
RESIDENTIAL - MEDIUM DENSITY

RH

RESIDENTIAL - HIGH DENSITY

CD

COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT

RESIDENTIAL - MIXED DENSITY

WR

WATERFRONT RESIDENTIAL

RL/RM/RH

P

MAJOR INSTITUTIONAL

S

SCHOOLS

COMMERCIAL HISTORIC AREA

RBH

RESIDENTIAL - BROW OF THE HILL

I

INDUSTRIAL

C-LT

COMMERCIAL LOWER TWELFTH

R-LT

RESIDENTIAL - LOWER TWELFTH

U

UTILITIES

UC

UPTOWN COMMERCIAL

CEM

CEMETERIES/OPEN SPACE

H/N

HABITAT / NATURAL
PARKS/COMMUNITY FACILITIES

IBC

INDUSTRIAL BRUNETTE CREEK

MU

MIXED USE

MRCH

MIXED USE RESIDENTIAL, COMMERICAL, & HEALTH CARE

QUEENS PARK: Create Your Own Scenario

Legend

We’ve showed you three possible scenarios. Now take
the parts you liked, add your own new ideas, and create
another scenario.

Neighbourhood Boundary
SkyTrain Line
400m from SkyTrain (5 minute walk)

Sixth Ave

Sydney St

High Rise
Mid Rise

E Sixth Ave

Di

High Infill

Dr

Belmont St

Moderate Infill

er

Fourth St

S

Sixth Ave

ess

Canada

800m from SkyTrain (10 minute walk)
c

Low Infill

ing

Regina St

G

Brandon St

Status Quo
Institutional

Elgin St
Oak St

Brantford St

G
le
nb

St. Patrick St

Parks, Open Space and Community
Facilities
Commercial

ro
o

Arbutus St

St. George St

Me m orial Dr

Bonson St

ay

g St

or St

Royal Ave

Av
e

ER

Roya l Ave

al
oy

Current OCP Land Use
Designations
RL/RM
RH

S
P

ld Pl

ow

y St

kR

Granville St

Ja

r
Pa

City Hall Access

is W

Manitoba St

Gloucester St

Ross Dr

Liverpool St

UC
RL/RM

McBride Blvd

Second St

Emory St

Anthony Ct

Lancaster St
Welsh St
Sixth St

Blackberry Dr

c
Fra n

Seventh St

Third St

Pine St

Ash St

Blackford St

Queens Park Access

Oakland St
Fourth Ave

t

RL

CH

P
2a
R

P

RBH

P

S

RM/RH

RM/RH

CIVIC ART

CTO

WALKWAY SYSTEM

CMD

SKYTRAIN
SKYTRAIN STATIONS
PEDESTRIAN CONNECTORS

CM
C
CH

COMMERCIAL TRANSIT ORIENTED
COMMERCIAL MARINE DISTRICT
COMMERCIAL MAIN STREET
COMMERCIAL

RL

C

RM

RESIDENTIAL - LOW DENSITY
RESIDENTIAL - MEDIUM DENSITY

RH

RESIDENTIAL - HIGH DENSITY

CD

COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT

RESIDENTIAL - MIXED DENSITY

WR

WATERFRONT RESIDENTIAL

RL/RM/RH

P

MAJOR INSTITUTIONAL

S

SCHOOLS

COMMERCIAL HISTORIC AREA

RBH

RESIDENTIAL - BROW OF THE HILL

I

INDUSTRIAL

C-LT

COMMERCIAL LOWER TWELFTH

R-LT

RESIDENTIAL - LOWER TWELFTH

U

UTILITIES

UC

UPTOWN COMMERCIAL

CEM

CEMETERIES/OPEN SPACE

H/N

HABITAT / NATURAL
PARKS/COMMUNITY FACILITIES

IBC

INDUSTRIAL BRUNETTE CREEK

MU

MIXED USE

MRCH

RM/RH RM

RH P

MIXED USE RESIDENTIAL, COMMERICAL, & HEALTH CARE

SAPPERTON: Scenario One

Legend

M
cD

Pl
fi t
hs
e

t

Ke
l

St
tt

ea
ss
Ro
u

Co
lu

ry
S

St

Parks, Open Space and Community
Facilities

St
on
i ls
W

a
m

bi

ra

Br

t

id

u

a
St

n
ti o

tt
ne

Commercial
e

e
Av

Study Area
Industrial
Existing auto-oriented commercial could
remain.

Vu lc

Av e

rth y

Current OCP Land Use Designations
Proposed
Stormont Connector

Ct

C

RL

ia

Coquitlam

Support Commercial + Park Expansion + Community Centre

Do you support this land use scenario?

Supporting Transit

Use a dot to show us your level of support.

Social Interaction Opportunities

No,
thank you

Maybe, with some
modifications.

Yes!

CIVIC ART

CTO

WALKWAY SYSTEM

CMD

SKYTRAIN

Status
Quo

Small
Increase

Modest
Increase

Large
Increase

PEDESTRIAN CONNECTORS

CM
C
CH

MU

A

RM

IBC

AVE.

r
Rive
ette
Brun
EDWO

RTHY

IBC
WAY

CM

RM
CMD

RH P

H/N

CD

SKYTRAIN STATIONS

Reduced

/R

RM/RH RM

C

Community Services and Amenities

RH

RM

P

MU

RM

RL

CM

Including Supporting RCH Expansion

Housing Choice

P

MRCH RH

M

P

BP

RL

BI

CEM

ET TE
BRUN

What are the benefits?
Accommodating Growth

CEM

S

CM

RI

mb
olu
E C

St

S
ON
D

RL/RM
RH

RL/RM

Leopold Pl

Bushby St

Continue to allow a mix of mid
and high rise.

S

al
oy

HUME
PARK

P

M

Av
e

Sapperton Channel

RM

RL

RH

RL
/R

on

ay

P

U

s
ie

M

c is W

ER

U

S
Ja m

/R

e
pp

Way

ST
.

m

Sa

ay

Ed wo

d
Lan

ST
.

lu

on
rt

Low infill puts a few more people in the 5
minute walk area from the hospital.

Ave

RL

St
a
bi

Co

fo r

CO
LU
M

Fra n

E

C an

in
g

no

er

Moderate infill creates transition between
commercial and lower density. .

an St

oW

Sa
rs Ct

t
dS
on
m
ch
Ri

e tte

Brun

Av e

M

St
pp

er

St

e tte

Brun

St

il a n

St
er
in

ck

Sapperton
Station

Ac

v
Go

N ls o
e

n

St

be

M

Av

e

De

Ct

nd

le

CH

St

on

St
ra

Me m orial Dr

Ross Dr

t

Braid
Station

ce St
Spr u

McBride Blvd

Ke
a

ps

t

Dr

Kwan t le n

Mid rise - a reduction from the
existing land use plan.

rS

Al

Seymour Crt

Continue to allow existing
commercial.

aj
o

on
d

St

Blackberry Dr

Expanding existing mid rise land
use category to increase viability
of redeveloping properties along
East Columbia Street - a Great
Street.

St

Braid

Continue to allow commercial
along East Columbia.

rla

nd

ro
ok

aS

Institutional
d

Cap

G
le
nb

rt

ai

hm

Moderate infill in the 5 minute
walk area from the hospital.

be

M

St

Ri
c

m

m

be

Status Quo
Br

E

t
lS
Ca
rro

Cu

Si

n 'C
sr

er

ing

Al

G

Moderate Infill
Low Infill

St

St

ke

t

t

n

it a

oo

lS

t

St

Ga
rre

St
er
ch
Ar

rS

xo

t

St

br

yS

Di

ne

Fa
de
rS

Bu

ve

th
A
Si
x

sp

he

E Sixth Ave

Dr

Expanding mid rise puts more
people in the 5 minute walk area
from the hospital.

er

Ho

High Infill

La

ly

Av

ch
an

ar
d

Sh

Fi
s

e

W

ve

xth Ave

rS

Kn

Mid Rise
m

St

Bl

da

ox

E

cc

400m from RCH Front Door (5 min walk)
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The lowest density scenario keeps the neighbourhood more like it
is today, but doesn’t offer a lot of housing choice or many improved
neighbourhood services and amenities. What do you like about this
scenario? Use post-it notes to add your comments.
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SAPPERTON: Scenario Two
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The middle density scenario explores one option within the
high-to-low range. It blends growth, choice, and some improved
neighbourhood services and amenities. What other ways could you
see doing this? Use post-it notes to add your comments.
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SAPPERTON: Scenario Three
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The highest density scenario explores how to maximize choice and
the benefits of growth which are improved neighbourhood services
and amenities. You may not like it all, but are there parts you could
see blending with other scenarios? Use post-it notes to add your
comments.
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SAPPERTON: Scenario

Legend

We’ve showed you three possible scenarios. Now take
the parts you liked, add your own new ideas, and create
another scenario.
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WEST END: Scenario One

Legend

The lowest density scenario keeps the neighbourhood more like it
is today, but doesn’t offer a lot of housing choice or many improved
neighbourhood services and amenities. What do you like about this
scenario? Use post-it notes to add your comments.
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WEST END: Scenario Two

Legend

The middle density scenario explores one option within the
high-to-low range. It blends growth, choice, and some improved
neighbourhood services and amenities. What other ways could you
see doing this? Use post-it notes to add your comments.
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identified in the West End (since
there is no existing commercial
node). Should one be created?

Townhouses along Twentieth Street and
Tenth Avenue can be designed to protect
residents from noise.
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Continue to allow commercial along
Twelfth Street.
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Increase the depth of the existing mid rise
land use on Twelfth Street - a Great Street.
This will help increase the number of shops
and services, increase transit frequency,
and increase viability of redeveloping
properties on Twelfth Street.

Kelvin St

Nanaimo St

Moderate infill puts a more people close to
transit on Sixth Avenue. Extend moderate
infill to Nanaimo Street to allow for the
completion of the lane.

Yes!

McMartin St

Maybe, with some
modifications.

olland St

River Dr

Use a dot to show us your level of support.

Sharpe St

Sixth Ave

Do you support this land use scenario?
No,
thank you

Fulton St
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Ave

Parks, Open Space and Community
Facilities
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e

Six
th

High infill in the area below Grimston
Park would add some people close to the
station but does not fund amenities like
community centre or park expansion.
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Sta t

Status Quo
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possible.
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Moderate infill puts more people close to
transit on Eighth Avenue.
Moderate infill creates transition between
higher and lower density, and puts more
people close to the SkyTrain station.

Moderate Infill

London St
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Low infill would be permitted throughout
the neighbourhood.
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WEST END: Scenario Three

Legend

The highest density scenario explores how to maximize choice and
the benefits of growth which are improved neighbourhood services
and amenities. You may not like it all, but are there parts you could
see blending with other scenarios? Use post-it notes to add your
comments.
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WEST END: Create Your Own Scenario

Legend

We’ve showed you three possible scenarios. Now take
the parts you liked, add your own new ideas, and create
another scenario.
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CITY WIDE: Scenario One
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choice or many improved neighbourhood services and
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CITY WIDE: Scenario Two
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The middle density scenario explores one option within
the high-to-low range. It blends growth, choice, and some
improved neighbourhood services and amenities. What
other ways could you see doing this?
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CITY WIDE: Scenario Three
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The highest density scenario explores how to maximize choice
and the benefits of growth which are improved neighbourhood
services and amenities. You may not like it all, but are there
parts you could see blending with other scenarios?
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CITY WIDE: Create Your Own Scenario
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Attachment 2
Summary of Consultation Activities

SUMMARY OF CONSULTATION ACTIVITIES
Community Conversation on Housing Workshop
The conversation kicked off with full day workshop at the Anvil Centre that was attended
by over 160 people. After a welcome from the Mayor, and an introduction by the
Manager of Planner, there was a panel discussion.
Gwyn Symmons, co-founder and Principle of CitySpaces, talked about why it is
important to be having a conversation on housing choice. His presentation touched on
people’s changing housing needs and why it is so important for communities to include a
variety of housing forms. Jake Fry, Principle and Founder of Smallworks and a founding
director of SmallHousing BC, talked about the different types of small housing, why they
work and why people are buying them. Michael Epp, City Planner with the City of North
Vancouver, talked about how infill housing has worked in North Vancouver, which has a
lot of similarities to New Westminster. He offered valuable insight into the
implementation process and product. After each of the panellists gave a short
presentation the Director of Development Services moderated a question and answer
period.
Participants spent the rest of the day working at tables in groups of ten. There were 16
tables in total that, for part of the day focused on one neighbourhood. The breakdown of
tables, which was based on the participant’s interest, was the following:





Four Sapperton tables
One Massey Victory Heights table
Two Glenbrooke North tables
Two Queen’s Park tables






Two Moody Park tables
Three Brow of the Hill tables
One West End table
One Connaught Heights table

At each table a staff member and an Advisory Group member facilitated conversations
about the two key questions. Each table reviewed and provided feedback on all of the
material. Individuals in some groups created their own new scenarios. All groups worked
together to create a new land use scenario. Each table also reported out their key findings.
The event was advertised through notices in CityPage, ads in the local newspaper and an
ad on the city billboards. Email invitations were also sent to all the people on the mailing
list, residents’ associations and City committees. Facebook and Twitter were also used
for promotion. Information was posted on the project webpage and on the City’s home
page (under “What’s Happening). Posters put up in City Hall (e.g. at the notice board at
the back entrance, at the reception desk) and where circulated to other City facilities (e.g.
Centennial Community Centre) for posting. The Advisory Group members also helped
promote the event.

Overall, positive feedback was received regarding the event. Ideally the total number of
participants would have been higher but this was limited by staff resources. Everyone that
signed up for the event, including those on the waitlist, was accommodated. After
spending a full day talking about the materials, participants generally seemed to leave
with a better understanding of the issues and generally supported a greater amount of
change than participants at other events.
The raw notes from the day are included in Attachment 3.
Community Conversation on Housing Traveling Open House
After the workshop, staff held a series of open houses over the remainder of November.
All of the same material was presented on boards that were arranged in stations:
welcome, purpose and things to think about, what housing fits, and where housing goes.
Participants were asked to use post-it notes to add comments to each of the boards. There
were also work stations where people could sit down with the individual sized copies of
the material. They could write out their comments and submit into a feedback box. These
materials included blank neighbourhood maps. Pencil crayons were available for anyone
that wanted to draw their own scenario.
Six open houses were held. Events were scheduled in each of the area of the city (east,
centre and west), at different times of day and on different days of the week. The
objective was to make sure that everyone interested would be able to attend at least one
event. All of the material was available at each of event (e.g. a resident of the West End
could attend an event in Sapperton and still receive all of the information).
1. Century House – Tuesday, November 10 (1:00-4:00pm)
Attendance: Approximately 30 people
2. Sapperton Pensioners Hall – Thursday, November 12 (5:00-8:00pm)
Attendance: Approximately 30 people
3. New Westminster Public Library – Saturday, November 14 (1:00-4:00pm)
Attendance: Approximately 30 people
4. Unity in Action Church (West End) – Wednesday, November 18 (5:00-8:00pm)
Attendance: Approximately 15 people
5. Sapperton Pensioners Hall – Saturday, November 21 (9:00am-12:00pm)
Attendance: Approximately 30 people
6. Connaught Heights School – Saturday, November 28 (9:00am-12:00pm)
Attendance: Approximately 40 people
The events were advertised through notices in CityPage, ads in the local newspaper, and
an ad in the Clarion. A newsletter was also sent to all the residents in Sapperton letting

them know about all the different projects happening in their neighbourhood and where
to find more information. This included promotion of the open houses. Email invitations
were also sent to the OUR CITY mailing list, residents’ associations and City
committees. The project webpage, Facebook and Twitter were also used for promotion.
Posters were made to advertise the events, which were posted in City Hall (e.g. at the
notice board at the back entrance, at the reception desk) and circulated to other City
facilities (e.g. Centennial Community Centre). The Advisory Group members also helped
promote the events. There was also some media coverage that drew attention to the
meetings (e.g. the Record’s Five Things To Do in New West This Weekend).
Overall, the events were felt to be a moderate success. Due to the extent and complexity
of the content there needed to be conversations between staff and community members.
Conversations with staff give community the opportunity to ask questions or get
additional clarity. To address this, staff was positioned at stations (e.g. a welcome station,
housing station, land use scenario station). However, participants generally spent less
time discussing the issues with staff than at other events or did not talk to staff at all.
The raw notes from these events are included in Attachment 4.
Community Conversation Online Survey
After the completion of the traveling workshops an online survey, featuring the same
material, was launched. A paper copy of the materials was also available for people who
preferred to write their comments on paper rather than online.
The survey was advertised through a Facebook ad and the City billboards. Emails were
also sent to the OUR CITY mailing list, residents’ associations and City committees. The
project webpage, Facebook and Twitter were also used for promotion. Information was
posted on the project webpage and on the City’s home page (under “Hot Topics”). The
Advisory Group members also helped promote the survey. Participants at events were
also made aware that the online survey was another way to provide input. Media
coverage and blog posts also helped promote and draw more people to the survey.
The survey was posted from December 1, 2015 to February 21, 2016. In total, 1,205
people provided feedback through the survey. A total of 2,049 people visited the site for a
response rate of 59%.
Three demographic questions were asked at the end of the survey. The results of these
questions were used by staff to do more detailed analysis of the results. The questions
also help staff whether the respondents were representative of the city as a whole. These
questions were answered by almost 60% of respondents.

The first question asked was: What is Your Age? Overall, people 20 and below were the
most underrepresented. The population age 66 and above were under-represented.
Table 3: Summary of Results: What is Your Age?

AGE

Percent of
Percent of
Respondents Residents
(2011 Census)
20 and below <1%
18%
20-35
23%
24%
36-50
39%
25%
51-65
31%
21%
66 and above 7%
13%

The second question asked as: Do You Rent, Own or Neither? Renters were
underrepresented and owners where overrepresented.
Table 4: Summary of Results: Do You Rent, Own or Neither?

Own
Rent
Neither

Percent of
Percent of
Respondents Residents
(2011 NHS)
84%
56%
15%
44%
1%
0%

The third question was: What Neighbourhood Do you Live In? (Based on Residents’
Association Boundaries). There were three neighbourhoods, Queen’s Park, Moody Park
and Sapperton, where residents took extra ownership of the process and did a lot to get
the word out, especially through door knocking. This effort had a clear impact on the
response rate in those neighbourhoods. Brow of the Hill was the most underrepresented
neighbourhood.

Residents in the Downtown and Queensborough also provided feedback. However, since
these neighbourhoods were not the focus of the discussion they received less advertising
and were underrepresented in the process. Though it was a small number, those that
completed the survey that do not live in the city were also excluded.
Table 5: Summary of Results: What Neighbourhood Do You Live In?

Percent of
Respondents
Brow of the Hill
Connaught Heights
Glenbrooke North
Massey Victory Heights
McBride Sapperton
Moody Park
Queens’s Park
West End

10%
5%
10%
7%
26%
14%
15%
14%

Percent of
Residents
(2011 Census)
31%
4%
9%
7%
22%
11%
6%
10%

Difference
(OCP Residents)
-21%
+1%
-1%
0%
+4%
+3%
+9%
+4%

A copy of the survey and the raw notes from the survey are included in Attachment 5.
Your Future Neighbourhood Drop-In Workshops
Given the strong interest in the community to be part of the Community Conversation on
Housing, an additional three events were added prior to concluding this round of
consultation. The three events where:
1. Centre Neighbourhoods Workshop: Moody Park, Queen’s Park, Brow of the Hill
and Glenbrooke North.
Event Details: Saturday, January 30, 2016 at Century House
Attendance: approximately 160 people
2. East Neighbourhoods Workshop: McBride Sapperton, Massey Victory Heights
Event Details: Saturday, February 6, 2016 at Richard McBride School
Attendance: approximately 150 people
3. West Neighbourhoods: West End, Connaught Heights
Event Details: Saturday, February 13, 2016 at Connaught Heights School
Attendance: 100 people
At each of the events, participants were invited to pick a topic that they were interested
in: low infill, moderate infill, high infill, their neighbourhood. They were then directed to
find a seat at a table focusing on one of their chosen topics and participate in a 15 minute
conversation with ten other community members, which was facilitated by staff. At the

end of the 15 minute session they could get up and move to a new table to discuss another
topic. The intent was to have a drop-in event that still included a facilitated conversation
were people could give staff feedback, ask questions, and hear other community
member’s opinions. The event materials were also displayed on boards around the room
so that participants could review the material and provide feedback even when they were
not part of a 15 minute session.
There was also a work station set up that included individual sized copies of all of the
materials. People could write comments on these individual materials and leave them in
the feedback box. The purpose of the workstation was also to answer specific questions
that were not addressed during the table discussion, and to discuss the land use scenarios
for the neighbourhoods that were not the focus of the meeting.
At any point during the event participants could take a break from the table discussions
and have lunch at a food truck parked outside. Each participant was given a chip that
gave them a discount at the food truck.
The events were advertised through notices in CityPage and ads in the local newspaper.
The ads were also sent through Canada Post ad mail to all of the residents in the targeted
neighbourhoods. In some cases, ads were also hand delivered by City staff. The ads were
also sent to the elementary and middle schools so that they could be distributed to parents
(either hard copy or by email, depending on the school’s preferences). Email invitations
were also sent to the OUR CITY mailing list, residents’ associations and City
committees. Facebook and Twitter were also used for promotion. Information was posted
on the project webpage and on the City’s home page (under “What’s Happening”).
Posters were made, which were posted in City Hall (e.g. at the notice board at the back
entrance, at the reception desk). The Advisory Group members also helped promote the
events. Media coverage also helped promote and draw more people to these events.
Childcare was provided at each event, which was run by staff from the Parks and
Recreation Department. The fact that childcare would be offered was included in the
event advertisements so that parents knew the option was available to them. The
childcare was well used.
These events were seen as a success. The event format worked well and achieved the
objective of having a drop-in facilitated event. A large amount of feedback was gathered,
questions were answered, and community members were able to hear what each other
thought of the scenarios.
The raw notes from the survey are included in Attachment 6.

Attachment 3
Raw Notes from November 7, 2015 Workshop

SHOUT OUT NOTES
What Housing Fits
Trees are important
Parking is important in our neighbourhood
Transit is an issue
We don’t want to have boxes (housing design)
Where do people park in the larger laneways style houses?
What about lots size?
Compatible to neighbourhood?
Exciting but terrifying process: Generally Support
Where do they go? Might not make sense in all neighbourhoods
Control guidelines
Protection of existing homes?
Lots of support to increase density BUT with design control.
Might need to be a case by case approval
Effect on existing infrastructure – services
Design control – keeping the neighbourhood looking the same
Open to everything
Affordability a concern
Parking could be specific to neighbourhood
“community living room” need to consider
Need to fit into scale of neighbourhood
Concerns about rezonings
Concerns about triplex rental
Better infill
All design – strict design control
Different ownership models, what will ownership look like past 2041
Space efficiency
Parking needs to be flexible
Tax incentives – neighbours buying lots together
Greening of the neighbourhoods
Facing climate change – how does that impact new builds and older homes?
Neighbourhood community building – what does that look like with aging population and
youth.
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Design control – heights, forms, using corner lots, lack of alley for laneway homes, size
relative to existing home in neighbourhood
Open to most of the proposed forms, in the right context
Serious form of design consideration and community consultation
Preserving of existing/ “redevelopment” of heritage home
Use Heritage Revitalization Agreements
Open to everything that’s on the table, and would like to know “where it fits”?
Heritage retention – what’s the best way to do that?
Creative upgrades – energy retrofits
Greening of neighbourhood
Don’t be too over prescriptive for “heritage” style design
May have fewer parking restrictions because of proximity to transit
Everyone comfortable with low infill – heritage, streetscape, HRAs, strict design
guidelines, enforceable
Need more clarity
Parking and no sidewalks
If there is a rezoning, what can be given back to the community
Can anyone other than developers build this?
Compatibility with neighbourhood
Good transition options in terms of affordability
Impacts on parking and infrastructure
What about micro homes less than 400 sf
More affordable housing
Options other than strata
Concerns with open driveway – permeable standards?
Secondary suites incentives
Accommodate the different kinds of builders
Need to plan for future vehicle uses – self-driving cars are here soon!
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Where Housing Goes
Massy-Victory Heights -- Scenario 2 was supported in our neighbourhood
Moody Park – liked scenario 2, liked increased density along arterial roads, liked infill
housing, increased densities along Twelfth St
Brow of the Hill – liked scenario 3 – consider slope of the hill, increasing two and three
bedrooms, medium to high density infill options, pre-zoning lower density, want to have
smaller projects go ahead without council, just design guidelines
Connaught Heights -- Make area around SkyTrain more dense
Sapperton – modified scenario 2, moved high rise around, low infill everywhere,
commercial around developing areas, wanted to see more row housing and small lot.
Lower Twelfth: high rise – mix of uses, artisan spaces; existing character in Brow of the
Hill
Glenbrooke North – modified scenario three, combined a could from other scenarios.
Higher density at RC sq. with mixed use, to better connect across McBride, use transit
corridor, E Eighth better opportunity for townhouse, etc. lots of options for retaining
older homes; need lots of consultation regarding laneway housing; support greenway all
the way up to McBride; allow Tenth St to absorb more density;
Sapperton – row houses around the school and along Richmond; looking at Braid area to
support residential; row houses around hospital
Glenbrooke North – similar to other Glenbrooke North table, a lot more density at
McBride and Eighth Ave. Liked laneway infill, rezoning and redevelopment should take
more lane dedication.
Queens Park – consensus; need to have transition areas of low density, not high density,
focus of infill along Royal Ave, and moderate infill; took out commercial node, cut and
cover over McBride Blvd. with townhouses and affordable housing plan above; firm, at
best support low infill through HRA or other means.
Brow of the Hill – support for increased density; density transfer could be used in this
area; want to protect bent court area; higher density along lower Twelfth St, stepped
density around existing industrial areas; lower Twelfth St node, and an L-shape, support
for mid-rise in some areas; opportunity for new parks/ pocket parks.
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Sapperton – we have lots of green space since we like what we have, liked scenario 2 –
moderate growth, but included some ideas form sc. 3 focusing on E Columbia St with
recognition that there will be growth at Brewery Dist. and Sapperton Green; stepped
density as it moves up the hill; increase density gradually; support low in-fill in the
neighbourhood.
Moody Park – liked Sc. Two and three, “what can we get out of developers”, use
greenways to access developments, inside of neighbourhood we liked compact lots and
laneway housing, ok with smaller rowhouse style, with smaller number of units rather
than larger consolidation of many lots for one large development; need to support
commercial on Twelfth St; residential above commercial; need to think about when the
new high school will be built, green space and other access points?
Queens Park – high level scenario 1 and 2 – desire to accommodate infill, but in
comparison to other areas, need to consider the variety of lot sizes, lane access, house
proximity. Looked at the blank map on a lot by lot basis. Hard to look at QP as a whole,
reverse some changes that make really small lots (12 ft wide), increasing density along
Sixth St. we also don’t want to create canyons of commercial which are not pedestrian
friendly; lot size, lot configuration and existing house needs to be taken into
consideration when planning for infill; need to use front lawn of City hall for infill,
proceed with caution with infill. Need to make sure we address character of n’hd.
West End – needed to address the lack of “neighbourhood heart” and lack of centre in
west end. We did talk a lot about high-rises, and where they don’t belong, what impact
will Burnaby’s development be on the neighbourhood; our scenario looks like #2.
Sapperton - McBride – liked scenario 2 and 3. More concerned with long term impact of
traffic and cars in all these scenarios – need to borrow money to build a tunnel for the
trucks; neighbours would be horrified in scenario 3. Liked the background info to inform
our land use scenarios.
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TABLE NOTES: WHAT HOUSING FITS
Low Infill Notes
General
 Concern about Site Permeability but could be addressed
 Loss of existing homes – how do we balance new infill with the loss of nice
existing homes, how is this sustainable
 What low infill options can be created where lanes do not exist?
 Can streets with wide boulevards (22nd + 5th St) be used for infill or parking,
moving sidewalk closer to homes?
 What balance do we want in our neighbourhood of density and natural green space
 Yes we like it
 Scale and respect for the existing character to be considered
 Floor area ratios, density fit to site
 City infrastructure renewal through off-site servicing requirements
 Designing with steep slopes
 Stormwater management plans
 Land use change that guides Heritage retention and Restoration
 Controlling building massing on upper slopes
 Take out min sqft lot size for suites
 Area lacking sidewalks, lighting, community centre, should get first before talking
about future development
 Hydro lot still empty
 How to count floor space – site coverage, clearance between buildings
 Could consider a cluster of micro houses
Parking
 Guests to homes on 2nd St do not park on 2nd because of wild grass expanse to
reach wide grass expanse to reach path to door
 With regard to parking, let developer propose innovative approaches to parking on
site
 Why do we not permit parking in front yards?
 Concerned with illegal rental units and multiple cars
 Strictly permitted parking – issue of park and ride along cemetery (Connaught)
 Parking – assumption 1 car per unit no longer relevant, close to Skytrain
 22nd Skytrain well used, pathway is always busy
 Demographics changing – more people using park and ride
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 Parking restricts ability to infill – support for reducing parking requirements
 Laneway house – parking needs to be considered
 How does densifying affect parking
Laneway house
 Parking – we could relax minimum parking requirements on lots with laneway
houses
 Question of balance of laneway Carriage house versus primary residence (use max
living area on lot)
 Height of laneway home – what is appropriate 2 stories - roof design is key
 Laneway ok! Things to consider
o FSR total for lot
o Greenspace between units
o 2 stories ok, but consider neighbours and overlook
o Max size 900-100 sqft
o Relax min parking 1 sport per dwelling, permit areas near commercial?
 Privacy for adjacent neighbours
 Parking pads – permeable pavers
 Encourage options that encourage re re-use of existing homes instead of
demolition
 Incentives to retain heritage
 Process implications for these complex developments as opposed to just max
house size on lots – simplify process
 Good for extended family
 Allow if everywhere – if infrastructure
 Keep track of vehicle use / car impact
 Each neighbourhood should be treated differently
 Can all three units be rented?
 Sense of equality
 Smaller garages, tandem parking
 Parking? Park on the street, no visitors parking
 Access is important
 Cost of construction
 How much private or shared (outdoor) space for each unit
 Can you renovate your garage
 Servicing, infrastructure
 Front yard landscaping nicer
 Private front yard, private space for each unit
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Garage doors and parking are ugly
No sidewalks, garbage pick up?
More pedestrians in the lanes with car access
Do kids / families really live here?
OCP designation HRA and Design Guidelines
Street Scape, retaining heritage
Design control is very important
Ensure massing remains low as per NR-1 guidelines, decks keep bulk
Greenspace
Use bulk more efficiently and NR-1, bring down to basement
Could laneway houses be stratified and freehold?
Micro housing – context, cluster, rental or stratified
Concept is supported, but needs to consider design relationship to street then
neighbourhood context
House to fit with the land / character and neighbourhood
Should not exceed zoning FSR
Stratified only with a rezoning or other community process
At least one parking spot per unit
Tenure consideration
Design concept consider lot shapes, design is important, affordability, for sale?
In favour of all types good alternative to high rise need to be sensitive and specific
Concern about consent / neighbour agreement, concern about visitors parking
How to get to front door carriage house?
Addressing for carriage houses? Rental add
Density makes less pleasant – driveways, parking
A good tool for saving heritage houses, design is important, need good examples
of north Van, Vancouver
Prefer this option to high rise
Aesthetically comfortable and pleasing
Depends on design, size of lot not a criteria
Space between primary unit and laneway house is important
Less efficient form of density – increased expense, decreased greenspace
Ownership? Can you have different owners? Can laneway house be stratified?
Different forms of ownership needs to be considered
Cleans up back alleys / pleasant neighbourly place to be
If garage is not used for cars, creates a parking problem
Lanes are underutilised, should be used as shared public space, not just for cars
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Design and proportions
Housing forms that are efficient, compatible build commercial
Maximum lot usage
More impact on infrastructure – sewer
Ground oriented, separate unit
Restrict ability to demo existing home to get this
Use lot size as a restriction
Good fit with existing homes in Queens park
With heritage protection

Small Lot Single Detached
 Some concerns about subdividing 50’ wide lots. Concerns about side yard with
narrow S/D lots
 Strain on existing services – conservation measures would help to mitigate
demand from infill and additional density
 400 = 33*120
 These sound good, its working in Vancouver
 Some comfort with 25’ but its not unanimous (thinking of main st in van)
 Need lane access for sure at 25’ wide
 Concerns about tearing down existing homes
 For heritage homes, portion of the site, on small lots, avoid having to do strata
which involves new home warranty requirements, which makes retaining house
more feasible
 Possibly integrate garage into the house – works in various areas but also sloping
 Context is important
 No issue with form, underlying single family character
 Future – does every household need a car
 Need to incentivize secondary suites
 Let’s consider micro housing <400 sqft and micro housing cluster
 Expect less size FSR per house
 Heritage preservation key
 Shared ownership?
 Given limited of not not too much impact
 Compatible with streetscape, pakring concerns, need visitors parking
 Don’t have a problem with it as much as fourplex
 Would need similar design to neighbourhood
 Concerns about parking, street needs to be wide enough for traffic to flow
 How to fit onto small lot? Moving heritage homes on lots?
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 Housing density is good as long as aesthetics fit
 Street appeal, design of house is important, skinny houses are not aesthetically
pleasing everywhere – duplex vs 2 skinny houses
 Parking requirements could be reviewed per neighbourhood – is it close to transit,
is it a walkable neighbourhood, proximity to schools, shopping
 Permit parking on street
 Back alleys Makes a more pleasant neighbourly place to be
 Parking on street
 Would drive SDD lots up
 Have some already
 Design for privacy
Small Duplex
 Concerns – design, streetscape, maybe more vehicles, respect of current context of
street
 Good stuff - would nicely integrate into neighbourhood, look and feel 60% front,
40% rear duplex size
 Sustainable, eco friendly, require greener buildings
 Streetscape is important. Boxy side by side duplexes aren’t welcome
 Front-back or updown units would be better, design criteria is important
 Trees need flexibility to reno? Up, renew the trees too?
 Kits has good examples with design – important to sell
 Design control, important and as part of rezoning
 Works with topogropahy to great 2 ground oriented units
 Like
 Design to ensure enforcement of secondary suites
 Why no secondary suites? Not affordable
 What about walkways to back lane access
 Design compatibility and parking
 Duplex is a past idea - it isn’t even new and
 Redevelopment will increase tax. Duplex allows for a better mortgage helper
 Pros and cons of side to side, back to front and top/bottom – more accessibility
 Opens doors for developers coming in to build
 Controls not guidelines, process with extreme caution
 Again, no demos to get this
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Medium Infill
General
 All forms should reduce traffic. Have to decrease speed to 30 km or less in all
residential streets. Speed bumps, dead end streets, etc
 Site coverage needs to change to prevent bulk
 Design need vary per neighbourhood
 Issue of open space with tighter arrangements – need for natural light
 West end in Vancouver cannot develop front of house, retain front with HRA
 Concern re shadows with larger buildings
 Each lot is unique, design guidelines should reflect this
 Question so massing, how to relate to the rest of the neighbourhood
 It all depends
 LA exampled good, allowing driveway down the side allows for good scale
 Height is important
 Need to consider affordability – very important
Compact Lot Single Detached Dwelling
 Lane loaded only
 Consider impact on neighbours -excavating close to property lines
 Yes parking pads, garages are not used for parking
 Useless balconies too small
 Streetscape garage in front is not welcoming
 When re-zoning or design - how to give something back to the community
 Good option for lots with lanes and flanking streets
 When its appropriate with neighbourhood context
 Intensive residential infill with design control
 Consider as an option when it allows heritage retention
 Lane is vital
 Some support design is very important
 This is ok thru our neighbourhood (moody park) no pre zoning
 Examples from Port Royal are good
 Question is where in moody park
 Maybe on lots consolidated opportunities
 Case by case good with HRAs
 Concern about privacy – looking down on your neighbours
 Still room for greenspace, garden etc, landscaping important
 Cold park in front
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New West lots not that different from Vancouver
Need back lanes,
Very few areas this would work
Like the template idea of van special standardize permitted design
Stay with rezoning to gain Community acceptance maybe more to design control
Like the idea that it could preserve heritage
Leaves dark corridor between homes. Privacy issues
Long narrow home width setbacks, challenge to build
Really like examples in Port Royal
Good examples in Q’boro
No mortgage helper, not affordable, lane and size
On a full block scale rather than a lot here and there, this is inefficient
Can the city help promote this type of density – tax incentives for people who
consolidate
Energy efficient underground servicing, decrease cost with duplex versus 2 single
detached
Does not do as much as other options
Could allow secondary suites
MGF in Pt Royal, not in my back yard (Queens Park)
Works in new Developments not in established neighbourhoods
Less comfort with this
No demo of heritage to achieve
The duplex is better than this

Cluster House
 How to encourage cooperative affordability on a large lot for a group of family
members to build a cluster of homes.
 Pre-zoning only in undeveloped land and/or areas with
 Could be a pair of duplexes instead, which is maybe more aesthetic?
 Design, design, design,
 Not opposed, but design is critical
 All lots have street frontage or lane
 Design is key in how to handle/treat parking lane access
 Avoid car centric look
 Also consider with attached walls – do they need a covenant for shared driveway
space
 Foster community and familiarity with neighbours
 Pilot in Richmond good example
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Lanes = pedestrian scale with street frontage
What is the position on giving addresses on lanes
Could address off if lane? Gives own sense of space
Driveway is a problem
More enticing due to central shared space, but concern it may require
Need to require 60% impermeable surface calculations
Done right it can be community building
Not viable on most lots
Would need to get along with and like neighbour
Maximum enjoyment out of land, better access to neighbours
Has been successful in new west
Nice individual places
Concerns about lot sizes needed, but love could be affordable solution
Should be like north Van example at the end
Who would be responsible for common area maintenance? Assessments?
4.5m-6m wide driveway required
Works with 2 lots consolidated
Driveway parking stall can be flex space
What would be the minimum lot size
These would require demos
No lots this big in New West
Yes on busy streets, consolidated lots

Triplex
 How
 Similar thoughts to cluster
 Home with no parking? Change in demand and access to transit Skytrain
 Lower standard (parking ) closer to Skytrain
 Need the right number of people to work
 Mix of uses all in one place, reduces the need to drive
 Lower 12th street could be a great hub, international village
 Works for corner lots
 Corner lots ability through design to make it look like a house
 Serious consultation
 Don’t have many examples – need some design control
 Triplex on 9th St at St Andrews, bad example
 Relax parking regulation – these needs change as does our housing supply needs
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Fire separation will be an issue – should be built of better material
Converting old house
No thanks
Could incentivize tear downs
Some people like this as a strata

Quadraplex
 Concerns – these will just become rentals eventually
 Pride ownership diminished as rentals
 We prefer the other options over cluster housing
 Has too much bulk (attached walls). Detached walls I better
 Underground parking using slope advantage
 Communal parking or storage – actually used for parking
 More greenspace on top
 Impact on affordability
 Shared parking with less driveway crossings / better streetscape
 Parking pads that could be converted to open space
 Need larger lots - Look at Richmond 66x132
 Done right means character in keeping with the neighbourhood, respectful scale
 Needs to be considered on a lot by lot basis. Generally supportive of all forms if
doing it right
 Incremental (requires rezoning)
 Really like this on a corner lot, helps preserve housing and character
 Quad configuration design and Strata concerns for homeowners
 Minimise lot size is important
 Depends on context and adjacent development
 More efficient on corner lots – helps with light
 Diversity of arrangement is good
 Sound insulation would be important
 On main corridors
 But we have some already
 Limit numbers in any single area
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High Infill
General
 Transition density is key approach for zoning of new rowhomes, townhomes
 Townhome / rowhome “between housing“ question of where to put it in moody
park, some consensus that it should be on or near main corridors
 High infill, eyes on the street and helps animate neighbourhood
 Could be ok with smaller clusters of rowhouses / townhouses
 Status quo generally thought not enough, at minimum low infill needed
 Support midrise back from E Columbia and ensuring E Columbia develops first,
then into residential neighbourhoods
 Cooperatives!
 Energy use! Solar panels, food gardens and water collection
 School space must go hand in hand. Community centres – success of Yale town
community centre
 Higher around commercial hubs
 Age in place – what will the demographic transition be? Surrounding amenities,
think intergenerational
 Parking standard has to be embodied in bylaws
 Preserve heritage, do not want to incentivize demolition
 Controls not guidelines
 Need more parking
 What about infrastructure
Rowhouses
 Fee simple
 Great near Skytrain 22nd St
 Garbage? Enclose storage
 Consideration of storage unit requirements (min size per unit) accessed from
exterior of building (but attached) so that it can’t be converted into residential
floor area (for bikes, xmas stuff)
 Rowhouses by school and along Richmond
 Support rowhouses around hospital to transition down into lower Sapperton
 More design guidelines for streetscape, more than new units. Living room of the
city. Reduce front yard setback
 Works if you can design it to look like a house
 Possible if put 2 lots together = 6 homes
 Don’t feel it fits in Massey heights
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Would need to consider landscaping and how open space is defined
Need to fit in neighbourhood complex
Proximity to street impacts rowhouses
Increase in quality material
HEART Rowhouses
Sense of ownership
22’frontages in Europe
Adds character, get density and privacy
Like fee simple ownership

Townhouse
 Strata
 Worry about renewal taking away affordable apartments
 Arterials, corridors, these fit
 Access to transit for families under financial pressure
 Eyes on the street improves safety
 Residential streets – design is very critical, we think smaller developments are
better 4-8 units
 Incentives needed, current disincentive – density bonus works better for
apartments
 Traffic, how does it move? Don’t want people to race through the neighbourhood,
especially if more seniors and kids
 Concern lots work perfect
 What about small apartment forms
 13 – 15 ft (wide) 12 ft works
 Mix brings vitality to neighbourhood
 Design! All must look like a house
 Works well because it doesn’t make the normal single family home look out of
place
 Efficiency sustainability principles are important, need to find ways to incentivize
good stuff, building practice
 Good affordability LIKE with development design, doesn’t work for smaller
developments
 Larger development to the projects, looks like shelter
 Good because not everyone wants own
 Claustrophobic
 Same as last page
 Needs underground parking or podium
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TABLE NOTES: WHERE HOUSING GOES
Brow of the Hill
Scenario 1
 View Corridors (down Sixth St)
 Heritage pressure – three story apartment next door ok, not 6
 Heritage asset (Royal Towers Casino)
 Would redevelopment block views ? (Royal Towers Casino)
 This fits in. Yes $ values (newer townhouses at 6th and Queens)
 Density follows transit lines
 Protect heritage houses
 Mid rise = cluster housing types
 SF with 6 stories is too much different
Scenario 2
 Great potential (Quebec St at Tenth)
 Community Space (lower twelfth st)
 Pedestrian overpass ( lower Twelfth to Quayside)
 For people! (Quayside)
 Liveability – greenspace – non local commercial
 A lot of grey (lower twelfth st)
 Use development with height to block noise (lower Twelfth near trains tracks)
 How does gradual change work with height? U step but you **** view
 Make to residential . Would people want to live here? (lower Twelfth at Third ave)
 Disconnected due to topography and infrastructure (lower Twelfth)
 Only green for the neighbourhood (Moody Park)
 Need green spaces and corridors
 People don’t want to walk to the park (Moody Park)
 Street scape design by developers with reduced setback
 Connectivity BV important
 Connect to amenities
 Supported with infrastructure & road crossings
 Places for kids to play
 How to create more greenspace
 Backyard community greenspace incentives
 School property as park
 Park / (Third Ave across from Pearce St)
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 Greening Howay St
Scenario 3
 More flex and non-retail - Only so many coffee shops small scale businesses
(lower Twelfth)
 High, High (density, lower Twelfth)
 Parks (Quayside)
 Parking faces this way (toward river, lower twelfth)
 Floodplain, not good for residential, use for commercial (lower twelfth)
 Look at what happens here – need employment not housing (Stewardson)
 Houseboats (River)
 Train impacts quality of neighbourhood
 Stacked townhouses (above Sixth Ave)
 Mash all uses together. More walking and street cars
 Ground oriented but taller
 Commercial all the way (Twelfth St)
 Mix within a building
 Sub-community (upper twelfth St)
 Community development, lot consolidation
 Still rely on car (Twelfth St)
 Greenway (Thirteenth St)
 Low infill 3 story (diagonal, Queens to Fifth, Eleventh to Eighth St)
 Transition zone (Fifth Ave and eighth St) from low rise to high rise zones (Sixth
and Sixth)
 Need pocket parks (Third Ave and Ninth St)
 Extra heritage incentives in this area (Sixth and Sixth)
 Where will new people work? How do we get new business employers
 New SDD ok too
 High ok here, already accepted 6+ (Sixth and Sixth)
 Need amenities for all ages – don’t forget teenagers
 Residential above light industry – quiet industrial zone?
 Technology oriented smaller business
 Maker fares – retail aspect
 Rezoning pays house owner to sell out
 How can you attract business
 Green way, pocket parks, streetscape green space
 Mixed use towers
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 Townhouses, density midrise near Stewardson
 Save Bent Court
 Key west is not heritage
Connaught Heights
Scenario 1
 Design for sun shadows on houses behind 22nd street
 Utilise hydro properties and create linear park
 No actual parks in Connaught Heights
 Feeling of disconcert with City Hall
 Can you have modest density and shops and services, does it just have to be
towers
 Place towers to west
 Concerns re high Rise as pedestrian large podiums yield larger Crus, poor
pedestrian experience
 Lack safety in neighbourhoods, lights, sidewalks, west end and Connaught heights
 Lighting, dark areas create crime, no eyes on the street
 Scale of development is important
 Want better wayfinding across highway
 Variety of retail front Crus is important for Pedestrian experience
 Potential for smaller consolidation
 Low rise up to 6 story maximum
 To have commercial space at 22nd street doesn’t require towers
 Prefect scenario – sidewalks, lighting is a priority before development should
occur
 Neighbourhood needs to benefit as a whole
 Potential for field space issue with Hydro owner lots and need to put line
underground
 Commercial from Scenario 3 run through twentieth
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Glenbrooke North
Scenario 1
 Do not limit these areas (status quo between Fourth St and third St)
 10th Ave, no transit on tenth, no bicycles, not pleasant for pedestrians
 Look at corner lots (third St, @ Glover, Sinclair, Ovens)
 Parking and towers (Safeway lot)
 Opportunity for residential above new pool and community centre facing McBride
(Canada games)
 Seventh Ave greenway
 Eighth Ave, transit and low infill
 Like:
o Least amount of change
o Preserves trees on private land
 Don’t like
o No consistent lane – limits laneway house
o Improve the seventh Ave greenway, make safer
o Any increase density will require new sewers, preserve parks and open
space, schools and street
o Decrease diversity, decrease housing choice (this scenario)
Opportunities
o No Opportunities for status quo, some lots can be subdivided or densified
o Opportunities to create housing diversity and transform lanes into places
Scenario 2
 Moderate infill (Tenth Ave) consider heritage homes
 Develop City land and underground parking (works yard)
 Overpass (Safeway to Sangster)
 Add moderate infill to First St
 McBride is a highway
 Overpass over McBride (townhouses to Canada games)
 Like: Good choices / Diverse / Family friendly
 Dislike: Need transit at 8th from McBride / More design control needed – design
panel for all rezoning proposals
 Strong heritage protection
 Tax incentives for heritage designation
 Can still stratify / create units
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Scenario 3
 Should be low infill (interior blocks) not moderate
 High infill along fifth St approved
 Like
o Midrise can work if well designed (similar to Queens park)
o High infill on 8th ave could work, but need to deal with parking and street
width
 Dislike
o Too much high infill / Too much moderate infill
o High rise at McBride to mid-rise
o Too much
Massey Victory Heights
Scenario 1
 Too little density
 Tenth Ave corridor could be higher density
Scenario 2
 Like the high infill along 8th
 Concerned that the uptake will be greater than projected
 High infill, careful to preserve views (Eighth Ave, Cumberland St)
 Needs and accessible, achievable process – case by case basis – start small,
detailed, then move to more streamlined
 Support for this, wouldn’t be able to match subdividing
 Some people thought it would ok to go midrise here, others not ok with it (Eighth
Ave at East McBride / Sangster)
 Some said they are comfortable with the current look and feel of the
neighbourhood, don’t want big change
 Don’t want to allow consolidation in RS-1
 Design guidelines would be needed
 High infill on Tenth at Chilliwack makes sense
 Laneway houses need to be connected, integrated into neighbourhood
Scenario 3
 8th Ave, generally ok, but need to be careful about height, bulk and concertation to
ensure views aren’t impacted
 This is scary
 Need to consider views
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 Totally changes the nature of the community
Moody Park
Scenario 1
 Commercial at grade with townhomes above (tenth ave at twelfth St)
 Big enough for families (midrise on twelfth)
 Question of how mid-rise zoned land along 12th St would be, is this 3-4 floors or 6
to 10 floors
 Twelfth St is tricky, but large block wide redevelopment may lead to more generic
vs more interesting commercial
 Good to build up along edges but might cause animosity with middle, privacy
 Would like to see scenario one but… in reality? Will it?
 Laddering – a little more density in inner areas though
 One other scenarios might be more realistic
 How can Lord kelvin accommodate more density beyond scenario 1?
 Will have to have more low infill to be affordable
 London/Dublin/Edinburgh very established - would cause problems to build
beyond scenario 1
 Could have more density near school (NWSS)
 Increase density along busy streets, buffer inner neighbourhood
 Agree more density than near high School
Scenario 2
 (Heart) commercial parcel at 8th Ave and tenth St
 This is good but make sure parking and streets are friendly to locals (mod infill at
sixth Ave near 12th st)
 X! maintain existing (high rise at 6th and 6th)
 Would like to maintain existing high rise where there is high rise currently zoned
in uptown
 Some feel of pre-zoning of townhouses along 10th avenue
 Try to avoid speculative purchase of prezoned lots to avoid potential for derelict
homes on underutilised land
 Can we discuss 10th Ave to Burnaby?
 Prezone? Opinions divided
 Townhouses along tenth and rowhouses! (Tenth Ave)
 Want to create pedestrian corridor for these residents like along the alley or
London
 Twelfth St Great Street – residential over commercial (Twelfth St)
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City homes (high infill creates transition between higher and lower comment)
Lord kelvin has to be replaced
Mixed use but up tops, along 12th St, revitalisation
Inner area is ready for laneway houses (between 8th st and 12th st)
Would work along 8th st (moderate infill)
Rowhomes along 8th ave would work close to park
Look at different paths, inner areas do have opportunity
Rowhouse or townhouse on edges, provide transition
Scenario two is more realistic (than one) older buildings along sixth ave, high rise
(Brow)
Uptown is walkable, good to have density
Unanimous 8th Ave Hamilton st in uptown is high-rise
Moody park has lots of laneways
Overall, generally comfortable with this scenario
In line with north Vancouver example
Low infill around the school could be good for families
Infill along main streets makes sense
Group is most comfortable and realistic with scenario 2
Preferred scenario –
Consensus reached
Right balance of housing types and densities
Increased density along arterials, rowhouses and townhouses buffer established
single family neighbourhood
Facilitate mixed use and low rise development along twelfth st

Scenario 3
 Sixth St all pedestrian – it’ll hurt at first, but image how happy we’’ be!
 No high rise at 6th n 6th, maintain existing
 Mid rise puts more people on Eighth St – Yes!
 Eighth Ave – pedestrian, greenway,, bike lanes – better grade than 7th Ave
 Room for commercial, coffee shop here 9tneth St, bwtn 6th and 7th Aves)
 (Heart) commercial parcel at 8th Ave and tenth St
 One idea for townhouse/row home development is require development to have
enhanced linear pedestrian environment
 Look for opportunities to local a local coffee shop within the community
 Some concern that moderate infill allowed in all zones
 Under this scenario may be too much change for the neighbourhood
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 Along 8th st, across from high school, not sure if mid rise should be allowed or just
moderate infill
 Tenth ave as a perimeter, regional road, with housing as a buffer
 Like low rise on 8th St but could cause a fight with neighbourhood
 Would have work with Burnaby in 10th ave area
 10th ave would have to be wider, would be very bust
 Don’t support scenario 3
 Start with Scenario 2 – most real
 If population keeps increasing, could see this scenario 25 years later
 Townhomes are affordable for younger people
 We are the centre of the region, we need a perimeter road
 With increased population, increase amenities
 Would Translink agree to provide more service? To serve additional population
 All scenarios must address residential traffic, wide perimeter roads
 Neighbourhoods wont buy into scenario 3, at least not right away
 Couldn’t support schools in scenario 3
 Scenario 3, might be too much pressure on heritage and existing housing stock
 Only difference between 2 and 3: single family gets more dense
 Comfortable upping density along busy streets – (tenth Ave)
 Scenario 2 is real at or beyond 25 years, scenario 3 is 100 years away
Queen’s Park
Scenario 1
 We like our ‘hood
 What are other neighbourhoods doing?
 Wed like to support growth but no schools
 Low/medium rise on 6th st
 Like row housing here (Sixth St btwn Queens and second Ave)
 Sixth St is great
Scenario 2
 Don’t want to lose houses (fifth St)
 Moderate infill ok along 6th St, but don’t have houses
 Townhouses on back of Westminster is ok
 Moderate or high infill on Manitoba St (not high rise)
 Apartments here now (Park Row)
 No creep of high density
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No / little support of high or moderate infill
Is there going to be a market for mid rise along sixth st
Cut corner with TH above (McBride Blvd)
Put all traffic underneath and reclaim McBride
Lot size must dictate what density is allowed
Need ground rules
Change is only ok if we can prioritise
Limit scale, some give
But we must protect Heritage
No thanks to laneway houses
Limit scale no scenario 3,
Limit height on corners
Prefer somewhere between scenario 1 and 2
Lot size and configuration must dictate
Make affordable heritage sympathetic options
As well as housing value

Sixth Ave – moderate infill









No. Low infill only (Moderate infill Sixth Ave)
Beautiful houses would be lost (Moderate infill Sixth Ave)
Some saw make sense to increase density here
Other say No
Not all the way to Regina St
6th Ave architecture spreads to other communities as travelers go by
Better (to have) density on 6th ave than 2nd or 3rd

Near City Hall








No (moderate infill near City Hall).
Some of our best architecture in this neighbourhood (Mod infill near City Hall).
Not sure about this
In favour (mid rise, lower 6th st)
Use this too (City Hall blvd)
?

Community Corner, Fourth Ave At Second St

 Within walking distance of commercial already, don’t need a community corner
 No. An anomaly (Community Corner,)
 Used to be corner stores. Takers away from sixth st (Community Corner)
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Dislike (moderate infill at community corner)
We like this though (meat market only)
Maybe a bit of small scale commercial
We have 6th and 6th, don’t need this

Scenario 3
 Giant X across page
 No thanks
Sapperton
Scenario 1
 Support mid-rise 6 story (brewery District)
 Support low infill
 Hospital –checkmark
 Support (mid rise along E Columbia)
 More density
 Design control
 Low infill around Cumberland may impact neighbourhood
 Not enough to make impact, Doesn’t change existing situation
 May have challenge staying status quo (Cumberland at Richmond)
 Some type of light industrial and residential (industrial)
 Push Stormont connect to get rid of traffic
 How do you get cars in and out of Brewery parkade efficiently 9Brewery District)
 Transportation relief should be dealt with first, then density to follow
 Leaving low infill or med should be considered in all status quo if proper controls
for design is implemented
 Row housing by schools
 Low infill (lower Sapperton / Braid St)
 [Sapperton Green] Support
Scenario 2
 Duplex with suites (Cumberland to Richmond)
 Support (mod infill near McBride School)
 Support Townhouse / row house - also on east side of Cumberland
 Transition, work with grade (mid rise to high infill ay Blair Ave)
 Support high infill (Wilson-Rousseau)
 Duplexes, triplexes
 Health hospital housing
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Transition considered, lower height (Miner St at Simpson)
Rousseau at Brunette Change to high density residential with underground parking
Like transitions, don’t think density needed (Rousseau)
Residential and or water access (industrial)
Want to ensure E Columbia is the priority up into the neighbourhood
City to take portion of $$ from development and put into res fund
Want affordable rental housing accommodated and no ghettos
Transit passes with new development as incentive
Mitigating hospital workers
Keep heritage houses
Like density around schools for families
Other things take priority, why do you have them here
Need to show numbers
Med or high infill (between Sherbrooke and Major St)
Low infill (not mid rise, near Keary and Simpson)
Prefer scenario 3 townhouses / High infill at Cumberland (at sixth Ave)
[Sapperton Green] Access!

Scenario 3
 Not much different from scenario 2
 Design control
 Transition (Buchanan st)
 Density may be a bit excessive in dark orange (high infill)
 More ground oriented to get better social interaction
 This is reasonable (High Infill at Major St)
 Split moderate infill with low infill and Status quo (lower Sapp)
 This will drive property prices up because it will encourage lot consolidation and
development which will be excessive (mod infill, Cumberland to Richmond)
 Worry about some of the heritage houses – like it for the corner lots (high infill,
Major St)
 New houses without parking on co-op cars
 1 person – needs freedom of choice for parking though
 Rowhouses for family – affordable
 Need open space with density
 Need more green
 Concerned with losing this neighbourhood (Keary / Simpson)
 To make it more viable with restricted residential on Kelly
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FEEDBACK BOX MATERIAL
Questions for Speakers:
 How does the City plan to retail and enhance its heritage resources with
introducing land use change for infill housing? In other words: What
tools/policies/bylaws are being considered that will ensure viability of retention
over demolition? Will land use plans leave additional densities on the table to
make HRA’s the more viable redevelopment option?
 What do we do about at risk youth/homeless population?
o Regarding affordable rental units
o Working with individuals with income assistance
 Can children be happy in apartments or is townhouse/rowhouse required for
children?
 Since apartments may still be the only affordable option for many children, what
can be done to improve apartment living.
 For Gwyn:
o How much land is available? Ground?
o What is our age dynamic?
o Youth housing? Homeless?
 For Jake:
o Remodel existing structures?
o Demo necessary?
o What stops legislation in future?
 For Michael:
o How do you target and area?
o Cost of change?
o Is there a minimum lot size?
 Are there any best policy initiatives to create vibrant mixed-use neighbourhoods in
current housing only neighbourhoods to improve livability?
 What about live-work housing?
 What is the average cost to build a laneway house?
 Does that include permits, architectural design, etc.?
 If developers are conservative do we need a new “Vancouver Special” that
addresses infill density?
 What rate of townhouse/rowhouse growth do we need to meet the demand of all
the folks now in apartment type dwellings? If we meet that demand, then who is
going to occupy the empty apartments?
 Are there any examples of laneway, coach or “tiny” houses that are freehold by
the occupant vs. strictly rental. Can you speak to affordability (i.e. construction
rental)
 It’s one thing to increase population and housing but what about infrastructure and
amenities (i.e. parks and recreation, parking, schools, traffic, etc.)
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 While options for density are exciting the reality of achieving this is the process
for enabling this? What are the top three process suggestions you have for City
Hall in New West to really make this “density thing” work?
 Is it possible to require owner to occupy at last one unit, instead of all rental?
 Can we speaker tell us what they thing are the most important things to addressing
affordability?
 Brow of the Hill residential area has 60% single detached, 40% mid-size
apartments. As mid-size apartment have mostly reached the end of useful like –
how to redevelop and maintain affordable rental housing?
 How are you replacing greenspace when building coach housing?
 Did you have issues with laneway or coach houses having built-in garages which
were quickly converted into additional residential space? Does it still happen?
 The Sapperton-McBride district has 6 major railways running through it. How do
we stop railway traffic being a public nuisance by blocking traffic or making
excess horn noise in the Sapperton-McBride district for future housing which
appears to be desperate for density?
 Pocket neighbourhoods – examples? Wildwood Park, Winnipeg? Tatlow Park,
Kitsilano? Pocket neighborhoods – are any of those co-housing examples?
 What are the most important design considerations in infill housing?
 How does community/subsistence gardening fil with housing?
 What does it look like to propose a “pocket neighbourhood”?
 What are green standards (LEEDS) for coach houses?
 What about energy use?
 What about housing cooperatives?
 Can we have housing with zero parking?
 Could we consider a houseboat community?
 How can I approach the task of building a laneway house in New Westminster
assuming that I am looking for housing?
 How do you transition from single family homes neighbourhoods?
 Rental Market Report Vancouver or New Westminster?
 How do we accommodate housing for vulnerable populations?
 How can we manage ratio of lot size to number of residents? (i.e. 6,000 square
foot lot must accommodate 6 people or more, small lot ordinance like L.A.)
 What sustainable/green housing is being designed? Implemented?
 What is the smallest lot size that is appropriate for small housing? 300 square feet?
500 square feet?
 New Westminster has a lot of beautiful and enormous (4,000 square foot or more)
heritage homes. Can you provide examples of other cities that have densified but
at the same time preserved these homes? What types of densification but also
incentives to homeowners to do it.
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 Why confuse CP rails small land parcel sell off to people as the historic norm? It
was sold for mac profits – take a history course.
 Do we want Flavelas – coach houses are evidence of a lack of planning of a lax
of?
 What about people who by RS-1 and own apartments who buy for the low
population per area?
 Are there any legal remedies to pay land owners in RS-1when the City tries to
allow zero lot lines and run the aesthetics of the block?
 Surrey has made pocket neighbourhoods much like low income lions or rotary
housing projects but with small Victorian houses with backyard housing – no
utility vehicles can serve the neighbourhood because of relaxed parking ratios and
fights often happen – how can we prevent this false assumption that we can have
less parking.
 Many of our friends spend millions of low FSR why infringe on RS-when they
rightfully paid for that?
 Why allow for coach houses? In Surrey they case parking issues, privacy for
current RS-1 owners is infringed, more noise and infrastructure costs?
 Why not convert low rise apartment neighbourhoods only for densification?
 Why not enforce old rules to prevent secondary suites? Duplexes become
fourplexes? Not something that RS-1 owners want. Why not use the high density
areas only for growth?
 Michael:
o What did the City have to create to get approval from province to allow
duplex with suites and how long did the process take?
o Micro home projects. Where? Is it open to the public still and if yes what
days is it open to view?
General Notes
 Change creates anxiety, uncertainty and opposition – people make neighbourhoods
not houses, but houses affect the ability of people to be in a community
o Exciting process
o Frightening process
o Depends on where and how much?
o Controls not “guidelines”
o No demos to achieve
o Some forms seem to incentive tearing down existing homes
o Protect heritage
 Diversity is strength
 Safety
 Streetscape is community living room
 Affordability
 Close to transit so parking requirements might be reduced
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Centre neighbourhood existing character heritage
Transition zone to commercial/high at 6th and 6th
Lower Twelfth High Rise
12th Commercial
Amenities and streetscape pocket parks
Push passive building
Minimum size, site coverage, frontage for different housing forms?

Things to Think About
 Reduction in front 25 to 10% of lot depth
Housing Categories
 [remove Quardaplex from Moderate Infill]
Low Infill – Laneway/Carriage House
 Preserve sense of neighborhood
 Existing density to high
 Align with parking strategy
 Parking potential
 Slopes
 Parking issue in Sapperton – most on street.
 Monster homes impair view/appearance/privacy/new homes must fit. (Don’t want
Surrey “look-alikes”!)
 New Westminster values design or variety of home design.
 An “HRA-lite” process: design guidelines PLUS neighbourhood consult PLUS
city planner types
 Design must not degrade neighbourhood appeal.
 Parking must not clog streets – force rear lane parking and max numbers.
 Provide “active” support for high value projects (incentives, don’t delay)
 Provision guidelines to prevent “central neighbourhood” stigma
 Not my favourite option. Not economically effective. Creates parking
problems/intrusion into side yards!
 Pre-approved design plans to ease cost of development.
 Consider beauty and functions.
 West End – Parking is an issue but is it really justified? What has experience
shown (Vancouver – in a similar transit area).
 Parking problems.
 One parking space per unit
 Minimum 500 square feet to a maximum of 900 square feet.
 Some bad examples of 15’ midpoint garages resulted in a change to our garages,
which ruined it for good designers so guidelines would help.
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 Transitory stage until opportunities for moderate infill become available.
 Parking problems
Low Infill – Small Lot Single Detached Dwelling
 An “HRA-lite” process: design guidelines PLUS neighbourhood consult PLUS
city planner types
 Maybe not as appropriate
 Take care to avoid “cheapening” neighbourhoods.
 Should be restricted to main roads, not high value neighbourhoods
 Creates minimum disruption in existing neighbourhoods
 Still use single lot
 Design should always be considered!
 Good opportunity for individual owners.
 Fits in with some areas of New Westminster. Preserves character of West End
neighbourhood.
 Minimum of 4,000 square feet should be automatic.
 Reduced site coverage to 25-30% and allow basement/attic development not to be
included in F.A.R.
 Reduce massing – count deck space into site coverage.
 8,000 square feet plus should be automatic in RS-1 zoning/NR-1 zoning.
 Currently minimum lot size in suburbs like Langley/Surrey/Abby down to 2,900
square feet. Surrey zoning RF-9.
 We used design control guidelines so developers don’t choose the lowest common
denominator.
 Fits in with some areas of New Westminster. Preserve character of West End.
Low Infill – Small Lot Duplex
 Transit
 Parking may have to be standard
 An “HRA-lite” process: design guidelines PLUS neighbourhood consult PLUS
city planner types
 Take care to avoid “cheapening” neighbourhoods.
 Only with neighbourhood approval and consultation.
 Efficient use of smaller lots. Parking could be a problem.
 RT-1 minimum 6,000 square feet should be deleted from Zoning Bylaw. Let them
build units as small as 1,000 square feet each.
 Awesome idea.
 Burnaby has had good success.
 Need design control to fit into neighbourhoods.
 Efficient use of smaller lots, parking could be a problem.
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Moderate Infill – Compact Lot
 “We don’t want to live in neighbourhoods that are ugly.”
 Queensborough example
o Flat
o Non a rebuild/open space to start in
o Not transit/shopping
 Contain to specific neighbourhoods (zoning) so that all in the neighbourhood are
on the same page.
 Creates minimum disruption to existing neighbourhoods.
 From and function should always be pre-considered.
 Good
 Preserves character of West End with densification.
 Best value for owners.
 Current examples are well done so the City should just carry one but they need to
be affordable in the future. We need to be subsidizing housing types our children
can afford.
 Preserves character of West End with densification. Best value for owners.
Moderate Infill – Cluster Houses
 How regulatory do we want the City to be?
 Bike escalators for up the hill (Norwegian example).
 Shared driveways – avoid issues like happened in Ontario
 Build Designs should allow flexible walls/rooms/long range flexibility
 Contain to specific neighbourhoods (zoning) so that all in the neighbourhood are
on the same page.
 Size of lot.
 Location.
 Don’t like the parking situation.
 Require wider lot to accommodate driveway
 Should depend on neighbourhood reactions/consultation
 This would be appropriate in more shared use neighbourhoods and less
recommended in older “stable” areas.
 Nice, but needs large lots. Parking is important.
 Good.
 More suitable near transit hubs.
 This would be a more affordable alternative to the house. Could be a good
transition form of housing.
 More sustainable near transit hubs.
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Moderate Infill – Triplex
 Not enough parking
 Don’t.
 Strata ownership is not popular.
 Good for rental housing
 More sustainable near transit hubs.
Moderate Infill – Quadraplex
 Flexible housing
 No to attached form on an interior lot
 Maybe [to a detached form on an interior lot]
 Yes [to an attached from on a corner lot - all units have a front door on the side
street.]
 Owner occupies a unit.
 Strata ownership is not popular.
 Lot size and context is important.
 [Like the attached from on a corner lot - all units have a front door on the side
street.]
 Parking could be a major problem so close to major transit centre
 Corner lot perfect:
o Lower site coverage
o Increase FAR
o Do not include basement in square foot in FAR
o Do not include attic in square foot
 What is the difference with cluster houses?
 This is better than the others [referring to the attached option on a corner lot - all
units have a front door on the side street.]
 Parking could be a problem so close to major transit centre.
High Infill – Rowhouse
 Lack of trees an issue. Ensure more tree coverage.
 Trees changes in neighbourhood
o Move safety
o Engaging
 Also window boxes!
 Concerns around parking
 How do dimensions work?
 Move away from single huge houses.
 The most effective way to create density!
 Again, this has the potential of changing the character of the neighbourhood so
needs a lot of consideration.
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Excellent. Anywhere. Good land use.
Efficient use of land, shown to work in other locals.
Best for areas close to transit hubs except for high rises.
Below Eighth Avenue Connaught Area
Corner Lots
Like that it is freehold
Efficient use of expensive land, shown to work in other locales.
Best for areas close to transit hubs except for high-rises.

High Infill – Townhouse
 Redevelopment
 Smaller!
 As with all of these multi-family dwellings, these should be a bias towards
ownership vs pure rental, in order to drive personal accountability with residents,
and avoid a degradation to “slum” low value rental neighbourhoods.
 Yes to four unit townhouse, no to eight or fifteen unit development.
 No [four unit development] – strata issue nightmare
 Maybe [eight unit development]
 Yes [15 unit development]
 Again, this has the potential of changing the character of the neighbourhood so
needs a lot of consideration.
 Also excellent. Maybe not a developer’s dream, but good for density.
 Preserves private entrances and can be an attractive option to single family
residences.
 Design important to avoid these places becoming slums.
 Strata can be problematic
 Preserves private entrances and can be an attractive option to single family
residences.
Brow of the Hill
 Density transfer to protect Bent Court in Uptown
 High rise in Key West Ford auto oriented lower 12th
 Retain industrial heritage – Westminster boiler, Gasworks
 Low to moderate infill in the rest of the area. L shape forming. 3rd + Queens.
Within a few blocks beside 10th Street.
 Pocket parks
 Rowhomes below 6th and west of 12th
 Overall, integrate large greenspace with waterfront/creative commercial greenway
– bike – scooter (elderly) walking/park. Then surround with low rise and
residential with current high rise held at current RAE
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Connaught Heights
 Scenario One – no, thank you
 Only one heritage qualifier [on Sixth Avenue east of Twentieth Street]
 Scenario Two – Yes!
Queens Park
 Although at first glance it would look like I’m opposed to increase density in
Queen’s Park I’m not. To me it is all about historic ambience.
o Preserve existing heritage
o Make affordable heritage sympathetic options when non-heritage or new
development is up for consideration. I’d love to see some affordable
heritage looking rowhousing or brownstones.
To me the emphasis is on historic design when you increase or decrease historic
density.
 [Moderate Infill is] situational – no densification of heritage – incentives to restore
 [If high rises on Royal were to] burn down – back to RS1
 [Commercial at Second Street and Fourth Avenue] Great example. Allow a few
similar (!!) heritage sensitive sympathetic small walk to commercial space that
does not increase traffic or require parking. i.e. a small coffee shop, small book
store, design shop, bakery – very situational.
Glenbrook North
 Scenario 2 works for me
 Wide boulevards [e.g. fifth Street] become natural green space
 Create bus service on Tenth Avenue to service this density [at Tenth and McBride]
Sapperton
 Some of everything [at Sapperton Green]
 Not enough green space
 Design control –> monitor transition between moderate to low and high to
moderate
 Better connections from SkyTrain to Braid industrial area
 I am good with Scenario Three. But I would wonder what the neighborhood
residents would think, had they not gone through the process today. The process is
most important – a sharing of the future underlying issues – how transportation
will evolve, how public transportation will benefit with changes in TransLink,
affordability to newcomers, impact of immigration, [Syrian refugees] (education,
skills and income), trees and parks, community centers, supportive neighborhoods
(Block Watch). Our table was a positive, proactive and encouraging discussion
group! That’s what we need in community discussions. P.S. Sense of history,
home design is strong in the community. This should be preserved and extended.
 View to the river from Cumberland (at ~ Sapper Street)
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Moderate infill permitted in all current RS1 Zones (particularly lower Sapperton)
Mid-rise, commercial/residential mix along East Columbia and Sherbrook
Crime off back alleys – dark space. More people (and lights) would help.
Major issue in Sapperton: Trains, Parking, Traffic.
Environment issues in Sapperton:
o 6 lanes of trains
o Noise!
o Traffic is an issue in Sapperton
o RCH generates traffic
o Could parking issues be resolved if transit was better
o Commuters parking near SkyTrain/RCH is an issue.
Metro Van Issues: Transit and roads coordination. Move away from car. Next
generation buyer will change drastically: environmentally; financially; not
sustainable.
Sapperton is:
o Close to hospital
o Disabled access
o Preserve streetscape/history/scale/neighbourhood
Mostly scenario 2
Open [age restricted] housing [in Fraser View] to young families.
Please note that at my table I was the only person living and owning in the area.
The six other people at the table don’t live or own in New West.
Keep your industrial land. Higher mill rate. Less population. Costs and
employment.
JI has been bullying to change [the land use between their site and Cumberland
Street]. It would be a mistake to let them build. Keep it status quo.
Keep status quo [along East Eighth Avenue]. Will ruin neighbourhood with rentals
and renters.
Hospital should secure more land in Sapperton area for parking and for doctors
with family practices being prices out due to high rise push downtown. Yes
TransLink is a good tenant but some retiring doctors might walk if rent and office
space is lost!!
East 8th and Victory Heights was for doctors and pilots who didn’t want old drafty
homes in Queen’s Park hence they would not want the creep of “low cost” or
densification on East 8th. Sacrifice the low rises to high rises before you force
flavela’s in our RS1.
Basically pro scenario one keeping East Eighth and Cumberland as well as
Sherbrook and Kelly Street area as status quo. Much of Hobbis’ land (East
Columbia) commercial of course. The hospital should acquire more land for
expansion of parking. Surrey Memorial Critical Care was built too small – a
warning for new build. Also displaced family practices are being priced out.
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 City staff steered the group drawing perhaps with own agenda – seemed to push
higher density next to projects being approved before them currently. As a student
who took a bit of law at university I would say that this was a biased and pushed
on group.
 Like scenario one except status quo on Cumberland and Eighth Avenue. Laneway
house issue combined sewer and utility issue transformer and line balance will
require step up voltage for utility.
 No row houses [along Richmond]
 Infill would be bad with higher student population projected [around Richard
McBride School]
West End
 Yes! [to scenario three]
 Agreement of current home owners to sell to City when selling increases park size
and add a community centre. [Area southwest of the Grimston Park bounded by
Sixth Ave and Twentieth Street.]
 No, too much [scenario three]
 Grimston Community Centre NOW!!
 Widen Tenth Avenue if possible – Dedicated left turn lights, no parking
 We were told in February 2015 meeting that we only had to take another 3,500
people in the West End.
 Remove housing [on River Drive]. Impossible to get in and out, no pedestrian
access. Industrial? Business Park? River access? Rail access?
 Stay with what we have
 City of New Westnster should emulate the City of Burnaby and enter into
contracts to buy lots adjacent to Grimston Park over 20 year period to expand the
park as neighbourhood population increases. Area below Grimston Park could
them be a future community centre which the neighbourhood will sorely need as
population increases in the West End – especially near SkyTrain Station. To take
the position that there is no money unless the SkyTrain area goes to maximum
development to provide the revenue is crass and irresponsible! The West End is
the poorest of all neighbourhoods for community amenities.
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STAFF AND ADVISORY GROUP NOTES/REFLECTIONS

Queen’s Park Table – What Housing Fits
 Don’t want to see infill that would take away existing houses.
 In favour of low infill if it saves and compliments heritage houses.
 What is the process for how this decision-making would take place? I.e.: rezoning
or outright?
 Went on the Vancouver laneway house tour and saw that strict design control was
the difference between success and failure. For example, all laneway houses had to
have some landscaping on the lane edge. On this tour, all of the laneways were
enhanced.
 Like all the forms of low infill but only if there is a clear process and design
control. (Don’t want the process to be too easy or too onerous.)
 The streetscape is really important and should not change. (large frontages and
setbacks)
 Small lot single detached is not as acceptable as other low infill ideas.
 Don’t want only one type of infill choice down a whole block.
 Worried about overview.
 Will there be a City-wide policy on infill or will it be neighbourhood by
neighbourhood?
 Why isn’t Connaught Heights being densified before any other neighbourhood?
 It feels like the message during this OCP process is that wanting to keep low
density in a neighbourhood is morally wrong.
 The QP Working Group is suggesting linking density to heritage retention.
 Want to stay in the neighbourhood as long as possible so like the idea of small
infill.
 Give benefits/encouragement to existing houses.
 Keep trees and large landscaping. Trees are very important and should be
protected.
 We won’t know ugly until we see it.
 Infill should be through rezoning but a simpler version of it.
 3 units and 3 parking spaces on a lot reduce that lot’s open space.
 Low infill is ok only if the existing house agrees to heritage designation.
 What would the ownership style be? Fee simple, strata, rental?
 Can the presentations from the 3 morning presenters be put on the OCP webpage?
Top points
 New housing must fit in with existing neighbourhood character.
 They liked the approach discussed by the North Vancouver Planner related to the
more onerous process at the beginning, leading to a more standardized process as
we feel our way through things and make improvements
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 There was concern regarding the moderate infill due to worries that one person
would buy it all and rent all the units out and it would become a mini-slum.
Massey Victory Table
Scenario 2 was well accepted by everyone around the table , with a few fairly minor
tweaks. The discussion focused on 5 main issues:
 Micro-homes – one person at the table was a huge advocate for micro-homes and
wanted to see NW consider this form of development in the current OCP process.
There was support by most others around the table for the concept as well, and
they seemed to want to see an area earmarked for a bit of a pilot.
 Pace change – there was a concern that things would change quickly and in sort of
an ‘out of control’ way. They were ok with the concept of long term, measured,
change, but not big shocks to the neighbourhood.
 Extent of change – lots of questions about how fast change would happen, and not
wanting a wholesale change in an established neighbourhood. People like where
they live, and want the character to be retained and only slowly evolve over time.
 Design control – some concern about how change would look, and how it would
fit into the neighbourhood context. I understood the concern to be mostly around
the scale of moderate infill.
 Not support for cluster infill with a central driveway – concerned that the
development would be dominated by a wide driveway and lots of impervious
surface.
Sapperton Table
What a turn out! It was a great day, I was placed at Sapperton table and really, I couldn’t
believe how open to infill they were. Including the high density forms like
townhouse/rowhouses within (not just on the outskirts) of the existing SF area (especially
surrounding the school) and near RCH. And yes, these were people that lived in the
neighbourhood.
Anyways, it was a really great day, fun to be apart of, and Planning did an
OUTSTANDING job. It went off without a hitch. People were really thankful to staff
and the City for having the event and the opportunity for discussion around what can be
such a sensitive issue.
EHCC really didn’t raise much of an issue. One person commented to a staff member
that we should include some type of hospice in the land use section. That’s about it.
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The EHCC was relayed only in the boards in the front foyer, so there wasn’t discussion at
the individual tables necessarily (we discussed it at mine but not sure about the other
Sapperton tables). It will also be going to the MSRA with Fraser Health’s presentation
later in November, as well as the boards will be at the travelling shows for the OCP. I’ll
be at the two Sapperton OCP open houses/workshops which will be more intimate and
I’m guessing/hoping will allow for more discussion in relation to specific projects like
EHCC and we can get a better read on the community’s feeling.
Brow of the Hill Table
What Housing Fits
 General support for all of the forms we went through (skipped over triplex and
quads)
 High recognition for need for design guidelines / zoning requirements and “getting
it right”
 Seemed comfortable with most form being allowed somewhere between “design
guidelines and “permitted use”
 Preservation for existing homes and heritage should be heavily incentivized
 General excitement to get into the Where part of the workshop because they kept
wanting to talk about where these could go!
Where Housing Goes
 Needs be considered on a site by site, very fine grained basis – some homes are
awful and should go, some are great and should stay.
 General appetite for more housing choice – almost all forms in different locations.
 Seemed to be relative comfort with more towers / density / growth near uptown
and in lower twelfth street
 Density for more towers in uptown area could come from Bent court via a heritage
transfer program – preserves existing housing and keeps entitlements.
 The rest of the “L” shape was a little infill housing and town housing.
 Some felt that commercial should still be allowed all the way up and down sixth,
and that the approach should be what do we need to do to make it viable rather
than abandoning it – and this process was the perfect place for that discussion
(commercial drive cited, again as an example with density “behind”)
 Relative comfort with all the forms, but some wanted to ensure that there were still
the existing houses – but a desire to see these houses retained with infill added i.e.
(laneway house, conversion to triplex / quad)
 Noted that heritage houses can be problematic from a HPO new home warranty
perspective when new housing added to a lot – a potential solution is to have a
heritage house on its own, very small freehold lot and the rest of the development
on a strata lot / other lot.
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 Thought there should be mid rise next to Stewardson, transitioning down to
townhouse around riverside park.
 Didn’t really seem to latch on to the community corner idea, but identified
commercial sites.
Moody Park Table
It was a great event. Based on what I heard at my table, here is my feedback on the
housing forms etc.: We were at the Moody Park area.
Top three messages about housing types:
 The group was generally welcoming of infill housing and thought that infill
housing was needed, to a point and not beyond that point (scenario two was the
preferred scenario of the group).
 There were some concerns about the higher types of infill housing, particularly
townhomes, but there was recognition among some group members that
townhomes and rowhouses could be useful in buffering the neighbourhood
boundaries on busy streets such as 10th Ave and 8th St.
 Some members of the group thought that it was important that infill housing forms
were affordable to young families etc. , therefore, the inclusion of a mortgage
helper/suite in many forms of infill housing was considered to be important to
enhancing affordability.
Design guidelines discussion:
 The majority of the group members thought that design guidelines were a must for
the different housing forms.
 Parking, both lane parking and on-street parking, was a concern of group
members - this must be addressed through design guidelines etc. . Street design is
also important in all of this.
Interesting/important messages:
 Workshop participants get that our city is going to grow and that we need to
accommodate this growth.
 We need to consider the capacity of our schools and other amenities when
considering infill housing and growth. Some of our group members thought that
Lord Kelvin would need to be replaced (which may need to happen anyways due
to seismic concerns etc. – from what I understand) with a larger school to
accommodate children based on increased infill housing.
 Our particular study area (Moody Park) was considered by the group to be wellserviced by amenities such as parks, Youth Centre, Century House, Moody Park
Pool etc., but in our city-wide discussion, there were concerns that the Downtown
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(where two of our group members currently resided) did not have sufficient public
amenities to service its growing population. Any growth in housing, therefore,
must have corresponding growth in the amenities and public services needed to
accommodate the growing population.
Sapperton Table
I facilitated a Sapperton table and the five minute walk-shed was highlighted and formed
a strong context for the comments about support for new housing and intensification.
There wasn’t much discussion about commercial/retail growth mainly because this was
not the purpose of the meeting.

Brow of the Hill Table
My sense was that people were concerned that rezoning would result in wholesale
change. People want to have a mix of housing types and single family housing is a
critical aspect of that. People were nervous about houses being dwarfed if 6-8 stories
were built next door.
Queens Park Table
Every Neighbourhood is Different.
Queens Park:
 Low infill ONLY. Laneway and Carriage Houses.
 Streetscape and ENFORCED design guidelines that go through a Heritage
Committee of some sort.
 6th St and Royal should be reduced to Rowhouse/townhouse. 6th Ave &5th St
reduced back to single family with low infill. Exception the London Drug Mall
could house townhouses on 5th St.
Connaught Heights Table
When our table discussed design guide lines it was mostly on height. We were hoping
for a mixed bag of housing types on the same street and felt that keeping the heights
similar to the surrounding buildings would keep the neighbourhood looking
consistent. Therefore each house would appear similar to house next to it even if one
building has many units and the other is a single family.
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We discussed the skytrain a lot.
The overall vibe I got was no towers (although this was mentioned to the room it wasn't
written in the notes on the screen). No more than six stories up the hill from the train and
8 stories would work on the south side of the train.
On eighth ave townhouses would work on both sides and a little more density as you
head towards the train (eg. Four stories).
West End Table
The important messages I heard at the table were: density, street scapes, design
guidelines, parking, traffic - in other words, liveability.
At the session, I sent a question up during question period for all or one of the three
commentators which was, for whatever reason, not asked or answered.
The question was: "It is one thing to increase the population and residential housing by
40%, but what about sustainability, infrastructure (i.e. sewer, water, roads, etc.) public
facilities such as schools, hospital, recreation, transportation, noise pollution and green
space?" I do not raise these issues to be negative, but because they concern me and many
other people regarding the future liveability of our city. As you know, a major research
study was done by 40 professors and graduate students at UBC about 30 years ago and
found, at that time, what was taking place in the lower mainland was unsustainable.
To discuss the issue of increased population and the housing problem without answering
the above seems to me to be dealing with our future in a vacuum or bubble.
I have participated in OCP discussions over the years on the issue of population increase
and housing. The same results, good participation by the community and the same
concerns as mentioned above. The results 10-20 years later - more traffic and
transportation congestion with the consequential added frustration, pollution, and
noise. New Westminster is not an island unto itself. The increase in population of the
lower mainland demands an overall, integrated resolution. To do less, as I said before, is
to operate in a vacuum.
Lastly, many of the problems are provincial and federal by nature and without both of
those parties coming to the table, nothing of consequence will be affordable, coordinated,
or resolved. In my opinion, we need to sit down with the other cities and come to a
consensus and plan for all of the lower mainland to stop any future increases in zoning
until there is a solid commitment by the senior governments to step up to the plate in a
cooperative effort to secure a realistic liveable future.Brow of the Hill Table
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It was a very exciting event for everyone at my table. I certainly left feeling energized. I
wrote down a number of notes that I plan to clean up into something coherent. In fact, I'd
say that it starting to look like the nucleus of a plan of how multiple elements can come
together. What was particularly energizing about the whole thing is how multiple
objectives such as housing choice, heritage retention, retention of rental housing stock,
and traffic calming/beautification started to complement each-other. More coming soon.
Sapperton Table
Thank you for all of your work. When you hold the upcoming workshops what format
will they take? Will you be giving out the same three scenarios and providing and
opportunity for people to come up with their own similar to our workshop on Saturday?
Or will the information you received on Saturday already be "packaged" for presentation?
What I heard (and agree with) is that when looking at low level infill (e.g. laneway
houses), and this really is the only type that is doable in an old existing RS-1
neighbourhood such as Sapperton as the lots are typically 5,085 sq. ft. (113' X 45'), is that
SCALE and RESPECT for the existing neighbourhood is of the utmost importance.
Front yards and side yards should not be changed from the rest of the street. It is the
calmness of continuous green space and houses set back equal distances that contributes
to the liveable, walkable street scape that people love. Once you allow those set backs to
change you are inviting Developers to come in and tear down the existing house to make
way for two built out as much as possible. If the side yards and front yards have to
remain as they are homeowners are encouraged to renovate their homes and if desired
add a small laneway house that is in scale with the house on the lot as well as neighbour's
houses/garages.
Respect for existing house heights is important too. Neighbourhoods with access to
skytrain and or job centers (e.g. RCH, Translink) can afford to enforce less parking
requirements.
This would mean that an old neighbourhood with small lots might only have 300 - 500
sq. ft. laneway houses with on street parking, and an area such as Queen's Park might
have 600 - 1,200 sq. ft. laneway or coach houses with parking on site. Either way the
general ambiance of the existing neighbourhood would be respected.
A third thing that came up is that no new concept be "Pre-zoned" to over ride existing
zoning. So for example if someone was to come into an existing RS-1 neighbourhood
they couldn't buy up three houses in the middle of a block and start building "cluster
houses" if the rest of the neighbourhood wanted to retain the existing character of a
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neighbourhood. As in North Vancouver there will come a time when their is simply a
Lane Way Policy and a given site will, or will not, meet the criteria.
Given that Brewery District, Sapperton Green and already approved projects can more
than provide for the anticipated growth in New Westminster; there is no need to go
densifying for density's sake. It is a given that areas nearest Transit (skytrain) will have
highrises and in the case of Sapperton Green their is opportunity for Townhouses and
Row houses to transition into the RS-1 neighbourhood. More emphasis
needs to be put on services (ice rinks, swimming pools, playing fields, and schools) for
the newcomers as we are already maxed in these departments.
I would also like to mention that everyone in my group was uncomfortable with
suggesting significant change in neighbourhoods where they did not reside. It was felt
that unless an area was completely undeveloped yet or didn't have an "identity" (eg.
hodge podge of commercial and housing) it would not be fair to suggest what should
happen there without knowing the inclinations of the residents.
Massey Victory Heights Table
There was a lot of discussion at my table about microsuites (not just from myself, another
person - a renter - came up with the idea independently) with shared facilities as a way of
increasing affordability. Another term for this type of housing is "co-housing".
Another thing that kept coming up was that the design should be "in character" with the
neighborhood, although what that meant was pretty undefined, since our neighborhood
has everything from "(faux) craftsman" to "50's Leave-it-to-Beaver" to "architectural
wood / glass box" in it. But there was also an understanding that the city cannot dictate
exterior finish, or the actual look of the final building, so in fact this ended up being a
kind of meaningless concern. I read it as more of a statement of massing, privacy, and
green space.
There was talk about parking, but [staff member] pointed out that there is no parking
problem in our neighborhood, so that kind of shut it up. I think this can be mitigated with
numbers (current utilitzation of on-street parking, future changes reducing parking
demand, etc).
One thing that did come up was view corridors, and the need to retain views of the river
down the street. There was a sort of general acceptance that individual views could not be
preserved, but if building heights and massing are going to increase, at least the view
from the streets should be preserved as much as possible.
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Glenbrooke North Table
We heard a lot about the importance of design guidelines – where there particular issues
that people want design guidelines to address (bulk, private open space, etc.)?
The top three messages at our table (from my notes not my thoughts):
1) The city needs design CONTROL - not design guidelines - CONTROL! The city
should have the ability to reject development applications not merely make
suggestions. The primary reason for this is to maintain the feel and character of
the neighbourhood.
2) The city should permit more ownership options, especially with respect to lowinfill. For example "strata" (or subdivide) a lane-way/carriage house. Also strata
duplex likely much better for the neighbourhood than two tiny "fee simple" lots,
although developers would likely prefer the later as they make more money.
3) Need flexible parking requirements. Not everyone needs a parking spot for an
additional unit. For example, a carriage house being built for 80 year old grandma
who doesn't drive, doesn't need a parking spot. This item was HIGHLY
contentious, and I for one disagree with it.
Thanks for organizing the workshop. As usual it was interesting and enjoyable.
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Attachment 4
Raw Notes from Travelling Open House

WHAT HOUSING FITS NOTES
Housing Categories
 Just want a livable mix
 Status quo
 Good to expand all housing options as long as there are criteria and oversight –
need to keep young families here
 Density around Skytrain equals high crimes
 What are the values that will guide decision making? Everyone has an opinion
after all
Low Infill
General
 No rezoning in Sapperton – we already have a hard time fitting our family in our
small lot
 New West is dense enough – not sardines
 WE NEED DENSITY – this will bring so much to our lives
 Arguments- we can’t have more density without more transit – we can’t have
more transit without more density = catch 22 yet with arguments will go ahead
 Houses need gardens – space to grow food – I second this
 Trees and landscaping are very important – cement paving is very cold
 Allow front yard space to be considered green space when looking at lot size and
laneway houses – I agree
 We need trees – they improve everyone’s air
 Allow front or backyard to be deep
 Great ideas
 Want to stay / age in my house
 With the growing seniors population, need more health care
 Need housing that is accessible and ground oriented – garden space and no stairs
 We need a careful mix to avoid a crowded feel
 A mix of set backs would allow more light in each house
Laneway house
 No
 Yes to laneways
 Laneways houses along eighth and tenth ave
 Need options to keep and renovate existing houses – coach-houses and laneway
with reduced parking
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 Don’t allow secondary suites and laneway – this creates a larger rental unit that
has failed in other cities
 The sooner the better
 Laneway housing is a dementia friendly initiative – a benefit to the city – low
infrastructure costs - Glenbrooke north is a good area for this
 Keep families together in New West that seniors love
 Maximum density – encourage Skytrain use and business growth
 Yes in favour of laneway housing
 Yes, design trumps all – well designed laneway housing works
 Support laneway housing
 I like the idea – use only in large lot areas – lane housing helps seniors
 Laneway is a must for the size of the city – central location makes it very
attractive
 Max 2 units – parking concerns for neighbours
 Laneway house good option for keeping existing home
 Coach houses – yes
 Have an undeveloped basement – would prefer to build a laneway house
 Laneway houses creates no parking problems
 Yes laneway or carriage
 Want laneway housing above a garage no beside like Langley
 Allow single family houses to have basement suite and laneway house to keep
affordability
Small Lot Single Detached Dwelling
 Reduce the 4000 sqft lot size to promote subdivision to increase density
 30ft frontages?
Small Lot Duplex
 Up and down duplex, all of these options ok
 Front and back duplex is wonderful and makes sense
 Like the different duplex options – there are many lots that could have duplexes
 Lot the small duplex on small lot
Medium Infill
General
 Density is needed, this will bring better amenities
 By densifying City build a community (~~~~) for people to use
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Compact Lot Single Detached Dwelling
 Not in favour
 I like the but address parking
 This is the best options, fits well with new West character in Queens park and
Glenbrook
 Not in lower Sapperton
 Maximum possible rezoning is great – Skytrain area densification is a must
 Very much in favour – makes sense
 Fine with compact lot single DD
 Yes to lane homes - corner properties could be developed two ways
 Make it easier for existing home owners to be creative in redeveloping their
property
 Maximum FSR should be less if only one dwelling
 Control of the compact lot signle per city blade
 No! don’t like two houses extra skinny option
Cluster House
 Cluster homes! Great idea!
 How about large ranchers + duplex conversions with basements- seniors and
disabled could use them
 Yes I like the cluster housing option
 Stairs – are a problem – free and easy access
 Not enough room for a garden
 Cluster home this scenario done in Richmond in pilot project Acheson Road works
perfect
 When you age you don’t want to deal with th redevelopment process
Triplex
 Neither of these should be permitted in lower Sapperton
 This is progress to get a growing population and business growth too
 Ok in some areas but all these require demolition –
 provide options for rental and moderate infill
 if one owner rents all units, potential to deteriorate neighbourhood
 95x113 duplex or triplex
 We love the idea of a triplex
 Need to look at less parking requirements and land for greenspaces
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Quadraplex
 Sound mitigation between properties is key
 Neither of these should be permitted in lower Sapperton
 Design for noise between units
 Love the quadraplex idea – on a corner lot consider parking for 2 upper lots close
to the home – also consider variation in height and front or back yard
 Quad lot development on corner lots
High Infill
Rowhouses
 I like the row house, it is fee simple
 More CMHC coop housing – rental – families
 More renting options
 Yes!
Townhouse
 Absolutely do not like these – too many stairs – hard on young families – no good
for seniors
 All in favour o increase growth and business Skytrain use
 Buildings should have charm – celebrate good design
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WHERE HOUSING GOES NOTES
City Wide
Scenario 1
 Laneway housing needed with guidelines – pre-zone
 Whatever the outcome, encourage enviro friendly housing room for trees and
shrubs, drainage for rainwater, grey water collection, solar panels
 yes good point
 better easier connection to water – explore water taxi
Scenario 2
 Favour this scenario – if you want more people to live downtown – need to
provide row
 I want to be able to stay in my own place
 Mid-high rise within 5” radius of Sapperton Skytrain station
 More options for families – 3-4 bedrooms
 Small lot development with design controls
 Laneway and carriage, keep existing and perhaps add suite? Keeps character of
neighborhood and no demolition
 Corner lot subdivision – keep existing home and develop backyard
 Small lot duplex front/back or up/down
 Yes, many different types of housing so that families can afford to live in New
West
 Help the taxpayer and home owner improve value, worry less about the developer
 Yes
 Secured market rentals
 We live in a beautiful neighbourhood. We welcome positive and practical changes
 Make Grimston park more family oriented
 Need to address housing first
 Very concerned about impact on heritage – its our community
 What is the impact on property tax – especially for people who don’t want
development
 I like this option – need more commercial and industrial as well
Scenario 3
 Support this scenario
 Yes
 KO
 Of the 3 plans I support this plan with Queens Park neighbourhood low infill only
 Need arts infused education opportunity (Urban Academy Third St)
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 I wonder if the creative district could extend into an aquarium and botanical
garden around the tree island with a wooden bridge
 Good idea (high infill between twelfth st and moody park)
 Mid and high rise within a 5” radiu s of Sapperton Skytrain
 Need to redevelop 219 Columbia property – overgrown backyard
Brow of the Hill
Scenario 1
 Need affordable housing that is well maintained
 Safer streets! Traffic, street crossing
 Scenario 2
 Brow should continue to have a mix of housing types
 Between 6th and 8th street all has great transit access - support more growth
 Don’t want to see high rise on bent court
 P6 (institutional) zone required (Eighth St / third Ave)
 More P6 zone ( institutional) zones required to replace loss
 Laneway and carriage to keep existing homes
 Ground oriented row homes with suites
 Duplex/triplex/quad and small lot cluster
Scenario 3
 Support this scenario
 I like this plan best – this neighbourhood suits mid rise options
Connaught Heights
Scenario 1
 Corner lots, triplexes with reduced front yard
 Corner lots, small lot, spilt and keep existing house
 Ground oriented rowhome with suite, consolidate 2 lots 12000 sf
 Mid rise okay
 Renovate and add laneway carriage
 Corner lot subdivision (small lot) keep existing, develop backyard
 Mid rise only around Skytrain
 Community gardens on empty hydro RofWay lands on Connaught side
 Safety, crossings, lighting around Skytrain station 22nd St and Edinburgh
 Should be mid-rise (high infill at 22nd st station)
Scenario 2
 North of 7th ave status quo, south of 7th ave townhouses
 Laneway houses with guidelines, prezone
 Assisted or senior housing, good grade to Skytrain
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 Adaptable affordable housing
 Affordable market rental with car share and reduce parking requirement
 Mixture of units with 400-500 sqft suites
 Student housing close to Skytrain
 Mixture of 4 story and 6 story
 Affordable student housing near Skytrain
 Micro housing within walking distance of Skytrain
 Assisted living facility
 Secure market rentals with ride share (ie Modo) reduce parking
Scenario 3
 High density around Skytrain is nice but should be kept low until regional transit
plan and budget in place – Skytrain is at capacity
 London place culdesac could use up and down duplexes because of slope
 Decommission Jewish cemetery and put in community centre with pool
 Coach houses on inside are great – no need to tear down existing houses
Glenbrooke North
Scenario 1
 Prefer this with high density on tenth ave
 Moderate infill is good
Scenario 2
 I like this option best – keeps family neighbourhood and provides housing options
 Laneway housing need – will help keep families and heritage
 Cluster, quadraplex small lot
 Laneway and carriage to keep character
 Gound oriented row homes with suites – transit corridor
 Corner lot subdivision – small lot keep exisiting home and develop backyard
Scenario 3
 Prefer this scenario
 Duplex, triplex, qudraplex
 Too much for this area (mid-rise at Tenth Ave and Colborne St)
 We need estimates of what the projected population increase will be in say 5, 10
years for each of the options in each neighbourhood. What about impact on
schools, green spaces, traffic
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Massey Victory Heights
Scenario 1
 Leave as is, this is a quiet neighbourhood and densification will lead to more
vehicles in the area
 There is room for higher densification along major traffic areas such as 8th and
McBride
 Allow low infill in this area
 Do low infill in areas below Garfield
 Transition Garfield to low infill instead of status quo – Agree
 Allow low infill housing in this area to keep the 20-35 age group in the
neighbourhood with their aging parents
Scenario 2
 Some lots are too small even for low infill
 This area has lots that accommodate laneway bldgs.
 Reduce front yard near busy roads – does this increase exposure to air pollution’
Scenario 3
 No
 Bylaws to maintain neighbourhood feel, espceiallt down laneway – over garage
 Yes
 This time listen to the people, not like Elizabeth Fry
 Queens park would have gotten their way 9urban Academy)
 So many tiny homes and lots already curious how this transition will go
 Laneway and carriage keep existing character
 Corner lot subdivision (small lot) keep existing house and develop backyard
 Rowhomes with suite, transit oriented, ground oriented
 Many large lots in this area would accommodate Duplex and triplex
Moody Park
Scenario 1
 This plan doesn’t accommodate enough growth overall
 I prefer this plan – with high infill on tneth ave
 More P6 zone 9insitituitional) required per Woodland loss
 Laneway or front/back duplex
 How about status quo and laneway
 Like this plan but allow laneway/carriage home everywhere, no status quo
 Need easy access to shops. Not many stairs
 What about commercial spaces in peoples garages?
Scenario 2
 Land assembly hell
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 Laneway and carriage houses keep existing character
 Ground oriented Rowhomes with suites – transit oriented
 Corner lot subdivisions – keep existing house and develop back yard area
 Access to multiple bus routes
 Like low infill options throughout – creates options
Scenario 3
 Mid rise here (tenth st and Sixth Ave)
 Favour this plan – need more people to keep commercial business strong and
variety
 Favour this scenario – keeps family feel and provides more options for young
families and seniors
 Land assembly hell?
 Duplex, triplex, Quad, small lot (Tenth Ave)
 With a main street type shopping
 Commercial main floor with residential units above on Twelfth
Queens Park
Scenario 1
 Some infill only with strict design guidelines
 I support this with allowances for moderate infill for keeping existing heritage
home, if possible increase density to 60%
 Keep Queens park as it is today, Heritage area
Scenario 2
 Preferred scenario
 preferred – maintains neighbourhood with options
 laneway and carriage – keep character
 Corner lot – 2 lot splits keep existing house and build separate house in back
facing street
 Duplexes with strict design controls to match existing character
Scenario 3
 Unrealistic, likely neighbourhood oppositions
 No! too much development – would completely change the neighbourhood
Sapperton
Scenario 1
 Laneway everywhere
 Laneway houses on 4000 sqft lots within 800m of Skytrain
 Please leave lower Sapperton (Sherbrooke – Braid – Columbia – Rousseau) as it.
We are surrounded by density – possible laneway but no more
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Look at laneway housing or carriage housing while maintain SFD in lower
Sapperton
 Infrastructure needs to be planned first
 Need to address traffic / access first
 Leave lower Sapperton as RS-1 we are already one of the most diverse areas in
NW with condos, rental apartments and plenty of options including townhouses
and rowhouses coming in Sapperton Green
 Newer homes on the north side of the street (8th) less development
 Look at Vancouver who maintains single family dwellings within 5 min walk to
VGH
 Design control, yes to laneway housing in yellow area
 OK, laneway that’s it (3x)
 Want to do laneway housing in this area (Cedar St)
 Need to design spaces and sqft usage, density can be good if done right
 Need to keep low density buffer between brewery and Sapperton Green as RS-1
 Redevelop the old industrial areas, think about the image, appearance when they
enter the city
 No to more Sapperton housing for hospital
 LWH (laneway house) design features: Building separation, landscaping fencing,
noise mitigation, oriented in
 Tunnel under rail to improve traffic flow (Braid st @ Brunette)
 Need people housing around Skytrain (Braid Stn)
 Incorporate row and town houses in Sapperton green and brewery district
 Scenario 1 good
 Rowhouses on the east side only (rousseau)
 Want medical offices within walking a 5min walk to the hospital
 Hill means this insta a 5 min walk
 Low infill is best (lower sapperton)
 Rowhouse interface (adjacent to Sapperton green)
Scenario 2
 Support higher density around hospital and Skytrain
 Flexibility in densifying lots by keeping original home, ie density bonus transfer
 No high rise, only high infill
 Land width very important, needs to be wide enough to be functional for garbage
pick up
 Moderate infill for areas north west of the hospital
 There is room for higher densification in Sapperton green and brewery district
 No to moderate infill in Sapperton
 Strata free rowhouses would be very popular
 Rowhouses facing braid?
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 Eye sore (Brunette) higher density, fits in Brewery and Sapperton Green
 This is the minimum that should be done
 Heated bus shelter at E. Columbia & Sherbrook – hospital side, (for people with)
scooters, wheelchairs crutches
 Add townhouses rowhouses on braid, block noise!
 No to this proposal for lower Sapperton
 Consider visual impact of increased height of buildings – priority seems to be
given to developers and the vision of densification rather than single family
homeowners, lot views, green space, open space
 What about relocating cemetery and redeveloping land?
 Need more park space! Long property on east Columbia
 Leave the cemetery – it’s part of our history
 Provide options in the neighbourhoods gradual transition between types
 Traffic needs to be addressed first, bridge and train traffic – no Stormont
 Do not support rezoning single family dwellings in lower Sapperton
 Expropriate car dealerships and realsign Columbia – Brunette to 2 lanes
 Laneway only when lot size appropriate
 8th Ave walkability, I like increased density, address sidewalk, setback from street
, feeling of safety from cars
 Rezone car dealerships into high rise
 Low only ! (Kelly St and hume)
 Most lower Sapperton residents do not want this, and we can prove this!
 Moderate infill all below Richmond
 Low infill is best (lower sapperton)
Scenario 3
 When does increased density decrease quality of living?
 Super supportive of this plan, yes!
 Rip up #3, No!
 High rises don’t mix well with single family so space carefully, but more
amenities are necc.
 If N West values affordable housing – must protect low income rental apartments
in Sapperton (around S. Park) with RCH development
 Rowhomes on Columbia would work
 Careful not to make it a bedroom community, we need places to work too
 I like the community that comes with single family homes and high rises don’t do
that. Row houses allow kids to experience yards and people to have happy pets
 No higher moderate, low infill lower Sapperton only
 Allow laneway houses and carriage houses, townhouses, rowhouses on preexisting empty lots, don’t ruin the history/heritage of our City the way Vancouver
is!
 No support for this!
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Absolutely no high to moderate infill, low infill in lower Sapperton only!
Moderate for Sherbrooke Major st area
Support maintaining single family zoning in lower Sapperton
Way too much – wont create community
Leave Sapperton as-is! Already having hard time to fit our family on our lot on
Fader St
One lot should have maximum three families. No 2 families
Absolutely no top this proposal for lower Sapperton
Do not support plan for lower Sapperton in Scenario 3
No to moderate infill in Sapperton
High to moderate in some places, not the default
Do not support removing single family dwellings in lower Sapperton
No high density in Sapperton hillsides
Absolutely no townhouses on Sherbrooke below Columbia
Absolutely no to moderate and high infill (2x)

West End
Scenario 1
 Good idea (moderate infill on eighth Ave)
 Purchase existing houses for future park expansion
 The west end needs a community centre or community building rooms perhaps
near Tweedsmuir – daycare, community meeting
 Please re-install the pedestrian cyclist cursing to Stewardson way to 6th ave – at
grade –level crossing okay River Dr
 Larger lots can more easily accommodate rowhousing, laneway housing and still
have space between sites / lots
 Laneway housing with guidelines – coach houses – prezone
 Laneway housing prefect streets with nice lanes
 In this area lots have lanes and are big enough to accommodate laneway housing
(north of eighth ave)
Scenario 2
 22nd st needs to be developed
 50 x 120 duplex front/back with guidelines
 Laneway housing pre-zone
 Heart of the west end – buy houses around Tweedsmuir, build community centre,
meeting rooms
 Great idea! Finally 22nd st
 No high rises – use feel of west end
 Extend Grimston park – city purchase homes around it, do something
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Scenario 3
 Community amenity needed – Firehall
 Community centre here at school? (Tweedsmuir)
 Don’t want high rise in West end – block views and character
 Expand Grimston – not single extend single family to mod density
 Overtime purchase lots around the park as they come for sale – like Burnaby
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FEEDBACK BOX MATERIAL
General Notes
 We can make out the best laid plans, but if developers/residents are not
interested/economic then nothing will get built.
 Better notification needed. I don’t get the record and who regularly checks the
City website?
 As seniors we are worried about when this will happen? Do we need to look to
relocate while we are still mobile? We like being close to transit, especially if we
can’t drive.
 Traffic – 20th and Marine Way. Pedestrian crossing – 7th Avenue, 8th and 20th.
Need to be fixed.
 Encourage housing that keeps seniors living in New Westminster.
 This should be an election issue.
 Thanks for taking feedback! My concern is that nearly all the density options
require developers and invite tearing down perfectly good houses! We need
maximum flexibility for residents to improve and densify their own properties!
Low Infill
Laneway/Carriage House
 Will laneway houses be allowed to have basements, you will increase the FSR but
will not increase the massing.
Connaught Heights
Scenario 2
 Great to finally see development for 22nd Street SkyTrain Station
 It is needed in the area
 It will add a lot to the community.
Sapperton
 Mid - high rise within five inch radius of Sapperton SkyTrain Station [based on
accompanying map colour – assume this mean 400 meters from station]
 Mid – high rise on Brunette between the Sapperton and Brain SkyTrain stations.
 As a resident and owner of a single detached home in Lower Sapperton, I am
firmly opposed to ANY proposal that will affect the stock of single family homes
in Lower Sappeton. We already have an incredible diversity of housing options in
our area: rental housing, condos, and the opportunity is available at Sapperton
Green for row and townhomes. We are already doing our job at providing density.
Leave the single family homes as is. If laneway housing can be done in a way that
respects the integrity of the singly family home, perhaps we can proceed with
caution on that. But NO townhouses of rowhouses.
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West End
 More park [increase Grimston Park to include the area below the SkyTrain line]
 [Put a community centre east of Lord Tweedsmuir School]
 Pedestrian cyclist crossing back in on Stewardson/6th Avenue
 Do’able! When grades 6 and 7 out of Tweendsmuir in 2016, use annex building on
the site as “test” community meeting place. Partnership with the School District.
 Community meeting places needed ASAP! Try small scale, temporary, tests.
 When fire hall moves, use this site as a community meeting place. *There are
already two high density (family oriented) housing complexes nearby. Apartment
on 8th Avenue and 13th Street. London Place Housing.
 I would like to see some form of infill housing
 Where is affordable housing going to be built?
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Attachment 5
Online Survey and Raw Survey Notes

Attachment 6
Raw Notes from
Your Future Neighbourhood Events

CENTRE EVENT: WHAT HOUSING FITS
Low Infill
General
 Rezone vs design control vs (?) bylaws
 For all: Need FSR, height, size, density information
 Discussion about tree bylaw
 Infill concerns, design concerns
 Questions about greenspace, pervious surfaces
 Good to have density at transit station
 Like New West having park space for everyone. Burnaby should…
 Would like to see different ownership options – strata, cohousing
 Concerns about affordability – need choices for affordability for next generation
 New West already more dense (4X denser than metro vancouver0 do we need
more density?
 Want affordability but desire character, heritage
 Concerns about loss of trees - health concerns
 More concerns about the slippery slope of density
 Concerns about developers paying to build what they want (buy their rights)
 Concerns about people building to extreme FSRs – density
 Maximise impervious area (sic?)
Parking
 Concerns about parking cars – park on street, narrow street
 What about parking space, traffic to meet densification
 Lane access concerns, parking, lane dedication
 Prefer parking pad over double garage
 Consider suites like City of North Van
Laneway House
 Likes laneway carriage house – how utility for people (sic)
 Are there different design considerations if backing onto a street vs lane
 Likes laneway house, garden suite, carriage home
 Would owners build purpose built rental structure – concerns about social
structure in neighbourhood
 Illegal suite concerns
 FSR for laneway carriage houses, size depends on lot size?
 Laneway house on medium size lot
 Laneway house, can be two story?
 Laneway home connected to main house? Is it an option?

YOUR FUTURE CITY EVENTS

Small Lot Single Detached Dwelling
 Blight to have too narrow homes
Small Duplex
 Duplex parking access
 Transition makes sense – duplexes might work for some transition areas
 Duplex and role in transition between single family and high-rises – buffer zone
 FSR for laneway carriage houses, size depends on lot size?
 Does small lot duplex have to have a lane?
 What about 3 suite, 4 suite house?
Medium Infill
Compact Single Lot Single Detached Dwelling
 Compact lot single detached perfect for west end but current supply must be
preserved
 If only one dwelling should be considered no infill – with suite could be light
infill, especially where lot size is less than 3000 sqft
 What will the effect be on property values if rezone multiple use
 Can one person own multiple units?
 We need to see how this fits with the greening plan
 Colborne houses incorrectly classified as med density – only one dwelling up to
4500 sqft
 HRA
 Neighbourhood specific
 Develop from character home
 More affordable / too dense / too narrow – liveability concerns
 Lack of amenity park space
 Loss of heritage in certain neighbourhoods
 Provide increase taxes
Cluster House
 If we add densification through moderate infill, consideration should remain for
local small commercial green space
 Design bylaws to preserve character of the neighbourhood
 How these are implemented is key – it is in certain areas or can any lot be
converted to this style – it has to be in keeping with neighbourhood
 Where is the green area – where are the community centres, parks libraries to
accommodate the increase
 Like freehold
 Wasted space
 Against shared driveway
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 Affordability a concern
 Lack of off street parking
 More affordable
Triplex
 Privacy, security
 Direction, north facing etc – all units should have something other than north
facing windows
 Need mature vegetation
 Keep to max 10 min walk, no onsite parking
 Design guidelines, not all exactly the same looking
 More affordable diversity
 Rear lane access
 Lack of neighbourhood amenities
 Lack of outdoor space
 More off street parking
 Good for families
 Regulate FSr, area, height
 Retain green space
 Too much density
Quadraplex
 Building fourplex – no grass, no trees, no yards – changing neighbourhood
 A balance between green areas and moderate parking
 I like the site plan it gives more opportunity and designs
 Good flow to the neighbourhood
 Random new design does not work if not tastefully designed
 Pro densification, narrow lots look odd though
 This variation in tri, quad is great
 Densification on a human scale using adjoin streets and possible laneways
 Would like to see a zoning guarantee that green space is protected
 All forms of infill housing meet objectives of densification
 Concerned about loss of greenspace, like clustering
 Ensure adequate parking off street
 No blanket rezoning! Develop gradually, organically
 Difference in style are okay but keeping size of houses smaller on lot important –
more green space
 Reduce parking – less cars, more sharing
 Inadequate off street parking
 Taxing infrastructure
 Must provide for kids to have ample outdoor space to play
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High Infill
Rowhouse
 I really like the freehold rowhouses as I am ready to downsize – please build more
of this, great alternative to strata
 Greenspace is important to liveability
 Greenspace is important
 Kids can move out of new west
 Where are we going to put parking? Our roads are too narrow and full already
 Parking needs to be addressed – not enough
 It looks like new west need to focus on housing options between condos and SFD
 Would be better if it was 2+ large lots
 Would like to see the general plan set in principle that will facilitate development
on versioned basis for both the existing and development
 My concern would be long corridors of row / townhouse development along major
corridors like Fleetwood – commercial spaces need to be considered to keep
neighbourhood affordability and character
 There should be space for higher infill rowhouses as long as sufficient space if
protected for green space and trees
 Rezoning each application preferred, concern for each neighbourhood a must
 Erosion of character of neighbourhood can be a concern
 Single family heritage neighbourhoods are at risk - a sense of place is lost
 Where is the balance of greenspace / permeability. Consideration fo environmental
impact
 A lot is not really infill, should be CD zoning
 Increase demand on lane will need to be increase with, potholes, sightlines
 Care for the houses that would be demolished to allow for row houses
Townhouse
 Provide more affordable housing
 Should have option to choose underground parking – no strata fees
 I would like to see more land assemblies
 No high density
 Too high density – make some common outdoor space a requirement
 The fastest way to generate conflict between neighbours is parking dispute –
please prioritise parking
 What about low income housing
 I support this form in the right context. I would rather see a lot developed into
townhomes instead of one mega house. To implement, I would like to require
rezoning and design control
 We should not assume simple bus route = transportation link ie 6th
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CENTRE EVENT: WHERE HOUSING GOES
City Wide
Scenario 1
 we will never get our character neighbourhood back, insane ideas
 We need to preserve single family dwellings – you designate every area opens up
to rezoning
 Figure out how to keep current heritage housing stock
 Keep the present single family houses
 Do not allow anymore condos/townhouses in Queensborough – traffic is a big
concern, particularly in case of emergency as there is only one way out – people
forget Queensborough is part of New West
 Have driven through Queensborough lately? Don’t let this happen to New West.
Queensborough has lost its charm and small town feel people loved 10 years ago
 More housing may work, support businesses, need parking
 Retain the small town feel of new West, introduce change gradually so it fits with
existing neighbourhood
 Laneway garden plots
 Protect green space – reduce the size of individual houses, don’t allow monster
houses (3x)
 Leave as is
 Everyone knows that it is too expensive to live in Vancouver and people are
moving to new West. People are worried that New West will grow too much,
changing the heritage community we now love
 Laneway (houses ) only softer approval, better control
Scenario 2
 This is a good plan. Incoming housing in a nice neighbourhood is important
 Please give up no 2
 Do not move the pool and add midrise! To the current site
 You will never attract young professionals with children to new West if it isn’t
affordable – you MUST make change or it will be a City full of old people
Scenario 3
 This will be a big regret in 20 years
 No to number 3 – we will lose our heritage community that we cannot get back
 This is scorched Earth = not interested No #3
 Allow high density clusters around corners and parks
 No to #3 too drastic change from current
 Please do not consider this no#3
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 Concentrate high density add more near existing amenities (schools, shopping)
and leave the rest as is
 Concentrate density at Skytrain locations
 Retain and add high rise rentals for seniors
 Higher density around existing greenspace – principally at intersections
 High density at corners across from parks and Rec facilities – increase tax base for
use of facilities
Parking
 Parking disputes make bad neighbours of good people
 Small car parking spaces as an option?
 Option 6 open space improved, parking improved, front yard reduced
 Encourage laneway and carriage homes
Brow of the Hill
Scenario 1
 Prefer duplex and quadplex over monster homes 9over 3000 sqft)
 Add walking cycling paths between blocks
 Support for townhouse density adjacent to commercial areas
 Support for additional residential along commercial streets
 Mixed use on 12th corridor – multifamily on top – creative business on bottom
 Green space is important – please no high rise ghettos
 Creative commercial area is important
 Seniors uptown walkability is an issue
Scenario 2
 The creative district timeframe should be accelerated with emphasis on resolving
the gas works conflict
 Show mixed use!
 Try to maintain old commercial – avoid plazas
Scenario 3
 Density changes spread too far
 Focus on re-dev on key corridors until vibrant commercial areas restored
Glenbrooke North
General



Save our heritage – Glenbrook north
Please leave Glenbrook north alone! We will never be able to replace our old homes

Scenario 1
 Worried about duplexes getting rundown
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 I would agree to modest change in the established neighbourhood. I prefer
scenario one – we need to protect the amount of green space in neighbourhood on
each individual lot
 Size for lots for narrow? 50-33’. Setbacks?
 How many people / growth would be accommodated?
 What about lane condition? Need to upgrade
 Colborne houses incorrectly classed as moderate infill. Currently limited to one
dwelling. Lots to 4800 sqft. Ideal location for more dwellings.
 Suites in crawl space – densification
 Like carriage house idea
 Purpose of laneway houses – multigenerational
 Laneway carriage is fine but no duplex! For low infill
 Consider lay of the land – shade effects
 Concern about how much change on this – currently quiet single family
 Laneway (house) only
 Would love laneway houses for family
 First scenanrio, why not low infill on lot here?
 Why not status quo?
 Lets be fwb with laneway and carriage houses – already place between
 Several residents wondered why low infill was not shown on lots on 10th Ave in
scenario 1.
 One resident wondered why we weren’t showing a ‘status quo’ scenario.
 Several residents said that this scenario with mostly low infill was supportable.
 One resident noted that even this scenario proposes too much change for the west
side of 5th Street.
 One resident noted that low infill should be allowed on all lots for this scenario.
 One resident noted that scenario 1 is the best scenario of the three scenarios
because it protects our green space and the neighbourhood character.
Scenario 2
 Prefer growth can be accommodated in high rise
 Height for narrow homes vs regular height would it change?
 Carriage home laneway home worry (worst?)
 Why different zoning across lanes Colborne and first lane
 More gardens
 People are looking for commercial corners
 What about deisgn
 Value of heritage – protect heritage
 6th ave McBride townhomes, still look bad
 What about greenspace? Need more greenspace
 Will only densify if better transportation and traffic
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 Need to address transportation, parking traffic – rat running
 What about Glenbrook North have character – worried about investors would tear
something down – will wreck city
 What about cars and traffic
 Concerns about growth, traffic and parking
 Concern about characterisation of compact lot as moderate infill
 Huge of increase population wont it be everywhere?
 If you cant afford a house at $8000, can you afford to move
 Aesthetic & density guidelines, FSR etc
 Densification on tenth ave between 2nd th??th will create traffic nightmare
 Why so fast, transition along 10th from scenario 1 to scenario 2
 No Patullo bridge
 6000 sqft lot new house – put have se covering rule in crawl space
 Sixth ave eighth ave lots where used to be family streets, recently traffic
 Burnaby side so ugly – stucco homes
 Need scenario 1 ½ between 1 and 2, too big
 Rezone prezone
 More families need to be able to afford to live here – need options
 House is just and investment now
 10th ave traffic is made driving
 Concerns that sixth ave lots are too small to accommodate density – princess
would make more sense
 What a small lot –definition
 Why do we to option 1 to option 2 – so big a change
 Importance of design guidelines
 Concerns about townhouse rowhouse shade
 Kids play on streets – great neighbourhood
 What about greenspace – need more greenspace
 What would be allowed for commercial at Durham
 I don’t want to see wholesale change – change needs to be incorporated slowly
 Want younger people to be able to afford to live here – want some sensitive
development – to afford to live here
 Several residents were curious about the commercial corner at Durham Street and
2nd Street. The residents mostly welcomed the idea of a commercial corner. The
residents wondered what type of commercial could be located there – coffee shop,
etc.
 Several residents noted that there needs to be a scenario between scenario 1 and 2,
a scenario 1.5. In scenario 1.5, low infill would be allowed in almost all areas, but
there would be fewer areas with moderate and high infill than proposed in scenario
2.
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 One resident felt that change was happening too quickly in scenario 2 and it needs
to be more gradual.
 One resident noted that there were different OCP designations on different sides of
a street/lane and that would be weird. For example, on scenario 2 map, along the
lane behind Colborne Street and 1st Street (between 6th Ave and 8th Ave), the
Colborne side is moderate infill while the 1st Street side is low infill. Both sides
should both be low infill or both sides should both be moderate infill.
 One resident was concerned about the amount of shade and shadowing that
townhomes and rowhouses along 5th Street in this scenario would create.
 One resident noted that Sixth Ave lots are too small to accommodate this
additional density and that Princess Street, with its deep lots might be more
appropriate.
 One resident noted that the densification on 10th Ave between 2nd Street and 4th
Street would create a traffic nightmare.
Scenario 3
 4 story condos on busy streets
 Area close to park is valuable increasing density near parks - more people to enjoy
this
 Rezone vs zoning bylaw?
 Have to get through traffic through tower
 If we don’t bring in townhouses and rowhouses wont have - people want it most
 Limits on laneway house? Rezoning?
 Staff leaving St Pauls etc to Abbotsford – affordability
 Traffic plan needs to match OCP
 Traffic concerns safety 8th ave – concerns about social change – some change okay
but hate scenarios
 Will only facilitate consolidation of lots for triplexes etc
 Don’t increase density sway from parks greenspace
 What about periperhy a vallly of life or peripheral streets
 What about laneway gardens
 If we increase density near first street, neighbourhood don’t have to increase
density
 No high density on princess st too narrow
 Aesthetics are important - want to keep existing look
 Walkway overpass between 10th ave, 8th ave on McBride
 What will be the rate of change
 Growth has to be ???? for by residents
 Where to go from here?
 Piecemeal approach to fix lanes or critical mass needed?
 Coquitlam one to two lots developer
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 One resident noted that too much density is proposed on peripheral streets such as
5th Street and 6th Street and 10th Ave in scenario 3.
 One young family welcomed the increased presence of row houses and
townhomes in scenario 3 because it would allow young families to afford to live in
this area.
 One resident recommended low-rise condos on 10th Ave and other busy streets to
act as a buffer against traffic and noise.
 Several residents felt that scenario 3 was a ‘tax grab’ in that it allowed for tons of
development so that the City could make tons of money off of permits and cost
charges, etc. .
 One resident noted that Princess Street is a narrow street which already has
parking issues and is effectively a one lane road because of how narrow it is. This
resident felt that Princess Street should not have any infill because its
transportation/parking infrastructure could not accommodate this infill.
 Several residents felt that more density should be allowed in the ‘east’ part of the
neighbourhood near parks and schools (1st Street etc.) and less density should be
allowed in the ‘west’ part (4th St etc.).
 Several residents felt that scenario 3 proposed way too much change and density,
particularly the moderate infill and high infill parts of the scenario.
Moody Park
Scenario 1
 Less Walmart and more small shops
 Mixed use
 Need policies to help local business
 Less dollar stores
 Better connection between uptown , downtown and the Quay
 Need iconic sense of place – like square at Columbia and 6th – like clock tower at
12th&7th
 Allow for high rise (8th ave, between eighth street and sixth street)
 Prefer boundary on street or fill the whole street (not midblock changes in
designation ?JZ)
 Preserve vibrancy with more small shops, less big box
 Get people out of their cars, more alternatives on sixth street
Scenario 2
 I don’t like more at edge (midblock change in designation, moderate infill along
eighth st)
 Laneway or suite, not both
 Not enough parking, too much traffic
 Keep highrise where it is
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Don’t care about revitalization on twelfth st
Support regional plan
Affordability is an issue, need more housing choice
Allowing laneway will be incentive to keep the house – build laneway rather than
new house
 Seniors need housing to downsize – no options now
 Make sure school district stays well informed
 Nodes of retail only ? on Twelfth
 Do we really need to support retail on twelfth
 Retain this band of heritage homes – stay at low infill (between eight ave and tenth
ave, between eighth st and twelfth st)
 Protect heritage – stay at low infill (eighth ave to tenth ave, along sixth & fifth st)
 Emphasis on retention of existing
 Do not densify Moody park just to support retail on 12th. Townhouses on 12th will
support transit
 Heritage preservation character of the neighbourhood – optical consideration
 Transit frequency is fine at current level on Sixth ave and eighth ave (i use bus
daily)
 Twelfth street character
o consider rethinking strategy- nodes of mixed use 10th/8th/6th rather than full
mixed use over entire length
o infill mid block with row house – concern is erosion of the residential
neighbourhood and lack of actual tenants for retail
o focus retail on already established commercial zones in city, 6th and 6th,
Columbia etc
 Commercial node ? (sixth ave and twelfth st) Commercial node ? (eighth ave and
twelfth st)
Scenario 3
 Also need amenities and open space for kids and teens – especially is smaller
homes, apartments (Moody Park eighth St)
 Have to consider young families wanting to live close to parks where kids can go
play – proximity to playgrounds
 Have to consider people with dogs who need space for their dogs to play, run
loose, good for dogs and their owners
Queen’s Park
Scenario 1
 Queens park as a heritage resources – strong support for scenario 1
Scenario 2
 No townhouses of rowhouses. Preserve character homes, they have value to us
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 Laneway houses, extra suites, some divided lots all ok
 Consider what can be done in the ravine instead of densifying
Scenario 3
 I favour this approach
 I don’t like this scenario
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CENTRE EVENT – FEEDBACK BOX NOTES
 Scenario One – Maybe, with some modifications. Scenario Two – No, thank you.
Scenario Three – No, thank you.
 This is a NO vote to all concepts and a no vote to the Council. No [to all housing
forms]
 We do not want any increase in density in the Moody Park area. There is no plan
to increase parks, recreational areas, schools or other institutional services for the
people living in the area.
The commercial property along 12th Street is likely held by investors waiting to
cash in on this densification so that they can pad their bottom line and leave the
cost to the remaining home owners. Any density increase only lease to tree
removal and New West is already deficient in this area. Density increases will lead
to less green space (gardens) and less parking in already crowded area.
Densification will only lead to renters and people who have little emotional
attachment to their neighbourhood. ie. the former ambulance station building on
12th Street (between Edinburgh and London Street). Since it as close for
remodelling the Police Service has a drop in calls to our neighbourhood.
There is no need for densification on the “major” corridors (8th St. 8th Ave. 12th
St.) as it only requires five minutes to walk any of these streets.
Whose idea is it that New Westminster has to densify? Our aging infrastructure
(water lines, sewer, electrical) is already old and in need of repairs; in many cases
it is full to capacity.
How many of our City Councillors are supported financially at election time to
push a densification agenda?
Lord Kelvin Elementary is already full. Where will new students go? Does
Planning in New Westminster consult with the School Board?
 Each neighbourhood should have “design control” + keep the integrity of the
neighbourhood + design control.
 [Referring to townhouses on Tenth Ave in Moody Park] So the back of the
townhouse would be the ? How would this affect the houses on London Street?
 Mr. Hurst tool a “dictator” attitude! We listened to him rather than him listening to
the neighbourhoods + their concerns. I believed that this gathering was for our
citizens ideas + questions to be identified. We are remembering that this is a
unique and “royal city” + we reside here because of this special quality that makes
our city no just a road on a map.
 I would like to see 1.5 parking spaces per unit.
 [Laneway house and carriage house] – Yes.
 [Small lot single detached dwelling] – Yes.
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 [Small lot duplex] – Yes.
 [Triplex] – No. Without indicating the square foot of lot how does one make an
informed decision? So... No.
 [Quadraplex] – No. [Corner option] – with 6 parking spaces.
 [Mood Park Scenario One – low infill on 8th Street] – No. How would people
access their driveway? Busy street with high accident intersection at 10th at 8th and
no back lane.
 [Mood Park Scenario One – continue to allow commercial on 12th St] – Yes.
 [Mood Park Scenario One – increase depth of 12th St commercial] – No. “Kits” are
does quite well and it’s nice to be able to turn a corner and be in a nice
neighbourhood.
 [Mood Park Scenario One – high infill at 6th Ave and 12th and 10th St] – Yes.
 [Mood Park Scenario One – low infill on 6th Ave] – Yes.
 [Mood Park Scenario One] Note: Main avenues – commercial where exists –
increase to allow for apartments and/or condos above these commercial units – so
mixed use. Why has this not been introduced as an option? Again, see Kitsilano
area. West 4th, Broadway, etc. So – four stories or townhouse units starting at level
2 with patio/terraces/walkways even lawn trees on level 2 and underground
parking. Think “outside the box” and design truly grand and maintain heritage
where it exists. So keep single family homes and increase density on 12th.
 [Mood Park Scenario Two – low rise on both sides of 12th Street] – No
 [Mood Park Scenario Two – low infill area] – Laneway house and carriage house
only with possibility of being stratified. This will keep/maintain original
streetscape and allow for increased density. BUT allow for 1.5 parking spots per
unit. Not 1. This seems important for the majority.
 [Mood Park Scenario Three] – No [to everything]. Scenario three was not even
introduced and I sat through two “presentations” with “Staff Member” – why was
this not presented at all? ....so all I could say NO! Not to any of this.
 [Brow of the Hill Scenario Two – Lower 12th Street] Strong mix of small
commercial space and residential. Not all high density high-rise buildings.
 Royal/Patullo issue needs a resolution – some of this planning is pointless if we do
not have an accurate understanding of how traffic patterns will be re-structured.
These infrastructure requirements IMHO supersede residential planning.
 How can current infrastructure accommodate this level of growth? What about
traffic and public transport?
 Why do we have to densify anyway. If there is only so many homes that’s just the
way it is. People can come to other communities. Only so much water, sewer,
schools, etc.
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 First of all, most of the speakers were good except for staff member. He was not
listening to what people were saying. He was “selling” what his opinion was and
telling us this was the way. I live on London Street between Henley and 12th
Street. Scenario One is the most suitable for us. It would give us single home
owners an option to build a couch house or a legal basement suite. I don’t think
the charm of our city should be compromised.
 [Mood Park Scenario Two] “”NO” too dense
 [Mood Park Scenario Two] This will lead to our community being another dense
lively city. Where people are isolated. I say a huge NO to this scenario.
 Thinks we like:
o If our strip can have a laneway housing [Fourth Street between Eighth
Avenue and Tenth Avenue]
o Greenway rule
o East of Proximity (small businesses, etc.)
o Refer to last page [create your own scenario]
 We are a newlywed couple, looking to start a family. We moved to New West
because we could not afford to live closer to Vancouver. We are interested in Low
Infill scenario, so that we could get more financial resources to support our being
mortgage. But we’re concerned that a dramatic increase in density will negatively
impact our property values. We would love to raise our family in New West in the
next 10 to 20 years.
 [Glenbrooke North Scenario Two – area between Fifth Street and Fourth Street
around Blackman] I do not like this because of lack of privacy but I do like the
proximity to small businesses, etc.
 [Glenbrooke North Scenario Three] We do not like this option, too dense!
 [Queen’s Park Scenario Two – Moderate infill along Sixth Ave between Fourth
Street and Second Street] Very concerned about increasing any density in this area
in red/ There is already issues with parking. Traffic is already bad. More buses
will not help. Carriage homes would be the only thing that could work. Anything
more will destroy the area.
 [Glenbrook North Scenario One] Not enough change for our expected growth. See
#2. [Do you support this land use scenario?] No, thank you. We need to change.
 [Glenbrook North Scenario Two – all high infill] There are lanes so use
rowhouses NOT townhouses.
 [Glenbrook North Scenario Two – moderate infill along Sixth Ave] Yes!
Triplexes, etc.
 [Glenbrook North Scenario Two] Do you support this land use scenario? Maybe,
with some modifications.
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 [Glenbrook North Scenario Two] Back to front duplexes would be good mixed
with laneway housing.
 [Glenbrook North Scenario Two] Best scenario for now – status quo cannot
remain but need gradual change. People worry about parking but we need to
encourage folks to walk, bike, use transit and car sharing.
 [Glenbrook North Scenario Three] Do you support this land use scenario? No,
thank you. NO!
 [Glenbrook North] With this out you have just dropped all the property value by
$200,000. Isn’t that funny because you just raised my assessment by that.
o You are destroying homes.
o Three storey rowhousing - NOT acceptable for elderly or mobility
problems.
o Schools are already crowded with portables
o Parking, traffic?
o Leave the homes we like the neighbourhoods, lower homes and quiet
streets
o We don’t want density
 [Referring to What are the Benefits – community services and amenities] What?
New West has it all now and all you want within walking distance
 [Referring to What are the Benefits – Social interaction opportunities] What?
 [Glenbrook North] You are destroying New West. You are trying to build a mini
Vancouver. Tear down the rat infested houses in Bridgeview but I’m sure they
love their homes as much as Glenbrooke North. Instead of anymore high rises
down on the Fraser River build your rowhouse. We love in New West because we
love. You are destroying us.
 [Glenbrook North Scenario One] Do you support this land use scenario? No, thank
you. No vote to all the concepts and now a no vote to all Council.
 [Glenbrook North Scenario Two] Do you support this land use scenario? No,
thank you. No vote to all the concepts and now a no vote to all Council.
 [Glenbrook North Scenario Three] Do you support this land use scenario? No,
thank you. No vote to all the concepts and now a no vote to all Council.
 [Glenbrook North Scenario Three – in response to park expansion bullet] We love
Queen’s Park and Moody Park already.
 [Glenbrook North Scenario Three – in response to noise attenuation on Tenth Ave
bullet] We have all lived here for years. We don’t event hear the noise.
 [Glenbrook North Scenario Three] Totally destroyed Glenbrooke North. Are you
crazy or on drugs. I live on Blackman. I will not give up any part of my yard or
sell without a big fight.
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 [Glenbrook North] Leave us alone. We like the homes. NOT three storey row
houses. You want to preserve trees but you’ll cut them all down for the developers
to make money. New West is filled with beautiful older homes. Well established
families. A lot of children grew up here and now raise their families here. Do not
destroy New West.
 [Housing Categories – high rise category reference to Eighth and McBride] Leave
alone.
 In all these [housing] choices ensure that landscaping/greenspaces are part of the
design. Allotment garden space would be good.
 [Laneway house] makes lanes safer – more activity.
 [Small Lot] Encourage this – rather than ANY large houses on single lots!
 [Small lot duplex] Most of the side by side are rather basic. Front to back
(especially the ones I’ve seen in Vancouver) are better design.
 [Cluster House] Put these in places other than Queensborough.
Thanks for letting us have our say!
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CENTRE EVENT: STAFF NOTES
Low Infill Table

 Would the overall site coverage change in the ZB if there is a coach/laneway
house on the property?
 Do not want to see old houses demolished.
 Would the design of the coach/laneway houses be controlled?
 Are there plans for increasing the amount of park space in each neighbourhood?
 We want more neighbourhood parks.
 I am worried about the required parking for lots that have a house, secondary suite
and a coach/laneway house.
 If I don’t have off-street parking now, would I have to create it if I put in a
coach/laneway house?
 There are too many cars parked on the streets now. Adding more density would
add to this problem.
 An owner could rent out the house, secondary suite and the coach/laneway house,
which would create slums.
 Put increased densification around SkyTrain stations.
 Coach/laneway house are ok but not with secondary suites: either one or the other.
 There should be restrictions on the placement and design of coach/laneway
houses.
 Don’t whore out the neighbourhood just so you (the resident) can continue to live
there.
 As new density and housing types are put in place, it is important to respect the
culture, history, open spaces in each unique neighbourhood.
 Can the existing infrastructure handle the proposed increase in density?
 We are already experiencing the pain of too much density.
 If someone cannot afford to live in the neighbourhood, then they should go
elsewhere. We shouldn’t have to create places that they can afford.
 Densification does not make it cheaper to live here because more people require
more infrastructure, schools, etc. Our taxes would go up.
 When is densification enough?

Low Infill Table
 One resident who lived on Colborne Street was frustrated that he was unable to
have a suite in his ‘compact lot’ home, considering that the lot was just over 4,000
sq.ft. He felt that the designation of ‘medium infill’ for compact lot homes was
misleading and that compact lot homes should be put in low infill, considering that
they have fewer units per sq.ft of land than some of the low infill (e.g., side by
side duplexes – ‘low infill’ - can have 2 units on 4,000 sq.ft, whereas compact lot
homes – ‘moderate infill’ - can have 1 unit on 3,000-4,000 sq.ft).
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 Several residents noted that they liked laneway homes and carriage houses
because they would not change the character of the neighbourhood as radically as
small lot homes and small lot duplexes.
 One Glenbrooke North resident had a concern about whether or not small lot
single detached homes with suites and small lot duplexes would result in more
rental units, changing their neighbourhood into a “rental neighbourhood” (which,
in that resident’s view, was a negative thing).
 One resident had questions about green spaces and pervious surfaces, concerned
that the infill would result in too much paved surface and not enough green space.
 One resident asked if the considerations for laneway houses would be different for
laneway houses backing onto a street (e.g., Elgin Ave) versus a lane.
 Several residents were curious about what FSRs, heights, etc. would be allowed
for laneway houses and carriage houses.
 One resident asked whether carriage houses and laneway houses would have to be
one-storey or whether they could be two-storey.
 One resident suggested that “creative” options be allowed for laneway and
carriage houses and other low infill, such as strata ownership, co-housing etc. .
 One resident noted the loss of trees and green space as a concern – noting that the
loss of green space could have negative visual and health impacts.
 One resident asked about whether new houses would be required to provide lane
dedications, to help facilitate laneway houses.
 One resident noted that affordability is important, but not at the cost of destroying
character and heritage.
 One resident recommended the idea of having 3 or 4 suites in a house as a way of
increasing housing choice, but without increasing housing footprint.
 One resident recommended that pervious areas (i.e., not paved) needed to be
maximized in all infill housing designs.
 One resident had a concern about people building to the maximum FSR and
building monstrosities (as had been done with the ugly ‘pink boxes’ that were
sprouting up in their neighbourhood – Glenbrooke North).
 One resident wanted us to consider suites like the City of North Vancouver (?).
 Several residents wanted more information on the maximum FSR, maximum
height, maximum size etc. information for the infill housing options before
deciding whether or not to support the infill housing. Although participants
understood that the OUR CITY 2041 input process was not about being super
detailed and prescriptive at this stage, there was nonetheless a desire by some
residents to understand the requirements that would need to be met (or not
exceeded) with respect to various infill housing scenarios.
 Several residents discussed the tree bylaw and their concerns about the loss of
trees.
 Several residents noted design concerns related to the infill housing, wanted to
make sure that the infill housing was well designed.
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 Several residents discussed parking, with one resident noting that, in a family with
teenagers and young adults, some houses had 4 or 5 cars and that people were
clogging up narrow streets with their parked cars.
 One resident noted that a four plex (medium infill) would result in no grass, no
trees and no yard – undesirable result.
 One Queens Park resident noted that houses on skinny, small lots were a blight on
neighbourhoods (e.g., of 4th Ave between 2nd St and 3rd St).
 One resident was concerned about people putting illegal suites in their homes.
 One resident wondered how parking and parking access would work for small lot
duplexes –concerned about logistical problems.
 One resident mentioned that most of the growth and density should be
accommodated at our skytrain stations.
 One resident said that it is good that New Westminster has a place for everyone
and welcomes everyone, but that we’ve already stepped up to the plate and done
our part. Burnaby should step up and create more housing.
 One resident noted that we were adding housing units and people, but the amount
of park space that we had wasn’t growing. The resident noted that we need to add
more park space. This resident also noted that the growth in number of housing
units and people would exacerbate existing traffic problems.
 One resident noted that small lot duplexes might work in transition areas, with
transition areas being areas between single family homes and apartments. Another
resident echoed this suggestion, noting that small lot duplexes could act as a buffer
to the neighbourhood (Glenbrooke North) from busy streets.
 One resident noted that low infill was necessary in order to have places for the
next generation to live because single family homes are no longer affordable for
young people.
 One resident had concerns about the “slippery slope of density”, worrying that if
we started down our current path of low infill, neighbourhoods would start having
apartments, townhomes etc. later.
 In regards to low infill parking, one resident noted that parking pads were
preferable to double garages.
 Several residents were concerned that the infill housing would result in the loss of
heritage homes.
 One resident asked if small lot duplexes needed to have a lane?
 Several Queens Park residents noted that New Westminster already has four times
the population density of Metro Vancouver, why do we need more density?
Low Infill Table
 The majority of attendees supported laneway/carriage houses, while side by side
duplexes and small lot homes with suites had mixed levels of support.
 Parking, affordability, design/character, potential loss of heritage homes, green
space and traffic were the major topics related to infill that were discussed.
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 We reminded participants in each session that the rate of change is actually quite
slow on a year-by-year basis, and that the OCP has a long range time horizon.
Despite this, some residents had trepidation about potentially rapid and unwanted
changes within neighbourhoods.
 Many residents liked the idea of having to rezone to create infill instead of prezoning large areas for infill. These residents felt that the rezoning allowed for
more discretion in what would get built and would force a higher design and
quality standard, which was considered to be a good thing.
 The only meta comment I have is that I suspect that the City would have the
support of local residents once there is more clarity about what constitutes a good
example versus a not so good example of infill density. Pre-zoning could be a go
if the community had confidence that the pre-zoning conditions or and maybe
accompanying design guidelines were sufficiently rigorous.
Low Infill
 Should allow laneway houses over whole neighbourhood, not just a portion, as
isn’t fair. If just a portion, then dividing line should be street, not lane, so people
who aren’t allowed to have them don’t back onto people who are allowed to have
them.
 One group of four was opposed to any change until the City resolves the existing
parking issue in the neighbourhood. Issues were that it takes too long to get
someone towed off the street, that house with suite and laneway would result in
nine cars including visitor.
 People who can’t afford to buy a home in New Westminster should either get a
better paying job or move to Maple Ridge. Their kids had to and so others should
too, that’s their choice.
 It’s not reasonable that the planners, who likely don’t live in New Westminster,
should be deciding what the future is. Also not reasonable that Council, who is
only here for four years, should decide. City should consult with whole
community. People don’t participate because they don’t trust the City to do what
the residents say should happen.
 Residents of townhouses are transient.
 Residents of townhouses are not transient, people live in them for many years.
 A younger (30s) resident noted that he would not be able to afford buying his
home today (bought 10 years ago), and we need to keep affordable housing in the
city. He also has only one car.
 Another younger (30s) resident noted that better connections with transit is key,
and supporting more local businesses (fewer big box, dollar stores). He gets
around on transit in the city but finds it frustrating.
 An elderly lady noted that she and her husband do want to find a place to
downsize to and can see there’s nothing in their neighbourhood.
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 Concern that one person who doesn’t want to sell home will end up being an
island surrounded by new development.
 Shouldn’t allow properties on 12th Street to buy and consolidate properties behind,
as they only want to do this to increase their land value. Don’t care if no
revitalization happens on 12th.
 Concern that widening 12th street designation would negatively impact heritage.
Especially shouldn’t include the one larger parcel that extends furthest east.
 Split comments on allowing high rise in future at Eighth and Eighth.
 Make sure school district is planning for future school needs. Be sure to talk to
them.
 Another elderly lady noted that every neighbourhood should have as many options
as possible, and that individual homeowners should choose what they want,
including allowing different tenure options such as fee-simple rowhouse.
 Attached parking has benefits because can just walk right inside house.
 Need to ensure enough amenities in area to meet needs of more residents,
particularly for families with children in smaller homes. Teenagers need a place to
go outside and do things.
High Infill Table
 General support for one and two lot assembly and redevelopment for rowhouses or
townhouses, in appropriate areas.
 Some feeling that 4 lot or greater redevelopment assemblies would change the
single family neighbourhood and couldn’t really be considered infill.
 General agreement that there is a need for less expensive ground-oriented housing.
 Rowhouses and townhouses should have 2 to 3 bedrooms.
 Emphasis on the need for good design to ensure attractive new buildings.
 General support for design control.
 Some support for requiring rezonings for all rowhouse and townhouse
developments.
 Concern regarding increased traffic.
 Lanes will need to be improved to handle increased number of units and cars.
 Competition for on-street parking causes conflict; one on-site parking space per
unit is not enough.
 Worry about cars parked in front yards.
 Need for upgraded infrastructure and community facilities.
 Ensure water supply and sewers are adequate in infill areas.
 Ensure school facilities are adequate.
 More parks and recreation facilities required for increased population.
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Glenbrooke North Table
 Many residents noted that there needs to be a scenario between scenario 1 and
scenario 2 (i.e., a scenario 1.5) because there was a radical amount of change
between scenario 1 and scenario 2, particularly along 10th Ave.
 Glenbrooke North residents were generally supportive of laneway and carriage
homes in their area, but were more concerned about some of the other infill.
 In regards to neighbourhood changes, there were two “camps” of attendees: the
first camp consisted of young families and grandparents + would be grandparents
who wanted their children to be able to live nearby. This camp was very
concerned about high housing prices and saw infill housing as the only way that
most families would be able to afford to live in their family-oriented
neighbourhood. The second camp consisted of mostly older baby boomers and
earlier generations, some of whom resided in Queens Park but came to the
Glenbrooke North neighbourhood table, who recognized high housing prices as a
concern, but felt that neighbourhood character and heritage were more important
than affordability. The first camp supported most infill, the second camp was
strongly against most infill. The two camps debated with each other, particularly
in the last few sessions.
 The impacts of increased traffic and parking demands on the neighbourhood,
particularly for the higher two scenarios, were of concern to many residents.
 Many residents were generally quite supportive of scenario 1, some residents were
supportive of scenario 2, but there was considerable concern among many
residents about scenario 3 as being ‘too radical a change’. NOTE: This may have
been an unintended consequence of having Scenario 3 being the one with
relatively darker (i.e., more infill density) shading than Scenarios 1 and 2. That is,
Scenario 3 may have looked like more potential change than the other scenarios.
 Residents considered the location of where infill would be allowed to be very
important – context. Residents were concerned that some streets (e.g., Princess
Street) did not have the road capacity, green space, etc. to handle infill.
Glenbrooke North Table
 One resident suggested that suites should be allowed in crawl spaces, would help
with densification without changing the character.
 One resident noted that we should be faster about laneway housing, should just
permit it in the zoning. This resident noted that Vancouver, North Vancouver City
etc. already do laneway housing.
 One resident noted that Queens Park, in all scenarios, was taking on less
densification than Glenbrooke North and that wasn’t fair (i.e., Queens Park and
Glenbrooke North should have similar densities in each scenario).
 One resident was worried about duplexes getting run-down (e.g., some of the
duplexes on Glover Ave).
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 One resident (who lives on Colborne Street) noted that Colborne houses are
incorrectly classified as moderate infill. The resident noted that these houses are
currently limited to one dwelling, despite several lots being as large as 4,800 sq.ft
and that this was an ideal location for more dwellings.
 Some residents really liked the carriage house idea.
 One resident, who lives on 5th Street between 7th Ave and 8th Ave, is worried that
all scenarios present too much change for 5th Street. This resident noted that 5th
Street is primarily a family-oriented street consisting mostly (90%+) of single
family homes. The resident felt that their quality of life on 5th Street had been hurt
by poor decisions by the City such as allowing for the “McDonald’s Tower”
(tower at Hamilton Street and 6th Street where McDonald’s was located in 1990s)
which created shadow and shade impacts.
 One young family (both persons working in the medical field) noted that many of
their colleagues, who worked in well-paying jobs, were refusing jobs at St.Paul’s
Hospital and Vancouver General Hospital because of the high cost of familyoriented housing in Vancouver. These medical professionals were choosing to
work at Surrey Memorial Hospital and Abbotsford Hospital instead because of
more affordable family-oriented housing. They noted that unless we provide
housing choice and housing affordability for families, it will be hard for Royal
Columbian Hospital to recruit medical professionals in their expansion.
 One resident noted that we need to carefully consider whether to prezone
everything for infill or whether to make all infill a rezoning process.
 One young family noted that they moved to New Westminster instead of
Vancouver because Vancouver is crazy expensive. They have sunk a lot of their
money into buying a home in Glenbrooke North - this is their ‘nest egg’ and they
want to make that the scenarios do not hurt their property values. They don’t want
to have to move further east (Maple Ridge, Langley etc.).
 Several residents noted that we should consider access to parks and schools to be
an important factor in where we allow additional density. These residents noted
that perhaps additional infill and density should be allowed on Colborne Street and
1st Street (both between 6th Ave and 8th Ave) because this area was well-served by
parks such as Queens Park and Terry Hughes Park and close to schools such as
Herbert Spencer Elementary School and Ecole Glenbrooke Middle School. At the
same time, areas such as 5th Street and 4th Street, which are far from parks, should
not have additional density allowed.
 Several residents noted that FSR, height and aesthetic and design
regulations/guidelines were just as important to infill housing as the ‘where’.
 Several residents noted that what makes Glenbrooke North special is its character
and that if we allowed infill, investors would just come in, tear down homes, build
new housing and wreck the character, like what has been done in Vancouver
(along Cambie Corridor etc.).
 Several residents were concerned about the potential loss of heritage homes.
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 One resident noted that young people want to be able to afford to live in
Glenbrooke North and raise their families in Glenbrooke North. The resident noted
that infill housing would allow for that affordability.
 Several residents noted traffic concerns such as parking and “rat-running” that
might get even worse under allowing more growth. One resident noted that we
should only densify if our transportation and traffic systems can handle it.
 One resident noted that our projected growth can already be accommodated in our
skytrain areas so why do we need to add growth to our single family areas.
 One resident noted that we should have laneway gardens for growing food, etc. .
 One resident was wondering about the height, FSR etc. for a row house versus a
regular house and whether a row house would be allowed to be taller or shorter
than a regular house.
 Several residents noted the need for more green space.
 One resident was concerned about redevelopment and didn’t want Glenbrooke
North to become like the Cariboo Hill area in Burnaby (just over the border of 10th
Ave), which has lots of big, pink ugly stucco homes.
 One resident noted that 6th Ave and 8th Ave used to be nice, family-oriented streets
that have now been wrecked by traffic and traffic safety problems.
 One resident wondered whether lanes would all be fixed to prepare for laneway
homes or whether or it would be done on a piece mail approach (done ‘here’ and
‘there’). Another resident noted that a ‘critical mass’ of laneway houses would be
needed in an area to economically justify lane improvements.
 One resident was concerned about densified areas wrecking the neighbourhood
feel. This resident was worried about how it would affect traffic, etc.
 One Massey/Victory Heights resident who attended our session suggested that an
overpass be built over McBride Boulevard between 8th Ave and 10th Ave. The
resident noted that the current overpass over McBride Boulevard between 6th Ave
and 8th Ave worked great.
 One resident asked if the city will facilitate the consolidation of lots for triplexes,
etc. .
 One resident noted that if we were to allow for densification, we would need to
allocate appropriate increases in school capacity, traffic management and utility
capacity.
 Several residents were curious about what was happening with the Canada Games
Pool site redevelopment and whether the pool itself would be lost.
 One resident noted that Coquitlam’s approach of having developers pay for new
sidewalks when one lot was split into two lots was a good approach.
 One resident noted that transit was very important for supporting this growth.
 One resident noted that aesthetics are important and that they wanted to keep their
areas’ historic look. One resident noted that growth should be paid for by new
residents.
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 One resident was concerned about social change occurring in the neighbourhood
because of the rapid pace of housing change proposed.
 One resident wondered if we should put a cap (or would be allowed to put a cap)
on the number of laneway homes to build (e.g., only allow x number of new
laneway homes in a given year, time period).
 One resident wanted the minimum widths of lots for each of the housing types to
be explored in more detail.
 One resident was concerned about the level of growth and whether it would put
enrollment pressure on existing schools
 Several residents noted that families need options to be able to afford to live in
Glenbrooke North.
 Several residents noted the traffic and parking problems on 10th Ave. One family
that lived near 10th Ave and 1st Street noted that between 1st St and 2nd Street,
parking access off of 1st Street and 2nd Street mitigated this parking and traffic
problem to some degree, but that traffic was a nightmare for people living between
2nd Street and 4th Street on 10th Ave.
 One resident wanted a more clear definition on what a small lot is.
 Several residents wondered how much population growth and increase in number
of housing units would be accommodated in each of the scenarios.
 One resident wondered who would be accommodated by laneway houses – rental?
Families? Seniors?
 One resident noted that infill housing such as small lot duplexes would still be
unaffordable – just less unaffordable than homes. $700K for small lot duplex vs $1
million for a house.
 One resident noted that rapidly appreciating prices meant that in 5 years, even a
small lot duplex would be unaffordable, $1 million or more.
 Several residents noted that townhomes and rowhouses, if done well, can still look
great many years later. For example, the townhomes near McBride Boulevard and
6th Ave and Park Crescent were built 10-20 years ago, but still are in great shape.
 Some residents wondered what the rate of change would be for the addition of
infill housing.
Scenario 1
 Several residents wondered why low infill was not shown on lots on 10th Ave in
scenario 1.
 One resident wondered why we weren’t showing a ‘status quo’ scenario.
 Several residents said that this scenario with mostly low infill was supportable.
 One resident noted that even this scenario proposes too much change for the west
side of 5th Street.
 One resident noted that low infill should be allowed on all lots for this scenario.
 One resident noted that scenario 1 is the best scenario of the three scenarios
because it protects our green space and the neighbourhood character.
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Scenario 2
 Several residents were curious about the commercial corner at Durham Street and
2nd Street. The residents mostly welcomed the idea of a commercial corner. The
residents wondered what type of commercial could be located there – coffee shop,
etc.
 Several residents noted that there needs to be a scenario between scenario 1 and 2,
a scenario 1.5. In scenario 1.5, low infill would be allowed in almost all areas, but
there would be fewer areas with moderate and high infill than proposed in scenario
2.
 One resident felt that change was happening too quickly in scenario 2 and it needs
to be more gradual.
 One resident noted that there were different OCP designations on different sides of
a street/lane and that would be weird. For example, on scenario 2 map, along the
lane behind Colborne Street and 1st Street (between 6th Ave and 8th Ave), the
Colborne side is moderate infill while the 1st Street side is low infill. Both sides
should both be low infill or both sides should both be moderate infill.
 One resident was concerned about the amount of shade and shadowing that
townhomes and rowhouses along 5th Street in this scenario would create.
 One resident noted that Sixth Ave lots are too small to accommodate this
additional density and that Princess Street, with its deep lots might be more
appropriate.
 One resident noted that the densification on 10th Ave between 2nd Street and 4th
Street would create a traffic nightmare.
Scenario 3
 One resident noted that too much density is proposed on peripheral streets such as
5th Street and 6th Street and 10th Ave in scenario 3.
 One young family welcomed the increased presence of row houses and
townhomes in scenario 3 because it would allow young families to afford to live in
this area.
 One resident recommended low-rise condos on 10th Ave and other busy streets to
act as a buffer against traffic and noise.
 Several residents felt that scenario 3 was a ‘tax grab’ in that it allowed for tons of
development so that the City could make tons of money off of permits and cost
charges, etc. .
 One resident noted that Princess Street is a narrow street which already has
parking issues and is effectively a one lane road because of how narrow it is. This
resident felt that Princess Street should not have any infill because its
transportation/parking infrastructure could not accommodate this infill.
 Several residents felt that more density should be allowed in the ‘east’ part of the
neighbourhood near parks and schools (1st Street etc.) and less density should be
allowed in the ‘west’ part (4th St etc.).
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 Several residents felt that scenario 3 proposed way too much change and density,
particularly the moderate infill and high infill parts of the scenario.
Queen’s Park Table
 The Queen’s Park neighbourhood has historic charm; partly based on large lots
with sometimes grand and sometimes modest homes.
 Any kind of infill would ruin the streetscape and site lines.
 The nice thing about QP is that there are not a lot of monster homes.
 Coach/laneway houses might be ok in QP.
 Would like to see a map of how much infill there is now.
 Would like to see a map of the current land uses.
 The roads are already choked with parked cars and with rat-running; adding more
density would just increase this situation.
 Traffic is already too much.
 Don’t like the loss of neighbourhood character that has been occurring and are
worried that adding more density will increase the rate of loss.
 Put the density on Royal Ave.
 Coach/laneway house ok but only if it is done well, with strict oversight and
design guidelines.
 Do not want more density.
 Coach/laneway house likely won’t increase traffic that much.
 Only want coach/laneway house type of infill, no other.
 There should be design guidelines for all buildings, old and new, including
garages.
 Would prefer an Option Zero (status quo).
 Keep the butcher shop.
 Most were opposed to moderate infill ideas along Sixth Ave and Fifth St.
 Of the 8 sessions I had for QP, only 1 person liked the idea of the community
corner around the existing butcher shop. All other people (10 or more x 8 rounds)
were adamantly opposed to the idea, stating that their neighbourhood is close
enough to Uptown and they don’t need their own internal community corner.
Glenbrooke North Table

 Worried One resident suggested that suites should be allowed in crawl spaces,
would help with densification without changing the character.
 One resident noted that we should be faster about laneway housing, should just
permit it in the zoning. This resident noted that Vancouver, North Vancouver City
etc. already do laneway housing.
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 One resident noted that Queens Park, in all scenarios, was taking on less
densification than Glenbrooke North and that wasn’t fair (i.e., Queens Park and
Glenbrooke North should have similar densities in each scenario).
 One resident was worried about duplexes getting run-down (e.g., some of the
duplexes on Glover Ave).
 One resident (who lives on Colborne Street) noted that Colborne houses are
incorrectly classified as moderate infill. The resident noted that these houses are
currently limited to one dwelling, despite several lots being as large as 4,800 sq.ft
and that this was an ideal location for more dwellings.
 Some residents really liked the carriage house idea.
 One resident, who lives on 5th Street between 7th Ave and 8th Ave, is worried that
all scenarios present too much change for 5th Street. This resident noted that 5th
Street is primarily a family-oriented street consisting mostly (90%+) of single
family homes. The resident felt that their quality of life on 5th Street had been hurt
by poor decisions by the City such as allowing for the “McDonald’s Tower”
(tower at Hamilton Street and 6th Street where McDonald’s was located in 1990s)
which created shadow and shade impacts.
 One young family (both persons working in the medical field) noted that many of
their colleagues, who worked in well-paying jobs, were refusing jobs at St.Paul’s
Hospital and Vancouver General Hospital because of the high cost of familyoriented housing in Vancouver. These medical professionals were choosing to
work at Surrey Memorial Hospital and Abbotsford Hospital instead because of
more affordable family-oriented housing. They noted that unless we provide
housing choice and housing affordability for families, it will be hard for Royal
Columbian Hospital to recruit medical professionals in their expansion.
 One resident noted that we need to carefully consider whether to prezone
everything for infill or whether to make all infill a rezoning process.
 One young family noted that they moved to New Westminster instead of
Vancouver because Vancouver is crazy expensive. They have sunk a lot of their
money into buying a home in Glenbrooke North - this is their ‘nest egg’ and they
want to make that the scenarios do not hurt their property values. They don’t want
to have to move further east (Maple Ridge, Langley etc.).
 Several residents noted that we should consider access to parks and schools to be
an important factor in where we allow additional density. These residents noted
that perhaps additional infill and density should be allowed on Colborne Street and
1st Street (both between 6th Ave and 8th Ave) because this area was well-served by
parks such as Queens Park and Terry Hughes Park and close to schools such as
Herbert Spencer Elementary School and Ecole Glenbrooke Middle School. At the
same time, areas such as 5th Street and 4th Street, which are far from parks, should
not have additional density allowed.
 Several residents noted that FSR, height and aesthetic and design
regulations/guidelines were just as important to infill housing as the ‘where’.
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 Several residents noted that what makes Glenbrooke North special is its character
and that if we allowed infill, investors would just come in, tear down homes, build
new housing and wreck the character, like what has been done in Vancouver
(along Cambie Corridor etc.).
 Several residents were concerned about the potential loss of heritage homes.
 One resident noted that young people want to be able to afford to live in
Glenbrooke North and raise their families in Glenbrooke North. The resident noted
that infill housing would allow for that affordability.
 Several residents noted traffic concerns such as parking and “rat-running” that
might get even worse under allowing more growth. One resident noted that we
should only densify if our transportation and traffic systems can handle it.
 One resident noted that our projected growth can already be accommodated in our
skytrain areas so why do we need to add growth to our single family areas.
 One resident noted that we should have laneway gardens for growing food, etc. .
 One resident was wondering about the height, FSR etc. for a row house versus a
regular house and whether a row house would be allowed to be taller or shorter
than a regular house.
 Several residents noted the need for more green space.
 One resident was concerned about redevelopment and didn’t want Glenbrooke
North to become like the Cariboo Hill area in Burnaby (just over the border of 10th
Ave), which has lots of big, pink ugly stucco homes.
 One resident noted that 6th Ave and 8th Ave used to be nice, family-oriented streets
that have now been wrecked by traffic and traffic safety problems.
 One resident wondered whether lanes would all be fixed to prepare for laneway
homes or whether or it would be done on a piece mail approach (done ‘here’ and
‘there’). Another resident noted that a ‘critical mass’ of laneway houses would be
needed in an area to economically justify lane improvements.
 One resident was concerned about densified areas wrecking the neighbourhood
feel. This resident was worried about how it would affect traffic, etc.
 One Massey/Victory Heights resident who attended our session suggested that an
overpass be built over McBride Boulevard between 8th Ave and 10th Ave. The
resident noted that the current overpass over McBride Boulevard between 6th Ave
and 8th Ave worked great.
 One resident asked if the city will facilitate the consolidation of lots for triplexes,
etc. .
 One resident noted that if we were to allow for densification, we would need to
allocate appropriate increases in school capacity, traffic management and utility
capacity.
 Several residents were curious about what was happening with the Canada Games
Pool site redevelopment and whether the pool itself would be lost.
 One resident noted that Coquitlam’s approach of having developers pay for new
sidewalks when one lot was split into two lots was a good approach.
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 One resident noted that transit was very important for supporting this growth.
 One resident noted that aesthetics are important and that they wanted to keep their
areas’ historic look. One resident noted that growth should be paid for by new
residents.
 One resident was concerned about social change occurring in the neighbourhood
because of the rapid pace of housing change proposed.
 One resident wondered if we should put a cap (or would be allowed to put a cap)
on the number of laneway homes to build (e.g., only allow x number of new
laneway homes in a given year, time period).
 One resident wanted the minimum widths of lots for each of the housing types to
be explored in more detail.
 One resident was concerned about the level of growth and whether it would put
enrollment pressure on existing schools
 Several residents noted that families need options to be able to afford to live in
Glenbrooke North.
 Several residents noted the traffic and parking problems on 10th Ave. One family
that lived near 10th Ave and 1st Street noted that between 1st St and 2nd Street,
parking access off of 1st Street and 2nd Street mitigated this parking and traffic
problem to some degree, but that traffic was a nightmare for people living between
2nd Street and 4th Street on 10th Ave.
 One resident wanted a more clear definition on what a small lot is.
 Several residents wondered how much population growth and increase in number
of housing units would be accommodated in each of the scenarios.
 One resident wondered who would be accommodated by laneway houses – rental?
Families? Seniors?
 One resident noted that infill housing such as small lot duplexes would still be
unaffordable – just less unaffordable than homes. $700K for small lot duplex vs $1
million for a house.
 One resident noted that rapidly appreciating prices meant that in 5 years, even a
small lot duplex would be unaffordable, $1 million or more.
 Several residents noted that townhomes and rowhouses, if done well, can still look
great many years later. For example, the townhomes near McBride Boulevard and
6th Ave and Park Crescent were built 10-20 years ago, but still are in great shape.
 Some residents wondered what the rate of change would be for the addition of
infill housing.
Low Infill / Glenbrook North Table General Observations (Demographics,
Attendance)
 For most sessions, there were 10-12 people at our table (usually 2 or 3 people
standing). At the low infill sessions, there were 8 people, while at the Glenbrooke
North sessions, the number of people varied between 8 and 13 people.
 Several people stayed at our table for two or three sessions.
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 There was a mix of long-time residents (30+ years) and residents who had just
moved to the area.
 The group at our table was ethnically diverse, with perhaps one fifth of attendees
being visible minorities.
 Our table had equal numbers of men and women attend.
 Different age groups were represented, from persons in their 20s to persons in
their 80s. Probably the greatest number of people at our table were baby boomers
(in their 60’s).
 Most of the residents at our table lived in single-family homes.
 A few of the residents had young children and some of the people had
grandchildren.
 Glenbrooke North residents came from all parts of the neighbourhood, from
residents on 5th Street to residents on Colborne Street, from residents on Princess
Street to residents on 10th Ave.
 At least three Glenbrooke North Residents Association members attended the
sessions.
 Several Queens Park residents also attended the Glenbrooke North table.
Work Station Table
 Heritage is important but some buildings are getting run down because it is hard
for seniors to do maintenance.
 Concern about traffic in the Moody Park neighbourhood. New development will
make it worse.
 Worried about commercial parking – if the commercial on Twelfth Street is more
successful there will be more demand for parking – which will impact adjacent
residential areas.
 Demand for amenities and schools now – what will happen when there are more
people?
 Need the right amenities, road widths, etc. in the areas where new density is
added. (e.g. 8th and McBride a good area because of the existing road
infrastructure).
 Need amenities to come along with growth (e.g. parks space)
 Think about how slopes work (e.g. height between buildings)
 What is the current parks per population now and in the future by neighbourhood
 People need somewhere to go when we start to density (e.g. outdoor spaces)
 Sidewalks
o narrow and filled with signs, benches, etc. which are taking up the already
limited space
o At 8th and 8th there are signs without enough clearance – it is easy to hit
your head when walking down the street
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o There are a lot of kids in the area of 8th and 8th – they keep walking on the
grass – need to make additional sidewalk improvements to accommodate
their movements
Space is needed in the city for institutional uses
o Need to replace the space lost at Woodlands
o Each neighbourhood should have a minimum number of square feet of
space
o Institutional uses should not require a rezoning – they can’t afford to go
through the extra process
Want laneway houses + suite in Moody Park – especially the area north of 8th
Avenue and south of 10th Avenue
How are taxes impacted?
Support moderate infill uses and low infill uses
Support townhouses – they should have rear parking in a garage or underground
parking
Like fee simple row houses because there are no management fees. Management
fees are too high – save people from the trouble of managers.
Don’t like age restricted ownership restrictions – they aren’t fair. Forces land sale
to management company due to more limited market.
Rowhomes should have a more articulated roof – so that they are not all the same
and it makes it easier for you to just maintain your own piece.
Size of singled detached dwellings now are an issue
Parking is an issue.
Enforcement of illegal suites is an issue.
Concerned about parking – too much demand for on street. This issue is not fixes
with resident only parking because then there is no visitors parking.
Towers have low social interaction – need more low rises, townhouses and maybe
rowhouses around 22nd Street Station
Greenspace and lot coverage can mean too much concrete. Density can been okay
if this is addressed. Greenspace is also linked to stomwater management and
environment (e.g. habitat for birds).
Allow people to locate/design homes on their lot in the way that maximizes solar
exposure.
Moderate infill behind 12th street (east side) is a good idea.
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EAST EVENT: WHAT HOUSING FITS
Low Infill
Laneway house
 Likes
Small Duplex
 Option for up down duplex should be available
 This one yes (front back) – this one no staggered
Medium Infill
Compact Single Lot Single Detached Dwelling
 Skinny houses, minimum setbacks, unappealing from street
 Leave Sapperton around RCH single family homes
 Provide accommodation for hospital workers and young families
Cluster House
 Noisy, no one was a view, dark
Triplex
 Preserve mid century modern Massey heights
Quadraplex
 This is too blocky and ugly
 Why stay low if you can go high
 Enough with the starta, people want affordable housing without having to pay
condo fees forever
 Use all large tracts of land for high density comprehsnisve development
 Why not put parking under homes?
 No moderate infill areas either side of Columbia St mcBirde, 8th, Simpsopn, below
brunette to Columbia, Sherbrooke to 8th and braid
High Infill
Rowhouse
 Densify around hospital, micro housing
 Should assemble large pieces along Columbia Street for high density
 High density along traffic corridors, stepping back from busy street
 Already high infill behind save on, leave out single family homes intact (+3)
 There is no mention of infrastructure asides from parking
 I worry about traffic along 8th, are kids having to cross Cumberland to get to
Howay or GMS – it is already dangerous
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Townhouse
 Try to have character guidelines
 Build these instead of more high-rises – make them non-strata
 Rowhouses or townhouse in under developed areas around McBride and 8th or
Rousseau triangle – don’t let density creep into the neighborhoods
 Use large vacant lands for micro housing for hospital workers and families
 More residents to support hospital area
 Definitely need higher density especially around hospital
 New development to blend in with existing single family neighbourhood
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EAST EVENT: WHERE HOUSING GOES
City Wide
Scenario 1
 First option is the best of the three – however, there are better options –
concentrate in certain areas / respect historic neighbourhoods, increase quality of
life
 Keep status quo, low density
 Best of 3, but there are better options than these 3
 This one, but not the best plan
 Too much additional density in new West would be disastrous – its too small all
area
 Preserve heritage, small bungalows, low height, no monster homes
 Best scenario, but its density does not necessarily improve services
 I like this scenario it focusses growth near transit, but keeps development near
Ravin S macleod
 Scenario 1 is our choice
 No to moderate up because no room for traffic on street
 Some areas already too dense
 Increase FSR on homes
 Traffic nightmare
 Mid-rise should step down to lower density
 Think about how topography impacts height adjacent uses
 Laneway and duplex, if keep existing neighbourhood character
 What’s the use of planning if no change? NW growing and needs to keep up
 No to moderate and up because no room for traffic on this street
 Best one!
 The best of the worst
 Height is important! Take away a view and enclosed feeling increases preserved
density Site lines should be considered
 This serves the City best
 Prefer low density, improve amenities, reduce external traffic
Scenario 2
 Do not want to character of New West - people in single family homes stay longer
and care about community
 Traffic is already crazy, where is room for infrastructure? More families = more
schools. We don’t have room for new schools, we haven’t managed a new one yet
(high school?)
 Why go mid density if you can go high
 What about traffic? Parking? We are already dealing with huge traffic issues!!
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This option is more even for all
Don’t sell off City land
Traffic nightmare
Too much density in current RS-1 zoned area
We are already facing a very large parking and traffic issues in our city how would
this help? too dense!
 School, pool, sports facility, think about infrastructure and community
 Best options of the 3
Scenario 3
 Serve the need of the existing residents before thinking about those who are
missing
 No density – too many parking issues – where is uniqueness to NW
 Historically NW is small town. Why change it? It is unique and wonderful except
for trhough traffic
 Equal enforcement required please
 Not realistic option
 Absolutely not!
 No way
 Are you kidding me? Greed
 High density along travelled major corridors 9e. Col) and stepped back from there
 This completely changes 9negatively) what makes New Westminster unique. Give
your head a shake.
 Let’s remember the people who already live here – projected growth may not
happen
 Children cannot safely navigate their own neighbourhood on foot /bike. Traffic is
already a nightmare.
 This option provides the higher densities in needed areas while still maintaining
the neighbourhood residential in areas bordering the main streets
 Loses concept of neighbourhood
 Give your heads a shake
 Use parking lots for higher potential for vehicles density and maintain some green
space
 No thanks
 Affordable housing already in place with all the high rises – deal with that first
 Best option for a growing New Westminster
 There are not enough Save on Foods to accommodate the growth
 I get stressed out just looking at this
 How will you pay for this? Makes no sense
 Would like to see more dense uses along main street like commercial/office and
high rise
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No high rise. No more monster homes
Density is good along main streets. Mixed use of res and commercial
Worst case scenario
Yes please
No
Yes! Give young people a chance to be able to afford to buy
No thanks
Need more residential units around hospital

Sapperton
Scenario 1
 Small lot duplexes allow for 3 bedroom suites in existing houses. 925 sqft not
enough!
 Why does Sapperton need to accommodate more than 10,000 people already
slated to come
 Get trucks off E. Columbia
 While people have voiced a desire for different housing options, such as
townhouses, they are not necessarily voicing a desire to change existing single
family housing areas to high density – do not change RS-1 density of our
neighbourhood
 Adjust coverage ratio to allow shared between primary and accessory dwellings
 Moderate to high infill in lower Sapperton
 To accommodate population, look at areas pre-existing low rise to high rise –
Brow or downtown
 Low density least offensive
 Preserve single family
 Too much traffic
 Plan for change
 More density – well planned *
 Sapperton is already supporting moderate to high infill in Brewery and Sapperton
Green
 No! keep RS-1 (Blair Ave high infill)
 Keep RS-1 status quo in lower Sapperton
 Keep RS-1 in lower Sapperton and ANY RS-1 neighbourhood that wants to keep
in
 Change it all. Give young families a sporting chance to stay in New West with
increased density
 Do not support changing status quo between major and Sherbrooke
 Leave Glenbrooke and upper Sapperton neighbourhoods single family residents
alone! Established neighbourhoods
 Safety / parking traffic issues. School communities cars cutting through
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Scenario 2
 Need temporary mechanism for limiting how many lots zone to low infill from
status quo
 Make a transition between higher and lower
 Make brown, more townhouses (mid rise) (between Richmond and E Columbia
south of hospital st)
 Please keep Alberta St from Miner up status quo (or very low infill)
 Instead of more towers, please offer more freehold rowhouses – good option for
families and downsizing seniors
 This scenario is most equal
 Lower Sapperton should be zoned for townhouses
 Design guidelines and regulations are key
 More people isn’t and problem – its traffic and parking that are problems
 Energy – we need to talk about density being needed to support district energy
 Keep Sapperton as a Heritage area
 Less drive thru new West traffic
 How many permits for laneway? Every house?
 Put density on perimeter leave internal areas as single family with laneway
 Deal with traffic, parking, green space, amenities before density
 Add Skytrain station, add access to park, build wall to keep train noise
 Densify the cemetery
 Why no entrance here (brewery District, off Brunette) it would stp traffic in
neighbourhood
 Talk with Translink change morning operating hours to accommodate hospital
workers
 Not many high rises along river – it blocks winds and the city becomes hotter and
the air quality worse – please allow air circulation
 Height restriction (Sapperton Green). Do restrict views
 Height restrictions please
 Traffic consideration
 Keep our neighbourhood alive – on a small scale – size appropriate – no to high
infill
 Solve traffic issues first
 Space between the construction to allow air circulation
 Green areas around high infill and high rise
 Maintain single family neighbourhood flavour
 All 3 scenarios offer mid to high infill in my area – no thanks
 Height I’m against. No 6 level
 Deal with transportation
 Do not support changing single family zoning to high infill along Cumberland
 I agree (arrow to above comment)
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Traffic limiting factor
No moderate or high infill around park or west of Rousseau
Encourage character shopping on Columbia St and East Columbia St
The middle density scenario two for Buchannan between hospital and Sherbrooke
should be High Infill, not midrise. Otherwise the only option for land owners
needing more density but wanting to stay in neighbourhood is status quo or sell to
a developer.
This area is good for row houses. Not NIMBY
Good option for students who want to purchase or rent laneway house but stay
close to Skytrain transit. good happy medium to retain SFH and provide options
for families
Scenario 1 is best, BUT revitalise E Columbia
Multi-hsg on Columbia and Stewardson rather than single family housing

Scenario 3
 E. Col corridor should consist of more MRCH uses proximate to hospital
 End mid rise at Buchannan – leave as is no change! (Buchanan at Sherbrooke)
 Study area = high rise (Sapperton Green)
 30 or 20 minute transit that isn’t frequent - focus development closer to Skytrain
 Increase density around school, increased traffic at rush hour
 Population increase, people can transit to RCh from surrey central high rises – talk
to surrey and their density
 Off street parking. Many streets are at capacity in both parking and driving
 Don’t sell off city property
 I agree, don’t sell off city land
 Commercial and high density along Columbia will improve the greater New West
area
 Sapperton already has more than enough densification
 Like to see commercial and high density residential on E Columbia
 Near Hospital, brewery district, Skytrain there should be a lot more condos and
commercial uses
 High Density along E. Col and lower density away from E. Col
 High density along E. Col and low density away from E. Col
 No high rises. The Sapperton building blocks me
 This area would be greater suited to more high density residences as new west
economy will benefit
 In this Scenario 3, my neighbourhood is completely changed. And take down
welcome to historic Sapperton
 A lot of properties along E Columbia are way underutilised – would like to see
mixed use development with more residences
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Massey Victory Heights
Scenario 1
 Want more chances to do duplexes
 Need to deal with traffic issues first
 Don’t ruin our neighbourhood character with too much density
 Density increases pkg req’d
 E8th E 10th already busy more density will make it busier
 Not every lane can accommodate a laneway house
 Given current infrastructure, how much density can we add before needing to
improve these
 Worried about home businesses on small lots
 Option 1 retains n’hood character but means few opportunities for new housing
choices
 Don’t want monster homes. Prefer smaller house
 E. Col needs an overhaul / redo. It could serve the neighbourhood much better
 A rule making % of required housing being rental housing?
 Currently not enough park space – need more if density increased
 Maybe more density along E. Col
 Would like old-time character along E. Col
 Crossing main streets is not efficient
 Sliding into smaller homes doesn’t solve affordability problems
 Playgrounds added to empty green space
 Low fill throughout the status quo as well
 Want design guidelines
 Want option 1 ½ or 1 1/3 . 2 is too much. 1 is too little
 Increase in land density changes character
 Worried about more lots renters. Unkept homes and garbage.
 Need to keep family friendly neighbourhood
 Need to look at parks, transit, school first, then density
 Lack of green space
 Concern with not changing : locks out new possible housing options many would
happily live in r/h t/h
 Any design structures to fit with n’hood context, design guidelines
 Higher heights would impact views of those above
 Would E 8th or e tenth become wider
 Even if infill fundamentally changes neighbourhood. Not in favour of scenario 2.
 Protect mid century architecture Massey heights
Scenario 2
 Greenspace accessible with 5 minute walk
 Roads in this area are already at capacity
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Rezoning allows developers to build in heritage areas
Need more school, currently only 7 classrooms
Surrounding housing prices will decrease (Moderate infill, mott Cresc)
New transit transportation accommodations need
People avoiding tolls using tenth
Where do parks go
Scenario 2 requires transportation and school upgrades
New houses need design guidelines to in with neighbourhood
Expensive home owners will not be happy with increased density
Keep current City atmosphere
New families need facilities as well
Isolation in rezoning
L/W C/H ok if done very well
Keep tunnel under 8th and Rmd
Terrible traffic, unsafe. Want something done. Need better transit.
Have to drive for services. Hilly
Rmd and 8th needs car prompted intersection light
We need closer services ability to bike walk
Don’t want to densify too fast – S3 too much too soon
Buffer traffic cars with trees
Traffic concerns need to be addressed first
How often does this bus line run? (eight ave) 20-30 minutes not frequent
Need Stormont connector thru Bby to increase density effectively
10th ave am and pm traffic is horrific
Don’t want smaller lots sizes Ok with cluster housing. Destroys nature. Wont
appreciate neighbourhood
Support this option for young family living
Maybe bigger lots could handle more density
Prefer density near transit
There may be smaller areas for greater density inside larger smaller density areas
Existing school too small FW Howay
Road would need improving
Where are high school students going?
Need parks for families
More density increase cars / traffic
Not enough infrastructure for this
Need better transit and better traffic management. How would traffic be dealt
with? Big issue
Improve streets before adding density
Should be a min distance ti services and amenities transit before adding density
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 Too much too soon
 Would need new school
 Only close commercial
Scenario 3
 No support for any option
 No support for any
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EAST EVENT: FEEDBACK BOX NOTES
 Traffic is very congested. I would suggest creating more “mixed” residential,
commercial and retail so people don’t need to drive everywhere. There isn’t enough
retail now. More bike lanes and better sidewalk, more transit.
 Leave Sapperton alone!
 [Sapperton – Buchanan Ave between Hospital St and Sherbrooke St] This Buchanon
block is suggested as mid-rise in all three scenarios. The lowest density scenario one
should at least consider it as moderate infill. I am a single detached dwelling owner on
this block. I want the option for moderate infill scenarios to accommodate my family
growth of housing needs. If the OCP declares it mid-rise our only option is to sell and
more out of our community to fund our required housing upgrade as our 7,000 square
foot lot would not be big enough for mid-rise.
 [Sapperton Scenario One – What are the benefits?] Where are the accompanying
infrastructure upgrades going to go? School (McBride is full), parks and rec, parking.
 [Sapperton Scenario Two – Tenth Ave community corner] What about low infill
option for this block?
 [Sapperton Scenario Three – Tenth Ave community corner] No! Entire block would
need to go. Impact area!!
 New Westminster is a growing community in the centre of GVRD and easily
accessible. It needs to accommodate for growth with higher densities in all “main
corridor” areas. In the Uptown Area there needs to be high/mid-rise apartments and in
Sapperton greater density of mixes use commercial/high-rise like in Yaletown.
 [Sapperton Scenario Three] This East Columbia corridor needs commercial and high
rise condo and also some row/townhouse.
 [Sapperton Create Your Own Scenarios] More density residential properties in this
area would greatly benefit both the municipality as well as the residents living there.
 Not hearing much about protecting homes that are architecturally important. Not just
Queen’s Park, but Massey Heights for its’ mid-century modern architecture. In terms
of density, New Westminster is different than other municipalities that can grow
outward. We can decide on how much density we allow ... we should determine
capacity. Thank you.
 A comment about the process: an open house is a good idea but make sure the process
is clear. Three hours on as Saturday is a long time. If people knew they could come
later and still have a chance to provide full input it would help. Also – make a
presentation about status quo. Don’t behave as tough it can’t be a real choice. People
might comment on specific changes to status quo (like less commercial on East
Columbia) if there was a board display for that. The choices on offer are too broad.
Let people know that hybrids of several options are also options.
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 [Sapperton Scenario One – High infill bound by Blair/East Eighth/lane east of
Buchanan/Sherbrooke] No justification for high infill here. Keep RS1 – Possibly lowinfill only!
 [Sapperton Scenario One – Mid-rise between lane east of Buchanan and East
Columbia – reference to matching existing plan] This does not match existing zoning
– should be 6 storeys only along Columbia, step to 3-4 storeys towards Buchanan.
 [Sapperton Scenario Two] See other comments.
 [Sapperton Scenario Two - East Columbia between Sherbooke and Braid St] only area
that should be 6 storeys.
 [Sapperton Scenario Two – section of east side of Buchanan shown as mid-rise] This
degree of density is not appropriate. Buchanan should be kept RS-1 with possibility
low infill only. Density along Columbia, let RS-1 zones remain with potential low
infill.
 [Sapperton Scenario Two – a Mid-rise between lane east of Buchanan and East
Columbia] Keep max 3-4 storeys – slope of hill is too steep to absorb 6 storeys.
 [Sapperton Scenario Three] Ridiculous.
 [Sapperton Scenario Two – area approximately bound by Richmond/East Eighth/lane
east of Buchanan/Simpson] No increased density. No plan for road traffic. We cannot
handle current traffic. Lack of parking already an issue. Build density on major roads
not current single dwelling neighbourhoods.
 [Laneway and Carriage House] Check mark. Parking under where possible.
 [Small Lot Duplex] Check mark. [Back/front duplex] looks better. [Photo of side by
side duplex] ugly.
 [Quadraplex] Might as well build condo apartments with underground parking
instead.
 [Rowhouse] All the heat goes to the top flood. 1 level is more efficient (per unit)
[Photo of Queensborough example] Ok. [Second photo] Ugly.
 [Townhouse] better if level suites when on a hill or make it condo instead.
 We choose to love where we live for a reason – and my family moved to New West;
specifically, Sapperton.
We wanted a varied, transit-friendly, family-oriented neighbourhood. The changes
you propose will eradicate the city we love.
We also understand that change is inevitable.
I suggest that the city wait until the Brewery district is complete and Sapperton Green
has been developed to see how density is going to impact the neighbourhood of
Sapperton.
As well, perhaps start with laneway houses on properties that can support a laneway
house.
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Finally, the RCH expansion will greatly impact the neighbourhood.
Nor more high-rises – look at laneway houses and low-rise development such as
duplexes.
I am sure that Queen’s Park will remain untouched...
Thank you.
[Sapperton scenario one – area bound by Blair/East Eighth/lane east of
Buchanan/Sherbrooke] Too much density. Views may be blocked. Possible low infill.
[Sapperton scenario one – area between lane east of Buchanan and East Columbia]
Mid-rise higher up on Ward Street will block the view from houses on Buchanan and
Blair.
[Sapperton scenario one] Do you support this land use scenario? No, thank you.
[Sapperton scenario one] I’m a resident at [400 Block] Blair Ave. We just purchased
our house and this OCP has us both worried that we may be pressured into selling our
house to a townhouse/rowhouse developer. We bought the house with the anticipation
of raising our family there and sending our kids to Richard McBride. We don’t know
where the plans sit at this point.
[Sapperton Scenario Two] Do you support this land use scenario? No, thank you.
[Sapperton Scenario Three] Do you support this land use scenario? No, thank you.
Scenario One – Best of the worst. Keep our neighbourhoods the same! New West is
unique with its own character home and areas. Crime would increase, safety, traffic!
Think about Queen’s Park and then we will talk. What about the High School.
Priorities!
Scenario One – for Massey Victory Heights infrastructure not in place for scenario
two.
I would like to see “single home” neighbourhoods even if there is some low or event
moderate/high infill return their “feel.” Otherwise there is no historic Sapperton.
Maybe perimeters of neighbourhoods allow the moderate/high infill and then low
infill (laneway house eg) in single home areas – but again if every house has a
laneway house is that overdone? I am also concerned about how increasing density
may impact traffic and all supports (e.g. sewer, water schools, recreation, etc.)
[Sapperton Scenario Two – mid-rise on Buchanan and south of Keary lane- - No.
[Sapperton Scenario Two – low infill in lower Sapperton] to a maximum amount?
[Sapperton Scenario Two] Do you support this land use scenario? Maybe, with some
modifications.
[Sapperton Scenario Three] Do you support this land use scenario? No, thank you.
Never. Worst thing I can imagine.
Should the building of the high school not be front and centre?
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 [Massey Victory Heights Scenario One – area around Kent and Ladner Street] This is
my preference the area marked by circle has small lots, lanes and steep hills. Leave as
is.
 I would like to take a moment to express my concern regarding the changes proposed
for Sapperton. With the developments already underway this area is already going to
absorb many hundreds of new people and vehicles, perhaps we have done our bit for
the city is this regard? The types of transition proposed for Buchanan/Blair etc. Seem
particularly harsh, taking residential, family oriented streets and turning them into
something quite different. I hope the drastic changes proposed could be tones down to
allow the low density infill that would be more in keeping with the nature of the
current neighbourhood.
I would also like to comment on the process that has been used to gain community
response. Had a neighbour not told let me know how significant the proposed changes
are I never would have known. Even then, the information is hard to find on the City
website.
I guess I’m confused. Why no include maps of the proposal with the postcards sent
around so that people are more specifically informed? Why not publish the scenarios
in the local paper to broaden the discussion beyond those able to attend the
workshops? Why include discussion about housing styles without the context of
where they would be going? Doesn’t that just mix and confuse the issue at hand? Why
invite people to comment and suggest changes for neighbourhoods other than their
own?
There seems to be a lot about this process that does not maximize the clarity and the
number of people able to easily access and understand what is being proposed.
People proceed in a way that respects the nature of existing neighbourhoods (for
example move one step along the path to increase the density so as not to obliterate
the “tone” of existing neighbourhoods.)
And please do all you can to maximize the details, clarity and reach of information on
future stages in the process. Thank you!
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WEST EVENT: WHAT HOUSING FITS
Low Infill
Laneway/Carriage house
 Aging in place, I need it and laneway housing could keep me in my
neighbourhood
 We need diversity. If density comes with diversity, that’s a bonus
 Permit parking for laneway houses
 Resident parking stickers could help regulating policy
 Relax setbacks for parking
 8’ setback from lane can be parking
 Height on laneway houses to be regulate
 Make applicants go through a process to build laneway houses
 Laneway houses as housing have become unaffordable
Small Lot Single Detached Dwelling
 Future less car use, relaxing of parking stalls
 Maintain heritage homes in neighbourhoods
 Make applicants go through a process to build laneway houses
 West end views are being lost – regulate height
 Traffic on 6th and 8th is bad
 Small lot single family dwellings is way better than monster houses
 18th st between 7th and Hamilton is too0 narrow even for fire trucks
 Roads are not navigable – people not using their garages
 West end is overrun with cars – need to promote transportation
 Look at density more closely with monster houses
 Too many cars on street parking spots are limited. Three of these designs don’t
address these problems – trade off big front yard, parking, trees
 All of the options should be possible
 What about traffic
 All ideas are great – we need to understand traffic before choosing
Small Duplex
 Up/down model may work on smaller lots,
 Maybe not of equal size units
 Consider secondary suites in duplexes
 Must be in the right context
 Min width for a duplex must be regulate
 FSR and site coverage need to be consdiered
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Medium Infill
Compact Lot Single Detached Dwelling
 Parking permits would help
 Community gardens would help
 Want to maintain character of neighborhood
 Need more parking spaces – west end cannot tolerate too much densification.
More important is to have a nice neighbourhood
 Common sheds with common lawn equipment
 Transit is key, could be more frequent
 Don’t want to lose house to higher density
 Design control guidelines
 West end neighbourhood is being forced to accommodate growth more cars,
driving and people
 Worried about parking
 Diversity is important
 It is important to maintain heritage character but improve livability
 Don’t want to force demos of old houses
 NW values character houses. All of these types mean houses torn down
 There is a fixed quantity of lots available for increase infill, currently being sold as
large houses but there is a need to act fast before there is no availability
Cluster House
 Keep Connaught heights a family neighbourhood – this could help families
purchase homes ios lots are smaller
 Shared storage utility space
 Limit street parking
 Historic houses, need incentive help
Triplex
 happy as it is now
 crime?
 Traffic trouble?
 Free simple not strata please
 Do not agree with this design
 Co-op as well?
 Parking not enough. Developer will be clapping their hands and buying multiples
Quadraplex
 If this is just like small townhouse development how come this is moderate and
townhouse is height
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 Integrate moderate infill into the neighbourhood – don’t merely relegate to the
perimeter
 Change existing parking standards
 Traffic is bad under current use
 Do you see decrease car ownership? I don’t more people = more cars
 With decreased car ownership maybe this is less of an issue going forward
High Infill
Rowhouse
 Proper Freehold
 The City has no idea how many new cars this will bring. We need that info. I
oppose
 Push proximity to Skytrain no more huge parking traffic nightmares in this
community
 Proper freehold
 Land speculation
 No more divere housing in th west end
 Need high rises at 22nd st Skytrain – ease of access from houses in area, lots of
crime and noise. People in the area are asking for this
 Personal property, responsible for their own lot
Townhouse
 Higher taxes
 Green space
 Loss of heritage
 Common space
 Too low density
 Near public transit
 Site design control
 Not on perimeter
 More amenities
 Increase traffic
 Loss of greenspace
 Too much density
 Around skytrain
 Design panel – curtail creativity
 Traffic 20trh st
 Loss of single family home
 Translink police better security
 High rise development around the Skytrain is the right option – other cities have
done it already
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 Highrises at 22nd st station – higher density in area need supermarket, shops,
services
 Not for the wet end. Too much traffic will raise taxes and drive out heritage
houses
 Why does the city value its single family heritage in Queens park but not the west
end
 More amenities, better traffic control, too much crime near Skytrain, security
concerns
 Stratified, common outdoor space shared and taken care of by all
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WEST EVENT: WHERE HOUSING GOES
City Wide
Scenario 1
 transit is near
 No high rise – roads can’t handle now. Skytrain site to have huge housing
development
 This scenario may work
 Where is school to accommodate new families
 Low density west end and laneway houses – some townhouses and duplexes
carefully placed
 About time new West move into the future – support high rise… improve the city
Scenario 2
 Taxes may go up but so does the value of your property
 How much more in taxes – value up, pocketbook broke
 No, do not want taxes to go up
 Yes
 Scenario 2 or 3 or some combination is the truth
 Leave single family character heritage houses alone – generational units to be
passed to children
Scenario 3
 Affordable density is the key! Best way to do this is increase density by infill
 This is a good idea – yes westgate for New West
 Increase density via row homes only
 I oppose upzoning that will increase single family taxes
 What about hospitals with all this density increase we only have now and it is not
efficiencies
 Diversity is important but we don’t want to become another west end of
Vancouver
 Diversity is as important and density – maybe more important
 Increase green space, open space and density
 Social housing needs to be considered
 Do not want high or moderate, no increase in taxes
 We need affordable housing for the future. 1 million for a house is out of reach for
middle class. Need laneway homes.
 Yes! Increase density provides better services, safety and community. Brings
businesses and amenities. Very worth it.
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Connaught Heights
Scenario 1
 Maintain the heritage of Connaught Heights instead of taking away. High density
NO
 Best scenario! Scenario 1 with allowance for some high rise and commercial at
22nd street Skytrain
 High rises!
 High rise at 22nd st Skytrain station worth considering
 Car free high-rise at 22nd st station would be ideal
 High infill around 22nd st Skytrain station (two checkmarks)
 Support high rise around 22nd st – leave west end alone
 Densification around 22nd st and 20th St is worth considering
 I support high rise around 22nd st Skytrain but leave Bowler st alone
 Keep low density except immediately around Skytrain
 High infill @ Skytrain – greater emphasis on Hub concept even low infill plan
 Support high density around Skytrain 23-21st
Scenario 2
 Scenario 2 with the addition of laneway houses on ninth ave
 Maybe with traffic issues alleviated
 Plan #2 (with two check marks)
 High density area around Skytrain station is originally planned to build a
commercial hub – shops and other amenities for a vibrant community
 No to scenario 2 and 3 – traffic would be impossible. Its horrible now. Too dnse
not enough green space
 Access from 20th street to Connaught heights blocked originally to stop rat running
thru to 23st and Marine way. This has not been reasonable for years and the no
entry signs impede Coral access and are typically ignored. Revisit the traffic plan
for the neighbourhood for now and for proposed density
 High infill at 22nd st station (Hub neighbourhood)
 No high rises near 22nd st station – medium fine
 Have commercial places near Skytrain make it easier for a walking community
 Skytrain security issues – no police
Scenario 3
 Skytrain 22nd st areas can handle high density – provide small park
 A small Newport village around Skytrain
 Develop Skytrain area to look like PM Newport Village
 Scenario 3 is too much for this area
 Places for the community to go shopping and coffee
 Commercial within one to 1 ½ blocks of Skytrain
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Crime increase with commercial property’
Commercial not up to 20th
Scenario 3 is well planned – more security and less traffic, more shops
Laneway and carriage homes need to be developed to offer more choices
Scenario 3 worthwhile – time to change for develop the area around 22nd st
Skytrain station) maybe 2 and 3 mix?
Higher density at Skytrain
What happens on Trapp? 4 story?
Hi infill mixed use is needed along 20th st to build community and vibrancy
Traffic issues for Connaught heights residents
We have no capacity for the traffic in scenario 2 or 3
High rises that indensify around 22nd st stations and commercial supermarket shop
Do not build high rise at 22nd st – traffic safety along is an issue
High rise apt buildings in 22nd st with shopping
Need high rise high density residential around 22nd st station for commuters on
train, less traffic on streets
(Heart) high rises at 22nd st Skytrain. Would like to see car free buildings like
Calgary has to promote cycling and walking
Need high rises around 22nd st Skytrain, focus on transit, affordable housing and
no cars
Yes highrise. I know a lot of people who live in maple ridge looking for homes
near the station to get to work at the casino. It would be easier for them if there
were high rises at 22nd st station, also many students in this area.
Do not allow high rises around 22nd st station

West End
Scenario 1
 Need a New West bypass for cars Front street
 Only option 1 would be acceptable for west end
 Control design away from arterial routes. Keep the character. Ban the stucco
monsters
 Open the way for laneway houses for everyone – just consider parking
 Hi rise on 20th and 12th as well as adjacent to 22nd street Skytrain station
 Only #1 is acceptable for the West end
 Scenario one does not count unless we are coming back to the 17th century
 No densification around Grimston Park – status quo
 Leave 8th ave alone – status quo
Scenario 2
 Schools
 More people might support 12th commercial but on 7th would be great
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 Need places for seniors to downsize into
 Don’t just put townhomes on perimeter – second class citizens – make density
throughout
 Groups of 4-6 townhomes with garden is good for older people
 Laneway housing yes
 Everything doesn’t need to be SF but character and open space needs to be
preserved
 Keep Rowhomes on main streets – put townhomes below park
 Shouldn’t densify until traffic issue is solved
 Prefer laneway housing but townhouses at edges
 Change is ok, but need to know transportation plan and improve safety
 Design restrictions are key
 Making change makes more walkability
 Roads can’t support
 Traffic is a big issue
 Need amenities grocery and other amenities green
 Skytrain development is ok doesn’t change west – keep SDD character
 Triplex ok but not townhouse (next to Tweedsmuir school)
 Scenario 2 and 3 are no good. too dense!
 Scenario 2 and 3 are NOT OK for west end
 Scenario 2 – no thanks, only for developers – not good for families
 Only developers can afford this – parking OMG – travelling OMG
 No high infill near Grimston
 West end is very quiet neighbourhood – please leave Bowler alone or the west end
 No to high infill near Grimston park
 Leave west end housing alone, too much traffic, cars (no infill)
 West end can’t take densification
 Leave bowler st alone
 Acquire land for green space in west end – more park space
Scenario 3
 Keep core character
 Like this one will make the Skytrain better but also ground oriented in a mix
 High rise towers at 22nd st highlighted
 No high rise east of 20th
 #3 and #2 not for the west end. Too much traffic, parking, people and cars
 This #3 is unacceptable – too dense around Tweedmsuir Grimston
 High infill along 8th ave not appropriate – the little traffic is at current density
 Increase density around grimston
 Leave grimston park area alone! We like our nice old houses as they are! Respect
heritage
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 Leave the sthwest part of the west end alone
 No high infill next to Grimston park
 Expand the park – increased density = increased needs
 No high infill on 6th Ave
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WEST EVENT: FEEDBACK BOX
General Notes
 Character and heritage of New Westminster is what brought me here and keeps me
here.
 Please look at changes that preserve the heritage in the West End.
 The neighbourhood is quickly losing its charm and character.
 My concern is that New West is already so congested. How can you fit high rises
with more cars near 22nd when 20th can’t even handle the traffic now. Also
families in the Connaught area will be forced out by developers.
 Build an on ramp [from 20th to bridge]. Get rise of Marine Way because you have
to illegally get on to this road anyway. And let traffic flow easier. With high-rise
area it would be easier to do.
 Expand 20th Street/move commercial zone to new high rise area! :)
 Queensborough Bridge needs an on ramp. ELIMINATE LIGHTS!!!
 Too bad they didn’t take down the whole parkade. Hope that people will use new
routes due to Front Street closure. Ok with 10th being a truck route.
 More greenways
 Improve crime – don’t want new density to increase crime. Worried about the
impact of Burnaby development.
Low Infill
 Excellent! All three are good options and should be implemented to allow options
for all owners and residents.
High Infill – Rowhouse
 Subdividable parcels with a rezoning app. Build with tight design control to
maintain feel of neighbourhood.
Connaught Heights
Scenario 1
 [Southwest corner of 22nd Street and 7th Avenue] Should be at least a 6 storey
apartment with one floor commercial
 The future is high-rise. Look at Burnaby (Brentwood), look at Cambie and
Marine. Towers are very important – this is the future. The location [around 22nd
station] is perfect for density/tower here.
 Keep commercial – ok in its current location – it’s central but hard to park. Ok to
have two levels of commercial aboce.
Scenario 2
 [Referring to core area] OK But plan #3 is better.
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 [Referring to bullet on heritage houses in Sixth Ave] these no heritage buildings
but run down houses which are a hazard for the community.
 Townhouses ok – more affordable than single family homes.
 Eighth Ave is too high – end [higher density] at Hamilton.
 Don’t like this option –would move out of the neighbourhood.
 High-rises – too many. Makes it feel like Burnaby SkyTrain.
Scenario 3
 [Southwest corner of 22nd Street and 7th Avenue] Perfect if you add commercial
(and up to 8 storeys)
 [Area bound by 23rd/Eighth Ave/20th/Sixth Ave] Very important to put high
density in this core. Highest at the station. Think of the future. 50 years! The
higher the better.
 [referring to core area – including section is West End] Very mush supportive of
this plan.
West End
Scenario 1
 Best plan of the three. It is a good balance between increasing density and the
SkyTrain station and maintaining single family homes and character in the area.
 Definitely prefer this scenario to the others. This seems to balance the increased
density while maintaining and valuing the existing homes and New West’s unique
character.
 Increase density on major corridors. Also preserve status quo in some areas.
Scenario 2
 Do not like this scenario
Scenario 3
 Do NOT like this scenario
City Wide
Scenario 2
 Support option 2 and 4. Certainly traffic is a concern but increased transit and car
sharing needs to be considered.
Create Your Own Scenario
 [Referring to Queensborough] High rises here.
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WEST EVENT: STAFF NOTES





























Treed greenways throughout the city would be great – it doesn’t have to be all about new
parks. The greenways should have benches and informal resting places.
Better stores on 12th and 20th! (and throughout the city)
o Want a commercial node like in West Van. Why can’t we have this?
o It should be quality. Vital commercial.
Look at Marpole as an example.
All for coach homes.
Ok with high density
Living in a single family home near SkyTrain is noisy – prefer high-rises.
Will there be a detailed plan around 22nd Street Station?
What to be able to subdivide property on 8th Avenue.
Want a mix – some subdivision, some mod/high infill in the right places
Would rather see four small homes than one monster home.
Redevelop area around SkyTrain – like other stations – doesn’t have to be high-rise. Port
Moody is a good example.
Hamilton/8th Ave area – what is the plan? Rowhouses would be appropriate.
Parking is a big concern.
Transportation and traffic here can’t get any worse – hard to get to
amenities/shops/appointments/work/out of the neighbourhood, especially at certain times
of day. Can’t come and go as you please. It’s great to have SkyTrain but you can’t use it
for everything. How do ambulances get here? The traffic is impacting livability.
Wish there was another access point into/out of Connaught Heights (e.g. when coming
off the Queensborough Bridge). Sometimes you have to drive well out of your way to get
home.
West End Scenario One – balanced. Closer to what I expected to see.
Would like to have low infill on 9th Avenue in Connaught Heights – works because there
is a lane.
Concerned about the loss of character.
Will you still be able to build a laneway house if the existing home is located at the back
of the lot (e.g. a reverse situation, where the laneway house is in the front). The existing
home is old and likely does not conform to current standards (e.g. you likely couldn’t
build a new home in the same location).
What about parking for a laneway house? It would be nice if one of the units could use
on-street parking to ensure that there is usable open space/yard space/green space on site.
(e.g. rather than paving everything to provide parking).
Want the West End to stay the single family with large homes
o Stay residential
o Build within the FSR
o Don’t want subdivision
o There is a lot of history
o But curious what others have to say.
Want high-rise at the SkyTrain but it may be too late because of the new/nice homes in
the area.
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Attachment 7
Raw Notes from Invited Meetings

RIVER MARKET EVENT
What Housing Fits
Low Infill
General
 Consider environment for all these housing types
 Rain gardens and green roofs and storm water capture management and grey water
Parking
 Good transit / Skytrain doesn’t need high parking standards
 People are reducing the number of cars and looking for open space
 Parking conflicts. Density is good in high transit zones.
 Co-op spaces for cars.
 Where will people park? Parking related to transit access
Laneway/Carriage House
 Will the overall building size increase as part of this work
 Would help with affordability
 Implementation how long will this take
 Control of size of the units – size of 3 bedroom apartments
 Need park amenities to supplement on site usable open space
 Most of the open space in big homes not used or under utilised
 Like having rental suite in units
 Multi-generational – families want to live close to each other
 people have unrealistic expectations for space
 increase space by adding an attic
 Ok, especially when already constructed
 Lane housing can offer an inexpensive option for low income people especially as
new West becomes more gentrified
 How much real density
 Who gets the yard?
 Will it be strata
 Value to save heritage
 Can they provide affordable housing
 Lots of people attracted to single family housing
 Great idea! 
 Multi-generation, age in place, less re-build waste
Small Lot Single Detached Dwelling
 Only with design control – not just for character
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 Consideration for square footage for people living in unit where does it fit on
affordable housing spectrum
 Lots of this in Calgary
 Urban/suburban transition
 Precedent in Queens Park
 Lots of interest – rather than monster houses (which are good for extended family)
 Need to conserve green space
 Porous parking pads – heavy rain
 Detached home still
Small Lot Duplex
 Should be taller due to less space
 Planning for low income housing is necessary and important to nEw West
Residents – where will the low income housing be?
 Require garages
 No stairs = more accessible, but noise? (up down units)
Medium Infill
General
 Social interaction and privacy balance
 Transit access was reason for buying here
Compact Lot Single Detached Dwelling
 Mixed use opportunities for biz
 Privacy – sightlines and sound
 Love this, more traditional
 Not willing to move unless 1500 sqft – otherwise cost is too high relative to
current appartmenet
 How much would these units cost?
Cluster House
 Garage in building helps secure car in neighbourhoods with high break in
 Like independence from strata
 Shared common spaces
 What restrictions on renovations and tearing down would be required
 Inefficient land use
 Shared space for BBQ, street hockey, community
 Enclose parking
 Cool examples in Strathcona
 With permeable driveway and sidewalk
 Love this 
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Preference of square over long and narrow
Best case scenario
Kids can play with overlook from neighbours
Really like this form
Family friendly paradise
Anything with enclosed courtyard? For small children

Triplex
 Requires clear division of yard space
 Must be usable space
 Cheaper is better
 Fewer sound issues than with neighbours above
 Useful for extended families
 No sun, no air 
 Higher quality building codes
 Yes. More residents on smaller footprint is beter for the community
 Greenspace
 Limit height and massing
 Limit paving, brick and crushed gravel
 Older houses turned into tri or fourplexes
Quadraplex
 Stratas can be controlling
 Different options for different life styles
 Could lane be treated like street
 Four units with four parking will cause a problem
 More light and air (detached quad)
 Less garden space 
 Decks? Need outdoor space for laundry, leisure, gardening
 Greenspace is important to us
 Non-strata = more freedom
 Build quality as an insurance and peace of mind
 Yes please
 Unused commercial space should be permitted to convert to townhouses
 Want groups of people to be able to buy an SDD together and convert into
multiple units
 No! Do not like the detached option
 Rowhouse style 3 likes - Address the street and is friendly
 Feels bulky (square style)
 Address the street and is friendly
 Only in certain circumstances
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 Quality build – great sound proof between units
 In multi-unit complex, houses that are touching will lower heating costs, lowering
carbon emissions and bill costs $
 We have been asked to sell our townhouse 4 times in the past year.
Townhouses!!!!
 We almost had to leave New West until we found our townhouse
High Infill
General
 Mid-rise with common space / courtyard (5-6 stories)
 Wishes – more community feeling, walking, commercial spaces
 Walkability – grocery stores, parks, community gardens, restaurants, transit, yoga,
sushi, school
Rowhouses
 Fee
 Question about how high? 3 stories or six stories
 Must be sensitive to context
 Victoria Hill – not walkable, no grocery store, good sushi, bad transit, inaccessible
 Nice to own your own land
 Own piece of dirt! No person living above
 Middle unit = potential more affordable
 Too cramped, not enough light and outdoor privacy? Not enough green space?
 These are our favourites! (RH + TH)
 Mandatory rooftop patio
 3 bedrooms!
 Family oriented housing
Townhouse
 Strata
 Underground parking more secure
 Common space is good, kids play area
 Good experience in Glenbrooke north
 Large common area more comfortable than shared yard with laneway houses
 Common space can facilitate community building
 Great, but will the affordability coincide with the 30-40 something incomes
 It great, promotes community living
 This please -> (four unit development)
 Family friendly
 These are our favourites! (RH + TH)
 Needs patio of greenspace – not just balcony
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Where Housing Goes
Scenario 1
City Wide
 More mid-rise and courtyards
 Let’s make new West more accessible to those with handi-capabilities
 Relocate wedding shops Downton to Uptown
 Can light industrial co-exist with residential? Mixed use is desirable
 High density for families need:
o larger units,
o storage,
o outside space (common okay)
o amenities
o 2 bedrooms
o Prices low
 Status Quo is not enough
 Green roofs in condos
Brow of the Hill
 Things happening here anyways (11 St @ 3 Ave)
 Staggered up the hill in uptown for sun (Brow)
 S&O (lower twelfth)
 European Plaza or outdoor shops in Richmond (lower twelfth)
 Redevelop community services and residential (lower twelfth)
 Where do mechanics go? We need affordable mechanics (lower twelfth)
Glenbrook North
 Ok away from transit (skytrain) to maintain low density (tenth Ave)
Queen’s Park
 10 mins to Skytrain and close to school (second/third St @ Queens/Third Ave)
 Move City Hall downtown
 Don’t mess with heritage Character
 Lots of change next to no change (Queens park)
 No moderate infill node (Queens Park Fourth Ave + Second St)
 Contextual lane houses and rowhouses to make use of amenities (Queens Park)
Sapperton
 Lower Sapperton 10 min walk to Skytrain (Rousseau @ Braid)
 People already adding units (Rousseau @ Braid)
 More Density here to support shops. Midrise is appropriate (Sapperton)
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 Open another brewery. Have a real Brewery District (Sapperton)
Scenario 2
City Wide
 Where do schools and parks go
 Amenities for large developments
 Make better use of church / history
 More cultural Staff
 Pier park is touristic
 Q2Q bridge and green trails around Queensborough
 Mix family types/ Families and seniors. Coop housing with common areas
 Affordable housing for all family types
 Don’t want parks to be relegated to the tops of private buildings
 Tall skinny towers to maximum view and sun
Brow of the Hill
 Better greenway on Seventh (Seventh Ave)
Downtown
 Too much density planned for downtown. More parks with more high-rises and
amenities
 Green please (Carnarvon & Columbia)
 Parks not privatized (waterfront)
 Library DT / mini library - Spread things out
 Park at sewage treatment at Quayside area
Glenbrooke North
 ?? (mixed use high rise at Canada Games pool)
 We live here (Glenbrooke N)
Moody Park
 Take Burnaby parks and commercial areas into account (10th Ave)
 No one here, very expensive (Moody Park)
Massey Victory Heights
 We don’t live here very expensive (Massey Victory heights)
Queen’s Park
 No one here. Feel like Queens park gets lion’s share of amenities
 Why not more density in Queens park while respecting heritage? Vancouver has
examples
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West End
 Needs something here. Crime. Nowhere to go. No amenities. Make affordable
housing byt not ghetto. Affordable must be livable (West End / Connaught)
 No one here (west end)
 Pedestrian overpass (Stewardson at 6th Ave)
 Row houses along 22nd Street
Scenario 3
City Wide
 How to keep heritage homes and have density
 Encourage people to live and play in New West - and work! – this is an issue
 I want to work in new West
 Community style living
 Consider tiny homes
 Need tolls (Patullo bridge) to deal with regional impact of how local people move
 Make all infill types
 Continuous Greenway
 Support the Creative area
 Has to be affordable – if we start this our generation needs to be able to buy it –
not increase value and force people out
 Also don’t turn into a bedroom community
 Traffic and Transit must be addressed
 Need to able to get to place on transit
 More important to get to Skytrain, much better than bus
 Make infill permitted uses but don’t incentivise, instead people around Skytrain
Brow of the Hill
 More walking routes (third Ave)
 Sixth St tow rope for bikes – can it work for people? Subsidise e-bikes
 Need infrastructure to support this & a plan for traffic
 Too much development in historical industrial area (lower twelfth St)
 Car lots no! High Rise yes! Commercial yes! (lower twelfth St)
Downtown
 Feel like Steveston – fish markets, houseboats
 Main walking routes (third Ave)
 Water taxi
Glenbrook North
 Putting people on arterials ok
 Overall need to amend standards
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 Need to able to get to place on transit
 More important to get to Skytrain, much better than bus
 ?? (mixed use high rise at Canada Games pool)
Moody Park
 Displacing families? (Sixth St uptown)
Queen’s Park
 Transit routes back and forth (third Ave)
Queensborough
 Poplar island - Treehouses and yurts
 Q2Q – build on top of trains
Sapperton
 No more age restriction (Woodlands)
 Need tolls (Patullo bridge) to deal with regional impact of how local people move
West End
 Parks and community centre (anted, West End, Eighth Ave & 19th St)
Create your Own
 Mixed use throughout West End
 More parklets in areas without green space - west end
 Some serious master planning. Clean this up and make it more safe and desirable
(22nd st STN)
 Need more commercial near 22nd St Station – and safety
 Diaspora area.. ask those communities
 Mixed use – 8th St corridor
 Density bonus for keeping and renovating existing
 Central Heart (12th St)
 Modification of heritage buildings
 55 + ? (woodlands)
 Central heart (Sapperton)
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MOODY PARK RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION MEETING STAFF NOTES
December 3, 2015
96 people attended
 If going to rezone why not start somewhere else like Queens Park or the Heights?
Why allow for developers to come into our neighbourhoods and subdivide.
 LR – New Westminster has limited housing choice. Where is it appropriate to put
other housing forms such as laneway houses and townhouses? We are looking to
gather as much feedback as possible and before bring this back to Council.
 Why are we doing this? Lots of what we are doing, but no why, the focus should
be on New Westminster neighbourhoods.
 Housing types in context to the Metro Vancouver Region – there are enough
housing choices in the region/other communities.
 What stats do we have regarding land values when land use changes occur?
 I live on the 10th Avenue border – you are showing a townhouse in my front yard,
this is concerning. What about parking? Shouldn’t we be putting money into
more infrastructure?
 What is vision/time-frame of implementation of plan? How long will this take?
 What can I do with my house? What am I supposed to do if my house is on an
infill property?
 Why can’t I continue to live here? I have lived here since 1977 - don’t need to put
high infill around single detached dwelling neighbourhoods. What will happen
with land use and taxes?
 How will the character of neighbourhoods be maintained?
 8th Avenue widening plan will just allow more traffic - why not widen 6th Avenue
for traffic? Why is school zone, park zone permitting more traffic?
 What protections/incentives to heritage properties if infill occurs?
o Will intervention occur by city? Wil New Westminster become like
Vancouver? Will heritage forgo infill/development?
 What if I become land locked?
 What are the traffic ramifications in relation to the land use scenarios – will there
be traffic models for land use changes?
 There is an absence of park space in the West End – not enough Park Space /
Schools to accommodate population growth
 Who benefits from this?
 LR – Objective to increase housing choice.
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o Why not ask what we want first and not just tell us your objectives, you
will ruin the community.
Nobody asked us what our objectives should be, we are being told.
How do we say no to any of this?
LR – reviewed RGS projections, growth and housing choice. Discussed how this
process works with the Master Transportation Plan, that growth allows for
amenities such as park expansion, and the Parks, Culture and Recreation Master
Plan, which could be updated as a result of the OCP. Recognized the need for
more park space in the West End. Based on research of other municipalities in our
Region the rate of change is approximately 1% per year. Public process is about
gathering questions/concerns from the public. Discussed value of heritage
properties in the City. If the Plan is adopted, it is up to owners if they want to
implement.
What about taxes/economic impact? LR: taxes based on Land Use by BC
Assessment.
Who is this housing for?
How give feedback if want Status Quo?
What about school space? LR: Information passed on to school districts for
comment.
LR: Discussed that builders primarily construct low/moderate infill housing types
and not developers. As City grows we will need more amenities which be paid
for, in part, through development of higher density housing forms.
Why should I want to move? Why should I have to move?
Impetus from GVRD – is current growth around SkyTrain stations enough to
accommodate growth / Metro Vancouver target?
Why do we need to absorb infill/population?
Citizens do not want to be steamrolled by Metro Vancouver’s objectives, should
have a New West only plan.
Can you elaborate on process moving forward and process up to this point
Didn’t get a chance to participate up until this point, we need to have an
opportunity to paint our own map. There needs to be more workshops.
Need to back up to proper organic process, consultants need to provide a scenario
of what actually happened [referencing the Love OUR CITY Workshop]. Is
reviewing these scenarios premature? Discussed low infill, changes could see
subdivision possible with minimum lot sizes of 5,000 square feet from 8,000
square feet. Most dramatic changes along 12th street – notably pushing back
commercial properties 1-2 lots.
Many old commercial lots are not viable to redevelop. There should be a laneway
behind commercial as buffer to single family dwellings. Money from development
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should go into amenities such as lanes behind 12th Street. Adjust zoning to
accommodate current parcels and eliminate the parking requirements.
LR: Comments from February was that residents wanted to revitalize 12th Street
but without significant density. Residents wanted more of a Main Street feel with
moderate infill behind the commercial strip.
Need to revise/review heritage inventory as it does not take into account the West
End/Connaught Heights.
What is a livability corridor? How was the information interpreted by the
consultants?
We can pass a motion that we deny the densification.
With the density what will the benefits to the City be?
Single detached dwellings are something that needs to be protected, we have all
worked really hard to be in the positions that we are!
The City needs to ask us, to allow us to participate in building/designing a process
for the community. There is a need to go back and have a specific neighbourhood
plan, I propose a vote to come back and start a neighbourhood process.
There is no risk in putting off a process, but there is a risk moving forward!
What is Lynn taking back to the City? We need to pause the process and review
scenarios in more detail.
Need to commit time to all the public to digest what is being proposed.
Motion ‘to pause OCP review in MP until all are engaged in a more detailed and
thoughtfulway’. All participants still in attendance voted in favour.
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NOTES OF THE MOODY PARK RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION MEETING OF
DECEMBER 3, 2015 AT CENTURY HOUSE
Lynn Roxborough filled the audience in with some background
Focus is on…housing forms…more housing choices…employment lands…how
we got where we are. We have lots of single-family homes …and lots of rental
apartments… but very little of the other forms of “in the middle” housing.
Lynn spoke more on housing choices with each scenario and where housing
forms could fit into the neighbourhoods.

Lynn spoke of the different land use scenarios of Low, Medium, and High Infill.

Lynn encouraged residents to take a blank neighbourhood land use map home
and complete their own map and send it to the city.
Lynn encouraged residents to write in what they like and don’t like about the
scenarios…feedback was wanted… and an on-line survey…and residents were
again encouraged to provide feedback. Lynn said there was still lots of time
for input.
OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN
We have to do a city Land Use Plan as part of OCP.

Official Community plan will shape the next 30 years.
OCP primarily Goals, Statements and Guidelines.

Key OCP component that is not a guideline is the LAND USE MAP as the Land
Use Map determines allowable density in our neighbourhoods.
We must grow by 30,000 people by 2041.

Key message is need for more types of housing than single family homes and
apartments.
Rate of population change… about +2.8% per year.

DISCUSSION ABOUT PROCESS

Engage Moody Park in a meaningful way for all.
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We want a conversation about plans. We don't want to have to react to a plan.

We will inform the city that the Moody Park neighbourhood wishes to pause our
participation in the City’s OCP process. We would like a more detailed
conversation…more organic… from the bottom up.

We want to build our own Moody Park neighbourhood community design.

Ask what we want … and not just telling us how we are going to change.

City council is supporting the Metro Vancouver plan and we would prefer a
Moody Park / New Westminster driven plan.

QUESTIONS ABOUT OPTIONS

OPTIONS FOR MOODY PARK NEIGHBOURHOOD
Right to continue with single family with maybe laneway houses but no more?

What are to be the design controls… setbacks… allowed density… parking …
landscape requirements?
We don’t need a townhouse grid around us and to have higher taxes. What are
the tax and financial ramifications for the family houses surrounded by infill
houses?
Scenario 3…I see High Infill for my property…What am I supposed to do with
my house…can I build another house on my property if it goes to High Infill?

Give us context. Explain how Metro Vancouver Regional Growth Strategy
applies to New Westminster having to fit into the Metro Vancouver plan…and
does this RGS really have to force the City to change the Moody Park
neighbourhood?

Is there really a need to push 12th St commercial/residential into the
neighbourhood… maybe look at design instead (to allow bigger project on
smaller footprint)?
Changing land use and zoning causes people to live with higher
taxes…townhouses beside you makes someone not want to live in a single
family home besides townhouses.
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OPTIONS FOR MOODY PARK & NEW WESTMINSTER
Why should New Westminster be told by Metro Vancouver to absorb 30,000
more people? Why not just say “No”?
What about school space for all the new people and families?

What about park space for all of the new people and families?

What about loss of our trees from redevelopment?

Within the city where does the growth go and where does it remain similar?
Why not Queens Park for all of the same higher densities?

Context is important. What is % of rental and high density housing in Metro
Vancouver versus New Westminster?

How does our human density (people per square kilometer) compare to other
Metro Vancouver cities and maybe its their turn to take more people…if we are
already full?

Would growth around Sky train stations satisfy Metro Vancouver RGS growth
plan?
What are plans to widen 6th and 8th Ave?

Where is the right place to increase density and where can density stay the same?
How do we say no to any of this?

What are the options for those who don't want to leave their homes … if higher
density happens… and values and taxes rise?

What is the time frame for changes?

Is this a done deal already?

Why are we doing this to the Moody Park neighbourhood? Why not leave things
the way they are?
SUGGESTIONS ABOUT WHERE GROWTH SHOULD GO

Key areas of growth need to be near Skytrain stations and not into old
established neighbourhoods.

We need to make sure we have growth in the right places.

I am told the changes to Moody Park are about housing choices … and not related
to need to take 30 000 people … so why the need for Moderate & High Infill?
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CONCERNS ABOUT HERITAGE PRESERVATION
Heritage inventory in West End and Moody Park is almost absent… we need one.
Heritage…we are proud of it… need to look at impact of proposed infill choices….
and potential demolitions of the heritage homes sitting on one lot.
What is the intention for preservation of heritage homes in the Moody Park
area…if infill happens?
Will there be permits to destroy heritage homes for infill?

WHAT IS THE IMPACT OF VARIOUS DENSITY SCENARIOS ON…
SERVICES & AMMENITIES
Will development have an impact on present amenities … be overused?

Park usage will double and triple … too much pressure on already heavily used
Moody Park.
What’s the plan for new parks before more people move in to the west side?
COSTS & TAXES

What will taxes be like if we don't have more people to pay for the parks and
community centres, etc… for what we want?

Existing taxes on existing owners should pay for more parkland without City
saying, “No new parks and community amenities without higher density”

Does changing land use and zoning cause people to live with higher assessments
and higher taxes?

Is our assessment based on land use map designation … or present zoning …or
future zoning … or what?
VALUES

Will single-family homes increase their value because of supply and demand … or
decrease as neighbourhood changes and new infill surrounds them… and tyhey
become less desireable?
What are the statistics on property values when there are big land use changes?
What happens to single family homes’ values when density increases?
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Is there a big profit on land density increases… to property owners…to builders…
to developers?
What happens to the character of our present Moody Park neighbourhood as
higher density pushes out the single-family homes?
COST TO PURCHASE
Is higher density housing really more “affordable”?

When you split one lot into two… are each of the new smaller houses really much
more affordable than the one original house on one lot?

Won’t it just be builders and developers buying and assembling lots in Moody
Park if Moderate & High Infill happens as every lot will be able to create at least
two lots and two houses?
IMPACT ON TRAFFIC

What is the impact on Moody Park neighbourhood’s parking and increased traffic
for all of the different density scenarios?

How much more parking will be needed in our neighbourhood if the different
scenarios happen?

Where will laneway housing and coach house parking happen… if garages are
gone?

Why increase density on 10th Ave that will see increased traffic congestion from
being a Major Road?
IMPACT ON TAXES

Will having so many more people moving in to our neighbourhood paying taxes
lower our present taxes or raise them to pay for the services the new people
need?
PREFERENCES EXPRESSED BY PARTICIPANTS

We like the small town feel… of our unique historic neighbourhood…it’s age.

Concern that town houses beside you makes people not want to live in a single
family house… making the single family home of less value…. hard to sell.

Desire to have a yard and a place to play … without higher density and less green
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space around…. more homes mean less yards and green space.

I like this (current) density … more agreeable.

I like my house… why should I have to move … when the land use changes… to
higher densities?

Scenario 3 … can I build another single house on my property or do I have to have
multiple family dwellings when the land use goes higher density?
People highly anxious about single-family lots going to Moderate and High Infill
as most lots will be able to be sub-divided. What does it mean … what happens if
every lot can be sub-divided?
HOW DO WE ACHIEVE BALANCE?
There is a need to do it right

What is right for us … for our OUR neighbourhood? We need to decide our
future… not Metro Vancouver?

Park space is already a problem so how do we possibly keep this (need for park
space) in sync as we grow?
QUESTIONS ABOUT BENEFITS

Who benefits from higher density? What are the social costs (to our present
neighbourhood) of higher density?
Who is this process really for?

What are the benefits for young people and families?

Benefits would be more intergenerational living in our neighbourhood.

Without change…our young adults and families have to move because of housing
needs.
Benefits would be bringing more diversity of home ownership into Moody Park
area.
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WHAT WE LOVE / WHAT WE WANT
CONNECTIONS TO CITY

WHAT WE LOVE
“Central location and walkability”

“I like the convenience to the high school”
“It’s a quick walk to 6th & 6th… Uptown”

“There’s lots of value in being able to walk to existing retail while
businesses stay to the perimeter of our neighbourhood”

“Love our walkability & closeness to transit almost at our doorstep”
WHAT WE WANT

“Keep businesses to the perimeter of the neighbourhood… not
encroaching on single family…”

CONNECTIONS TO EACH OTHER

WHAT WE LOVE
“We know our neighbours! Small community vibe.”

“The passing-by type of connections that come with front yards and
street access”

“Stableness of knowing neighbours over a long period of time… stable…
not transitory”

“Eyes on the neighbourhood as residents walk by… with their dogs…
greeting each other”

“An appreciation for sharing activities with neighbours….old people not
moving away and being cared for by neighbours”
“Sharing of life experiences and journies over the back fence or as we
meet on the sidewalk”

“Young families moving in to neighbourhood are sharing good will… to
help … and be helped… talk over fences… no need to hurry… always
connecting… connecting … connecting.
WHAT WE WANT

“Let’s have more bike paths and linear parks…along our idewalks and
boulevards”

NEIGHBOURHOOD CHARACTER & DESIGN

WHAT WE LOVE
“Houses are unique & different from each other…different designs”
“I love single family heritage character of the Moody Park
neighbourhood”

“City has encouraged single family homes on arterial roads”
“Appreciation of autonomy of owning your own home”

“I like the size of our lots in Moody Park … not too big…not too small…
not crowded together… I like the space between homes …affordable.”
WHAT WE WANT

“Retain Moody Park’s single family homes and allow present low rise
and medium rise apartments to “Rise Up” on their present footprints…
to increase the density.”

“Okay with laneway houses and carriage houses… keeping single family
lots…but more flexibility in use of the house… rooming house…more
than one secondary suite “
“Allow for more people in secondary suites”

“Modest density increase…and no more… laneway houses…carriage
houses…present small lot houses…good for diverse architecture…more
affordable family homes…aging in place”
“Another vote for modest density”

“Perhaps row houses on our borders”

“We do need more “in between” options like row homes… but can we
not achieve this by leaving the single family homes intact and remove
the low rise apartment buildings… to taller buildings…instead of
changing single family lots?”

“Affordability is a concern… especially for retirees… even a condo can be
over $500K! Want to retain low rises from this perspective. Let’s keep
the ones we have.”
“Don’t like the density proposed for the Moody Park area near upper
12th neighbourhood…by Henley Street”

“Tweak NR-1 Zone to discourage spec home builders buying lots and
“dropping” the present character homes”
“Lose overhead power lines”

“In Moody Park neighbourhood… I like the present single family
density… preserve the old character homes … DO NOT view Moody Park
neighbourhood as a “density reserve”

“Please retain the current single family zoning… maybe with laneway
and carriage houses.

“Please consider only modest form of increased density… laneway and
carriage houses … for elderly to stay near their original home … or for
young families to rent out”
“Don’t allow our lots to be split up into skinny lots”

“How do we help people who are “ageing out of their homes” stay close
to their home … laneway houses … carriage homes … improve
secondary suite approval process?”

“In favour of laneway and carriage houses … allow large heritage houses
to be divided into strata apartments…let the elder who has lived in his
old home live in dignity…in an apartment in their house … or a laneway
house … to their passing on.”

“In favour of single family lots…with laneway houses…no more…and we
need guidelines on laneway housing design so it does not interfere with
present home”
“Concern that densification will push us too close together… we’ll lose
the character and livability of Moody Park”

PARKING

WHAT WE LOVE
“We have lots of on street & off street parking for friends and extended
family to visit… friends can park by my house for free… and no parking
regulations are required”

WHAT WE WANT

“Stop businesses along 12th Street from using residential parking slots”

“Where’s the parking going to be if all of the density happens that they
want…and how much new parking will be required?”

TRAFFIC

WHAT WE LOVE
“New Westminster stood up to Burnaby and kept 10th Avenue as is.”

“Like that we own our roads because we keep control over them”

“Speed bumps in lanes”
WHAT WE WANT
“Car free days!”

“Enforce speed bylaws… present enforcement is a joke… dangerous”

“Toll Patullo Bridge”

“need protected left turn lane at 8th Street & 10th Avenue”

“Smart traffic lights… like Seattle… Coquitlam”

“look at moving traffic around our neighbourhood.. and making it
tougher to go through neighbourhood”
“Continue to maintain ownership of our City streets”

“We need bicycle paths not endangered by traffic … need a safe path
through traffic calming “jut outs” … that put bikers at risk”
“Traffic at 8th street and 10th Avenue is unsafe!”

“We need smart traffic lights… and the Green Wave” to reduce traffic
congestion”

HERITAGE
WHAT WE LOVE
“Like the NR-1 Zone where it eliminated big, boxy houses…but is it
contributing to demolition of heritage houses”

“Multi-generational houses…passing down through the same family”

“Love all of our old houses…been here for a century or more”

“I love all of the heritage house in Moody Park neighbourhood!”
WHAT WE WANT

“Protect demolition of heritage homes by allowing strata homes in the
one house”
“We will lose too many character and heritage homes if we allow
Moderate Infill… Medium Density”

“When people talk “heritage” they may really be talking “character”

“Bonuses for retaining character and heritage houses… and maybe
giving more infill density IF heritage home is retained.”

“Lots of our elderly live in heritage homes…let’s help them stay in their
homes… or in a laneway house…age in place until they pass”

GREEN SPACE
WHAT WE LOVE
“Low building heights allows natural light into yards…this is about
liveability/pleasantness…plus allows gardens”
“MOODY PARK itself…using the park for many different activities”
“Boulevard trees and borrowed landscape”

“Even in high-rises, we have good sunlight because there’s space
between buildings….as it’s pleasant and it’s also good for your heating
bill”

STABILITY & DIVERSITY OF PEOPLE

WHAT WE LOVE
“Stability & diversity at the same time… of our people…different
ages…different occupations…etc.”

CITY’S OCP PROCESS

WHAT WE LOVE
“I love the City’s OCP process to date… to develop.. .or not develop”

CARING FOR THOSE WITH LESS

WHAT WE WANT

“City needs to provide housing for people with mental health and
addiction recovery issues… and other marginalized populations.”
“We need to target areas for co-op housing”

COMMITMENT TO INCREASE PARK SPACE
& SCHOOLS & AMENITIES?
WHAT WE WANT
“We need a concrete commitment that there will be more park space…
and institutional space (schools)… and community facilities (rec
centres) … to handle the increased density… before increased density is
approved”
“Where does need for a new school (for Moody Park and Brow Of The
Hill catchment area) get fixed…worked on… before the new density
plans happen? Kelvin School is maxed out…and old. Are City leaders
working out a new school plan as we speak? What are the plans for a
new school?

STABILITY & DIVERSITY OF
NEIGHBOURHOOD

WHAT WE WANT
“What will be the effect of all of the proposed changes on the character
of our single family neighbourhood… I worry that what we have will be
fractured and will disintegrate over time.”
How do we handle the change process…as increased density& housing
types happen…if they do… and our neighbourhood changes to

something completely different… as the change process will be tough on
many?”

PROPERTY VALUES & TAXES

WHAT WE LOVE
‘I like the lower tax base”
WHAT WE WANT
“What will happen to property values and taxes if Land Use changes to
more density… or mass rezoning occurs… will our taxes rise?”

“Concern that densification will raise value of all neighbourhood single
family homes a lot…for those who wish to buy them… thus the eventual
smaller newer homes (if created) will be not much cheaper…for the
younger families who wish to buy them… than the original single family
home”

“As our lots values rocket up who can afford to move into the
neighbourhood…change is needed to allow more “affordable” housing
opportunities.”
“Look at tax base…make it more fair”

“Look at salaries of our “top heavy” administration… who are paid by
our taxes”

DENSITY BRINGS NEEDED GROWTH
& DIVERSITY
WHAT WE WANT
“Other municipalities are densifying already. We’ll lose residents to
other cities if we don’t provide what people want. More people means
more jobs, more tax base, more diversity & vibrancy, more retail and
restaurants…Let’s densify busy corridors…to support our local
commercial areas”
“Density can bring more businesses… Let’s perk up Royal City Centre
Mall”

ELECTRICAL UTILITY
WHAT WE LOVE
‘Love having our own electrical utility…autonomy…control…oversight”

Email Received: Feb 9, 2016
Re: MPRA "NEIGHBOURHOOD" VIEWPOINT ON INFILL SCENARIOS
Hello
Perhaps there is no need for a meeting but I would most certainly welcome your view on
how best to inform the City on the Moody Park neighbourhood’s point of view on the
various land use scenarios being considered for the Moody Park neighbourhood.
After three meetings and dozens of comments…and much passion and emotion… the
vast majority of Moody Park residents have made it known that…
…they are passionate about the Moody Park neighbourhood for dozens of reasons.
…they are passionate about the Moody Park neighbourhood retaining its Single Family
status
…they are passionate about the historic nature of the neighbourhood and its dozens of
heritage homes.
…they are passionate that Moderate Infill not occur within the borders of the
neighbourhood
In terms of the proposed Land Use scenarios the vast majority of residents do not want
Moderate Infill within the quieter neighbourhood streets…and many would consider the
addition of laneway and carriage homes into the present single family lots.
In terms of 10th Avenue the neighbourhood accepts the need for some sort of extra
density along the Major Road Network corridor.
In terms of extra density along 6th & 8th Avenues the neighbourhood is very
ambivalent… as the explanation that the increased density is needed to achieve more
frequent bus transit was not accepted by many.
In terms of 12th Street the neighbourhood accepts the need to widen the commercial strip
by a couple of single family building lots to encourage redevelopment of the 12 St.
business corridor.
In terms of the three scenarios all showing the neighbourhood above 8th Avenue and to
the west of Henley Street becoming Moderate Infill or High Infill (to support the 12th
Street commercial corridor) the neighbourhood are passionate that the area (full of
historic homes) remains Single Family in nature (with perhaps laneway and carriage
homes added)
The neighbourhood had dozens of comments on a variety of topics (unrelated to density)
but this email captures the neighbourhood’s viewpoints on the key issue of Land Use
density & housing choices within the Moody Park neighbourhood.
What do you see as the best way of informing the City and Mayor & Council about our
Moody Park neighbourhood’s point of view?
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Out of the 16 attendees, approximately 12-14 of them asked questions about the OCP
process, i.e., generally high engagement and participation.
There were questions about whether a compact lot single detached dwelling with 1 unit (1
unit per 3,000 sq.ft lot) is really higher density than a small lot single detached dwelling
(2 units per 4,000 sq.ft lot) or a small lot duplex (2 units per 4,000 sq.ft lot). One resident
recommended that compact single lot detached dwelling be classified as low infill. This
topic was raised in relation to the compact lot single detached dwellings on Colborne
Street – one of which was the residence of the resident who raised the initial question.
This resident also expressed that there was no reason why compact lot homes should not
be able to have suites, particularly if they have streets/lanes on both sides.
One of the residents noted that a laneway home photo was accidently put into the small
lot single detached dwelling slide on the presentation.
Many residents wondered how some of these low and moderate infill housing forms
could be achieved at the same time while adhering to the tree bylaw and tree replacement
requirements. Some residents have concerns about the process by which the tree bylaw
was passed by council – not enough time for council – however, they are confident that
the OCP would continue to go through a “less rushed” approach with more consultation
than the tree bylaw.
The group had a lot of interest in the OCP amendment versus zoning topic. The group as
a whole was much more supportive of OCP designations for areas which would still
require a rezoning process to add infill (and in doing so, maintaining some control over
design, quality, context etc.) as opposed to the idea of “pre-zoning”, which some
residents felt would open the floodgates to poorly designed infill. Residents mentioned
some developments in Surrey and Langley Township as examples of pre-zoned and mass
builds of laneway homes as what they wanted to avoid.
Several residents voiced concerns about parking, noting that although Glenbrooke North
is a walkable neighbourhood, almost all residents still need a car for work reasons,
visiting family, vacations etc.; therefore, all units will need to have at least one parking
spot. One resident noted that many families have two cars; therefore, there may need to
be more than one parking spot per unit. The amount of paved space and loss of green
space that this will result in was a concern for several residents.
The residents seemed to agree with the statement that infill was more about ‘housing
choice and diversity’ than about meeting ‘growth targets’. The residents seemed quite
aware that there were large developments in New Westminster such as Sapperton Green,
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Brewery District and various Downtown projects that would do most of the heavy lifting
in meeting anticipated growth demands.











Some residents felt that the small lot duplex designation would allow for more duplexes
to be created, as current duplex lot requirements result in not many lots being able to
have duplexes and some people who would like to build duplexes cannot because their
lots are too small. The reception towards small lot duplexes was generally positive,
although residents wanted to make sure that the duplexes were done well (i.e., not like
some of the duplexes in Burnaby).
Several residents mentioned the need for noise attenuation for new development – one
resident mentioned a friend who lives in the condos at Colborne Street and Eighth Ave
and has noise complaints about the exhaust fan from Safeway. Noise attenuation needs to
take into consideration traffic, buses and commercial uses (i.e., be more comprehensive
than the current noise attenuation focus on freeways and railways).
The resident who was most opposed to any of the scenarios (“these scenarios scare the
heck out of me”) lives on 5th Street between 7th Ave and 8th Ave. His concerns were
partially based on previous experiences of development nearby, including the approval of
the “McDonald’s Tower” (Hamilton Street and 6th St, built on former McDonald’s
restaurant site) and its shadowing and other impacts. He noted that he lives on the edge of
the Glenbrooke North Area, nearby where the most density would be proposed in all
scenarios. This resident was concerned that we were trying to do “radical social
engineering” (i.e., just doing this infill to do social engineering instead of meeting growth
demands, which would mostly be accommodated in apartments).
Several residents noted that all plans allowed for more density along the neighbourhood
boundaries and major streets. A few residents thought that all areas should have equal
opportunity to do some low infill.
How to deal with traffic from infill (i.e., more cars on the road) was a major topic, also
related to traffic to the Pattulo Bridge, etc. .
One resident noted that having infill added under rezoning applications may result in a
much better and more neighbourhood appropriate product than the current ‘monster
homes’ that are allowed by the current zoning bylaw that are too large, ugly and have
overly paved lots. This is one of the reasons why this resident welcomes OCP
designations for infill. Many residents appear to be confident that rezonings are not
“rubber stamping” and that council will exercise discretion and reject bad projects (as
they have done in the past in Glenbrooke North).
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As noted in reference to the ‘monster home’ discussion, having appropriate size
restrictions (FSR, height etc.) was considered by some residents to be very important for
infill housing.
The affordability problem in our region was discussed by several residents noting that
having infill options may be more affordable for young families trying to move into the
area. With the average house in Glenbrooke North now selling for $1 million or more,
being able to buy a unit in a duplex or a triplex for $600,000 or $700,000 would be a
major improvement in affordability. A few residents noted that, with today’s prices,
young families would not be able to buy single family homes or would have to move way
out into the Valley (Abbotsford etc.) or out of the region altogether, so having more
housing options would be good.
A few residents voiced concerns about whether or not the OCP designations were a
“money grab” by the city, because the OCP designations would result in even faster
escalating property values because of increased development potential, which would
result in higher tax revenues.
Several residents noted the importance of intergenerational living that could be assisted
by infill housing. One resident has aging parents who would benefit from downsizing but
still would like to stay in the neighbourhood and he would like his parents to live nearby.
Infill housing would allow him to achieve this goal. The same resident also has young
adult children and he would like them to be able to live in the neighbourhood and living
in a duplex, compact lot home etc. might allow them to afford to do so.
One-level infill housing forms that could accommodate aging persons with disabilities
were thought to be important by several residents.
The environmental considerations of infill were noted by a few residents – as infill would
allow for residents to live closer to their family members, which would result in less
driving and greenhouse gas emissions.
A few residents were concerned that infill would result in “overly paved” lots with less
greenspace.
A few residents noted that Tenth Ave might be appropriate for possibly higher levels of
infill than other parts of Glenbrooke North (moderate infill for 10th Ave as a possibility?)
but that it would absolutely require noise attenuation measures or quality of life would be
horrible for the residents of these units.
A few residents noted that infill might be more challenging on streets that do not have
lanes (vehicle access problems, parking problems etc.).
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A few residents thought that we could add more density by encouraging the demolition of
the low-rise walk-up apartments in Uptown and Brow of the Hill and replacement with
townhomes etc. . Residents were split on this idea, with some residents feeling that the
walk-ups were run-down fire hazards that should be removed, while other residents
noting that the walk-ups were an important form of affordable housing.
There were no comments or challenges to the 1% turnover/conversion rate for infill
housing that was mentioned in the presentation. Most of the residents seemed to realize
that these changes wouldn’t result in wholescale overnight changes to their
neighbourhood, change would be gradual.
There was more conversation and interest around laneway homes and small lot duplexes
than other housing forms.
The residents were generally very happy with the presentation and expressed their
gratitude afterwards. They are enthusiastic to be part of the process and it appears as if
many of them will attend Saturday’s Central OCP session at Century House. There was
only one resident who appeared to be strongly opposed to the OCP and the possible
scenarios.
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Attachment 8
Letters, Petitions and Email Feedback

EMAIL FEEDBACK RECEIVED
Email Received February 4, 2016
Hello,
We acknowledge that future generations will need affordable housing options and
neighbourhoods in Sapperton may need some infill housing opportunities. We live at [300
Block] Sherbrooke Street and want to firmly oppose option two of the housing choices proposal
for the OCP. We do not think it is fair that our property would be on the edge of a six-storey
apartment area when there are other neighbourhoods that would have less density and be closer
to SkyTrain.
Not only would option two ruin the enjoyment of our small lot, but it would create traffic and
other problems on our street.
We are also not happy with Option 1, which again would see the Buchanan Blair block turned
into townhouses or row houses. This is a quiet neighbourhood where people get together for
block parties and where Blockwatch has been successful. We think densification in this area
would ruin the current neighbourhood and believe that these houses shouldn't be knocked down
for short-term development dollars and taxation benefits.
We bought in to this neighbourhood to raise our families in single-family homes and to see it
knocked down bit by bit for townhouses would be unfortunate, especially since there are
neighbourhoods in lower Sapperton, which are close to Braid station, that would see no change
or very little change.
I also don't think that high rise next to the Urban Academy school is a good idea, either, given
that traffic in that area has not been managed well and that Sapperton Green is still a study area.
Let the Brewery District build out, plan for Sapperton Green, let the new Brunette Overpass get
built, then see what the housing and infrastructure needs are and then consider changes - in
another 10 years.
Thanks for your time.

Email Received February 11, 2016
We spoke at the NW city forum for density housing on Jan 30/2016. My spouse and I attended
are were amazed at the lack of young parents/citizens attending.
We discussed with you our views as parents and professionals about rezoning properties in a
positive light and I wanted to put it in writing for the record.
We are two medical professionals working in specialized cardiac surgery at VGH and SPH. We
cannot afford a home in Vancouver proper so we opted for the most affordable (? ahem...)
housing we could find without having to cross a bridge. We bought single family home in
Glenbrooke North. Why? Because we have 2 elementary school aged children who will be able
to to walk to all 3 of their current and future schools. Transit, shopping and all amenities are
within walking distance in a safe community. But our commute to work is 1 hour each way.
Every day. But we do it..why?
We love New West!!!! As a young family, as taxpayers, as a youth soccer coach, as a mother
and father utilizing the community centres, the libraries, the parks and the beautiful heritage that
New West holds.
If the city continues to keep only single family homes in this vibrant city-- it will die. The young
professionals who want to start a family, who want to contribute to the city and its citizens -- the
nurses, the plumbers, the accountants..all the blue collars wilt be not able to afford to live here.
You will have a dying geriatric population in these huge heritage homes and no one to keep them
up. Every other young family we know has either inherited their home, or owns it jointly with
numerous family members. Anyone who owns one is not planning retiring in it, simply put, it
will be sold for their retirement fund.
With the average single family home (that does not need extensive upgrades) going for $850
000.00 plus you will have no children here- attending the schools, running in the parks, or taking
swim classes. You will have no young taxpaying professionals working in your banks, schools,
daycares, hospitals, or care homes.
You will have either affluent buyers ripping down old homes to make huge cement
monstrosities with cement lions at the driveway and no green space or empty homes dilapidating
as they have absent owners overseas (as is the current situation in Vancouver)
New West needs to wake up to the future if it wants to survive. The elderly people in
Massey/Victory Heights will not be with us forever, their homes up for grabs to the highest
bidders....which will not be young families. The renters in the West End or Sapperton cannot
afford to stay here indefinitely....anyone who wants to purchase a home will have to look to the
Fraser Valley. Even Queensborough is getting ridiculously expensive- and it is over a bridge.
The need for multi family dwellings (row house, townhouses, condos) is immense. The city
needs to promote and act on re zoning these old large properties when someone wants to sell
them. As long as it is developed according to city bylaws and approved structural designs these
multi family dwellings could only beautify the city and bring in new, young and diverse citizens.
The Whistler style townhouses on McBride and 6th are a perfect example. They have been there
10-15 years and visitors to our beauty of a city always comment on how lovely they look.
We are a gem of a city here in the Lower Mainland, lets keep it that way.

Email Received February 11, 2016
Thank you for this information.
I spoke to Patrick Johnston who advised that the City’s plan is to construct no additional road
capacity in future, at all, including 20th Street. That explains why the “scenario” maps just show
the existing road network. That brings me back to the question, what population increase, if
any, in the West End and Connaught Heights can the existing road network sustain? I’m sure
this can be analyzed and projected, and it’s essential for residents to know this before we can
offer a considered opinion on how much new housing of the type shown on the “scenario” maps
we would support. It isn’t just a question of what physical style of housing we like the look of or
might not mind having next door. Please appreciate that we are not stupid, and we want to be
attentive to your proposals, and you can expect questions based on our powers of critical
thinking and experience.
Again, this traffic point is just the kind of information that Translink refused to provide, when
they came to town to try to sell us on an eight lane replacement Pattullo. They said that we had
to approve the bridge first, and consider traffic flow later. Nobody accepted that, and you really
cannot expect residents of the West End to accept the same laissez faire approach from the City.
It seemed to me that Translink set out quite deliberately to mislead us about that, in the service of
their other objectives. My neighbours and I don’t want to feel that the City is doing likewise,
whatever the reason. In my opinion, a professionally, competently prepared presentation will
address this consideration. Please have someone available on Saturday who has thought about it
and is willing to address it, with sufficient expertise.
Please also bear in mind the people in the West End, even the Tweedsmuir/Grimston area, do not
consider their neighbourhood to be “around the 22nd Street Skytrain Station”, as you put it. As a
matter of public communication, I’d urge you to avoid phrases like that. I worry that the City
lacks professionalism in its public communications. I often work with professionals in that area
myself, framing communications to consumers for product recalls, class action notices, and the
like. These kinds of documents require a lot of care to ensure that they’ll be clear to busy
people who have only a short time to review them. They have to be written with a clear
understanding of the mindset of the recipient. I continue to meet neighbours who understood
the card to mean that the discussion will be about what kind of housing would be desirable
around the 22nd Street Skytrain Station – the phrase you just used. People in the West End on the
east side of 20th Street simply don’t understand that expression to mean their street and their
houses. I pointed this out to Ms Grieve two or three weeks ago and encouraged the City to
remedy this error. Clearly nothing has been done about that. It’s an error because the card is
misleading, so far as the West End is concerned, and the instant people find out what you really
mean, they react angrily. You really couldn’t do more to invite mistrust if you wanted to.
Kind regards,

Email Received February 18, 2016
Please pass on my thanks to the team that organized and facilitated the sessions. I attended the
last one and while there are a multitude of hurdles, unanswered questions and concerns, the team
managed the session incredibly well, perhaps to our benefit for being the last session!
It is so important that the approach and final plan considers the needs of our community as well
as the expected growth and that we create a plan that ensures decisions and development today
fits with the plan of tomorrow. I look forward to more information and participation on this very
important plan.

Email Received February 18, 2016
Hi,
I’m not sure if you will remember me or not but we met at the “Your Future Neighbourhood”
meeting that was held at Richard McBride on Feb. 6th. We spoke at some length about the
changes proposed for Sapperton under the three new OCP scenarios as they currently exist, in
particular the neighbourhood along Buchanan Ave. and Blair street, which in all three current
scenarios is slated to experience significant change.
I wanted to thank you for your time, and to put in a final plea that our little corner of the world
be spared from the more drastic changes some of the scenarios would allow (conversion to
apartments comes to mind!) and to help residents here to keep what they prioritized in their
purchasing choices, a family oriented place to live with room for yards, trees and gardens.
I especially hope this will be possible since, as we discussed, Sapperton is already slated to
absorb significant densification with projects already under construction, and there was no
identified “greater good” to be served by allowing such a drastic alteration of what is currently
here to be embedded in the new OCP. It would be great if the new OCP allowed the kinds of
low-infill options that may help current and future owners manage (while providing additional
housing options for new residents) but protects the character of the existing neighbourhood.
I really hope that some of those modifications to the plans for Buchanan and Blair can be made
right away, as the final versions of the scenarios are being drawn up and prepared for
presentation.
Thank you so much!

Email Received February 21, 2016
I was at the meeting today were I spoke briefly of the need to not only think about preserving the
heritage houses but also the "heritage people" who care for the families. (And I say that only half
jokingly considering the Queens Park demographics. ;) )
As an example, our family's desire is to have my wife's parents live on our property in a laneway
house or cottage house. This is necessary to make staying in Queens Park logical and affordable,
otherwise we will likely move out of the area, which would be unfortunate as the reason we
moved here was specifically because of the beautiful neighbourhood and - more importantly - the
wonderful neighbours. In the distant future, when my inlaws have passed on, we will also be
elderly and will want to move into the same cottage and pass our house on to one of our two
daughters. You can think of this as our "family plan", which we hope will work in harmony with
the community plan. One should be in harmony with the other.
If the community plan is not consistent with the current resident's family plans, we can expect a
large turnover of people, people who may or may not share the same values, and therefore will
eventually rework any plans formed now.
It is worth mentioning in this context that even with only voluntary guidelines in place, the
heritage houses have been preserved. I believe that this can only be because the people who live
here share similar values. Therefore by extension, if you preserve the people (families) you
preserve the houses. Few people want to leave Queens Park, however some have little choice but
to do so. Who will replace them?
Preserve the people, and the houses will follow suit. Make the community plan consistent with
strong, long term family plans, and you will have a strong, long term solution. I am not
advocating one option over another. In many ways these issues are too complex for me to fully
understand without spending the time that you and others are on the research and planning. I am
only offering a perspective that may help guide decisions going forward.
We love our 1940s house and want to care for it in a way that is consistent with the values of the
heritage committee. I understand that preserving houses is only one aspect of a much larger plan,
however any community plan should be about preserving and supporting a strong community,
which is what New Westminster already has as a unique asset.
And as an aside, the idea of having more local businesses (like the cherished butcher shop) is
also consistent with supporting our family plan. And so is frequent bus service. And young
families and schools. And walking and biking in safe vibrant neighbourhoods. These all stem
from supporting strong family plans. Sorry for flogging the point, but I do feel it is important,
possibly even fundamental in understanding what we are trying to accomplish. It is not about
density for density sake. It is not about preserving old houses for architectural reasons. It is not
about roads, bridges, and smooth traffic flow. It is all about families and the connections made
between them - past, present and future.
Use this email in any way you feel may be helpful. Thank you for listening and all your hard
work.

Email Received February 29, 2016
To whomever is listening,
I have been involved in the Official Community Plan discussions for some time; as part of the
Brow of the Hill resident association meeting, online surveys and attending the information
session at Century house. I am definitely aware of the need to deal with population growth in the
city over the next few decades and support the development of a strong community plan, with
the understanding the goal of the OCP is to manage how the city grows and provides the best
housing choices. An OCP will help to ensure the growth follows some logical progression and
creates attractive, functional and livable spaces.
There are lots of great ideas how to create these spaces in our constrained little city and although
I have several opinions/questions with regards to the OCP as a whole, for this communication I
would like to concentrate on the low infill option of adding suites in an existing residency. Since
single detached housing is a large percentage of the New Westminster housing stock, low in-fill
with suites in existing homes will have a significant impact on the spaces available for many new
residents. This is also the easiest segment of the market to grow, since in most cases it will take
advantage of otherwise unutilized space in existing residences and will require only modest
investment of owners.
However, there is a problem.
Re-classifying of large areas of the city to allow for alternate housing solutions may not be the
best approach, since within those areas there will be a number of existing homes that are not
appropriate for the addition of a suite or frankly any other housing option. Properties that
contain a Heritage listed or Heritage designated houses are also of concern as re-classifying these
areas might entice owners to destroy a heritage house for the purpose of creating increased
density and profit and may not be in the best interest of our heritage centered community. If
properties are re-classified without consideration of the existing structure, many home owners
might consider it a green light to create a secondary suite, regardless of how appropriate their
particular space might be, and give rise to more illegal suites which do not conform to existing
guidelines or codes. This will result in potentially unsafe and detrimental spaces, exactly
opposite of the intent of the OCP.
Building a legal suite is more than just closing off a couple of rooms in the basement and
collecting the cash. It will require permits, compliance with the established suite guidelines,
conforming to building codes, using certified trades, providing off street parking and a private
outdoor space. The process of creating a legal unit will most certainly add thousands onto any
basement suite project and unfortunately, those who follow the rules to provide safe, liveable
spaces are also subjected to higher rates on their non-metered utilities once done.
So, if the OCP identifies a demand for more secondary suites and re-classifies areas accordingly,
there will most certainly be people who proceed with building revenue suites to take advantage

of this addressed need. Unfortunately if suites are built with revenue as the primary concern, it is
unlikely those owners will want to jump through all the hoops required to make it “legal” and
may also proceed knowing full well their space would never qualify in any reality. So when they
do build “illegally” it will be done with shortcuts on design, quality and safety. Illegal suites
which are built without certified trades and without code compliance would be a much higher
safety risk and it is also unlikely these units would be properly insured. Illegal suites do not
make any provisions to address parking issues created by this higher density and although they
would increase the demand on city infrastructure, the home owners would not be contributing
additionally to unmetered utilities.
Unfortunately the attraction to build an illegal suite and reap the financial rewards are not being
bridled by concern for getting caught because there does not appear to be much likelihood of that
happening. Realtors do not feel any obligation to inform the municipality of an illegal suites
when listing a house for sale but rather promote them to perspective buyers as a way to pay down
an excessively large mortgage. Plumbers and electricians routinely do work on illegal properties
and say nothing because it is easy money and they can do sub-standard work for great profit
without needing to conform to building codes, since no permit were pulled and there is not going
to be an inspection. Surprisingly, a quick web search also reveals that even insurance companies
who might potentially be on the hook in the event of a fire, will not report illegal suites but
instead offer to insure them, as long as additional fees are paid for the additional occupancy. On
top of all that, municipalities do not seem to want to get involved in regulating or investigating
these illegal suites and do not appear to be willing or able to enforce existing bylaws or building
codes.
I would suggest that if the OCP is intended to create better housing solutions, it also needs to
address how to put an end to illegal housing and the city needs to provide incentives for home
owners to do it legally, even if that means waiving permit fees and not charging them extra for
utilities until the units begins to create some revenue. The city should be actively checking
houses being sold to determine if a suite is in existence and ensuring that those properties are
registered and in compliance before they are sold. They should be checking the classifieds for
rentals to ensure suites are legal and have some sort of inspection protocol to ensure units are
properly maintained. On top of that, there should be greater penalties for professionals (realtors,
plumbers, electricians and carpenters) who facilitate this illegal industry and jeopardize safety
for profit.
Just my thoughts.

Email Received March 7, 2016
Thanks for opening city planning to the neighbourhood. My wife, two children and I went to the
community consultation in February but unfortunately couldn't stay because early afternoon is
nap time for the kids.
I went online to leave my feedback but couldn't find where—perhaps I missed the deadline. I
hope this email is sent to the right place!
My main points of feedback:
- Please make pedestrian access the priority for all plans going forward. This includes
walking, running, and biking access. So far, city designs are built around car access (an
unsustainable approach to getting around), pushing pedestrians to skinny walkways. Example of
car-as-priority design: Uneven sidewalks with driveway entrances for cars; sign-posts plunked in
the middle for cars; built so two people can just walk by each other—to keep the road wide for
cars. Why not close some roads to become pedestrian only, or make use of one-way streets?
Whatever you do, please make sidewalks wider (so two couples can pass each other with room
on each side), without sign posts and curbs dipping every 20 metres. From another perspective: if
two people in wheel chairs approach each other in a typical sidewalk, one will have to
awkwardly manoeuvre into a strangers driveway or onto the road.
- Bike lanes take priority over car roads. Cars can start and stop very easily, whereas a biker
needs to expend personal effort every time they start back up again. Of course, exercise is part of
the benefit of biking, but a biker doesn't want to have to stop for fear of their life every 200
metres because of car-dominant designs. The goal should be to decrease the amount of drivers on
New West roads. One way to do that is to make the city more bike-able.
- Whoever is designing bike lines must also use them. Please don't have people design them
that never ride a bike or who don't know what works well for a commuting biker. Poorly
designed bike lanes will not promote healthy use of the resource (ex. Awkward road crossings,
street signs or gutter drains in the middle of the path, unclear signage for bike routes.)
- Keep commercial zoning along 20th even if—and especially if—infill is increased there.
More people should mean more commercial access for everyday needs. More infill with isolated
commercial zones at only the bigger centres means more cars on the road and unhealthy
communities.
- Please also keep communicating with us about the designs! It is much appreciated and a great
way to get people invested in their community.

Email Received March 7, 2016
I had hoped to get this to you by the end of February but I have a new job which means I am no longer
able to get things done during the week - my personal time is now limited to evenings and weekends.
As discussed with you on more than one occasion, we (myself and some neighbours) canvassed the
neighbourhood with a Petition to keep RS-1 zoning. We did this while the OCP review was ongoing;
particularly the consultation phase on land use, density accommodation and housing types for the future.
We were successful in contacting 82% of the neighbourhood (255 houses out of 310). As you may, or
may not, know it is no easy task going door-to-door for anything. Besides the extraordinary amount of
time and effort it takes to talk to people you are up against the fact that people are often not home (we
made three tries before we counted them as a no contact) when you just randomly show up at their door.
Some people will not open the door for anyone. It was a long and arduous task but the feedback and
support we were met with was tremendous. Of the 82% of houses where we were able to make
contact an outstanding 94% are in favour of NOT changing our zoning from RS-1.
I will say anecdotally that a number of people are interested to see how the yet to be developed
"Laneway Policy" plays out. People were not ready to support the idea of Low infill (never mind the mid
or high types) due to how it was packaged to include other types of infill such as small lot duplexes and
triplexes. People still want the neighbour to maintain the character of a single detached neighbourhood
even if there are suites in many homes; and potentially laneway houses if the policy is applied to RS-1
neighbourhoods in the future.
Based on what I heard I think it would be very important to come up with a "Laneway House" policy that
has strict design guidelines insuring that neighbourhoods are respected. Scale is of the utmost
importance. Existing front yards and side yards should be maintained so as to discourage Developers
from tearing down existing housing stock and building the maximum square footage allowed (which is
currently way too much) on the property.
It would stem from this that a laneway house in Lower Sapperton might be 400-600 sq. ft. while one in
Queen's Park might be 1200-1600 sq. ft. A laneway house in Queens Park might have off street parking
while one in Sapperton may not require any at all (given that there are two Skytrain stations nearby).
There has been a tremendous amount of coverage in the newspapers recently on the subject of housing
and density. Of particular note is that people all over feel that City Planners and City Councils are
disconnected from what the people want. When Shelley Fralic wrote on the subject she said she got an
"avalanche" of response to the first article (she did a followup story) and that people are mad as hell about
change being foisted upon them. Barbara Yaffe has been writing on the subject lately and as recently as
last Friday wrote "Planners may be experts in urban development, but Lower Mainlanders are the experts
on knowing how they want to live".
I hope that one day soon I will be able to write to the newspapers holding up New Westminster as a
shining example of a Planning Department and Council that got it right. Throughout this whole OCP
process you said you wanted to hear from the people - now it is time to listen to what we said.
I appreciate all the effort you have put into this process and trust that we are in good hands with you.
sincerely,
P.S. Under separate cover I am forwarding you, and others, more information about our RS-1 Petition

City of New Westminster
511 Royal Avenue
New Westminster, B.C.
Planning Division, Development Services Department
Attention: Lynn Roxburgh, Planner
Good morning Lynn;
I am sending you the results of our Petition to retain RS-1 Zoning in the neighbourhood of lower
Sapperton. We (a group of area residents) have gone door-to-door with the Petition for a good
number of months and have successfully made contact at 82% of the houses.
Of those we have contacted 94% are in favour of keeping our RS-1 zoning.
426 people representing 255 houses have signed the Petition to keep our land use as it is.
The (RS-1) Single Detached Dwelling District neighbourhood referenced in this petition is
situated in lower Sapperton below East Columbia Street. Kelly Street is the west boundary.
Sherbrooke Street is the south boundary. Rousseau Street and the Sapperton Green property is
the east boundary. Hume Park is the north boundary.
I have attached a copy of one Petition for your benefit. All of the Petitions will be delivered to
City Hall in the near future.
We started the Petition in response to the current and ongoing OCP review. When the WorkShops for this current OCP review began it became apparent that input as to what the future of
neighbourhoods should be was being gathered from people that did not live in a particular
neighbourhood; and in fact the process specifically lacked a way to determine where the opinions
were coming from. In 2011/2012 when the lower Sapperton neighbourhood sought to retain RS1 designation for a house on the corner of Sherbrooke and Kelly; one of the most upsetting
things was the amount of value given to the opinion of people who did not even live in the
neighbourhood.
We understand the push from Metro Vancouver to absorb more density. Lower Sapperton is
doing more than its fair share to accommodate density with The Brewery District development
and the pending Sapperton Green development. We understand that the city is looking for
alternate housing forms; particularly Townhouses and Row Houses. The Developers of
Sapperton Green have made it clear they will accommodate the wishes of the neighbourhood and
provide Townhouses and Row Houses as a transition between our neighbourhood and the
pending towers on the site. Brewery District can accommodate more ground oriented units
around the base of it’s towers. The Rousseau Triangle is a prime location for Town Houses and
Row Houses. Underdeveloped properties such as the property where Safeway is at 8th and
McBride are excellent choices for more Town Houses and Row Houses.
There is no reason whatsoever to dismantle a perfectly viable neighbourhood of ground oriented
single family homes to make way for another type of family home. During our many discussions
on the concerns of this neighbourhood you made it clear that decisions had not been made and
the whole point of the exercise was to gather input from the residents as to what they want their
neighbourhoods to be like in the future. The people in lower Sapperton Petition area want their

neighbourhood to remain as it is. It is why people chose to live here. Our neighbourhood has a
unique sense of community and a long history. The City should be taking steps to preserve
lower Sapperton not dismantle it.
I trust that wishes of the residents of lower Sapperton will be reflected in the draft and
subsequent updated OCP.
Sincerely,
P.S. On the weekend I attended an “Open house” on the 400 block of Fader St. I walked in on a
Realtor who was gleefully recounting to a prospective purchaser what a great holding property
the house would be given the pending zoning changes coming with the OCP review. When I
queried him on this he said something to the effect of how he had just been to an update meeting
at City Hall and that there was strong pressure from Metro Vancouver and Translink to re-zone
this whole area for more density: Townhouses and Row Houses.
I am not suggesting that what he said is true or even took place, but it sure is discouraging having
someone trying to sell out your neighbourhood without a thought to the people that live in it….
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To:

Date: FFebruary 10th, 2016

Ciity of New We
estminster
Jonath
han Cote, Mayyor, chair of the
t Land Use and Planningg Committee
Bill Harper, Councillor
Patrickk Johnstone, Councillor,
C
Member of thee Land Use an
nd Planning Committee
Jaimie McEvoy, Cou
uncillor
Lorrie Williams, Cou
uncillor
Mary Trentadue,
T
Co
ouncillor
Chuck Puchmayr, Councillor, Me
ember of the Land Use and
d Planning Co
ommittee
Bev Grrieve, Director of Developm
ment Servicess
Lynn Roxburgh,
R
Planner
Jim Hu
urst, Planner
Mike Watson,
W
Plann
ner

We are writing to voice
e our strong concerns
c
regaarding propo
osedOCPstraategies (referred to hereaffter as
Scenarios 1Ͳ3) for deve
elopment of the Sapperto
on area. In pparticular, wee are concern
ned with the areas
designated below as Zo
one1 and Zone2:

1

In Scenario 1, Zone 1 is slated for “High Infill”, and Zone 2 for “Mid Rise”. Scenario 2 expands the
allowance for “Mid Rise” further West, and Scenario 3 has both Zone 1 and Zone 2 slotted for “Mid
Rise” land use.
At the open house, held at Richard McBride School on February 6th, 2016, TaraGronlundspoketoBev
Grieve, and Lynn Roxburgh.  This discussion focused on the Scenarios, presented for review by the
Planning Department, in relation to Zone 1 and Zone 2. Neither Bev Grieve nor Lynn Roxburgh was
abletoprovidesubstantivereasonsfortheactualproposedchangestoZone1 and Zone2.
They provided the following two reasons:
1. “Theareaisin5minutewalkingdistanceofthehospital”

Actually, only part of this area is within a 5 minute walking distance from the hospital. The majority
of Zone1, while outside the 5 minute walking distance, is also at the top of a steeply inclined hill.
There are other areas in Sapperton directly adjacent to the hospital, which are closer in proximity
and are located on significantly more level ground (therefore are more walkable), which have not
had this rational applied to them. Those areas have been designated “Status Quo” or “Low Infill” in
Scenarios1 and 2. No reason was provided as to why there is this discrepancy. Ifproximitytothe
hospitalisarationale,itisunclearwhyitisnotappliedevenlythroughtheneighbourhoodatlarge
(including the area east of East Columbia Street). Thislineofreasoningdoesnotmakesensewhen
applied to parts of Zone 1 and Zone 2: the properties on Blair Street and Buchanan Avenue, and
those on the steeper portions of Cedar, Ward, Knox, Sherbrooke, Keary and Simpson streets.

We think that singling Zone1 out for “High Infill” in order to provide density related to the needs of
the hospital has been ill considered.
Also of note:Zone1 is located outside of the “Skytrain Walkshed”, as defined in the New
WestminsterMasterTransportationPlan.
2. “Itbuildsuponthecurrentconditions”

For Zone1
It is unclearhow“HighInfill”showninScenario1or“MidͲRise”showninScenario2and3would
bealogicalnextstep from the current Low Density RS 1 development.
What is the definition of “builds upon,” or “a logical next step?”
To define this simply as whatever is the next highest or lowest density to existing conditions or
existing neighbouring conditions is overly simplistic and a reduction of the complexity the city
requires for success. A simplistic but effective illustration that is common knowledge for all
planners, and should be for mayors and council members, is the healthy street that Jane Jacobs put
forward several decades ago. It argued for a complex and varied streetscape in terms of styles, uses,
scales and densities. Not all areas can find this ideal useful, but Sapperton has an already strongly
developed version of it: along East Columbia Street, but also throughout its entire area.

2

Both options are excessive leaps rather than incremental ‘building on existing conditions.’ The
“current condition” of Zone 1 is a RS 1 neighbourhood, which is the same as many other
neighbourhoods in Sapperton and elsewhere that have been slotted “Status Quo” in Scenario1.
For Zone2
This area currently contains a mix of RS 1 and RM 2 zoning, and the Current OCP designates it as RL /
RM (Residential – Low Density / Residential – Medium Density).
Currently, the 3 storey residential maximum allowed under the RM 2 zoning provides a good
balance for future development in this area. An increase to possible 4 story buildings, but only
adjacent to the commercial properties fronting East Columbia Street, would also be “building on the
current conditions.”
The relatively new 4 story block at 315 Ward Street is a good
example/precedent for this. The stepping down from 8 to 4 stories of the, also relatively new,
building at 315Ͳ419EastColumbiaStreet is another example of a new building acknowledging the
character of its location. This is the case because the existing community concept insisted that this
project step down its heights from 8 stories down to become equal with those farther up the hill. It
would not make sense to then allow taller buildings (up to 6 story) to be constructed above it, while
nothing else of this scale has changed in the entirety of the area within Zone2.
Unlike these two examples, representing the existing agreement between the neighbourhood and
city planning, a proposed density jump to possible 6 storey buildings (allowed in the designation of
“Mid Rise” in all Scenarios), is a significant jump from the current condition of this area. It
represents a doubling of the maximum current building heights of the area. It would be a very
significantdivergenceratherthananurturingofthecurrentcondition.
3 and 4 storeys (even on its own, the 3 storey residential maximum allowed under the RM 2 zoning),
allows for potential density increases to the area, while fostering new buildings that work with the
topography of the hillside with results that do not negatively impact the surrounding RS 1 housing in
Zone1 and westerly portions of Zone2, between Ward and Cedar Streets. Theexistingcharacterof
theneighbourhoodwouldbeabletoabsorbthislevelofchange. Even higher densities and greater
change of character should be left for the OCP which will follow the one under discussion, in the
more distant future.
As well, Buchanan Lodge, located immediately to the west of Zone 1, while being an institutional
land use, and a singular building form, is a development which possesses the same/similar scale of its
RS 1 neighbours. Thereisno rational toseeBuchanan Lodge asalargehighdensitycomponent
besidewhichitwouldbereasonabletobuildlargerdevelopments.Buchanan Lodge does not share
land with a direct neighbour. It sits at some remove from the surrounding houses because it
occupies its whole block and is surrounded by landscaping within its surrounding setbacks.
Buchanan Lodge relates to the neighbourhood differently than would larger buildings built on lots
with smaller side yard setbacks, directly beside lots with single family homes.Inappearanceandin
termsofspacingandconflictingsightlines,thelodgeismoreapartofthesurroundingRSͲ1thana
pointofdifference.If we want to ‘build on the current condition’, then this type of scale, relative to
the residential scale of the neighbourhood, would be a strategy to foster.

3

In the presentation documents of the Scenarios, it also states:
In Scenario1and2, the area designated Zone1is labelled: “highinfillcreatestransitionandputsafew
morepeopleclosetotransitonEightAvenue”
This justification is not logical if we aim to cluster density around transit infrastructure. Blair St
and Buchanan Ave access one bus route at Eighth Avenue. If this is the standard for “close to
transit,” then virtually every street in New Westminster meets the standard. Surely we mean
significanttransit(Skytrainandmultiplebusroutes)whenweusethislanguage.
Compared to many areas in Sapperton, Zone1 is further away from most means of significant
transit. Many other areas are closer to East Columbia Street, Sapperton or Braid Skytrain
stations, or are located along existing bus routes along Richmond and Cumberland Streets. The
stated rationale, fairly understood, points to other nearby areas as being more logical to
densify“tosupportpublictransit.”
There seems to be no real basis behind the density and building form changes proposed for Zone
1.  This area seems to be unͲunderstandably, indeed unfairly, targeted. Zone 1, is the only
area along the entire length of Eighth Avenue stretching West to Uptown at Sixth Street, that has
been treated in this manner. The problem being that there is no reason offered.
In Scenario1, the area designated Zone2 is labelled: “Existing use – which matches the current land use
plan”
Thisismisleadingandincorrect. Zone2 currently contains a mix of RS 1 and RM 2 zoning, and
the Current OCP designates the area as RL / RM (Residential – Low Density / Residential –
Medium Density), which is not the same as “Mid Rise” (up to 6 storeys) uniformly throughout.

We have also heard that City officials, regarding concerns about the scale of density increases, have been
saying: “Weneedtocreatehousingforpeoplewhoworkatthehospital”.
Respectfully, it is not within the City’s mandate to be social engineers. While it is good to foster
diversity of housing options within reasonable proximity to RCH, Sapperton already offers that,
and will continue to do so with the Brewery District along with the future Sapperton Green
developments. The hospital is also directly adjacent to Sapperton Skytrain Station allowing
transit options for staff from RCH and surrounding businesses. It would be an unreasonable
and unnecessary expectation for the immediate neighbourhood surrounding the hospital to
havethe“housingofhospitalstaff”asamainprincipleforitsdevelopment.

Sappertonisinneedofavibrant‘mainstreet’toanchoritsmorphologyandlanduse. East Columbia
Street does not presently meet that need.TheCitywouldbebestservedbyfosteringdense,varied,
4

attractive
emultiͲusede
evelopment alongEastCo
olumbiaStreeet, as is desiignated undeer the currentt OCP,
rather thaan expandingg the zone off potential sizzable develo pment West into Zone 2 and subsequ
uently
Zone 1. Allowing pottential largerr 6 storey development ooff of East Co
olumbia Streeet, prior to any re
developm
ment of East Columbia
C
Stre
eet, can only serve to del ay and weakken what sho
ould be the co
ore of
the neighb
bourhood.
If the cityy wants to nurture the development
d
hey should n
not be
of the ‘Sappperton neighbourhood’ th
encouragiing the poten
ntial of piece meal development into ZZone2. A more favoured
d approach is being
proposed for other ‘m
main’ streets in
i the city su
uch as Sixth SStreet, or Twelfth Street in the current OCP
scenarios.. Thosescenariosproposseintensede
ensificationa longthe‘maain’streetwh
hilequicklysscaling
downtoR
RSͲ1zonedp
propertiesab
blockoffthe mainstreet,,allowingforrthecharactteroftheadjjacent
neighbourhoodtorem
mainstrong. This is a mo
ore reasoned approach, and would ressult in a portion of
Zone 2 an
nd all of Zone 1 be slotte
ed for “Status Quo” or att the most “LLow Infill” (laaneway or caarriage
houses, sm
mall lot single
e detached, sm
mall lot duple
ex).
Given thaat, for the City’s grow
wth target, “all
“
of the anticipated population growth could be
accommodated within
n the current Official Community Plaan,”1 and thaat “council m
may identify some
neighbourrhoods or areas within neighbourhoods where noo change is the preferred
d approach,”2 it is
troubling that Sapperton, as a ne
eighbourhood
d, appears to have been
n more inten
nsely targeteed for
density  increases th
han any othe
er neighbourhood in thee City.  Sap
pperton alreaady is slotteed for
significanttchangesin thenearfuture,withthe
ecompletion
noftheBrew
weryDistrict Developmen
nt,the
reͲdevelopmentofRCH,andtheplanningdepartmentsuppo
ortedplansfforSapperton
nGreen.
With the Brewery Disstrict and futture Sapperto
on Green prooject, along with the currrent housingg mix,
Sapperton
n already offe
ers the most diverse houssing mix in th e city, and ass a neighbourhood, will allready
be absorb
bing a significcant increase density and population. Given this, it is more ap
ppropriate to leave
substantiaal portions off the existingg RS 1 zoned neighbourhooods “Status Quo.” In Sapperton, RSͲͲ1 is a
housingtyypethatneedsfostering sothatittoo
ocancoͲexisttwithother forms.Itisaalreadythen
nature
ofSapperrtonthatthefullarrayof forms,densiitiesandusessarecompreessed.Thisissgood,butittdoes
notmaketheconclusionthatanyp
particulartyp
peorscalebeeoverbuiltbyyanother.
e the attached
d “StatementtsofSupport”” from other pproperty own
ners in the area.
Please see
Sincerely,

Tara Gron
nlund
Sapperton
n property ow
wner
432 Buchaanan Ave
1.
2.

Robeert Dare
Sappperton properrty owner
432 B
Buchanan Avve

“Frequently Asked Questions”
Q
Retrievved from http://w
www.newwestcity. ca/business/plannning_development/official commun
nity
php#WhoCreatestheOCP
plaan/articles/3264.p
“Frequently Asked Questions”
Q
Retrievved from http://w
www.newwestcity. ca/business/plannning_development/official commun
nity
php#WhoCreatestheOCP
plaan/articles/3264.p
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Neighbourhood Map was presented showing geographical
location of the petition responses. This map is available for
viewing in the Clerk’s Office.

Attachment 9
Summary of Feedback Related to
Implementation of Infill Housing

FEEDBACK RELATED TO IMPLEMENTATION
In addition to the specific feedback on the housing forms presented in the report
additional themes related to implementation emerged, which are summarized below.
Each of these topics will be explored in more detail as part of an implementation strategy.

 Design control: Many people agreed that design guidelines would be a necessary
part of implementation. A number of people felt that design “guidelines” would
not be enough and that design “controls” should be put in place that set very clear
and enforceable standards.
 Process: The rezoning process appealed to people because of the level of oversite
and public consultation. However, some people thought there should be a
simplified rezoning process that is less onerous and easier for homeowners to
navigate. The participants that were supportive of a more permissive approach to
implementation felt that design control was still very important. Some people felt
that implementation process could be made easier by approving a stock design (or
designs) that people could use. This would also reduce the cost of building these
forms which would help with relative affordability.
 Trial period: A number of people, though open to some infill housing forms, felt
that the City should proceed with caution. There should be an opportunity to
review the projects to see if the design guidelines and regulation need to be revised
before proceeding. The City should do what it can to monitor the impact the new
units (e.g. on on-street parking, traffic).
 Compatibility with other policies: People had questions about how infill housing
forms would work with existing policies. For example, the Tree Protection and
Regulation Bylaw.

Key Design Themes
Design of infill housing will be critical to ensuring that it is done in a way that if fits well
with the neighbourhood. Many comments related to design were raised through the
consultation including:
 Infill forms should reflect the underlying single detached dwelling character of
each neighbourhood.
 Density – including the total floor space permitted, total floor space for each unit,
what is counted/exempt from floor space calculations.
 Massing, scale, and building length.
 Height
 View corridors
 Topography – ability to build on a slope, impact on views.
 Overlook and privacy

 Shading and access to light – both on the subject site and the neighbouring sites.
 Front yard setback – allowing more flexibility could increase each buildings
access to light and maximize opportunity for solar heat gain. Maintain the existing
setbacks would maintain the great streetscape that exists today.
 Greenspace, open space and trees – utilization of space, gardens and outdoor space
needed for all units, good for aesthetics (pavement is cold), improves our air and
provides a space to grow food.
 Site coverage, permeable surfaces, and landscaping
 Street appeal
 Streetscape and street design – including street width, on-street parking, large
street trees
 Green building features – green roof, energy efficiency
 Stormwater management – site permeability, reducing the demand on built
infrastructure
 Lot size and frontage – small frontage should require lane (or corner) access
 Access – driveway and sidewalk to rear units, impact of lane/no lane
 Addressing – especially for rear units
 Noise attenuation – when sharing walls with other units and when located in areas
with more noise (e.g. major streets)
 Garbage and recycling space
 Transition – between higher and lower forms
 Unit size – needs to be appropriate for the uses (e.g. families). For example, if the
unit is the same size as an apartment then it may not be worth the extra cost.
Parking Themes
Parking was the most common concern raised. Most people felt that more than one
parking space would be required per unit and that not providing this on-site would put too
much pressure on on-street parking. An increase in demand for on-street parking makes it
harder to drive, makes it harder to pick up garbage and limited the amount of parking
available to visitors. A smaller number of people believe that we should stop planning
our cities around cars and encouraged a lower parking standard, especially when near
transit or amenities. Comments included:
 Number required on-site: Many people felt that the demand of each unit may be
much higher than one stall per unit, especially with larger household sizes. Some
people felt that there should be lower parking standards near frequent transit.
Others did not agree since these are the same areas that tend to generate more
parking demand (e.g. due to community facilities, commercial space).
 Flexibility: Needs and expectations are changing. Perhaps we should allow a
design that allows for flexibility use if the space is not needed.

 Visitors parking: Not accounted for in the one stall per unit. There may be no
option in areas where there is already a high demand for on-street parking.
Proximity is also important – especially if visitors have mobility issues. ...people
also feel ownership over on-street parking (even if they know this officially is not
the case). They use this parking, their visitors use this parking, and they may also
use this space for other purposes (e.g. washing their car).
 On-street parking: There is already a high demand for on-street parking. While
recognizing it is not official, many single detached dwelling home owners feel
ownership over there on-street parking and do not want to maintain sole use of the
space.
 Location of parking on-site: Detached and attached options were both discussed,
as well as whether the parking had to be in the rear of the property or not. Some
people were concerned about front yard parking.
 Design: The design of parking of both pads and structures is also important and
should be subject to design control, not just the housing.



Attachment 10
Maps Summarizing Neighbourhood Feedback


BROW OF THE HILL: Summary of Feedback

Legend

This map summarizes the key location based feedback received. Areas shown in colour
are those that are consistent with the OCP and all three scenarios. In advance of the
workshop Council should give thought to the what land use categories should be
applied to the remaining areas. The pencil crayons match the colours in the legend.
To assist with this process staff provided suggestions for areas where there was a
consistent message from the community or where there is a relatively clear next step
to explore. These comments are shown in blue text. The red text will be the focus of the
Council workshop. These are areas where more discussion is required to determine the
appropriate land use category.

Neighbourhood Boundary
SkyTrain Line
400m from SkyTrain (5 min walk)
There were a few comments in favour of protecting
Bent Court and exploring a density transfer
program as a way to rectify the issue created by the
existing high density zoning on the properties.

800m from SkyTrain (10 min walk)
400m from RCH Front Door (5 min walk)
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There was a willingness to explore a mix of new infill
forms throughout the neighbourhood instead of more
apartments. Single detached dwellings should still be
part of the housing mix. This neighbourhood needs
a block by block approach to exploring what infill
housing is appropriate.
Staff would explore what infill housing categories to
apply to each block using Moderate Infill as a starting
point.
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There were not strong messages regarding Sixth
Street and Eighth Street. Instead, these streets need
the same block by block approach as the rest of the
neighbourhood.
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There was a lot of conversation about
the future of Lower Twelfth Street.
There was a relatively high level of
support for mixed use, high density
redevelopment of the area. There
was more interest in employment
generating commercial (or ultra-light
industrial) rather than a significant
increase in retail space. Change here
needs to address context including:
the topography, connections to the rest
of the neighbourhood, the floodplain,
Stewardson Way, and the trains.
Question: Where in the City should
service commercial uses be located?
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All scenarios showed the existing
mid rise apartments as Mid Rise. The
feedback suggested that the Mid Rise
apartments that create a transition
to High Rise could be six stories. The
remainder of the apartments should
be three or four stories in order to
create a better transition to adjacent
single detached dwellings.
Staff recommend continuing to
designating all exiting mid rise
apartments as Mid Rise. Staff would
explore the opportunity for six storey
transition near Sixth St and Sixth Ave,
and near Lower Twelfth St. Staff would
also explore four storey apartment
buildings in the remaining area.
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Staff would explore applying a mix
of infill housing types based on lot
characteristics and feasibility.
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There was support for new infill
housing forms in the area bounded
by Twelfth Street, Sixth Avenue and
Stewardson Way, but the message
about what new forms should be
permitted was less clear.
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See Map LU2a
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CONNAUGHT HEIGHTS: Summary of Feedback

Legend
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This map summarizes the key location based feedback
received. Areas shown in colour are those that are
consistent with the OCP and all three scenarios. In advance
of the workshop Council should give thought to the what
land use categories should be applied to the remaining
areas. The pencil crayons match the colours in the legend. To
assist with this process staff provided suggestions for areas
where there was a consistent message from the community
or where there is a relatively clear next step to explore.
These comments are shown in blue text. The red text will
be the focus of the Council workshop. These are areas where
more discussion is required to determine the appropriate
land use category.
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There was little feedback received during regarding
the existing commercial on Twentieth St.
Staff would explore High Infill. Noise attenuation
would be required if this land use is permitted.
Commercial uses would be able to remain due to
the existing zoning.
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Staff would explore a mix of High Infill
and Mid Rise based on lot characteristics
and feasibility.

All scenarios showed this area as
Status Quo. Questions were raised
about why something more is not
allowed here.
Staff would explore High Infill
due to proximity to transit. Noise
attenuation would be required if this
land use is permitted.

Eighth Ave

Parks, Open Space and Community
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Bowler St

There was a mix of preferences for the
blocks in this area, which are intersected
by SkyTrain line and BCHydro ROW. The
most support seems to be for High Infill
(scenario one).
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Twenty-third St

Staff recommend Low Infill but would
reassess after further analysis is done that
explores the feasibility of building coach
houses in this neighbourhood.

Twenty-second St

Status Quo
The support for Status Quo in the area
north of Edinburgh St was stronger than the
support for Low Infill. This may be the result of
the scenarios presented, which included more
limited infill than other neighbourhoods.
Comments indicated this opinion may also
have been due to the lack of lanes and the
concern that building a carriage house was
more likely to encourage the demolition of
existing houses than a laneway house would.
However, there was some interest in allowing
laneway houses on the north side of Ninth Ave
where Tenth Ave acts as a lane.

Mead St

There was a range of preferences for this area. What
was consistent was the feeling that there should
be transition between towers and single detached
dwellings. The height of the infill housing allowed will
be important for achieving a successful transition.
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There was some support for allowing High
Rises in this area. However, there was also
concern about the total number of high
rises permitted, given views, access, and
traffic concerns, but still clear willingness to
discuss change.

There was support for the
commercial on Seventh Ave.
Staff recommend modest
commercial in Seventh Ave,
similar to that proposed in
scenario two.

Many people want to see change around the 22nd
Street SkyTrain Station, including allowing High Rises.
They want this change to bring more amenities and
services to their neighbourhood. The area that people
felt should be the core area of redevelopment varied
(e.g. some people supported a larger area than this).
There was concern about the impact new towers would
have on views, access, and traffic.
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GLENBROOKE NORTH: Summary of Feedback
This map summarizes the key location based feedback received. Areas shown in colour
are those that are consistent with the OCP and all three scenarios. In advance of the
workshop Council should give thought to the what land use categories should be
applied to the remaining areas. The pencil crayons match the colours in the legend.
To assist with this process staff provided suggestions for areas where there was a
consistent message from the community or where there is a relatively clear next step
to explore. These comments are shown in blue text. The red text will be the focus of the
Council workshop. These are areas where more discussion is required to determine the
appropriate land use category.

Legend

There was some discussion about appropriate
infill forms on Tenth Avenue, but no infill
category of forms received strong support.

There was some willingness to see infill housing
on Fifth St, which would act as a transition from
the uses on Sixth Street or to provide family
friendly housing near the high school.

Neighbourhood Boundary
SkyTrain Line

Staff recommends treating this area the same
as the rest of the single detached dwelling area
since the level of support was not strong enough
to warrant further exploration of adding density
to an arterial that does not, and is not expected
to, have frequent transit.

Staff feel that the street could be a better place
to transition between land uses than the lane,
especially given the width of Fifth St.

400m from SkyTrain (5 minute walk)
800m from SkyTrain (10 minute walk)
High Rise
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High Infill

There was support for Moderate or
High Infill for this section of Sixth
St, which is designated for Medium
Density in the existing OCP.
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There was a preference for Sixth Ave
to be treated the same as the rest of
the single detached dwelling area
due to the existing character and
heritage.
Staff recommends Low Infill.
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three scenarios.
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Area expected to remain
consistent with existing OCP, as
shown in all three scenarios.

Staff recommends allowing a mixed use
development that allows Commercial and
High Rise. Design guidelines would be
created to ensure an appropriate transition.
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Some support for Low Infill in the
single detached dwelling area
of the neighbourhood. However,
support for Low Infill did not seem
to include support for duplexes.
Staff recommends Low Infill.

There was support for high density
redevelopment Royal Square Mall. A few
comments suggested that there should be a
lower density edge along Colborne St, which
would help transition the development into
the rest of the neighbourhood.

CEM

There was some support for allowing new
infill housing forms on Eighth Ave. The
support was stronger for the eastern portion
of Eighth Ave where there is already a mix of
housing forms and uses.
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Staff recommends allowing High
Infill in this area since this would
be a good location to encourage
family friendly housing due to the
proximity to the high school.
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QUEENS PARK: Summary of Feedback

Legend

This map summarizes the key location based feedback received. Areas shown in colour are those that are consistent
with the OCP and all three scenarios. In advance of the workshop Council should give thought to the what land use
categories should be applied to the remaining areas. The pencil crayons match the colours in the legend. To assist
with this process staff provided suggestions for areas where there was a consistent message from the community or
where there is a relatively clear next step to explore. These comments are shown in blue text. The red text will be the
focus of the Council workshop. These are areas where more discussion is required to determine the appropriate land
use category.
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Area expected to remain
consistent with existing OCP, as
shown in all three scenarios.

Neighbourhood Boundary

Sixth Ave should not have a different designation
than the rest of the single detached dwelling area.
Staff recommends Status Quo.
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Sixth St is expected to remain
consistent with existing OCP.
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Staff recommends Status Quo but
will continue to explore how Low Infill
could be implemented in a way that is
in keeping with the recommendations
of the Queens Park Working Group.
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The preference was for the single
detached dwelling area to remain
Status Quo. However, there was
some willingness to talk about what
new infill housing forms could be
appropriate in the neighbourhood if
these forms can be done in combination
with heritage preservation. In particular
there was an interest in exploring
laneway housing.
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Staff recommends Status Quo.
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There was strong opposition to the
community corner, an idea which
came out of the February Visioning
Process. This area should have the
same designation as the rest of the
single detached dwelling area
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There was support for the Queen’s
Park Neighbourhood Heritage Study, a
process that the community has also
participated in. The preference was for
the OCP to help implement the results
of the study which focused on finding
creative ways to manage change and
to conserve that which makes the
neighbourhood unique.

Blackford St

Queens Park Access

Oakland St
Fourth Ave
Ash St

The designation shown here is
High Rise, which is consistent
with the existing OCP but is not
the land use shown in the three
scenarios. Showing this area as
Mid Rise in the scenarios was an
oversight but was supported by
the community.
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The preference was to not allow any additional
Mid or High Rises in this area. The single detached
dwellings in this area should be treated the same
as the reminder of the single detached dwelling
area.
Staff recommends this approach assigning land
use categories based on existing land uses.
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MASSEY VICTORY HEIGHTS: Summary of Feedback
This map summarizes the key location based feedback received. Areas shown in colour are those that are
consistent with the OCP and all three scenarios. In advance of the workshop Council should give thought
to the what land use categories should be applied to the remaining areas. The pencil crayons match the
colours in the legend. To assist with this process staff provided suggestions for areas where there was a
consistent message from the community or where there is a relatively clear next step to explore. These
comments are shown in blue text. The red text will be the focus of the Council workshop. These are areas
where more discussion is required to determine the appropriate land use category.

There was a lot of discussion about the future of this area.
While some thought it should be considered part of the rest of
the single detached dwelling neighbourhood, others thought a
higher density housing forms, that included noise attenuation,
would be appropriate.
Staff recommends treating this area the same as
the rest of the single detached dwelling area.
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Neighbourhood Boundary
SkyTrain Line
400m from SkyTrain (5 minute walk)

Few comments were made
about the community corner,
but those received indicated
there was little support for
allowing new housing forms
across from the existing
commercial.
Staff recommends treating this
area the same as the rest of the
single detached dwelling area.

800m from SkyTrain (10 minute walk)
High Rise

There was some support for Moderate or
High Infill on Tenth Ave.

Mid Rise

Staff recommends treating this area the
same as the rest of the single detached
dwelling area since the level of support
was not strong enough to warrant
further exploration of adding density
to an arterial that does not, and is not
expected to, have frequent transit.
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Of the limited feedback received regarding
the East Columbia St there was support for
moderate and High Infill.
Staff feel this would be a suitable location for
High Infill, which would be a slightly lower density
that what is permitted in the existing OCP.
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Staff recommends Low Infill
but would reassess after
further analysis is done that
explores the feasibility of
building laneway houses in this
neighbourhood.
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The preference for the remainder
of the single detached dwelling
area was mixed between Status
Quo and Low Infill. If Low Infill is
considered it should explore the
ability to building new housing
forms on a slope and their
impact on views.
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There was some support for
High Infill on East Eighth
Ave.
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Staff recommend treating this
area like the rest of the single
detached dwelling area.
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There is some interest in allowing High Infill on
Holmes Street.
Staff feels the direction of the slope would
make it challenging to build High Infill on this
street and recommends Low Infill.
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Staff recommends Low Infill but would reassess
after further analysis is done that explores the
feasibility of building laneway houses in this
neighbourhood.
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Very little feedback was received
regarding Cumberland St. The
scenarios proposed Moderate or
High Infill.
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of Moderate and High Infill in this
location.
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Of the very little feedback as received
the preference was for High Infill on
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shown in all three scenarios.
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The preference for the remainder of the single
detached dwelling area was mixed between
Status Quo and Low Infill.
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MCBRIDE SAPPERTON: Summary of Feedback
There was a clear message for the residents
living in this area that they did not support any
of the scenarios proposed, all of which proposed
Mid Rise. Their preference was largely for the
area to remain Status Quo (further reflected in
the petitions received), though some were okay
with either Low or Moderate Infill.
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There was some support for High Infill along Wilson
St, as a transition to Sapperton Green.
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There was a lot of discussion,
and a range of opinions, about
what land uses are most
appropriate in this section of the
five minute walk area from the
hospital. Many people wanted to
add new housing forms in these
areas because of the proximity
to amenities, transit, and the
hospital.

There was interest in seeing
more medical related land
uses (e.g. doctor’s offices)
on the area around the
hospital, to better support
the hospital.
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three scenarios. The preference
was for Moderate Infill
since this land use category
would not put pressure on
homeowners to sell in order
for lots to be consolidated.

There was a lot of discussion, and a range
of opinions, about what land uses are
most appropriate in the five minute walk
area north of the Sapperton SkyTrain
Station. Many people wanted to add new
housing forms in these areas because of
the proximity to amenities, transit, and the
hospital. The majority of residents living in
or adjacent to the walk area within Lower
Sapperton would prefer that the area
remains Status Quo (further reflected by
the petition received). However, there were
young families in the area that expressed
their desire for more flexibly for how they
could use their property.
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There was some support for High Infill along the south
east side of Rousseau St. Others felt that the High Infill
should be on both sides of Rousseau St.
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There was some support for High Rise along Brunette Ave.
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The strongest support was for
Low Infill in the remainder of
the single detached dwelling
neighbourhood.
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There were mixed opinions
about what should happened
on the different segments of
Cumberland St. A number of
people felt that this street, or
a portion of this street, would
be an appropriate location for
a greater diversity of housing
forms, while others felt that it
should remain Status Quo.
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Staff would explore
opportunities for a mix of
Moderate and High Infill.

There were a lot of comments
that requested no change,
Status Quo or to keep the
existing RS-1 zoning. However,
many of these same comments
said that allowing laneway
houses should be considered.
Staff recommends Low Infill.

E Eighth Ave
McKay St

E E i ghth Ave
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There was some interest in
seeing new housing forms
around Richard McBride School,
which would allow families to
live close by. There was also some
interest in seeing High Infill on
the uphill side of Richmond St.

Massey

East Eighths Ave should not have
a different designation than
the rest of the single detached
dwelling area.
Staff recommends Low Infill.

Legend

There was a preference for any new apartments in this area to be
a maximum of three storeys (i.e. not six storeys) (further reflected
in the petitions received). People felt that limiting the height
would work better on the slope, block fewer views and create a
better transition to the single detached dwellings. There was also
a mix of opinions about what should happen on the remaining
properties in this area, which have not yet been redeveloped.
Staff recommends exploring a mix of infill
types and four storey Mid Rise.
Gray Pl
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This map summarizes the key location based feedback received. Areas shown in colour
are those that are consistent with the OCP and all three scenarios. In advance of the
workshop Council should give thought to the what land use categories should be
applied to the remaining areas. The pencil crayons match the colours in the legend.
To assist with this process staff provided suggestions for areas where there was a
consistent message from the community or where there is a relatively clear next step
to explore. These comments are shown in blue text. The red text will be the focus of the
Council workshop. These are areas where more discussion is required to determine the
appropriate land use category.
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MOODY PARK: Summary of Feedback
This map summarizes the key location based feedback received. Areas shown in colour are
those that are consistent with the OCP and all three scenarios. In advance of the workshop
Council should give thought to the what land use categories should be applied to the
remaining areas. The pencil crayons match the colours in the legend. To assist with this
process staff provided suggestions for areas where there was a consistent message from the
community or where there is a relatively clear next step to explore. These comments are shown
in blue text. The red text will be the focus of the Council workshop. These are areas where more
discussion is required to determine the appropriate land use category.
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The preferences for the remaining single detached dwelling areas were
mixed between wanting the area to remain Status Quo and wanting
Low Infill. There was a mix of opinions about Moderate Infill. Some felt
that there were locations within the neighbourhood where it would be
appropriate (e.g. large lots, corner lots, adjacent to the park). Others felt
strongly that this form is not appropriate for Moody Park.
Staff recommends designating the
area for Low Infill.

There was interest in adding
family friendly housing on Eighth
St across from the high school.
There seemed to be more support
for High Infill (scenario 2) than
Mid Rise (scenario 3).
Staff would explore the feasibility
of High Infill on Eighth St.
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800m from SkyTrain (10 minute walk)
High Rise
Mid Rise

There was some support for allowing
increased density along Tenth Ave since it is
a main traffic corridor.
Staff would explore High Infill. Noise
attenuation would be required if this land
use is permitted.
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Moderate Infill
Low Infill

Downie St
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Henley St

Commercial

Fifth St

Sand

Area expected to remain consistent
with existing OCP, as shown in all
three scenarios.

O

There was mixed feelings about whether
this land use designation for this area
should be Mid Rise or High Rise.

Eighth Ave

There was little interest in allowing infill
housing along Sixth Ave. It was not felt
that doing so would result in improved
transit.
Staff recommends treating this area the
same as the rest of the single detached
dwelling area.

Sixth St
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P

Bole St
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Martin St
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Sixth Ave

There was more interest in adding family
friendly housing forms near to the school
and park rather than on the corridors
identified in the scenarios. High Infill
was proposed by residents for Tenth St,
which would be across from the park and
adjacent to the elementary school.
Staff would explore High Infill.

Given that there was not a strong
consensus to designate Mid Rise,
staff does not recommend a land use
designation lower that what the existing
OCP allows.

D

Fourth St

There was little interest in allowing infill
housing along Eighth Ave. It was not felt
that doing so would result in improved
transit.
Staff recommends treating this area the
same as the rest of the single detached
dwelling area.
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Kingston St

Eighth St

Though many people wanted to see
commercial along all of Twelfth St,
there were many others who felt the
commercial should be focused in key
nodes and that residential should be
allowed at grade along the remainder
of the street. It was felt that this would
increase the viability of remaining
commercial and would mean there was
less need for density to be added to the
neighbourhood in order to support the
commercial.
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In keeping with the scenarios people
supported either High Infill or Mid Rise in
this location.
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Staff recommends Mid Rise on those
properties already zoned for this land use
and Moderate Infill on the remainder of
the properties to allow the retention of
older homes while still allowing creative
alternatives.
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There is a strong relationship to Twelfth St.
There was some support for increasing the
depth of the Mid Rise land use category
in order to make redeveloping properties
on Twelfth St more feasible. There was
discussion about whether the designation
needed to be extended by one or two
properties. There is strong interest in new
design guidelines being created that would
ensure an appropriate transition between
Mid Rise buildings and single detached
dwellings.
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WEST END: Summary of Feedback

Legend

Some support for High Infill on Tenth Ave.

This map summarizes the key location based feedback received. Areas shown in colour are
those that are consistent with the OCP and all three scenarios. In advance of the workshop
Council should give thought to the what land use categories should be applied to the
remaining areas. The pencil crayons match the colours in the legend. To assist with this
process staff provided suggestions for areas where there was a consistent message from the
community or where there is a relatively clear next step to explore. These comments are shown
in blue text. The red text will be the focus of the Council workshop. These are areas where more
discussion is required to determine the appropriate land use category.

Neighbourhood Boundary

Staff recommends treating this area the same as the
rest of the single detached dwelling area since the level
of support was not strong enough to warrant further
exploration of adding density to an arterial that does
not, and is not expected to, have frequent transit.

There was some interest in allowing
Moderate Infill in the area around
Lord Tweedsmuir School.
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It was felt that Eighth Ave should be treated the
same as the rest of the core neighbourhood.
Staff recommends Low Infill.

Nanaimo St

There was support for continuing to allow Mid
Rise on Twelfth St.
Staff recommends increasing the depth of the
Mid Rise land use category in keeping with all
three scenarios.

People were supportive of either
Moderate of High Infill housing
along Sixth Ave.
Staff would explore the
feasibility of High Infill.

McMartin St
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River Dr

Sharpe St

Sixth Ave

There was discussion about what should
happen in the properties below Grimston
Park. People were generally supportive of
some form of redevelopment. Many people
felt that this should be an extension of
Grimston Park.

There was some support for new infill housing
being permitted behind Twelfth St. Thirteenth St
was seen as a suitable transition between higher
and lower density forms since it is a wide street
where a central green boulevard could be added.
Staff would explore the feasibility of High Infill.
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Staff recommends Low Infill on this
segment of Twentieth st.
There was strong opposition to the High
Rise proposed in scenario three. There was
a preference for Status Quo in the area
around Bowler St and north of Grimston
Park.

Low Infill

London St

It was felt that Eighth Ave should be
treated the same as the rest of the core
neighbourhood.
Staff recommends Low Infill.
Limited feedback was received regarding
Twentieth St. Of the feedback received,
High Infill had the most support.

Moderate Infill
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Staff recommends Low Infill.
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There was some support for allowing Low
Infill throughout the remainder of the
single detached dwelling area.
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be consistent with the existing OCP.
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There is no Report with this Item.
Please see Attachment(s).

On Table
Open Workshop
April 25, 2016
Re: Item 1

OUR CITY 2041:
A Community Conversation
on Housing
Jackie Teed, Lynn Roxburgh and Mike Watson
Development Services
April 25, 2016

• Introduction (5 minutes)
• What Housing Fits (20 minutes)
o Summary of feedback

o Confirmation of priority housing forms

• Where Housing Goes (2.5 hours)
o Are there any areas shown in colour
that that need to be discussed at the
workshop?
o Are there any areas with “blue”
comments that need to be discussed
at the workshop?
o Explore and come to consensus on the
appropriate land use categories for
areas where there is a mix of opinions
and no clear direction.
• Wrap Up and Summary of Next Steps
(5 minutes)

OUR CITY Conversation on Housing

Workshop Agenda

Goal One: Accommodate Anticipated Growth
Relevant City Building Principles:
•

Locate the most number of residents within
mixed-use, pedestrian oriented nodes that are
well served by transit.

•

Locate the next highest number of residents
along pedestrian-oriented transit corridors.

•

Locate some additional residents in single
detached dwelling areas using form and
character that maintain neighbourhood
character.

Goal Two: Increase Housing Choice
Relevant City Building Principles:
•

Provide housing to meet the needs of different
ages, incomes, family types and abilities.

•

Locate some additional residents in single
detached dwelling areas using form and
character that maintain neighbourhood
character.

OUR CITY Conversation on Housing

Two Key Goals

With a focus on increasing housing choice, the
Community Conversation explored two questions:
1. What Housing Fits?
2. Where Housing Goes?
Consultation was launched in November 2015
and included :
• Full Day Kick-Off Workshop
• Traveling Open House
• Online Survey
• Drop-In Workshops
• Invited Events

OUR CITY Conversation on Housing

Community Conversation on Housing
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MID RISE

OUR CITY Conversation on Housing

Housing Categories

We presented a summary of each of the infill
housing forms we have been considering.
We wanted to understand:
• the level of support for each of the different
housing forms.
• what people like/not like about each form.
• which are the forms that we should focus on
as we move forward.

Next Steps: Confirm which housing forms should
be explored in the short term, the medium term
and the long term. Explore regulations, design
criteria and implementation options.

OUR CITY Conversation on Housing

A Community Conversation on Housing
Question One: What Housing Fits?

Comments of Support
• Plans for the aging population by increasing
senior friendly housing options
• Provides family friendly housing options
• Allows people to stay central
• Increases affordability
• Creates social interaction opportunities
• Contributes to neighbourhood diversity
Comments with Concerns
• Increases rental units
• Increases strata ownership
• Results in negative property value implications
• Could cause reduction in single detached
dwellings
• Could cause loss of heritage assets

OUR CITY Conversation on Housing

What We Heard

We explored three land use scenarios for each
neighbourhood showing where the different infill
housing forms could be located. The scenarios
imagine low density, really high density, and an inbetween density version.
The scenarios were based on the current OCP, the
City Building Principles, and the maps made by the
community at the February’s Neighbourhood
Visioning Process.
We wanted to understand:
• which parts people liked or didn’t like about each
• what new suggestions people had that we should
consider when we create a future land use
designation map

OUR CITY Conversation on Housing

A Community Conversation on Housing
Question Two: Where Housing Goes?

General Feedback
• Dislike of a scenario can mean different things
• Housing form support may not translate to
scenario support
• Neighbourhood specific approach
• Slow pace of change
• Implementation strategy will be key

OUR CITY Conversation on Housing

What We Heard

Summary of Scenario Support
• Scenario one was in the middle in terms of
preference. Of all neighbourhoods, West End
had highest support for scenario one, followed
by Queen’s Park and Massey Victory Heights.
Brow of the Hill and Moody Park had lowest
support for scenario one.
• Scenario two was the most liked. Scenario two
was also the least disliked. Of all
neighbourhoods, Brow of the Hill had the
highest support for scenario two, and Queen’s
Park had lowest support.
• Scenario three was least liked and most
disliked by neighbourhoods.

OUR CITY Conversation on Housing

What We Heard
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MID RISE

OUR CITY Conversation on Housing

Housing Categories

•

Create the first draft of the land use
designation map

•

Public consultation on the OCP framework:
the revised vision, revised goals, draft policies,
land use designation map

•

Launch implementation strategy for two infill
housing forms

OUR CITY Conversation on Housing

Next Steps

Thank You.
For more information about the OUR CITY process:
www.newwestcity.ca/ourcity
/New Westminster

@NewWestPlanning

Lynn Roxburgh – e: lroxburgh@newwestcity.ca

t: 604-515-3805

There is no Report with this Item.
Please see Attachment(s).

OUR CITY HOUSING CONTINUUM

HOUSING CATEGORIES

OURCITY

GENERAL
CHARACTERISTICS
HOUSING
TYPES

MID RISE

OVER 6 STOREY APARTMENT

UP TO 6 STOREY APARTMENT

STACKED TOWNHOUSE

These housing categories will play a
role in accommodating growth and
should be located near important
transit routes and Great Streets.
They can also be used to transition
between high rises and lower
density forms of housing.

TOWNHOUSE

ROWHOUSE
These housing categories will
play a role in increasing housing
choice. Because they would be
implemented very gradually on
individual lots, they would play a
very limited role in accommodating
growth. These land uses would be
located in existing single detached
dwelling neighbourhoods.

QUADRAPLEX

CLUSTER HOUSE

COMPACT LOT

TRIPLEX

SMALL LOT DUPLEX

SMALL LOT SINGLE DETACHED

This housing category will play a
role in increasing housing choice
and no role in accommodating
growth. These land uses would be
located in existing single detached
dwelling neighbourhoods.

LANEWAY HOUSE

STATUS
QUO

LOW
INFILL

HIGH
MODERATE INFILL
INFILL

HOUSING CHOICE

ACCOMMODATING GROWTH
HIGH
RISE

HOUSING
CATEGORIES

This housing category will play
a strong role in accommodating
growth. This housing type should be
located Downtown, Uptown, near
SkyTrain stations and in limited
context specific locations (e.g. at
Eighth and McBride).

DUPLEX
SINGLE DETACHED
DWELLING

This housing category will apply
to existing single detached
dwelling neighbourhoods that the
community wants to stay the same.
This category does not play a role
in increasing housing choice or
accommodating growth.

November 2015

